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Over the last ten years proton MR spectroscopy has been performed on clinical MR1
scanners using single voxel localisation and spectroscopic imaging sequences. In this work
inner volume excitation of a transverse imaging plane within the brain has been used to
obtain single slice spectroscopic images of proton metabolites.
The existing image processing protocols used to construct the metabolite images were
improved and optimised so as to give as accurate a picture ofmetabolite distribution as
possible. Inaccuracy in these images can be introduced by the excitation profile of the radio
frequency pulses used in inner volume excitation. A new normalisation technique is
proposed which will remove these inaccuracies enabling more reliable quantification of
metabolite concentrations.
Of particular importance in stroke is the metabolite lactate, elevated levels ofwhich are
symptomatic with the conditions of anaerobic glycolysis that are thought to precede
infarction. The signal from lactate is often obscured by lipid and macro-molecule
resonances in the same frequency range. Lactate editing sequences compatible with the
hardware capabilities of the scanner and spectroscopic imaging sequences were investigated
for viability in-vivo. Using two different editing sequences, lactate editing was performed
successfully in-vitro and in-vivo
In-vivo results are presented from a study of 23 acute stroke patients and a smaller pilot
study of 8 closed head injury patients. These patients were drawn from the Lothian Stroke
Register as part of the Clinical Research Initiative (CRI) in stroke and head injury being co¬
ordinated at the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh. To our knowledge this is the largest
spectroscopic imaging study of stroke and the first spectroscopic imaging study of head
injury. As such these findings could have a significant bearing in analysing the
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1.1 Background to the project
The work described in this thesis is concerned with the implementation of proton (1H)
magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (SI) techniques, using a routine clinical magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. The project was funded by the Medical Research
Council ofGreat Britain, with the aim of studying the metabolic changes that accompany
ischaemic brain injury, in particular stroke and closed head trauma. The work was carried
out in the Department of Clinical Neurosciences of the University of Edinburgh, based at
the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh. Prior to the author joining the group, a pilot study
of brain metabolism in stroke had been instigated using single voxel 'H proton
spectroscopy. The technical aspects of this initial work were done by the author's supervisor
Dr Ian Marshall, (Senior Lecturer in MRI, Department ofMedical Physics, University of
Edinburgh) whilst the clinical impetus came from Dr Joanna Wardlaw (Consultant Research
Neuro-radiologist, Department ofClinical Neurosciences, University of Edinburgh). In late
1994, a spectroscopic imaging pulse sequence (PRESS -SI) was made available to the group
by the manufacturers (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). With the potential to show metabolite
distribution throughout a whole slice of the brain as opposed to specific single voxel
locations, the clinical advantages of the technique were obvious. As such the technical
direction of the work moved towards transforming the raw data acquired from a SI
acquisition into clinically meaningful images of metabolite distribution. In February 1995,
the author joined the MRI Physics group, and the work carried out herein has been
concerned with optimisation of the SI acquisition and processing methods in an attempt to
gain accurate metabolic data from ischaemic brain disorders.
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1.1.1 Summary of the work described in subsequent chapters
The theory that underpins MRI and NMR spectroscopy is complicated, a rigorous
explanation of the physical principles involved requires a good deal of advanced physics
and an understanding of atomic chemistry. In Chapter 2, this background theory is outlined
for future reference in subsequent chapters.
In chapter 3, the equipment used (the Siemens Magnetom SP63 1.5 T MRI scanner) is
described. An account of the methods for acquiring spectroscopic data using this machine
are also given in this chapter with particular reference to the r.f. pulse sequences used. The
additional preparational steps that are essential for a succesful spectroscopic scan using this
clinical machine are emphasised.
As the MRI scanner was used for routine clinical scanning for twelve hours a day, five days
of the week, all the developmental and experimental work using the machine was performed
out of hours. Therefore a large part of the work described in the thesis (roughly 50%) is
concerned with optimisation and development of the data and image processing techniques -
which do not rely on constant access to the MRI scanner. The bulk of the computer
software used to process the data and construct the metabolite images was written in house.
Chapter 4 describes these data processing methods in detail, giving critical comparisons
with the techniques used by other groups working on SI in-vivo.
In chapter 5, a novel post acquisition data processing technique is proposed which removes
sources of error from a volume selective (PRESS localised) spectroscopic image by
normalisation with uniform phantom data. The need for such a normalisation is emphasised
with quantitative in-vivo metabolite image measurements.
Using the acquisition and data processing methods described in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the
study of stroke patients with SI progressed. During the course of the study it became
obvious that the signal from lactate (an important indicator of impaired oxygenation in the
brain), was obscured by a lipid signal in many patients studied. The bulk of the work carried
out in the last year and a half of the study was therefore focused on developing pulse
sequences that are capable of editing lactate from lipids. The two techniques developed are
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both based on the J coupling property of spins in the lactate molecule. The first sequence (a
variant on the PRESS double spin echo sequence) utilises the transfer of polarisation
between lactate spins. In the first part of Chapter 6, this technique is described in detail and
the first in-vivo and spectroscopic imaging examples of spectra obtained using this
technique are presented. The second technique uses a stimulated echo (STEAM) sequence
to exploit the transfer of zero quantum coherence between the lactate spins.
In Chapter 7, the quantitative results of the in-vivo stroke and head injury studies are
presented. The stroke study of 23 patients scanned within 72 hours of ischaemic onset
constitutes one of the largest spectroscopic studies of stroke to date. A further smaller serial
study of 9 patients scanned on 2-3 occasions is included. Finally the results from a pilot
study (nine patients) of SI in acute closed head injury are given, this represents the first
application of spectroscopic imaging techniques in head injury
In the final chapter the conclusions drawn from this work are discussed, with
recommendations of how the techniques could be improved in further work
1.2 Historical development of NMR, MRI and in-vivo spectroscopy.
The first observations ofNuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) were made in the USA in
1945 by two independent groups based at Stanford (Bloch et al) and MIT (Purcell et al).
When water molecules were irradiated with radio frequency (r.f.) electromagnetic radiation
in the presence of a strong static magnetic field, it was noticed that a certain frequency of
radiation was absorbed. It was later discovered that this radiation was subsequently re-
emitted as spins returned to their ground state energy level corresponding to an alignment of
the spin parallel with the applied magnetic field. In 1949 two independent groups, (Proctor
and Yu) and (Dickinson et al) discovered that the frequency of absorption and re-emission
of r.f. radiation by the proton spins, varied microscopically depending upon the chemical
structure of the molecule to which the proton was bound. This effect, was called the
chemical shift of the nucleus and gave chemists a tool with which to identify the
composition and structure of molecules by analysing the characteristic frequencies present
in the NMR spectra. To distinguish one species of proton from another the spectra must be
very well resolved so as to identify different resonant frequencies (i.e. chemical shifts are
very small). This meant that very homogeneous static magnetic fields were needed (1 part in
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1()9) and a good deal of effort went in to spectrometer design technology. In 1950 Hahn
discovered the spin echo, which plays an integral part in modern day MRI and spectroscopy.
A further important discovery made in the 1950's which had huge implications for MRI was
that field gradients could give spatial mapping within the coil - Gabillard 1951. By 1953,
commercial NMR spectrometers were available and the technique became universally
adopted by chemists studying the resonance spectra of a variety of nuclei with integer and
half integer spins (e.g. ^H, l^C,
The extension of the technique as a method of determining the composition of biological
tissue was a logical one and in 1956 Odelblad and Lindstrom published the first NMR data
from excised biological samples. With technological advances, more homogeneous fields
were achievable across wider bore spectrometers and by the late 1960's/early 1970's spectra
had been collected from living rodents and human limbs and digits. Damadian et al in 1971,
observed different relaxation times in the signal from healthy and cancerous tissue in the
human arm. This finding was the basis of the Tj and 7*2 weighting used to produce contrast
in subsequent MR images. Meanwhile high-resolution in-vivo studies of proton spectra
were hampered by the "drowning out" of the small metabolite resonances by the abundant
water signal. Consequently in-vivo spectral studies at the time focused on the 31 p
resonance, Hoult et al 1974.
In order to use the technique accurately in-vivo some form of spatial localisation of the
collected signal was needed, this came about by using linear gradients in the static magnetic
field to produce linear position dependent shifts in the resonant frequency and phase of the
excited spins. Using such gradients, Lauterbur et al 1973, published the first NMR image of
two test tubes, which was constructed using a back projection reconstruction algorithm. In
1976, Mansfield's group at Nottingham produced the first human anatomical image of the
fingers. In 1978 Damadian et al produced the first whole body image of the human thorax
using the FONAR technique. Mansfield et al 1978, produced images of even better spatial
resolution using a line-scan technique. Around this time commercial medical imaging
manufacturers became interested in the technique and by 1983 the first commercial
instruments were on sale in the USA. The majority of these and subsequent machines being
used today base their MRI sequences on the spin-warp phase encoding techniques
developed by Edelstein et al in 1980 at Aberdeen. Frequency and phase encoding of the
signal is conducive to Fourier image reconstruction (Kumar et al 1975) based on a two
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dimensional fast Fourier transform (2D-FFT). As such virtually all MR images are
nowadays constructed using Fourier methods.
With stronger fields being used in commercial MRI scanners (1.5 T) by the early eighties,
and water suppression techniques being adapted from the solvent suppression pulses used in
small bore NMR (Flore 1983, Patt and Sykes 1972), proton spectroscopy in-vivo became
more realistic. In 1983 new MRI scanners were being produced with an in-built proton
spectroscopic capability (Bottomley et al 1983). Previously any in-vivo spectroscopy had
been carried out on research machines with purpose written pulse sequences.
Around this time the first spectroscopic imaging sequences were being used (Brown et al
1982, Maudsley et al 1983). These combined the volume selective localisation techniques of
in-vivo spectroscopy with spatial phase encoding (previously employed in one dimension in
spin-warp imaging techniques). The result was an array of spectra from a planar grid of
voxels which with one acquisition gave spectroscopic data from a much larger spatial
region than the previous single voxel techniques. From these spectral arrays, images
corresponding to metabolite distribution were built up, the intensity from a given voxel
being proportional to the concentration of the metabolite found in that voxel. The spatial
resolution in these images was typically quite coarse as field strengths imposed a lower limit
on the voxel size needed to collect a spectrum in which the metabolite peaks are
distinguishable from noise. A further limitation is the need for sequence repetition with
different phase encodings in two spatial dimensions. As such the majority of SI studies to
date have been single slice images with a matrix size of 16x16 (Luyten et al 1989) or in
cases where high fields were available 32x32 voxels (e.g. Hetherington et al 1995, at 4.1 T).
The coarse appearance of the SI together with the need for user involvement in constructing
the images probably explains in part why the technique has been slow in becoming accepted
by radiologists. There is also some doubt in neuro-radiological circles as to the general
clinical usefulness of MR spectroscopy as a routine diagnostic imaging sequence. As a
result the bulk of SI studies to date have been carried out in research hospitals and institutes
with MRI physicist support. For the same reasons many MRI scanner manufacturers have
regarded SI as an expensive side line. Indeed many of the top of the range scanners
currently on the market in 1998 have yet to include SI sequences in the package (e.g.
Elscint, Picker) despite the fact that the scanners are perfectly capable of supporting the
sequences.
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The need for phase encoding in two directions also constrained most SI sequences used in
the late eighties/early nineties to one plane. With the advent of multi-slice/multi-echo SI
sequences (Duyn and Moonen 1994) and echo planar (EPI -after Mansfield 1977) SI
sequences (PEPSI -Posse et al 1995, Adalsteinsson et al 1995) a multi-slice SI data set can
be acquired in the time taken to acquire a single slice with 2D phase encoding. With many
of the new scanners having the hardware capabilities needed to run such sequences,
hopefully 3D SI will begin to become accepted as a viable and useful imaging modality with
its unique ability to provide comprehensive spatial information on the distribution of
metabolites within tissue.
1.3 Alternative methods of imaging brain metabolism and
physiology
Before describing the metabolites that can be detected using proton spectroscopy,
alternative metabolic and physiological imaging techniques will be reviewed with particular
attention being paid to hypoxic injuries such as ischaemia and head injury. The advantages
and disadvantages of these techniques when compared with spectroscopy will be
emphasised as will possible ways in which they can complement a spectroscopic
examination.
1.3.1 Metabolic imaging
Using positron emitting isotopes (generated in a particle accelerator), Ter-Pogossian et al
1975 pioneered the technique of Positron Emission Tomography (PET). The range of
positron emitting nuclides that can be used with a PET scanner (e.g. ' ^F, l^c, 15o and
l^N) is greater than with Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT). Many
of them are less harmful as a result of their short half lives. This allows the use of higher
activities than with SPECT and also makes repeated measurements possible. PET has
increased the metabolic capability of nuclear medicine. In particular the nuclide 14c_
deoxyglucose allowed Sokoloff et al 1977, to study cerebral glucose metabolism.
Furthermore the isotope ' allows monitoring of cerebral oxygen uptake and offers an
alternative method ofmonitoring cerebral metabolism and tissue oxygenation (Broich et al
1992). As such PET has enabled regions of hypoxia and reduced glucose metabolism to be
imaged, as well as enabling maps of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) to be computed
whereas SPECT is more suited to regional cerbral blood volume (rCBV) images. Much
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work has been done more recently on PET/SPECT tracers for CNS receptors such as
dopamine and serotonin. Variations in the levels of these receptors is established in nervous
disorders such as Alzheimer's disease and Huntingdon's disease, their involvement in
ischaemia appears to be less significant. The ability of PET/SPECT to monitor such
receptors may have a role in functional imaging of neuro-activity but is less useful in
metabolic imaging.
Modern PET scanners are capable of achieving a finer spatial resolution (5-6 mm). The
major disadvantage of PET systems is that they are very expensive (£2m+ in 1997). The
short half-life of the radio-nuclides requires an on site particle accelerator and chemical
synthesis laboratory. As a result PET facilities are currently restricted to large hospitals with
major research programmes.
1.3.2 Physiological imaging
Whilst PET and MR spectroscopy are the only imaging modalities that give an indication of
metabolic activity, other techniques such as Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography (SPECT-Kuhl and Edwards 1963), Computed Tomography (CT - Hounsfield
1973), Trans-Cranial Doppler Ultrasound (TCD-Aaslid et al 1982) and MRI (after Lauterbur
et al 1973) may provide complementary physiological information on blood perfusion,
oedema and cell wall viability. Routine anatomical brain imaging at present amounts to CT
and to a lesser extent T/ and T2 weighted MRI. These modalities are excellent indicators of
brain anatomy, however they may be less effective in highlighting ischaemic injury in the
acute stage and in particular areas of potentially salvageable tissue. The advantage ofCT is
its acquisition speed (a few minutes) compared to fifteen minutes for a typical MRI
examination. CT does however rely on the use of ionising radiation and as such is
potentially harmful, whereas no known side effects of non-invasive MR techniques have
been found to date. A typical CT head scan delivers 2.0 mSv of radiation (the equivalent of
100 chest X-ray scans or 1 years background radiation) and has a risk of 1 in 10 000 of
inducing a fatal cancer. In a clinical MRI - CT comparative study of acute cerebral
infarction, Bryan et al 1991, found that in the first 24 hours following the insult that 82 % of
the study group had MR visible infarction whilst only 58 % were CT visible.
These findings indicate that conventional MRI is more sensitive than CT in picking up
changes in the early stages of ischaemic injury. In a T2 weighted MRI, there is a hyper
intensity caused by the swelling of cerebral oedema. In the early stages of ischaemia,
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oedema may not be very severe and as such no abnormality may be apparent in the image.
With more advanced MR imaging strategies such as MR angiography, diffusion weighted
MRI and perfusion MRI, the physiological processes that precede oedema and infarction
could be highlighted.
Conventional MR angiography techniques use arterial spin-tagging or the injection of a
bolus of paramagnetic contrast agent in to the blood stream, to provide image contrast. If
the brain is imaged quickly using a fast imaging sequence (e.g. EPI Mansfield 1977) then
the contrast agent will have largely remained in the major blood vessels within the brain.
The images will therefore highlight the major arterial and venous structure. As such the
technique is effective at indicating macro-perfusion abnormalities such as aneurysms and
major vessel occlusions which could cause the onset of ischaemia. An
alternative/complementary method of studying large scale cerebral blood flow is TCD,
which can register turbulent blood flow in partially occluded vessels. This technique was
used in conjunction with the SI study of stroke patients discussed in more detail in Chapter
7. The technique has the advantage of being relatively cheap as the apparatus costs tens of
thousands of pounds compared to hundreds of thousands for an MRI scanner.
Blood perfusion deficits on a microscopic scale can be imaged with PET and SPECT to give
estimates of rCBF and rCBV. The first technique to be used to produce tomographic images
of the brain was Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) (after Kuhl and
Edwards 1963), which detects the signal from gamma emitting radio-nuclides injected in to
the patient, using a gamma camera. Rotation of the camera allows a series of planar images
to be obtained. A tomographic image is then constructed from the planar images using a
back projection technique. The radio-nuclides normally used in SPECT are Technetium-
99m and Iodine-123, which can be attached to various ligands. When administered
intravenously these radio-pharmaceuticals are distributed in proportion to blood flow.
SPECT images of the brain can therefore give a good indication of rCBV. The resolution of
a modern SPECT gamma camera is a pixel of nominal width 12 mm (at full width half
maximum). This compares favourably with state of the art NMR spectroscopic imaging
techniques, but is much less well resolved than MRI/CT images. There is a relatively high
radiation dose associated with the radio-pharmaceuticals used which limits the levels
administered (8 mSv - 4 in 10 000 risk of inducing a fatal cancer). This in turn limits the
precision of rCBV measurements from small anatomical regions. In addition the relatively
long effective half-life of the radio-pharmaceuticals makes interventional studies (e.g.
reperfusion drug tests) difficult to perform. Parallel SPECT - SI studies have been
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conducted using stroke patients Graham et al 1994, and the results are promising showing a
strong correlation between reduced rCBV and elevated lactate. The development of
perfusion MR1 as an alternative to PET/SPECT could reduce the chances of further
PET/SPECT - NMR spectroscopic imaging parallel studies. This is because it is more
convenient to carry out metabolic imaging and physiological imaging in a single scanning
process. As such there is the possibility that the two fields will diverge further apart. If both
facilities are available to the radiologist then it makes sense to try and correlate the
metabolic and physiological information available with MRI/SI and that gained from
SPECT/PET.
Work on MRI perfusion imaging in animals shows promising results (Rosen et al 1990).
The methods used can be split into two categories according to the mechanism used for
contrasting perfusion abnormalities. Arterial spin tagging methods (Edelman et al 1994) use
successive fast imaging sequences (EP1) with spin inversion pulses applied and omitted
alternately. Subtraction of the images from one another can give quantifiable rCBF
estimates.
Alternatively the contrast in the abnormal region of perfusion can be achieved by
• • t m 9 ••• sjc
monitoring localised changes in magnetic susceptibility (7j? changes). The degree of
oxygen saturation of deoxy-haemoglobin in the blood plays a large part in determining the
7*2* in the adjacent area. Thus endogenous decreases in blood oxygenation levels will
register as a deficit in hypo-perfused tissue imaged with a T2* weighted imaging sequence.
This is the basis of Blood Oxygenation Level Determination (BOLD) image contrast, which
has shown significant signal reductions in ischaemia and hypoxia (De Crespigny et al 1992,
Turner et al 1991).
Paramagnetic contrast agents can be used as an alternative method of obtaining localised
72* contrast, following intavenous administration of a bolus. Fast T2* weighted imaging
sequences (e.g. EPI Rosen et al 1991, BURST Duyn et al 1994) allow the determination of
rCBF, rCBV and time of flight of the bolus. These techniques are currently more accurate
than the other two contrast methods but do require invasive administration of contrast.
Perfusion MRI can therefore give information on regions which may be in danger of
infarction as a result of their impaired perfusion.
Diffusion weighted imaging has been shown to pinpoint areas that have already succumbed
to the ischaemic process (Moseley et al 1990, Moonen et al 1991) where cells have
undergone some degree of metabolic energy failure and are unable to regulate the normal
concentrations of intra-cellular and extra-cellular water. These sequences use additional
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strong "diffusion" gradients applied separately in three orthogonal directions to provide
image contrast. Spin signals from regions of abnormally high diffusion will be more
severely attenuated by the dephasing action of these gradients than will those from spins
present in areas of abnormally low diffusion. Therefore impaired diffusion as might be
expected in regions in which oedema has caused cell swelling and a decrease in extra¬
cellular space, will register as hyper intensity (reduced apparent diffusion coefficient ADC)
on a diffusion image, (van Gelderen et al 1994). The technique also has a role in monitoring
the late stages of stroke, as cell walls breakdown following infarction, water molecule
mobility could increase causing the ADC to rise again (Szafer et al 1995).
With fast spectroscopic, diffusion weighted and perfusion sequences it is conceivable that
all three scanning techniques could be integrated in one MRI examination, giving
comprehensive information on brain metabolism and physiology. With the possibility of
detecting ischaemia at a much earlier stage, such an integrated scan could be of great use in
deciding upon the prescription of reperfusing neuro-protecting drugs (Minnematsu et al
1993, Peruche and Krieglstein 1993).
1.4 The metabolites imaged with 'H MR spectroscopy
Proton spectroscopy has to date found most in-vivo applications in the human brain, where
the spectroscopic volume of interest (VOI) can be strategically positioned so as to avoid
excitation of sub-cutaneous lipids (Chapter 6). Having said this, spectroscopy of the
prostate gland has been pursued giving unique information on the distribution of the
metabolite citrate (Schick et al 1996). The brain is less prone to the motion artefacts found
in the thorax and is probably the most stationary of all parts of the human body, prone to a
slight respiratory and cardiac pulsatility and the inevitable patient movement. As such the
brain presents an ideal site from which to collect 1H spectra. In this section the proton
metabolites found in healthy and diseased cerebral tissue will be described. Particular
reference is made to the methyl spin resonances (methyl groups highlighted in bold) of
metabolites that are visible at the long echo times (135 ms and above) used in this study.
The primary methyl resonances of the metabolites choline, creatine, N-acetyl aspartate and
lactate are illustrated in the spectrum of fig. 2.7. A much more detailed discussion of the
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Fig. 1.1 The four main metabolites found in-vivo in ischaemic tissue, acquired using in-vitro samples.
1.4.1 Amino acids
Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins found throughout the body, in the brain and
CNS they also participate in physiological neurotransmitter mechanisms.
N-acetylaspartate NAA (2.0 ppm) CH3CO.COO.CHNH2.CH2.COOH
NAA is found in relatively high concentrations (5-10 mM) in normal adult brain tissue and
is evident at short and long echo times as a well defined single spectral resonance. The fact
that the NAA resonance is easily identifiable as a singlet (i.e. its lineshape is not
complicated by ./coupling) at long echo times explains in part why it is one of the most
studied metabolites in 'H MRS to date. NAA is an amino acid associated with neurones,
being absent in oligodendrocytes and astrocytes in adult tissue extracts, (Williams et al
1995). In the infant brain, NAA concentration increases with age and is found in both
neurones and oligodendrocytes, (Bachelard et al 1993). In NMR spectroscopy studies of
degenerative neurological disorders other than stroke, e.g. brain tumours, Alzheimer's
disease, MS, AIDS and epilepsy, reductions in NAA concentration were found
(Christiansen et al 1995, Luyten et al 1993, Hugg et al 1993, Meyerhoff et al 1994). The fact
that it is found only in neurones in adult brain and shows significant decreases in neuro¬
degenerative disorders studied with spectroscopy has meant that NAA has become accepted
as a marker of neuronal viability.
Amino acids with strongly coupled spins: glutamate, glutamine, GABA, aspartate.
(2.1-2.5ppm)
An additional set of resonances (not present in the sample of fig 1.1 )is evident in the 1H
spectrum of brain tissue when short Tj7 (<50 ms) acquisitions are made. These species, all
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amino acids, have strongly coupled spins and as such their peaks are Jmodulated. This
makes their detection at longer echo times more complex as signals tend to cancel one
another out. Blamire et al 1994, made spin echo acquisitions at Tg=30 ms & 270 ms and
subtracted the first set of spectra from the second so as to remove the contribution from
these spin-coupled resonances from the NAA peak. Similarly, Frahm et al 1989 attribute the
apparent overestimate of the concentration ofNAA, when compared to in vitro methods, to
these resonances.
Despite being difficult to detect quantitatively, knowledge of the distribution of these amino
acids could give vital metabolic information in diseased tissue. For instance, glutamate is an
excitatory neurotransmitter and has been linked to the initiation of ischaemic neuronal
damage. Studies of alterations in concentration of these metabolites in-vivo have been made
(Frahm et al 1990, Kreis 1994). Their study is likely to become more popular as high field
strength scanners (>1.5 T) become more common. At higher fields the frequency spacing of
these metabolites becomes greater and the resolution of individual peaks is better.
Furthermore, stronger, quicker, actively shielded gradients will help in the detection of these
metabolites as eddy currents will be reduced (thus minimising line broadening due to field
inhomogeneity) and shorter echo times can be attained.
1.4.2 Choline (3.2 ppm) HO.CH2CH2.N(CH3)3
The choline resonance (3.2 ppm) arises from the methyl groups of choline containing
intermediate compounds formed in phospholipid metabolism. Raised levels of choline
might be interpreted as an indication of increased phospholipid turnover, (Luyten et al
1990). One possible source of phospholipid release is the breakdown of cell membranes in
decaying tissue. In MRS studies of carcinogenic tissue in-vivo and in-vitro, choline
levels have been found to rise.
1.4.3 Creatine (3.0ppm) NH2CNH.NCH3.CH2.COOH
The creatine resonance encompasses two species; creatine (Cr) and phospho-creatine (PCr),
which together are found in fairly constant concentrations of around 10 mM in human brain.
Two distinct resonances are found, due to the N-CH2(3.9 ppm) and N-CH3(3.0 ppm)
protons respectively. Creatine is found both in neurones and glial cells and has been
proposed as an intermediary mechanism for phosphate transfer, acting as an energy buffer.
The interplay between Cr and PCr in this metabolic reaction means that the total creatine
resonance remains constant in healthy tissue. For this reason, the creatine resonance has
been adopted as a constant internal reference for quantification of the other metabolites in
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terms of ratios. Whether creatine remains constant in diseased tissue is uncertain and this
method is open to flaws.
1.4.4 Lactate (1.3-1.5)ppm; CH3CHOH.COO"
Lactate is present in low concentrations in healthy brain tissue (less than 0.5 mM) and not
normally detectable. The lactate resonance shows Jmodulation from a weak spin-spin
coupling of the CH (4.1-4.3 ppm) and CH3 (1.3-1.5 ppm) protons, as such its lineshape
varies with changing echo time (see Chapter 6).
As a by-product of anaerobic glycolysis, that is induced by states of hypo-perfusion, lactate
elevation might be expected in regions where there is an imbalance between glucose uptake
and blood flow clearance. As lactate levels can rise dramatically over a short period of time
in oxygen deprived tissue, lactate spectroscopy has received a lot of attention as an indicator
of ischaemic and hypoxic pathologies (Chapters 6 and 9). Conditions of anaerobic
glycolysis are not associated with brain pathology alone, lactate has been found in elevated
levels using 'H NMR spectroscopy in the visual cortex following optical stimulation
(Sappier-Marinier et al 1992). Lactate spectroscopy is discussed in much greater detail in
Chapter 6.
1.4.5 Lipids and macro-molecules (0.9-1.3 ppm);
Sometimes present in an ill defined broad resonance these signals were first thought to
originate from fatty deposits within membranes. The immobility of membrane bound lipid
molecules, severely restricts their T/ and T2* ■ The observation of a large lipid signal
therefore suggests an increase in molecular mobility. This was attributed to membrane
degradation by Williams et al 1989. Recent work by Behar et al 1993 and 1994, suggests
that the resonances found in this chemical shift range are not only due to lipids but macro-
molecular proteins as well. Lipids and methods of distinguishing their peaks from lactate are
covered in more depth in Chapter 6.
1.5 Summary
In this first chapter the historical evolution ofMR spectroscopic imaging was described, and
alternative/complementary imaging strategies were discussed. The chemicals (metabolites)
that can be detected with the technique were also introduced. In the next chapter the
background theory ofNMR spectroscopy and MR imaging is treated in some depth as the
principles are fundamental to understanding the work described in later chapters.
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Chapter 2.
Physical principles of NMR and MRI
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the physical principles behind an NMR experiment are discussed in terms of
the intrinsic spin of the protons and the quantum energy levels available to the protons when
an external magnetic field (Bp) is applied. The magnetisation that results from the
occupation of these energy levels is then described classically and the Bloch equations
which account for the effects of a Bj r.f. perturbation are described. Using the Bloch
equations, the response of a spin sample to simple r.f. pulse sequences are predicted. A
more rigorous quantum mechanical description that uses density operators and product
operators is given in Appendix 1, this is needed to understand the response of a coupled spin
system to the pulse sequences described in chapter 6.
In the second half of this chapter the physical aspects of performing NMR localised
spectroscopy and MRI in vivo are dealt with, namely localisation using orthogonal
gradients. A brief summary ofMRI imaging methods is given before dealing with NMR
spectroscopic localisation and imaging techniques. The background NMR theory discussed
in this chapter can be found in more detail in texts such as Canet 1996 and Callaghan 1995,
the imaging aspects are well documented in books such as Morris 1986 and Brown and
Semelka 1995.
2.2 Behaviour of a spin in an applied Bp field
Nuclei consist of protons and neutrons, each ofwhich has an intrinsic spin. Using quantum
mechanics, the total spin of an arbitrary nucleus can be calculated by taking the vector sum
of the component nucleon spins, I. When an external direction ofmeasurement is imposed
on this spin system (by the application of an external magnetic field for example), then
quantum mechanics stipulates that only certain allowed quantum states or axes of rotation
are available to the total nuclear angular momentum J.
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This process ofmeasurement is expressed in quantum mechanics as the application of an
operator to the spin wave function of the nucleus. Defining the spin operator I = — and the
h
nuclear spin wave function | y/) then the following eigenvalue equation applies:
i\y,) = 4l(I + X)\¥) (2.1)
This eigenvalue equation means in physical terms that if the total spin of the nucleus is
measured it will have a value of ^7(7 + 1) where the total spin quantum number 7 can take
integer or half integer values. If the axis of the direction ofmeasurement (the external field)
is set at z then the eigenvalue equation for the z component of the spin angular momentum
is:
Iz\y/) = m\y/) (2.2)
The spin quantum number, m can take (27+1) individual integer or semi-integer values given
by -7 < m < I providing that Am=\.
In nuclei which have only a single unpaired nucleon such as ^H, 13^ 19p ancj 31 qien
7 = i and m can take only two values, ±^- corresponding to the two eigenfunctions,
parallel (up) 11^ and antiparallel (down) 11^. Nuclei such as with two unpaired nucleons
(a proton and a neutron) have 7=1, with m= 0,-l,+l and have three possible axes of rotation.
These individual spin states correspond to different alignments of the total nuclear magnetic
moment of the nucleus with respect to the direction of the external field.
As this work deals with the NMR signals from proton containing species, then the analysis
for a single proton is described. In chapter 6 and Appendix I, the interaction of spins from
different protons in the same molecule are dealt with when the process of spin-spin coupling
is discussed.
Now the total angular momentum of the single proton spin (of gyromagnetic ratio y) has a
classical magnetic moment p. The energy of interaction of this moment with an applied
field B0 along the z axis is given by:
E=-\i. B0= -pzB0 (2.3)
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In quantum mechanical terms this energy of interaction is given by the eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian:
H = -yhIzB0 (2.4)
The eigenfunctions of this Hamiltonian are again the up and down spin states |T^and|4^







The difference in energy between the two possible states is called the Zeeman splitting.
Transitions between the ground state |1^ and the excited state, |4^ can be induced by
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(2.6)
Figure 2.1. Splitting in energy levels of the two spin states of a proton
Now as this frequency of absorption is identical to the Larmor frequency (co0) of precession
then it follows that a spin should interact with a magnetic field which cyclically rotates at
the Larmor frequency. If any bulk effect following the irradiation of a sample containing
protons is to be observed then there must exist an imbalance in the population of the two
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energy levels. This is the case when the spin system is in a state of thermal equilibrium with
the surrounding lattice and the population imbalance can be predicted from the Boltzmann
distribution:
AE ytiB0
= ~~kT = ~~~kT~
n*
(2.7)
The total number of spins is given by:
n =
And the difference in population of the up and down spin energy states is
(2.8)










At a field strength of Z?0=1.5T and at room temperature this fraction is equal to 7xl0"75 as
such when performing NMR experiments under such conditions the tanh function in eq.
(2.9) can be approximated tanh (;c)«x for small x and (2.9) becomes
(n-t. - n I ) / n = ( )T 2kT (2.10)
So at moderate temperatures and field strengths attainable in practice the fractional
imbalance in populations of the two spin states is directly proportional to the strength of the
external magnetic field B0, This imbalance gives rise to a net magnetisation Mpointing in
the positive z direction:
M0 = («| -n^)yhm = 2 B0n/ 4kT (2.11)
As the majority of spins have a z component that is parallel rather than anti-parallel with B0
there is a net magnetisation of the sample in the z direction given by MQ in eq.(2.11). With
no field applied parallel to x and y the spins are distributed in random directions within the
xy plane i.e. they have random phases. This situation is represented pictorially in fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2 Diagram illustrating how a fractional majority of the spins in a sample align parallel with the
direction of an applied B0 field rather than anti-parallel. (The direction of alignment of the spins is
represented by their vector isochromats)
2.3 The chemical shift effect
So far in this treatment it has been assumed that the field felt by each proton spin is equal to
the static Bq field. In reality the localised field felt at a nucleus is perturbed by the
precession of the molecular electron cloud's angular momentum in the Bo field. The
electronic shielding effect causes the perturbation in the field felt by the nucleus and
consequently causes a change in the Larmor frequency of that nuclear spin. The offset of the
resonant frequency due to the localised electron shielding is therefore directly related to the
electron wavefunctions of the molecule. As such Larmor frequency offsets can be used as a
method of classifying the chemical enviroment of the proton in resonance. The degree of
offset from a reference proton spin (e.g. water) is quantified in terms of the chemical shift
(a) which can be incorporated in to the equation for the Larmor frequency (eq. 2.6)), as a
perturbation to the gyromagnetic ratio:
co=y(l-cr)Bo (2.12)
This property is the basis ofNMR spectroscopy, in that it allows the identification of a
chemically distinct proton from its resonant frequency.
2.4 Classical behaviour of the net magnetisation vector
Staying with the treatment of the net magnetisation and disregarding chemical shift
perturbations, the net magnetisation can be represented as a net magnetic moment M. Were
it possible to somehow displace the alignment of J away from the z axis by an angle 9, then
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the action of the B0 field on the net magnetic moment, M (=yJ), is to exert a couple. The
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Fig. 2.3 The couple set up by displacing the magnetisation Fig. 2.4 Plan view in the -z direction
away from the z axis
The effect of the couple T, is to increase the angular momentum according to the relation:
T=dJ/dt=( 1 /y)dM/dt (2.14)
Therefore:
dM/dt=yMxB0 (2-15)
The magnetisation therefore has an equation of motion (2.15) which describes a gyroscopic
precession about the z axis with a frequency co given by the resonant Larmor frequency;
co0=yB0 (2.16)
In the previous paragraph it was mentioned that some mechanism of tipping the
magnetisation, so that it has a component in the xy plane is required to initiate this
precession. If a second time varying magnetic field Bj is applied rotating in the xy plane at




B\=Bjcos(cojt + y/)i- Bjsin(cojt + y/)j (2.18)
and i and j represent the unit vectors in the x and y directions of the transverse plane.
The B] field induces precessional motion of the bulk magnetisation in theyz and xz planes
in a similar way that the individual spins precess about the z axis in the presence of B0. This
compound motion is best considered by viewing the system in a frame of reference (xy
z') rotating at angular frequency co. With a rotating reference frame:
The rate of change of the (x \y \z') position vectors (i, j, k) for a frame rotating at an angular






Similarly — =coxj and — =coxk, so (2.19) becomes;
dt dt
(2.21)
Equating (2.17) and (2.21);
^+(coxM) = yMx(B0+B1)dt (2.22)
At resonance co=yB0 so (2.22) becomes;
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(2.23)
Equation (2.23) describes the torque action of the Bj field on the magnetisation vector,
tipping it in to the xy plane. Now as the frequency of precession of the net magnetisation
about B0 equals the frequency of rotation ofBj, i.e. a>]=co0=yB0 , then the magnetisation
remains perpendicular to rotating Bj field. Therefore the magnetisation precesses about the
Bj field at an angular frequency y Bj whilst precessing about B0 at frequency y B0. The
compound motion of simultaneous precession about two axes is called a nutation and is
analogous to the nutational motion of a gyroscope spinning in a gravitational field.
So application of a pulse of radio frequency radiation in the form of a Bj field, will tip the
magnetisation in to the xy plane. To apply such a Bj field requires a secondary r.f. coil
aligned with its axis perpendicular to B0 through which a sinusoidally varying current of
radio frequency a>0=yB0 is applied. The duration of the radio frequency pulse tp determines
the degree of tipping (the flip angle 9) of the magnetisation vector from the z axis;
Having been tipped such that it now has a component in the xy plane, the precession of the
magnetisation vector M constitutes an alternating magnetic flux. This induces a current in
the Bj conducting coils that are arranged perpendicular to B0. These currents can be
detected using phase sensitive receivers enabling the measurement of the magnetisation
response of a bulk sample of protons resonating at their Larmor frequency. Thus the
response of a sample containing protons, to an arbitrary sequence of r.f. pulses can be
detected as an induced current in the receiver coils, this signal is called the free induction
decay (FID).
2.5 Evolution of the net magnetisation in the absence of r-f fields - the Bloch equations
Supposing a radio frequency pulse has rotated the magnetisation through 90° in to
alignment with the x axis (a 90°y pulse). The time evolution of the magnetisation in the
absence of any further r.f. pulses can then be predicted classically by considering the
damping effects of relaxation on the free precession. In a similar way that the equations of
motion of a damped pendulum are obtained, this analysis leads to the Bloch equations of
9=yBjtp (2.24)
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magnetisation evolution (Callaghan 1996). Alternatively a quantum mechanical treatment
can be used by considering the Hamiltonian of a single spin in free precession starting from
a spin state fje, i-e- alignment with the x axis (Appendix 1).
In the transverse (xy) plane the net magnetisation is attenuated by spin-spin interactions
leading to a transverse relaxation time of 72 . However inhomogeneity in the B0 field has
an additional contribution to spin-spin dephasing and as such the transverse relaxation time
constant can be separated in to two parts; the contribution from natural spin-spin effects
(72) and a B0 inhomogeneity effect (k); -r- =— + k
T2 T2
The longitudinal magnetisation relaxation undergoes a spin-lattice relaxation following the
initial excitation to a value M0 , this is quantified by the longitudinal relaxation time Tj
Ti relaxation is attributed to spin-lattice dephasing between the spin dipole itself and
fluctuating induced dipole fields in the lattice (the lattice being the liquid in a phantom or
the mobile liquids within an in-vivo sample).
If equation (2.22) is considered at resonance for a field B=B„+B,, then the individual x,y and
z components can be considered and the transverse and longitudinal relaxation incorporated
so that in the laboratory frame equation (2.22) becomes:
If these equations are now considered immediately after the application of a 90°y pulse
which has rotated the magnetisation from alignment with the z axis in to alignment with the











These differential equations can now be solved. When solving for the components of the
magnetisation in the transverse plane it helps to define the complex transverse








Where the precessional frequency in the rotating frame v'is defined as v'=vr-v0 where the
Larmor frequency is vq (in Hz) and the rotational frequency of the frame of reference is vr.
Solving for the transverse and longitudinal components with the starting conditions of
Mf(0)=Mo and Mz(0)=0 (magnetisation aligned with x axis) gives;
—L+2mv'
M,=M0eyT2 y (2.27a)
Mz = M0(l-eT') (2.27b)
These are the Bloch equations. With these and the vector equations from which they are
derived [eq.(2.25)] the behaviour of a bulk macroscopic magnetisation resulting from an
ensemble of spins can be described in terms of the magnetisation vectors Mx, My and Mz .
For individual spins this classical analysis may also be applicable providing the
magnetisation of the individual spin system can be described in terms of the three vector
components. Such an example is an uncoupled single spin. When dealing with a system in
which there is an interaction between more than one spin this approach fails and a quantum
mechanical approach is necessary to predict the time evolution of a spin signal. This
approach utilises spin density operators and is discussed in more detail in Appendix 1.
2.6 Spin manipulation based on the Bloch equations.
Having derived the classical Bloch equations, they can be used to predict the time evolution
response of a single spin to various sequences of applied r.f. pulses that are used in
spectroscopy. In the following examples the classical vector approach gives a more pictorial
insight in to the evolution of the spin signal than the equivalent quantum mechanical
approach which relies on the mathematical tools ofHamiltonians and spin density operators.
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2.6.1 Averaging -repetitive r.f. pulses
In order to obtain a signal of sufficient strength in spectroscopy it is quite often necessary to
repeat a given r.f. pulse sequence and average the successive acquisitions as the signal to
noise ratio of a series of A averaged acquisitions is proportional to VlV. Also in imaging
sequences, repetitive excitations are needed with different amounts of phase encoding so as
to provide spatial resolution. In a B0 field aligned with the z axis, an individual spin
magnetisation lies in equilibrium precessing about the z axis. Following the application of a
B] r.f. pulse the spin magnetisation will tend to return to its equilibrium position. Ideally the
subsequent excitation in the sequence should not proceed until this state of full relaxation
has been reached, otherwise the strength of the signal from this and subsequent acquisitions
will never be optimal. The time interval allowed between application of successive r.f. pulse
sequences is the repetition time Tr. In order to obtain full relaxation Tr needs to be set at
several times the longitudinal relaxation time Tj. In certain NMR sequences, Tr is
deliberately shortened so as not to allow the longitudinal magnetisation of the chosen spin
(with its own characteristic T] ) to recover. This procedure is called partial saturation and is
often used in imaging to provide contrast between the signals from species such as water
and lipids. Returning to the role of the Bloch equations, the longitudinal magnetisation
immediately before the next repetition of a single r.f. pulse of angle 0y, after a time Tr is
predicted as follows. An initial assumption is made, that the transverse magnetisation is
negligible upon application of the successive r.f. pulse. This is achieved in practice by either
choosing Tr»T2 or by spoiling the residual transverse magnetisation with spoiler
gradients. The z magnetisation residual just before the next r.f. pulse application is then
equated to the magnetisation immediately after:
Mz(0+ ) = Mz (0_) cos 6 (2.28)
Mz(TR) = Mz(0+)e~TRITl +M0{l-e-TR/T>) (2.29)
Equating Mz(0_) with MZ(TR) gives an expression for the z component of the
magnetisation immediately after the application of the r.f. pulse;
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(2.30)
1-e 1 cos 6t,




Eq. (2.30) allows the optimum flip angle (the Ernst angle) to be calculated corresponding to
the maximum partial saturation signal. For values of Tr/T/>3, this angle is approximately
90°. In experiments where Tr <Tj , a smaller 6 can give an optimum partial saturation
signal, the residual transverse magnetisation in such cases can be dephased using spoiler
gradients. The FLASE1 imaging sequence which is based on a repetition of a series of small
9 flip angles uses such spoilers. These two relations can also be used to calculate the
longitudinal and transverse magnetisation as a function of Tr and Tj and the flip angle 6.
This treatment is utilised in chapter (5) where the spatial distribution of 6>is non-ideal and as
such the spatial distribution of the magnetisation that prescribes the volume of interest
deviates from an oblong shape.
2.6.2 Inversion recovery
Equation (2.25c) can be applied to the situation of a 180°x pulse at time equals zero, which
inverts the magnetisation, this is then allowed to undergo Tj relaxation until a time t. At this




Fig. 2.5 The inversion
recovery r.f. pulse sequence, showing a null point at time tn.
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At a time t the sampled magnetisation is given by;
t_
M(t) = M0[l - 2e T<] (2.32)
From eq. 2.31 it can be seen that sampling the longitudinal magnetisation as it passes
through the null point at a time tn=ln2.T\ will yield zero magnetisation (fig. 2.5). This
forms the basis of a simple mode of signal suppression in imaging and spectroscopy. An
ensuing imaging sequence commences after a time tn , the null time of longitudinal
inversion recovery of the resonance that requires suppression. This sequence also enables
the calculation of T] with just one measurement.
2.6.3 The Hahn spin echo
In this experiment a 90°x pulse is used to bring the longitudinal equilibrium magnetisation
in to the transverse plane. Once in the transverse plane the net transverse magnetisation
undergoes a Ty* dephasing as a result of field inhomogeneities. The result is a splaying out
of the spin isochromats in the rotational frame. If at a time x later a 180y° pulse is applied
the direction of precession of the individual isochromats will be reversed in the transverse
plane. Thus after a further time rthe individual isochromats will become rephased in
alignment with they axis and form an echo in the signal intensity. This is the principle of
the spin echo and is represented pictorially in fig.2.6. The behaviour of the individual
isochromats under the T?* dephasing effect can be described more rigorously by the spin
operator formalism (Appendix 1).
The spin echo refocuses all dephasing due to field inhomogeneities and chemical shift (see
section 2.4 for the 72* definition) as such all transverse attenuation is due to true Tj alone.
Conventionally the timing parameters are expressed in terms of Tfi (2r= Tj? ). Hence the
spin echo sequence is used for 72 determination;
M(2t)= M()e(-2r/T2> (2.33)
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Fig. 2.6 The spin-echo r.f. pulse sequence, with a diagrammatic representation of the magnetisation
evolution that leads to echo formation.















Fig. 2.7 The stimulated echo pulse sequence, indicating the evolution of the spin
isochromats.
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A 90 0X pulse flips the longitudinal magnetisation in to alignment with the y axis (Iz—>Iy). A
second 90®x pulse applied at a time Tg/2 later flips only the y component of the transverse
magnetisation back into the z direction, the x component is unaffected. Half of the
transverse magnetisation can thus be stored in the longitudinal direction during the mixing
time Tm . A third 90^x pulse applied at the end of the mixing time flips the magnetisation
back along the y axis which leads to the formation of a stimulated echo at a time of T]?I2
later as illustrated in fig. 2.7). The sequence also gives rise to two spin echoes - due to the
refocusing of the first pulse's FID by the second pulse and the second pulse's FID by the
third pulse. These are dephased by the homospoil gradient applied during the mixing time
which dephases all transverse magnetisation whilst not affecting the longitudinal stored
magnetisation needed to form the stimulated echo. The fact that the magnetisation is stored
• • m m m m m m ■ • ^jC a
longitudinally during the mixing time means that it is possible to curtail Tj? decay during
this period. The stimulated echo will be discussed in more detail in the section on zero
quantum coherence editing of lactate, where a STEAM (STimulated Echo Acquisition
Mode) spectroscopy sequence is used.
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2.7 Localisation using B0 gradients
Localisation in both MRI and in-vivo MR spectroscopy is achieved by applying spatial
gradient pulses in conjunction with the r.f pulses used for excitation (Lauterbur 1973 after
Gabillard 1951). These gradients are perturbations to the main Bq field and are typically less
than 1% of the Bq field strength.
The presence of a gradient (G) within the magnet leads to a position (r/) dependent variation
in the resonant frequency a>j of a given spin /;
at = r(B0+ G.rt) (2.34)
These gradients are used to encode the x, y and z directions by means of frequency, phase
and longitudinal position. The type of encoding used for a given direction is flexible and
varies from sequence to sequence. As such a given point in space within the volume of
excitation can be defined and Fourier transforms used to decipher these respective
encodings.
2.7.1 Slice selection
A slice within the magnet is selectively magnetised by simultaneously applying a gradient
pulse in the direction perpendicular to the slice and a frequency selective r.f. pulse with a
given central resonant frequency and narrow bandwidth of typically 1-2 kHz. The presence
of the linear gradient Gs in the slice select direction will mean that only a certain spatial
distribution of spins will match the Larmor frequency in eq.(2.34). The position of the slice
is determined by the central frequency of the r.f pulse used. Further slices perpendicular to
the slice select direction can be excited by applying further pulses centred about a different
frequency in the presence of the same gradient. The size ofGs dictates the thickness of the
slices by the condition;
Aco = yGsAz (2.35)
Where Aco is the frequency bandwidth of the r.f. pulse and Az is the thickness of the slice in
the slice select direction. Using fixed bandwidth pulses, the slice thickness can be increased
by decreasing the amplitude Gs.
2.7.2 Frequency encoding in the readout direction.
The concept of frequency encoding is used in MRI to achieve spatial resolution in one of the
directions within the plane selected by the slice select gradient. As an echo starts to form in
the plane perpendicular to B0 (fig. 2.6) a linear gradient is applied in one of the directions
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orthogonal to the slice select direction, (this is known as the readout direction). From eq.
(2.34), spins distributed along this spatial direction will have their resonant frequencies
modified in the acquired spin echo according to the size of the gradient at that point. As
such the array of spins in k-space (the reciprocal space) is said to be frequency encoded in
this direction. The range of frequencies (Aco ^)swept out by the readout gradient is set such
that spins at the edges of the field of view (FOV) correspond to the Nyquist frequency, co N .
This avoids aliasing and wrap around artefacts in the read direction providing that the object
does not extend beyond the FOV.
AcoR = 2co N = /AGR x FOV (2.34)
N
2Ak
The Nyquist frequency is in turn given by coN = r where N is the number of points
sampled and Ak is the sampling interval.
2.7.3 Phase encoding
The second in plane direction in an MR1 slice (the phase direction) is spatially encoded
using the technique of phase encoding (Edelstein et al 1982). In spectroscopic imaging (SI)
phase encoding is often applied in both the in-plane directions (read and phase) as frequency
encoding is pointless in spectroscopic imaging. The phase encoding gradient Gp is varied
between successive repetitions of the sequence. For a given value ofGp the resonant
frequency of spins along the phase direction is encoded according to eq.(2.33). When Gp is
subsequently turned off, the spin resonant frequency returns to its previous unencoded
value. The increase in resonant frequency during application ofGp adds a phase angle to
the spin vector precession in the transverse plane orthogonal to B(). During the subsequent
repetition of the sequence the phase encoding gradient is stepped up such that the phase
incurred upon cessation ofGp is increased. Spins found at the edge of the FOV in the phase
encoding direction will experience larger changes in phase for any given value ofGp as a
direct result of eq. (2.33). Spins at opposite ends of the FOV have phase angles differing by
2k. The number of phase encoding steps used is determined by the desired spatial resolution
in the phase encode direction. Thus the voxel size can be reduced by increasing the number
of phase encoding steps, whilst the FOV is reduced by increasing the range ofGp. Fourier
transforms can be used after acquisition to convert the phase encoded k-space data in to an
array of voxels segmented in space.
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The three gradient methods outlined above when used with selective r.f. pulses provide the
spatial delineation in a conventional MRI. As an example, application of these three
gradient methods to the simple spin-echo excitation pulse sequence of fig. 2.6, gives a
standard spin-echo MRI sequence;
Fig. 2.8 A spin echo imaging sequence, the stepped values of Gp between phase encoding steps are
represented schematically by the horizontal hatching of the gradient envelope. The ADC is switched
on for a relatively short period around the point at which the echo has reached its peak amplitude. The
echo does not persist for a long time as it is dephased by the read gradient. (In spectroscopy
acquisitions (discussed in Section 2.8), there is no read gradient and the whole of the second half of
the echo is sampled to gain the necessary frequency spectrum resolution).
Each of these gradient techniques have certain applications in both single voxel and SI
localisation, particularly the use of phase encode and slice select gradients. Spectroscopic
localisation methods are dealt with in the following section, before this the r.f. pulses used
for excitation are discussed.
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2.8 R.F. pulses
The shape of an arbitrary r.f. pulse in the frequency domain can be approximated for small
flip angles (<30^) by the Fourier transform (FT) of its time varying r.f. envelope. Thus a
rectangular pulse will yield a sine shaped profile in the frequency domain with a central
frequency equal to the radio transmitter frequency and side lobes at either side. The
bandwidth of the pulse is determined by the duration of the r.f. pulse, short sharp pulses or
"hard" pulses give rise to broad band excitation at all frequencies. Conversely, elongated
"soft" pulses give rise to a narrower bandwidth in the frequency domain, which when
selected using gradients implies a narrower spatial range of excitation. The problem with the
rectangular profile of a soft pulse is that the side bands become more significant in
amplitude as the amplitude of the pulse is decreased and its duration increased. This will
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Fig 2.9 A simulated small flip angle short duration "hard" pulse, with a corresponding broad
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Fig. 2.10 A small flip angle "soft" pulse was simulated using a smaller amplitude and longer duration
(area under pulse the same as in 2.9). The frequency response is much sharper with a narrower
bandwidth and less excitation in the sidelobes away from the central frequency.
Complications arise from using the FT of the r.f. profile in that it assumes linearity in the
Bloch equations. This approximation becomes particularly poor for large flip angles where
non linearity in the Bloch equations becomes significant (Matson 1994). In practice
selective uniform excitation over a given frequency range is achieved by using shaped pulse
profiles with time varying pulse angle distributions numerically optimised using the
Shinnar-Ie Roux algorithm (Matson 1994, Pauly et al 1991). If a rectangular frequency
domain profile is sought then approximately speaking, a sine modulated time domain profile
is needed. The parameters needed to create such a pulse can be derived from numerical
solution of the Bloch equations eqs. (2.25). Pulse shape optimisation for selective excitation
is a branch ofNMR in its own right and will not be dealt with in great depth here. It is worth
mentioning one method of deriving the frequency response of an arbitrary time domain flip
angle distribution, the Shinnar-le Roux algorithm. This uses digital filter theory to derive the
frequency response of a time varying pulse angle distribution. This is done by numerical
solution of the Cayley-Klein parameters (Pauly et al 1991).
From now on it will be accepted that different shapes of r.f. envelope give rise to specific
frequency domain excitation responses. Hence different combinations of shaped pulses can
give rise to excitation profiles that can be used to selectively excite and suppress individual
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resonances. In chapter 5, the r.f. pulse shapes used to define the SI volume of interest (VOI)
are discussed with particular reference to the non-linearity of the Bloch equations, whilst in
the section on water suppression some of the spectral-spatial specialised pulse shapes are
reviewed. Finally it is worth mentioning that there is a limitation on r.f. power delivered by
a given r.f. pulse set by the maximum output of the transmitter amplifier. This imposes a
restriction on both the amplitude and duration (and hence the minimum frequency
bandwidth) of the r.f. pulse train used.
2.9 Spectroscopic localisation
In both single voxel MRS and multi-voxel SI, B0 field gradients set up within the main coil
are utilised in spatially locating the site from which a time varying FID or echo is collected.
In single voxel MRS, the three gradient directions are used to slice select the corresponding
r.f pulses (i.e. no readout or phase encoding) and thereby localise the volume of intersection
of the three slice select planes (fig. 2.11). This mode of spatial selection has a lot in
common with the methods of slice selection employed in constructing MR images. In SI the
field gradients are used to phase encode the magnetisation of free precession in one, two or
three of the spatial dimensions. These two methods can also be combined to produce phase
encoded spectra within a region of space defined by single voxel acquisition procedures
(fig. 2.12). The useful minimum size of the voxels delineated by either mode of localisation,
is dictated by the signal : noise ratio of the signals from metabolites within the volume of
interest. At a typical clinical field strength of 1.5 T the smallest voxel size that will give a
reliable in-vivo peak resolution, is around 1 cm^. This minimum voxel size scales in inverse
proportion to the B0 field strength as a consequence of the population imbalance described
by eq. 2.10.
2.9.1 Single voxel localisation sequences
Since most volume selection techniques used for single voxel spectroscopy with clinical
coils, employ the same principles as slice selection in 2D FT imaging then the selection of a
spectroscopic VOI using imaging gradients is relatively straightforward.
2.9.2 Multi-shot methods
In multi-shot Image Selected In vivo Spectroscopy, ISIS, (Ordidge et al 1986, i), a series of
eight (2-2) signals is added and subtracted in alternation to define a cube as the volume of
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intersection of three planes. The ISIS sequence has largely been superseded by the more
elegant single shot methods which give better outer volume suppression. Nevertheless, it
still has the advantages that FID acquisition follows excitation immediately, minimising Jj?







Fig. 2.11 Definition of a volume of interest by the intersection of three orthogonal slices of
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Fig. 2.12 Graphical representation of a single voxel and an inner volume SI VOI. Note how a SI




The modes of single shot spatial localisation (STEAM and PRESS) both rely on the
sequential application of three orthogonal, slice selective r.f. pulses whereby an echo from
the voxel of plane intersection is acquired. The size of this voxel is dictated by the
bandwidth of the radio frequency combined with the strength of the pulsed gradients
(eq.(2.34)) and its position by the central radio frequency.
2.9.3.1 STEAM
In Stimulated Echo Acquisition Mode (STEAM) -Frahm et al 1987, (see Section 2.5.4 for
the definition of a stimulated echo), three frequency selective 90^ r.f. pulses are applied in
the presence of the orthogonal field gradients (fig 6.19). The transverse magnetisation is set
up by the first pulse and is then transformed into a longitudinal magnetisation by the second
pulse, which is then refocused as a transverse stimulated echo by the third pulse;
90x0 - TE/2 - 90x0 - TM- 90x0 - TE/2 - Acq.
During the first TE/2 period a spoiler gradient pulse is applied to de-phase the transverse
component of the FID of the previous r.f. pulse and prevent the formation of an echo upon
application of the second pulse. Similarly, an identical gradient is applied in the second
TE/2 period to refocus the spins of interest in a stimulated echo and prevent the formation of
an echo upon application of the third pulse. The period between the second and third pulse
is known as the mixing time 7y/, during which no transverse decay takes place as the
magnetisation is stored in the z direction. The mixing time duration can be varied in order to
observe longitudinal Tj relaxation effects. During this period the longitudinal magnetisation
is unpeturbed by the transverse magnetic field gradients, and spoiler gradients can be
applied to implement water suppression (CHESS - Frahm et al 1990, Moonen et al 1990)
and to exclude echoes from outside the region of interest. The STEAM localisation
sequence is based on the STEAM imaging sequence with the phase encoding and read
gradients replaced with x and y slice select pulses with a slice selection pulse in the z
direction. The second 90^ pulse rotates only half of the transverse magnetisation (they
component) out of the transverse plane, the residual transverse magnetisation is spoiled.
This results in a signal roughly half that of the equivalent spin echo (Payne et al 1994).
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2.9.3.2 PRESS
The second method, PRESS (Bottomley 1989), stands for Point Resolved Spectroscopy
which was developed from the Depth Resolved localisation sequence (DRESS), used with
surface coils (Bottomley et al 1984). PRESS employs a double spin echo sequence
consisting of a 900 excitation pulse followed by two 180^ refocusing pulses.
90® - T]7] - 180® - (Tj?i + T£2) - - Tp,2 -Acq.
Each of these pulses is slice selected in one of the three orthogonal directions as with
STEAM. The resulting signal should, being a double spin echo have twice the signal of an
acquisition from a STEAM localised VOI. However the 180° pulses give a less well defined
edge to a volume of interest than do 90° pulses (section 5.3) and so there is potential for
some signal loss at the edge of a PRESS VOI. In order to reduce quantum coherence
evolution, the first echo interval (T^j ) , is made as small as possible (Te1< tE2)- Spoiler
gradients are again used to dephase spin signals from regions common to two of the slices,
but outside of the cube defined by the intersection of all three slices. Water suppression can
also be incorporated in to PRESS localisation using CHESS sequences but the suppression
factors are less than with STEAM. The echo time of PRESS is generally greater than in
STEAM and as such is suited to lactate detection in the presence of lipids of short T2
2.9.4 SI sequences
In conventional SI, phase encoding gradients are applied in one, two or three orthogonal
directions during the free induction decay. Acquisition then takes place in the absence of
any gradients. When imaging an array of voxels, a different configuration of the x,y and z
phase encoding gradients will be needed for each voxel acquisition. Thus the number of
voxels imaged (different combinations of phase encode gradients), combined with the
repetition time between acquisitions (which is in turn largely dictated by the acquisition
time and T/ decay), determines the overall acquisition time. The type of excitation pulses
used varies from sequence to sequence, and depends upon whether the TT2, and J
modulation effects of the spins of interest are to be enhanced or not. The basic SI
localisation procedure consisted of a single excitation pulse with phase encoding applied
during the free precession decay (Maudsley et al 1983). The main advantage of this simple
sequence is its fast speed, resulting from the use of small angle excitation pulses, enabling
the imaging of short T2 metabolites. Single voxel localisation sequences (PRESS, STEAM)
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using slice selection of the r.f. pulses can be used in conjunction with phase encoding to
define a VOI limitation of the SI (Duyn et al 1992). This is particularly useful in brain
imaging as a large cubic region of the brain can be excited without exciting the lipids in the
skull and scalp. Using such inner volume excitation techniques there is a greater chance of
achieving a good shim (see section 3.3.1) as regions of high B0 inhomogeneity, such as the
skull boundary can be excluded. These inner volume excitation techniques do suffer the
drawback of exclusion of a large part of the FOV through the cuboidal limitation on the
shape of the VOI. Alternatively the whole FOV can be excited and outer volume
suppression (OVS) techniques can be employed to suppress signals from the scalp. This
technique (Spielman et al 1991, Duyn and Moonen 1993, Posse et al 1994) makes use of
user positioned spatial suppression pulses (inversion recovery pulses -see Section 2.5.2) to
block out the signal from the skull. A combination of 8 overlapping pulses will define an
inner volume of an octagon shape. The magnetisation excited by these pulses is
subsequently dephased using spoiler gradients prior to the excitation and phase encoded
acquisition that follows. Unfortunately not all clinical scanners are equipped with such user
defined positioning ofOVS pulses.
2.9.4.1 Single slice SI
If a single slice is selected with gradient pulses (e.g. STEAM or PRESS) and in plane 2-D
phase encoding is applied, then a SI of the slice can be obtained (Roebuck et al 1993, Duyn
et al 1992, Graham et al 1995). This is the imaging strategy used in this work (Chapter 3),
where nx= 16 and ny= 16 in plane phase encodings were used (16^ separate acquisitions).
All 1024 data points of the spin echo are sampled for each phase encoding step with a
repetition time of 1600 ms, allowing a single slice SI acquisition in 7 minutes. If the scanner
is equipped with Echo Planar Imaging (EPI-Mansfield 1977) capabilities (i.e. fast switching
gradients) then a time oscillating readout (x) gradient combined with a phase encoding
gradient (y) allows the acquisition of nxxN( points per excitation (N(t) is the number of time
domain samples). The oscillation of the readout gradient with a constant phase encoding
gradient leads to a non uniform sampling interval in the phase encode direction i.e. a zig-zag
kx-ky space trajectory (fig.2.14) as opposed to the sequential line raster trajectory (fig.2.13)
corresponding to 2D phase encoded sampling of k-space. Special 2D gridded reconstruction
algorithms are needed to assist with Fourier transformation of the non-uniformly sampled
data. The result is that only nx independently phase encoded acquisitions are needed and for
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a given repetition time. The overall acquisition time of a single slice Proton Echo Planar
Spectroscopic Image (PEPSI) is a factor of nx less than the equivalent 2D phase encoded
sequence. Alternatively the phase encode gradient can be blipped on and off in time with the
readout gradient, this gives a spiral k-space trajectory (fig .2.15) that samples two kx planes
per acquisition (Webb et al 1989). The size of nx is determined by how many cycles of the
readout gradient can be incorporated in to the period during which the echo is being
acquired (i.e. the switching speed of the gradients is the limiting factor). If fast switching
gradients are not available an alternative strategy is to acquire all the phase encodings for
each time domain data point {n=l...Nj). This would require N( separate acquisitions and as
such a fast low flip angle imaging sequence is needed (e.g. U-FLARE Norris and Dreher
1993, FLASFI Haase 1990). This strategy is only faster than traditional 2D phase encoding
ifNf<nxxriy . Consequently it may have useful applications in an experiment at very high
field strengths (e.g. 4.1 T) which would facilitate a large number of spectroscopic voxels of
small volume say an array of 64x64. Similarly if only a limited spectral bandwidth is




Fig.2.13. "Readout" gradient and "phase encode" gradient for single slice SI with phase encoding in
both directions. Also shown is the k-space trajectory swept out during one cycle of the phase encode
gradient (nx separate acquisitions- readout phase encoding fixed). Successive repetitions with riy
different values of the readout (y) phase encode gradient are needed to sample the rest of k-space.
J1 fl Fig. 2.14 Readout gradient and phase encode gradient for
single slice PEPSI, the ramp time of the switched readout
gradient was neglected. If it was included the zig-zag
appearance of the ky trajectory would be more rounded at
the turning points due to the non-constant gradients. A total
of nx separate acquisitions is needed to cover the kx
dimension.
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Fig.2.15 The blipped phase encode gradient of Webb, that gives a dual kx plane spiral trajectory.
2.9.4.2 Multiple slice SI
The application of phase encoding in the x, y and z directions is the obvious way of
acquiring a 3D spectroscopic image. Time limitations impose the constraint that NZ<NX and
Ny . A further problem arises when a small number of phase encodings are applied in one
direction, as the k space-real space FFT used to decode the information in this direction is
more prone to inter voxel leakage (chapter 4). A more effective method of achieving 3D
coverage is to interleave between Nz sequential multiple slices using Nz different
frequency excitations in the presence of a slice select gradient (Duyn et al 1993, Spielman et
al 1991). Duyn and Moonen 1993, increased the efficiency of this technique by acquiring
multiple echoes (w=3) per excitation cycle, each of which is individually slice selected and
sequentially phase encoded. The overall measurement time of a multi-slice, multi-echo
sequence is a third of that of the equivalent multi-slice single echo version. There is
however a slight decrease in spectral resolution as the total acquisition time (echo time x no.
of echoes) is limited by 72 decay. If the individual effective acquisition time is less than the
72* of a given voxel then the spectrum from that voxel will have a reduced resolution
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(Section 3.3). As such the technique is not suited to short Tfi (as required for short T2
metabolites e.g. glutamate) but is particularly effective if the T2* of the voxel is relatively
short (poor Bp homogeneity) as might arise when shimming across the SI VOI is poor.
Hadamard encoding has also been used in the slice selection direction (Gonen et al 1995)
combined with 2-D phase encoded in slice SI. This has the advantage that a smaller number
of voxels can be applied in one of the dimensions without the compromise to spectral
isolation caused by Fourier 'bleed' between voxels with a small number (e.g. Nz= 4) of
phase encoding steps. As the Hadamard encoding can be acquired simultaneously to the
phase encoding in an excitation of the whole VOI a reduction by a factor of v^Vz in the
overall acquisition time is made over the equivalent single-echo multi-slice technique.
If the scanner has fast gradient capabilities then a time varying read-out gradient can be
used in one of the three spatial directions (z say) with phase encoding in the other two (an
extension of single slice PEPSI to 3D) (Adalsteinsson et al 1995, Posse et al 1994). This
allows a multiple number (nz) of points in k-space to be sampled per phase encode
acquisition and enables a 3D image to be built up in an equivalent acquisition time to a
conventional 2D single slice SI.
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Fig. 2.16 The multi-slice, multi-spin echo SI sequence ofDuyn and Moonen, each of the r.f. pulses is
single slice selected. The sequence is then repeated with different r.f. frequencies. The k-space
trajectory of the successive echoes is also shown with its concentric circle pattern.
2.10 Summary
Water suppression can be incorporated into these SI and single voxel sequences using
CHESS, WEFT and frequency selective excitation pulses (see Section 3.4). Lipid
suppression based upon the same principles as water suppression i.e. frequency selective
excitation and selective inversion have been used to reduce Fourier leakage of unwanted
lipid signals with the additional option of spatial selectivity (OVS). Similarly methods of
outer volume suppression have been implemented allowing water suppression in the mixing
time period of STEAM localised 3-D SI to reduce lipid and water Fourier bleed, from the
scalp region (Duyn et al 1992, Posse et al 1994).
When comparing a SI with anatomical features it is important to remember that the SI plane
of interest may have an axial voxel resolution that is greater than the separation of the
adjacent MR image. In which case a mean MR image corresponding to the average of the
contiguous MR images present in the SI slice ought to be considered (Maudsley et al 1994).
An edge detected version of such an image is often used to overlay the SI to match chemical
distribution with anatomy, but in so doing some visual bias is introduced in to the combined
image. This can lead to further confusion as the edge detected image (and for that matter the
SI VOI) corresponds to the water chemical shift and not that of the metabolite in the SI.
Chemical shift dependent corrections can be implemented to account for this mis¬
registration (Chapter 5, Wild and Marshall 1997).
Inherent to all techniques of SI localisation is the Fourier artefact resulting from the
oscillation of the sine behaviour of the point spread function, however measures to minimise
this artefact will be discussed in Cahpter 4 dealing with post acquisition processing
measures.
In summary, the smaller volume of interest used in single voxel acquisitions enables more
precise shimming and consequently better water suppression than in SI. Finally much less
post acquisition processing is needed. SI has the advantage that the volume of interest is
much larger, meaning that the metabolite distribution over a much larger region of space
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can be compared. With refinements in localisation, shimming and water suppression
sequences, the signal to noise ratio of a spectrum from a SI voxel should be equal to that
from a single voxel of the same size. However Fourier bleed from adjacent voxels, means
that a SI voxel will have a noisier spectrum than the equivalent single voxel spectrum.
In this chapter the physical principles that underpin spectroscopic excitation and gradient
localisation methods used in present day in-vivo spectroscopy were outlined . Chapter 3 will
go onto cover the equipment, preparatory methods and pulse sequences used in the course





In this chapter the protocols for acquisition of single voxel and SI data sets will be
discussed, with reference to the MRI scanner used to run the pulse sequences and the
protocols followed. As a clinical scanner was used throughout the study, the flexibility of
the hardware capabilities of the system was restricted. As such, any optimisations made to
the acquisition procedure (e.g. pulse sequence design, shimming procedures and water
suppression techniques) need to be compatible with the hardware and software capabilities
of the machine used. In section 3.1a description of the MRI hardware is given, followed by
an outline of acquisition protocols (including pulse sequences) used when performing SI on
this machine - Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 a detailed account of the shimming procedure,
which is crucial to in-vivo spectroscopy, is given and similarly a detailed description of
water suppression techniques is found in section 3.4.
3.1 The Siemens SP63 Magnetom MRI scanner -hardware and software descriptions
Fig. 3.1 The Siemens SP63 Magnetom MRI scanner used throughout this study.
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3.1.1 The main Bo and gradient fields
All of the work was performed using a clinical MRI scanner Siemens 63 SP 1.5 T
Magnetom (Erlangen, Germany). This operates at a B0 field strength of 1.5 T which gives a
proton resonant frequency of 63.63 MHz. Such a high field strength is achieved by the
passage of a large current through an axial arrangement of multiple closed loops of
superconducting material (Niobium-titanium alloy). The superconducting coil needs to be
maintained at temperatures below the critical superconducting temperature (4 K) and so
requires a liquid helium/nitrogen cryogenic cooling system. As such much of the bulk that
surrounds the B„ coil is devoted to its cooling. The B„ gradients of the scanner used for
localisation and spoiling have a maximum output of 10 mT/m which when compared to the
current state of the art scanners (30mT/m) is relatively weak. Perhaps more important is the
rise time of the gradients i.e. the time taken for the gradients to reach their peak values. The
Magnetom has relatively slow gradient performance (10 mT/m/ms) when compared to state
of the art clinical scanners (up to 120 mT/m/ms). This means that pulse sequences that rely
on rapid switching of the gradients (e.g. EPI) are not practically attainable on this system.
Furthermore the gradient coils which are located within the main B„ field coil are not
actively shielded. This means that imaging sequences are prone to eddy current
inhomogeneities due to the fluctuation of currents within the gradient coils. In order to
perform localised excitation the orientation of these coils inside the bore of the B„ coils is
important. The Gx and Gy gradients are produced by a Golay arrangement of 4 saddle coils
(fig. 3.2) whilst the Gz gradient is produced by an arrangement of axial loops in which the
current direction is opposed (fig 3.2).
pairs of opposed axial coils for Gz
Fig.3.2 Gradient coil configuration, the arrows indicate direction of current flow.
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Fig. 3.3 Schematic diagram of the layout of a clinical MRI scanner (adapted from de Certaines et al
1992).
3.1.2 The R.F. (Bi) coil
The r.f. coil used throughout was a circularly polarised head coil (see fig. 3.4) which acts
both as a transmitter (antennae) for the Bj r.f. excitation pulses and as a receiver to detect
the FID. Applying the principle of reciprocity, the stronger the Bj field produced whilst
transmitting implies a better sensitivity when receiving. The design criteria for a transmit-
receive coil are therefore a large r.f. field for a given excitation power with a simultaneous
small resistance, which means coils with high receiver quality (Q) factors. In practice it is
often easier to have separate transmitter and receiver coils. A further point worth noting
which is of equal importance in the design of the gradient coils is the stability of the current
amplifiers. These deal with a wide range of input currents, depending upon the sequence
being run and as such need to have a predictable output. R.f. coil design and the
amplification and circuit impedance matching of the transmit-receive system is an
engineering subject in its own right. As the head coil used here is of a standard clinical
design without modifications, these aspects will not be discussed in detail here. It is worth
noting however that the receiver coil detects two channels of data; the real and imaginary
components of the sampled FID. These are 90^ out of phase with each other hence the
terminologies circularly polarised or quadrature detection. Furthermore the frequency of the
signal received deviates from the transmitter frequency by only a few kHz. It therefore
makes sense to de-modulate the transmitter frequency using the technique of phase sensitive
detection which essentially amounts to the multiplication of successive points in the FID by
±1. The frequency of this sign change is the reference (Larmor) frequency cog . This process
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converts the frequency to a much more computer friendly figure of a few kHz as opposed to
3.1.3 The shim coils
From fig. 3.2 it can be seen that a set of shim coils are aligned concentric with the z axis
(head to toe) of the magnet. These are positioned between the main B0 coil and the gradient
coils. The purpose of the shim coils is to attain as homogeneous field as is possible within
the centre of the magnet. This is done by adjusting the currents within the coils either
automatically or manually (Section 3.3) using the microprocessor control of the computer
system. The shim process is essentially a fine tuning of the magnetic field and as such the
currents used are typically less than 10 A. A detailed description of shimming is given later
in section 3.3.
3.1.4 The computer operating system
The transmitter, receiver, shim coils and gradient coils depicted in fig.3.3 are all controlled
by means of microprocessors driven by the computer operating system of the Siemens
Magnetom - Numaris. This computer is also responsible for processing the raw sampled
data in to MR Images or in the case of spectroscopy, spectra. The r.f. pulse sequences that
are used to acquire data are written in a listed format indicating pulse duration and timing
within the sequence. The code used for pulse sequences is known as PARGEN and is a
Siemens language. PARGEN sequence files are compiled in a file appended with .UDB and
are run in Numaris upon acquisition.
60 Mhz.
Fig. 3.4 The r.f. head coil used for brain imaging and proton
spectroscopy, shown in the open position. In position is the




The acquisition of single voxel spectroscopy data and SI data follow the same preparation
steps, the main difference lies in the pulse sequence used to acquire the data. Having placed
the subject/phantom in the head coil, the coil is automatically tuned in the magnet room.
The remainder of the preparation and acquisition programming takes place in the console
room. The first step is to acquire localiser images using a turbo-spin echo imaging sequence
(acq. time 15 seconds) with a square field of view (FOV) of 300 mm. When imaging human
subjects it is also necessary to acquire more detailed images using a 7*2 weighted spin echo
sequence (acq. time 3 minutes, FOV 240 mm). The MR images can then be used to place
the VOI. In single voxel spectroscopy this is done using the PRESS localisation program
PRESS.UDB. In SI the program VOI.UDB is used to localise the VOI. A single voxel's
dimensions are typically a cube of edge 20-24 mm, a SI VOI typically covers a cuboid of in
plane dimensions 75x75 or 90x90 and thickness 15 mm. The gradients used for selective
excitation of the r.f. pulses 2mT/m in all directions for single voxel localisation and 0.8
mT/m in plane and 3mT/m orthogonal in the case of SI. The size of the r.f. voltages needed
to excite the VOI in a given subject are calculated by the Siemens program
WORKSRF1HCSIA27. Transmitter amplifier limitations restrict the maximum size of
any one of the r.f. pulses to less than 292 V. This explains why the gradient strengths used
for localisation are relatively weak when compared with the maximum output (lOmT/m).
The r.f pulses are at their maximum amplitude so as to allow a minimum time duration of
the pulse thus facilitating a large frequency bandwidth which in turn needs weak gradients (-
see Section 2.6). Having positioned the VOI and calculated the r.f. voltage needed the next
procedure is to shim the magnet over the prescribed VOI and having done this, adjust the
transmitter frequency back to a>o (63.63 MHz). The shimming process is crucial in
spectroscopy ifwell resolved spectra are to be obtained, as such it is described in more
detail in section 3.3. For the time being it is assumed that the magnet has been shimmed
over the VOI.
Both the single voxel and SI PRESS sequences incorporate a preliminary single water
suppression pulse (CHESS) of a 60 Hz bandwidth. This is used to excite the water signal
which is subsequently dephased by spoiler gradients. The size of the water suppression
pulse is optimised so as to give as small a water signal as possible. This process is carried
out interactively by a trial and error procedure of setting the voltage and acquiring a
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subsequent FID (acq. time 3s). On more sophisticated scanners this process could
presumably be automated. A more detailed review ofwater suppression is given in section
(3.4).
3.2.2 Acquisition
Having carried out these preparatory steps all that remains is to run the sequence. The single
voxel PRESS sequence as supplied by Siemens has a total echo time of 135 ms, a repetition
time of 1600 ms and 4096 time domain samples over a frequency bandwidth of 4000 Hz.
The PRESS SI sequence supplied by Siemens again has 7^=135 ms, Tr =1600 ms but only
1024 data points sampled per phase encoding step (frequency bandwidth 1000 Hz). In SI,
phase encoding was applied in the x and y directions before the acquisition of the spin echo.
The number of phase encoding steps applied in human studies was generally restricted to
16x16 giving an acquisition time of 7 minutes. When performing SI on phantoms, a much
smaller voxel can be used as metabolite concentrations can be made much greater than those
found in vivo, and there is no restriction on acquisition time. Consequently 32x32
acquisitions were used with a smaller FOV (160 mm), with the specific aim of achieving a
finer spatial resolution (0.5 cm square) across the VOI of excitation.
Two sets of data are acquired; one with water suppression and the other without so as to
enable a zero order phase correction for the effects of eddy currents and field
inhomogeneities (Ordidge and Cresshull 1986). The size of the signal must be small enough
to fall within the dynamic range of the ADC of ± 10 V, to ensure this is the case, the
receiver gain is set at 90 dB for a water reference acquisition and at 103 dB (the maximum
possible) for a water suppressed acquisition in-vivo. In single voxel spectroscopy, the data is
saved in a Siemens image file format (.IMA) whilst in SI the data is saved as raw files
(.RAW).
3.2.3 Specification of the SI grid
Having collected the two raw SI data files and a set of transverse 7*2 weighted and proton
density images, a pictorial representation of the VOI and grid matrix was generated using
the Siemens program WORK CSl. The T2 image coincident with the centre of the
transverse spectroscopic image plane was taken and upon it was superimposed the VOI
outline using the positions and dimensions chosen at acquisition. The voxel grid was then
drawn in, if the edges of the voxels and the VOI are not coincident the grid mesh can be
shifted by a fraction of a voxel in the coronal and sagittal directions (Section 4.9). This



















Fig. 3.5 The PRESS SI sequence
Water suppression is achieved by exciting water protons with a narrow bandwidth (60 Hz) water
selective 90° CHESS pulse (PI), this magnetisation is subsequently dephased by the spoiling action of
gradient pulse Gl. The trailing end of G1 also serves as a slice select pulse for the 90° pulse P2. Phase
encoding (PE,) in 16 steps provides the spatial partition of the VOI in the y (coronal) direction. The
gradient pulse G2 is centred on the 2nd 180° r.f. pulse (P3) and as such serves to slice select it. This
pulse is also phase encoded by the action of pulse PE2 in the x (sagittal) direction and it serves the
further purpose of dephasing any unwanted magnetisation . Pulse G3 refocuses the magnetisation of
the 90° pulse (P2) following its inversion under the effect of P3. The final gradient pulse G4 is
centred about the final 180 ° sine pulse (P4) and as such slice selects this pulse in the z direction,
whilst it also dephases unwanted signals. Acquisition of the second half of the final echo takes place
at a time Tfc2 after the midpoint of P4. A total echo time of Tr = 135 ms was used with a repetition
time Tr = 1600 ms.
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3. 3 B0 field inhomogeneity - Shimming
In order to detect well resolved metabolite peaks in a spectrum it is essential to minimise the
inhomogeneity in the B0 field. A spatial variation in B0 will cause a shifting of the k-space
origin leading to a spatially dependent phase shift of the spectra and an uncertainty in voxel
localisation. Of equal importance in proton spectroscopy is maximum homogeneity within a
voxel. This will ensure that all chemically similar spins within the voxel have the same
Larmor frequency. As a consequence, spectra from a voxel with a homogeneous field will
be well resolved i.e. sharp peaks centred at frequencies corresponding to the true resonant
frequency of the metabolite of interest. In the interest of effective water suppression, the line
width of the water resonance should be a minimum so as to facilitate optimum water
suppression at the central water frequency. With single voxel techniques, shimming of the
Bc field throughout the voxel is more straightforward than in SI, where the volume of space
used is larger and consequently contains more imperfections and variations in object
susceptibility.
Prior to describing the mechanism of the shimming process, the consequences of a poorly
shimmed FID in spectral terms are discussed.
3.3.1 Consequences of a good and bad shim
In spin echo spectroscopy such as PRESS, the magnetisiation vector precesses in the
transverse plane for the bulk of its evolution time following excitation and prior to
acquisition. As such the signal is prone to Ty* transverse relaxation which can be separated
in to two parts; the contribution from natural spin-spin effects (J2) and a B0 inhomogeneity
effect (k) - see Section 2.4.
In a spin-echo/double spin-echo imaging sequence, the effect of a short 7*2* due to in plane
dephasing is not important as the acquisition occurs over a short period of time commencing
at the instant the echo is refocused when all dephased spins are again back in phase. In spin-
echo spectroscopy, in order to gain sufficient frequency resolution in the spectrum to detect
metabolites, it is necessary to collect an FID over a longer period of time. This is illustrated
by the relation for the frequency resolution Af=l/TaCq where TaCq is the overall
acquisition time. As such the effect of dephasing needs to be minimised so that the time
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duration of the echo is drawn out for as long as possible. Therefore a well shimmed FID
corresponding to a long T2 is a priority in spin-echo spectroscopy. Figure 3.6 illustrates
this point, with the FID and spectrum corresponding to a homogeneous field (long T2 ) and







Fig. 3.6 A well shimmed FID and spectrum Fig. 3.7 A poorly shimmed FID and spectrum
The decay of the envelope of the FID gives a good indication of the size of 72* ■ An initially
strong signal that decays to noise level just before the end of sampling is ideal. If the signal
is somehow truncated at the end of the sampling period before it has decayed to noise level
then a phase artefact can be introduced in to the spectrum by the FFT. This is apparent when
the acquisition time does not represent a complete number of cycles of the resonant
frequency of the peak of interest i.e. cojTaCq.^n. The amplitude of this phase distortion is
determined by the size of the FID upon truncation which is in turn determined by the size of
T*2j relative to Tacq . Such a phase distortion is evident in the simulated spectrum of the
FID in fig. 3.8. For comparison the spectrum of an apodised FID (i.e. one that has decayed
to noise level by the time the sampling acquisition time is complete), is shown in figure 3.9.
The apodised FID (Fig. 3.9) has a spectrum with broader lines as a result of the shorter
used for relaxation damping in the simulations.
If an FID is truncated as in figure 3.8, its shape can be forced to one resembling the FID in
fig's 3.6 and 3.9, by apodising the FID with a "line broadening" filter. This adds an
additional weighting to the exponential decay of T2 , the use of such apodisation filters is
described in more detail in section 4.10.
An FID may have an envelope that is essentially a smooth decay upon which there is
superimposed "beating" modulation. This phenomenon is described in more detail in the
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section on phase correction (section 4.7), but is basically due to the presence of two volumes
of spins resonating at slightly different frequencies. Such a situation might arise when there
is an abrupt change in the B0 field within a voxel. A sudden change in field could occur
across an interface of two tissue types with significantly different magnetic susceptibilities
(e.g. air in the sinuses and brain matter). The "beating" in the FID (Fig. 3.10) manifests
itself as a frequency splitting in the spectrum as is shown in Fig. 3.10. By shimming the VOI
prior to acquisition all of these potential artefacts can be minimised.
FID with non zero values truncated at the end of the sampling period
-50
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spectrum of trmcated FID
FID which has decayed to zero by the end of the sampling period
spectrin of FID
Fig. 3.8 Truncated FID and spectrum
with baseline distortion
Fig. 3.9 Apodised FID and spectrum





Fig. 3.10. The beating effect in the FID (3.10.1) and as a frequency splitting in the spectrum (3.10.2)
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3.3.2. The shimming procedure
The adjustment of the currents in the shim coils (predominantly the linear, x,y and z
components) to achieve as homogeneous B0 field as possible is the basis of the shimming
procedure. The shim coils are complementary to the main B0 coil with the specific purpose
of providing a means of fine tuning the B0 field set up by the main coil. The orientation of
the coils with respect to the iso-centre of the magnet is influenced by the fact that the field
within the bore of the coil (providing it contains no conducting bodies) satisfies Laplace's
equation:
V2V = 0 (3.2)
Where the field B is derived using Maxwell's equations, as the gradient of the scalar
potential (V);
B= grad V (3.3)
The solution of Laplace's equation (3.2) is based on the set of spherical harmonics
y;"(0J):
V=TAlmrlY,n\0,</>) (3.4)
where 0 = (-l)r
l
21 + 1 (l-m)f
4k (l + m)\
eim<ppm (cog Q) (3 .5)
with P|m(cos0)the I, mfh Legendre polynomial (expressed in terms of cos 6 (or
alternatively in terms of sin#)), where I and m are integer and I >m>0. If grad V is
calculated from (3.3) and (3.4) using spherical polar co-ordinates then the field can be
expressed in spherical polars as a sum of the zonal (symmetrical about the z axis - no
variation in (j>, m=0) spherical harmonics and the tesseral (variation with (f> positioning)
spherical harmonics (Gruetter et al 1992)
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B(r,G,<t>) = Y\ clr'P,(cos 6>) + X bimr (sin 0)sin mi/> + a/mr1P/m(sin 0)cos mi/>) ] (3.6)
/ m
where c/, bim and a/W7 are constants determined by the values of / and m .
These solutions for B, form an orthonormal set (a consequence of Laplace's equation), the
15 lowest order solutions are tabulated below in Table 3.1;
/ m Spherical spatial Cartesian Shorthand Coefficient
dependence representation notation (ci> bim
alm)
1 0 r cos6 z z ci
1 1 r sinOcoscf) X X an
1 1 r sin 9s in if) y y bll
2 0 r^(3 cos^6 -])/2 z2-(x2+y2)/2 z2 c2
2 1 r^sinO cosOcos(j) xz xz 3CI2I
2 1 r^sinOcosO sintf) yz yz 3b21
2 2 r2 sjn2q cos2(/> x^-y2 x2-y2 3«22
2 2 >~2 sin- 0 sin2/f) 2xy 2xy 3b22
3 0 )'3(5cos3 6 -3coscf)/2 z(z2-3(x2+y2)/2) z-3 c3
3 1 r^sind(5cos29 -l)cos</> x(4z2-x2-y2) xz2 3/2aj j
3 1 r^sinO(5cos26 -l)sintf> y(4z2-x2-y2) yz2 3/2bj]
3 2 r^sin- 9 cos9 cos2 (f> z(x2-y2) z(\2-y2) 1Say2
3 2 r3sin2 9 cos9 sin2tf> 2xyz xyz 15by2
3 3 r3sin3 9cos3(f> x3-3xy2 x2 ISayy
3 3 r^sin^ 9sin3<f> 3x2y-y3 y3 15b33
Table 3.1. The lowest order spherical harmonics which are solutions to Laplace's equation
The orthonormality of the solutions means that specific shim coils can be shaped and
orientated so as to generate one of these spherical harmonics, without influencing the field
due to any of the other harmonics. The field can then be modified by adjustment of the
current in this coil alone without altering the components due to the other harmonics. Thus
tuning of currents in each of the shim coils will allow an increasingly homogeneous field to
be built up. In practice the clinical scanner has 12 coils corresponding to an alignment with
the basis spherical harmonics which are solutions to (3.6) centred at the magnets isocentre.
These are namely the x, y, z, z2, z-3, z^, zx, zy, xy, x2-y2, z^x, and z^y solutions described
above. The zonal harmonics (z, z2, z-3) can be implemented by passing current through
circular axial coil arrangements whilst the tesseral harmonics require coils that are oblique
to the xy plane. The orientation and configuration of these tesseral coils can be theoretically
predicted by rotating zonal harmonics out of the xy plane (Romeo and Hoult 1984). The
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resulting tesseral harmonics correspond to oblique elliptical arcs of current in the specially
shaped shim coils and have 0 and an /77-fold symmetry about the z axis.
With a comprehensive basis set of spherical harmonics corresponding to individual shim
coils, shimming can proceed. A manual interactive process is adopted whereby the currents
in each of the coils are adjusted individually whilst the shape and magnitude of the water
FID and spectrum are monitored as an indication of homogeneity. The FID and spectrum
shapes corresponding to good and bad shims are discussed in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.7. With
a choice of 12 coils, only the 4 main coils can be practically used in this manual shimming.
If a comprehensive shim that utilises all of the coils is to be performed then some form of
automatic shim current optimisation algorithm is required.
3.3.3 Automated shimming
The process of automated shimming is most practically useful when the currents in the shim
coils can be controlled by microprocessors linked up to the network on which the shim
optimisation algorithm is computed. On many new machines such algorithms can be
implemented internally allowing a user friendly automated shim. On older machines (eg SP
63 Magnetom) both the computing power and network links to the shim coils are not
available and automated shimming is more time consuming.
Various different optimisation algorithms have been reported, the first works on the
principle of maximising the energy contained in the FID envelope. The iterative alteration
of shim currents is performed in accordance with an optimisation algorithm such as the
simplex (Press et al 1992). Such a method requires computer feedback to the shim coils and
as such is not possible on many clinical scanners currently in use. An inferior method based
on the same principles is used on the current Siemens Magnetom and is performed by the
Autoshim command. This changes the current in the four fundamental x,y,z and z^ coils in
cyclic steps and retains the values corresponding to an increase in the integrated area of the
FID. The problem is that poor shim shapes with large integrals may be retained. Making use
of only the four basic coils, the method shows little advantage over a manual shim, where
operator knowledge can be used to find an optimum FID shape.
The second method of automated shimming utilises preliminary field measurements of the
unshimmed volume of interest. These measure the initial field values across the VOI, which
equate to the static field of the magnet and sample (B0) plus the field contributions from
the various shim coils that correspond to the starting value currents in those coils. Two
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methods of field mapping prevail, the first uses SI and the second uses imaging sequences
that reveal phase information.
3.3.4. Field Mapping
A SI field map is based on calculation of the frequency of the water resonance at all voxels
in the VOI (Hu et al 1995, Ericsson et al 1995). Being frequency specific this SI method
avoids the possibility of signal contamination with lipids, which can be a problem when
using phase images to calculate the field distribution. The drawback is the long scan time
for a large SI data set of say 64x64 in plane phase encodings. This can be reduced
substantially from that of a water suppressed acquisition by using less time domain samples
to acquire a narrow bandwidth around the water resonance only.
The second method calculates the local field distribution from phase sensitised imaging
sequences (Bailies et al 1988, Spielman et al 1989, Schneider and Glover 1991, Webb and
Macovski 1991, Gruetter and Boesch 1992, Wen et al 1995). These imaging sequences are
used to calculate the local B distribution from the phase difference dcf> of two images taken
at slightly different spin evolution times. From the definition of the Larmor frequency, a>\
Using two gradient recalled echos of different echo times a spatially localised phase
difference can be obtained as a function of time, from which the Bp field can be calculated
using equation (3.7) (Bailies et al 1988, Spielman et al 1989 and Webb et al 1992):
These phase difference imaging methods require phase unwrapping to remove the steps that
occur as Acp passes through increments of 2n (Axel and Morton 1995). A further
complication with the technique is the interference of lipids with the phase of the water
resonance. To get around this problem Webb and Macovski 1991, used spatial-spectral
water frequency selective excitation pulses. The volume of interest over which shimming is
intended is then specified in matrix form from this field image.
(3.7)
Atj) = yB(x,y, z)ATE (3.8)
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3.3.5. Shim current optimisation
The field is then optimised with respect to the currents flowing in all the shim coils. With
say 12 individual coils and the same number of corresponding field contributions,
algorithms using matrix methods are the most practical way of performing such an
optimisation. The target function to be optimised is a measure of the homogeneity of the
field, the majority of methods described (Hu et al 1995, Gruetter and Boesch 1992, Wen et
al 1995) minimise a target function based on the least squares equation (3.9)
G = J"(B(r) — B0)2dr (3.9)
voi
Where the position dependent field B(r) (evaluated at the position of all pixels, r in the
VOI) is a function of the static field distribution of the magnet, the shape/position of the
shim coil and the current flowing in that coil:
N
B(r) = Bst (r) + 2] IJ F; (r) (3.10)
i=l
Where Bst(r) is the static position dependent field of the magnet, I{ is the current in the fih
coil and Fs(r) is the field per unit of current due to the i*h shim coil.
3.3.6 Shimming on the Magnetom SP 63
Initial spectroscopic studies on this machine were carried out with a preliminary
autoshim across the transverse imaging plane followed by a manual shim over the
rectangular VOI of excitation. These measures often require up to seven minutes of operator
time to achieve a shim of sufficient quality to go on and acquire spectra and only employ the
four shim coils; x,y,z and z-G Consequently, a more effective and reliable mode of automated
shimming was sought. The technique used by Wen et al 1995, utilises all the shim coil and
optimises the shim currents in each subject to the current carrying constraint of each. This
method was implemented with the aim of being incorporated routinely in to spectroscopic
examinations on the Magnetom. This work was carried out by Ian Marshall and Carlo Gotz
and utilises gradient echo phase images (Fig. 3.11) to map out the B0 field. These phase
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images are unwrapped to yield the field dependent phase difference Acj) (equation 3.8) from
which the starting value of the field in the spectroscopic VOI can be expressed in matrix
form in terms of the basis shim currents. The matrix optimisation methods for minimisation
of the target function (equation 3.11) are discussed in more detail in the paper by Wen and
the project report ofGotz.
Having specified the VOI and collected the phase images from the same transverse plane,
the starting values of the shim currents are noted for use in the computation of equation
3.10. The data is then processed remotely on a Sun workstation, the whole data processing
routine lasts about 5 minutes. For in-vivo examinations this should not delay the overall
examination time as the 7*2 weighted images can be collected in the meantime. The
drawback is that a second operator is needed on hand to execute the shim algorithm on a
remote workstation. The only additional acquisition time is that needed to collect the phase
images (2 minutes), which is comparable to the time taken to conduct a rudimentary manual
shim with just three coils.
Fig. 3.11 Gradient recalled echo sequence for phase imaging.
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3.3.7 In vitro examples of the effects of shimming
Having developed an automated shimming routine, Gotz was keen to visualise the resulting
shims in spectral terms. With respect to this work, an evaluation of the practicality of the
technique for routine spectroscopy was felt to be needed. As such SI acquisitions were made
on the standard Siemens acetate-lactate phantom. The HOPE SI localisation sequence was
used (Chapter 6) at an echo time of 292 ms with a square VOI (centred at the magnets
isocentre) of 75mmx75 mm and 8x8 phase encodings were applied in the sagittal and
coronal directions. In addition to SI, field contour maps were collected using the sequence
FIELDJVIAPPING.UDB, a spin-echo / stimulated echo sequence. These give a good
graphical representation of the field homogeneity, with a contour separation of 0.1 ppm
corresponding to an echo time of 157 ms (see eq. 3.8). An initial data set and contour map
was collected without shimming followed by automatic shimming using the three lowest
order coils and finally automatic shimming with the five lowest order coils. When trying to
perform shimming with more than five coils, the algorithm encountered problems owing to
truncation of the shim currents. Gotz recognised this as a problem with the method of
constrained optimisation and found that the algorithm works most reliably when only the
first five coils are utilised.
The results of the in-vitro tests are shown in figure 3.12, the corresponding field contour
maps are shown in figures 3.13. There is a noticeable decrease in the line width of the
acetate singlet and lactate doublet when the 3 coil shim is compared to the unshimmed data.
This reflects the increase in T-f as the field is made more homogeneous. The lactate line
width is now sufficiently narrow to allow resolution of the doublet in the lactate peak (a
separation of 7 Hz). Progressing to 5 coils there seems to be little improvement in the
appearance of the spectra and similarly the field appears to be only marginally more
homogeneous from examination of the contour maps (Fig. 3.13).
i r\
\ i
Spectrum with no shim Spectrum with 3 coil shim Spectrum with 5 coil shim
Fig. 3.12
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Field map with no shim Field map with 3 coil shim Field map with 5 coil shim
Fig. 3.13 (Contour seperation 0.1 ppm)
3.3.8 Conclusions
From the in-vitro examples of spectra given above it can be seen that the algorithm is
effective. When tested further in-vitro more complications arose, the first problem is caused
by the fact that the algorithm uses a basis of spherical harmonics centred at the iso-centre of
the magnet. When a VOl was positioned at a point well away from the iso-centre the
algorithm produced shim currents which were associated with poor shims. The second
drawback of the technique as a routine shimming method is the need for the second operator
on hand during the shimming process, to run the algorithm and compute the shim currents.
Bearing these factors in mind it was decided that this automated shimming technique was
too complicated to be incorporated in to the routine in-vivo acquisition protocols.
With a more robust constrained optimisation that accounts for both the current carrying
capacity of individual coils and the overall power supply, then perhaps all twelve coils could
be used effectively. Similarly a spatial transformation of the origin would allow universal
VOI positioning within the coil. Finally if the shim current values could be set automatically
by reading the output of the algorithm, then the technique would be less labour intensive,
cutting down the need for a second person on hand. If these improvements were to be




The presence of a water resonance of up to three orders of magnitude the size of the resonances of
metabolites of interest, presents the problem of obscuring the metabolite signal. Post acquisition spectral
modelling of the water signal can be used to counter this effect prior to spectral interpretation. However
ifmetabolite spectra are to be detected at all in the post acquisition stage then water suppression needs to
be incorporated in to the excitation/acquisition sequence. If the bit resolution of the ADC (16 for this
ADC) of the FID is lower than the ratio of the metabolite and water signals then the metabolite
contributions to the FID will be omitted altogether. Consequently a variety of techniques ofwater
suppression have been used in conjunction with SI and single-voxel pulse sequences. A significant
number of these have been adapted from the field ofNMR spectroscopy of dilute solutions of solutes in
water.
Water suppression techniques used in practice generally use one of, or a combination of, two strategies :
those that make acquisitions at a point in time when the water signal is at a minimum - inversion
recovery/ partial saturation - and those that do not excite the water resonance - selective excitation.
3.4.2 Pre-saturation
In pre-saturation, the water resonance is irradiated with chemical shift selective pulses for a period long
enough to produce equal population of the two spin states (T and >1) and then acquisition commences. In
Chemical Shift Selective Suppression or CHESS (Haase et al 1985), a 7t/2 water selective pulse is used to
produce a transverse magnetisation. This is subsequently crushed by a spoiler gradient which dephases
the transverse magnetisation leaving metabolite signals unchanged in the z direction. Moonen et al
(1990) when using CHESS in conjunction with STEAM localisation (one CHESS cycle in the
preparation period and one during the mixing period, T]\p) report on improvements made in the dispersal
of any non-stimulated water echoes, having predicted the optimum crusher gradient configuration by
using the coherence of the spin evolution. The residual water peak was smaller than that of a 5 mM
concentration ofNAA, implying 10,000 fold water suppression. In addition they point out that CHESS
water suppression has the advantage over selective excitation in that the phase and intensity are unaltered
across the spectrum. As the residual z component ofwater relaxes with T/ relaxation, then by altering
the pulse angle so as to give a zero magnetisation at the end of each CHESS sequence, water suppression
can be tailored to the individual T/ environment.
The total number ofCHESS sequences employed has been varied and cycles of three have been found
to be the most effective in excluding unwanted echoes. Frahm et al (1990) using three pulses, altered
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experimentally, the flip angle of each pulse together with the time interval between successive saturation
pulses (and the acquisition) so as to give the optimum water suppression (1000 fold) for their system.
Ernst et al (1995) sought to find the optimum three cycle CHESS sequence that gave effective water
suppression for short echo times by minimising the residual z magnetisation with respect to the three
flip angles 0j, the three time intervals Tj and the localised Tj. They use the notation (a,(3,y,TiT2T3) to
denote the three successive pulse angle sizes and their separation in time, finding the sequence
(r, t, t, 9,9,29) was five times as effective (1000:1 cf 200:1 suppression) as the conventional equidistant
sequence (r, r, r, 9,9,9) of equal flip angles.
3.4.3 Inversion recovery
Inversion recovery or selective Tj relaxation (Section 2.5.2) is based upon inversion of the water signal
using a frequency selective 7t pulse, the aim being to perform localisation at the instant the longitudinal
water magnetisation crosses through zero. In Water Eliminated Fourier Transform water suppression
(WEFT -Patt & Sykes 1972) the following pulse sequence is used;
nH20 ~ ln~ n/2 -Localisation.
Where the interval tn =Ti(H20).ln2 for a n water inversion pulse (see section 2.5.2).
Hugg et al 1992, report an improvement in water suppression by using a double WEFT sequence prior to
localisation, with the two tn intervals empirically varied to minimise the longitudinal water signal. They
attribute the advantage of two pulses to the non-mono exponential decay of the water 7/ A double
WEFT sequence was again found to give effective suppression prior to PRESS localisation by Duyn et al
1992(H). In both cases ofDouble WEFT a gradient spoiler pulse after the inversion pulse was found to
be effective in dispersing unwanted transverse magnetisations caused by imperfect longitudinal
inversions. The use of spoilers allows the use of a nil selective excitation pulse which has an associated
tn of zero thus minimising the time taken before localisation commences.
3.4.4 Selective excitation
Selective excitation aims to excite resonances of interest whilst leaving the unwanted water resonance
unexcited. As such a pulse sequence is needed whose frequency response is zero at and near to the water
resonance. If a rectangular small flip angle excitation pulse is used its Fourier transform yields a sine
function, the zeros of which can be aligned with the resonant frequency ofwater, purely by altering the
pulse width. The nulls in such a function are relatively narrow and as such, do not allow for any spread in
coo °f t'ie water resonance arising from B0 inhomogeneities. More widespread suppression may be
achieved with an excitation pulse with broader nulls and peaks (both 1st and 2nd derivatives = 0) which
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can be constructed from the superposition of the Fourier transforms of a series of hard rectangular pulses
of different durations. Hore (1983) devised pulse sequences by considering the Fourier transformation of
analytical functions of frequency which met the excitation profile requirements for water suppression.
The set of delta functions of alternating sign, whose amplitudes are given by the binomial coefficients
were one such solution. In particular the four pulse sequence or 1331 sequence has the advantage of
being relatively simple (4 pulses) and gives good broad band selective suppression (1000 fold in aqueous
solution NMR spectroscopy):
a(x) - t- 3a(-x) - r- 3a(x) - r- a(-x)
where a is a unit of pulse height that meets the condition that the total energy gives a 90® excitation and
r is the time interval between pulses.
The non uniformity of the excitation profile makes this form ofwater suppression more suitable, if a
specific resonance is of interest, whereby one of the broad peaks of the excitation profile could be
aligned with the resonant frequency. Quantification of resonances either side of this frequency would be
more difficult as frequency dependent suppression factors would need to be calculated. Hetherington et
al (1985) and Pan et al (1991) compensated for this spectral inhomogeneity by applying such corrections.
More recently a lot of work has been done on producing optimum frequency responses for a given r.f.
pulse envelope by using digital filter theory (Matson 1995, Star-lack et al 1996 -BASING pulses). With
such pulses effective suppression can be achieved over a narrow or broad spectral range.
3.5 Conclusions
Having described the acquisition protocols and reviewed the techniques used for shimming and water
suppression optimisation, from here on it will be assumed that the optimum set of data has been
acquired.
In the next chapter the techniques used to convert this data into clinically meaningful spectra and




In this chapter the techniques used to convert the raw data in to frequency spectra are
discussed. These techniques are described in detail, largely because they were all
implemented using specially written software. As such this chapter represents the bulk of
the work carried out in the preliminary stage of the project. The stages in the data processing
procedure are probably best summarised in flow chart form;
Fig. 4.1 Flow chart summarising the data processing steps used to produce spectra from raw data files.
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4.1 Importing the data from the scanner
The raw data and images collected as described in the data acquisition section, were
imported from the VAX operating system of the Siemens Magnetom to the UNIX
mainframe of Sun Sparc (UNIX) systems, upon which the post acquisition data processing
was performed. This transfer was done using the UNIX batch files dcn-transfer and
dcn-raw transfer written by Martin Connell. The image+grid image file generated
by WORK_CSI, was then converted from ACRNEMA format to an ANALYZE™(CNS,
Rochester, MN) compatible format using the program conv_analyze_acrnema which
was also written by Martin Connell.
4.2 Raw Data Processing- overview
The raw data was then processed using programs written in house in C. Significant
adaptations to the initial software csi . c (written by Ian Marshall) have been made by the
author since the SI study was started. The version which incorporates all the modifications
discussed later in this chapter is centref ill2 . c. The code listing of centref ill2 . c
is found in Appendix II. A brief overview of the steps implemented by this program is now
given. Each step will be dealt with in greater depth in individual sections appearing later on
in this chapter.
4.2.1 Reading the data - water reference data set
The water reference raw data files are read first, their processing proceeds as follows. The
files are first converted from the Siemens format in to an ASCII format suitable for C
processing. The function read_data_f ile (void) performs this task, by first stripping
the Siemens raw data header and then converting the data from the VAX VMS floating
point format to C floating point format. The function then performs a byte reversal on the
integer numbers in the header. The data is then allocated to a three dimensional (2 spatial
and one time) array, FID [row] [col] [i] using three pointers. The indices row and col
represent the ny and nx coronal and sagittal voxel co-ordinates; with 1 <nx<Nx and
l<riy<Ny, (Nx and Ny are the number of coronal and sagittal k-space phase encodings). The
index i represents the data sampling point in the time domain with a sample interval of 1
ms and 1024 samples of complex data. The real and imaginary components of each sample
are saved in an interleaved format for i=l:2048.
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4.2.2 Zero-filling of k-space
The data can then be zero padded in k-space (the reciprocal of real space) to increase the
number of voxels from NxxNyto 2Nxx2Ny (section 4.6).
4.2.3 k-space windowing
Windowing functions can be applied to the FID prior to the transforms to provide a spatial
filter to reduce Fourier leakage between voxels, this technique is discussed in detail in
section 4.8.
4.2.4 Voxel shifting
Voxel shifting can be applied in thex and y directions using the functions
voxshiftx (void) and voxshifty (void) see section 4.9.
4.2.5 k-space to real space FFT
A kx space - x spatial discrete FFT is then performed using the function
column_transform (void) which implements a one dimensional real FFT in Nx steps
to decode the FID in the x direction. Similarly the ky space -y spatial transform is then
implemented in the same way by row_transform (void) .
The FFT algorithm used here was taken from Numerical Recipes in C (Press et al 1992) and
replaces the interleaved complex FID data with its discrete Fourier transform. This FFT
algorithm is performed by the Numerical Recipes function fourl (double
data[], int nn, int i sign). The mechanics of the FFT is described in much
more depth in section 4.11. The spatially decoded data is then rearranged to account for the
fact that the origin in k-space corresponds to the central voxel (Nx/2,Ny/2) of the grid ie. the
magnet isocentre. The function rearrange_FIDs (void) performs this operation.
4.2.6 Calculating zero order phase correction
The spatially decoded water reference FID is then used to calculate the phase correction
angle needed to remove the phase offsets induced by B0 field inhomogeneities and eddy
currents. The function calc_phase_corrections (void) performs this calculation
and is described in section 4.7.
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4.3 Water suppressed data set
The water suppressed FID was then processed in an identical way (steps 4.2.1 - 4.2.6) with
the exceptions that;
4.3.1 Applying zero order phase correction
The phase correction angles calculated from the reference data were now applied to the
suppressed data by the function apply_phase_corrections (see section 4.7).
4.3.2 Line broadening
The water suppressed data was also multiplied with a Gaussian window by the function
line_broadening (void) before the frequency domain spectral transform was carried
out (see section 4.10).
4.3.3 Save FIDs for time domain modelling - water removal
The spatially resolved time domain FIDs were then saved as individual FIDs by the function
save_FIDs_for_Delft (void) in the files csi_nx_ny (section 4.4).
4.3.4 Spectral transform
AID FFT which replaces the complex FID with its complex FFT was performed by the
function spectral_transform (void)
4.3.5 Automatic integration
The area under the spectrum corresponding to a ppm range of fj -f2 is calculated for the
spectrum from each voxel and saved in a 2D array by the function save_areas (void) .
This algorithm algebraically sums successive data point values, for all data points in the
range// :/2-
4.4 Post Acquisition Water Removal
Every effort is taken to reduce the contribution of the water resonance to the water
suppressed FID by optimising the amplitude of the CHESS pulse voltage (section 3.2.1).
However the residual water signal will be comparable in size if not larger than the peaks of
the metabolites of interest. Fig. 4.2 illustrates this point with a suppressed water signal





Fig 4.2 Spectrum with residual baseline distortion due to incomplete water suppression (ppm range 4-
Such spectra are virtually useless for quantitative studies as their baselines are severely
distorted by the residual water. Mathematical modelling of the water FID or spectrum can
be performed, whereby the signal from the residual water is modelled. The fitted signal is
then subtracted from the water suppressed FID leaving a signal which predominantly
contains frequency and phase information specific to the metabolites and not the water. The
reader is referred to section (4.11.4), reviewing modelling techniques, for a more detailed
review of the options available.
For the sole purpose ofwater removal from an FID, a linear parametric time domain fitting
procedure was used, which was developed in 1994 by Aad van den Boogart at the
University of Delft, Netherlands. This software uses linear prediction to express the rath
data point in of the water signal as a sum of the previous data points.
Hankel-Lanczos singular value decomposition (HLSVD) matrices are then used to fit this
prediction of the water signal to the raw data. This procedure effectively amounts to a fitting
of the residual water signal with a combination of Lorentzian damped sinusoids. The
technique does not incorporate a-priori information, instead it fits the largest component
first followed by the next largest etc. As the residual water signal is inevitably larger than
the metabolite signal, the technique is well suited to water removal. The technique was
found to be less reliable when fitting metabolite signals, the methods described in Section
4.11 are more well suited to metabolite peak fitting.
The function hlmain performs the HLSVD, on the water suppressed FID ASCII files
(csi_nx_ny. asc) storing the metabolite FID after subtraction of the water signal in files
0)
xn=alxn-l + a2xn-2 + + amxn.m (4.1)
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csi_ nx_ny. f reres . dat. The program hlmain can be operated interactively using
the command hlmain, or in batch file mode using the program
batch_csi_realimag . This batch application is useful when processing an array of
FIDs from a SI experiment. The program invokes parameter files stored in the same
directory. The threshold frequency in Hz, is set as the frequency offset from the water
resonance at which the removal ceases and is specified in the file threshold. par. For
FIDs containing signals from choline and creatine (offsets from water of 95 Hz and 108
Hz respectively) this threshold was set at 50 Hz. The threshold can be set at a higher value
(e.g. 100 Hz) if the signal is known to contain only the signals from species with a larger
offset in resonance from that ofwater e.g. acetate, NAA and lactate.
The number of iterative steps performed by hlmain is dictated by the parameter file
hl_main. par. As a rule of thumb this was set at 10 times the number of different
metabolites expected in the signal («50). This file also contains information on the size
(n_samples) of the incoming data set, either 1024 samples or 4096 samples. The
dimensions of the HLSVD matrices are then set in accordance at (n_samples/2 +1) (513 and
2049 respectively). Having performed the HLSVD removal ofwater, the data is FFTd and
saved in its real frequency domain form in a file csi_nx_ny .mets, whilst the complex
data is stored in the files csi_ nx_ny. f reres . dat.
To illustrate the effect of post acquisition water removal, the FFT of the same data in the
spectrum of fig. 4.2, following HLSVD water removal is shown in figure 4.3.
Fig. 4.3 The spectral model of fig.4.2 after HLSVD water removal - note how the baseline is less
distorted.
The .mets files can then be combined into a spatial array using the C program
mets2gnu. c, (written by Ian Marshall) which allows the array of spectra to be viewed
using the Gnuplot graphics facility. The complex frequency domain representations
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(nx_ny. freres . dat. files) are similarly combined for a spatial SI array by the UNIX
batch file realimag_dcsi. This array is in a format compatible with the X-Windows SI
display software display_csi_phase written by Martin Connell (section 4.13)
4.5 Individual data processing steps implemented by the program centref±112 . c
The steps outlined in sections 4.2 and 4.3 will now be covered in more detail including
theoretical and experimental factors that need to be considered when implementing the
techniques using computer software.
4.6 Zero filling
At a field strength of 1.5 T the signal to noise ratio ofmetabolite resonances imposes a
lower limit on the voxel size of approximately 1 cm^. This produces a coarse spatial
resolution in the resulting spectroscopic images. In the time domain the time limitations
imposed by overall acquisition time and sampling speed of the receiver restrict the number
of data points sampled in each FID.
The images can be smoothed following the k-space to real space 2D FFT using a suitable
interpolation algorithm. The program display_csi_phase applies such a bilinear
interpolation to the grid of voxel intensities to smooth the SI. An alternative mode of
smoothing is to apply zero filling prior to the 2D FFT. This technique is equally useful in
smoothing the frequency spectra of a time domain FID by the insertion of extra data points
between the sampled data points in the spectrum.
In the time domain a series of extra data points of zero intensity can be appended to the
sampled data. Upon FFT the additional data points are added as interpolated points between
the points produced by FFT of the sampled data alone. Addition of a multiple of Nx2n
zeros at the end of the time domain signal ofN sampled data points will add an additional
2n interpolated points between adjacent points in the FFT.
When performing zero filling on k-space data, zeros must be appended in all four quadrants
as both positive and negative k-space is sampled. This is done prior to the 2D spatial FFT by
superimposing the k-space phase encoded data on a k-space array of zeros of extent Nx2n
in both the x andy directions. See (fig 4.4 ). This will increase the number of voxels by a
factor of 2n+l . Application of zero filling does not add any additional spatial detail to the
end product, it does however serve as an effective method of visual smoothing. An array of







Fig. 4.4 Graphical illustration of the zero filling of outer k-space using zeros prior to the 2D k-space-
real space FFT. The acquired data with NxN phase encodings in k-space is superimposed at the origin
of a grid in k-space of dimensions 2Nx2N and the remaining points in the grid are set to zero prior to
the 2D-FFT.
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Fig. 4.5 An array of 16x16 water resonances and the same data zero filled to 32x32 spatial resolution.
The spectral scale is the same, the reduced signal strength in the zero-filled array is due to the fact that
the voxels are effectively four times smaller.
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4.7 Voxel shifting
With selective excitation SI localisation such as PRESS, the VOI needs to be strategically
positioned to avoid excitation of lipids in the scalp and marrow of the skull. Anatomic
features within the brain dictate the positioning of the VOI of excitation. As such the edges
of the VOI may not coincide with the edges of the SI voxels in the grid. Providing the VOI
dimensions in the coronal and sagittal directions are integral numbers of the voxel width,
then a post acquisition voxel shift can be implemented to align the grid and VOI
retrospectively.
To do this a k-space (as opposed to time related) phase angle was added to the FID after
spatial filtering but before the implementation of the spatial 2D-FFT. This procedure is
entirely analogous to the addition of a phase correction angle prior to the time-frequency
domain FFT. An angle of 2«^/16 added in either of the sagittal or coronal directions will
shift the FID by an integral number of voxels (n), with respect to the grid. This procedure is
performed by the functions voxelshiftx (void) and voxelshifty (void) in the
program centref ill2 . c. The voxel shifting of the SI grid is shown in fig. 4.6 and in fig.

























Fig. 4.6 Illustrates this process, where the grid is misaligned with the positioning of the VOI within
the brain. In the second image the grid has been shifted by half a voxel in the coronal direction in to
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Figure 4.7 Shows the spectra obtained from this VOI prior to the voxel shifting process (upper) and
afterwards (lower).
The first spectral array contains 8 rows as the bottom and top rows are partially excited by
the VOI. In the second array only 7 rows are present as the VOI now covers an integral
number of whole voxels. The voxel shifted spectra resemble a mean representation of the
spectra from the two voxels which constitute the spatially shifted voxel.
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4.8 Spatial Filtering
In this section some of the artefacts introduced to the SI by the 2D k-space to real space
discrete FFT are examined and methods of filtering are reviewed to minimise such artefacts.
The actual algorithm used to implement the FFT is entirely analogous to the time - frequency
domain 1D-FFT. The difference being that the two real k-space dimensions ( kx and ky)
replace that of time and the two real space dimensions (x and y) replace the frequency
domain.
4.8.1 Artefacts introduced by the discrete k-space to real space FFT
In common with MR imaging, SI is prone to the artefacts induced by the discrete sampling of
k-space and the time domain. If the object being imaged is considered as a continuum within
a finite field of view, then the corresponding reciprocal k-space is discrete but infinite. As
only a finite region of k-space can be sampled, truncation artefacts are introduced when the
data is Fourier transformed in to real space. In MR imaging this truncation artefact is referred
to as the Gibbs phenomenon, whereby the signal obtained for one position in real space is
contaminated with contributions from other positions. In this discrete analysis of k-space and
real space, the total spin magnetisation within the voxel is considered and the distribution of
spins within the voxel is unaccounted for. In SI a smaller number of discrete k-space
samplings (phase encoding steps) are performed than in imaging, with a typical voxel grid of
16x16 compared to a 256x256 image array. As such the potential for inter voxel
contamination due to the truncation of k-space sampling is greater in SI (Wang et at, 1991).
In section 4.8.2, details of how this effect may be minimised are given and tests using
simulations and SI data are performed.
With reference to sections 2.6.3 and 2.8.4.1, the k-space phase encoding effect of gradient G
on the time domain spin-echo signal, gives a SI signal, S(k,t);
S(k, t) = jj ei(>G-Xr-ffl,)/>(X, co)dXdco (4.2)
where X is the 2D position vector, P(K,co) is the spin distribution function and ris the
duration of a phase encoding step. The gradient steps through A values corresponding to the
segmentation of the volume of interest (width L in real space) in the rrfi-h k-space direction:




The spin distribution function can then be described in terms of the n square voxels which
are centred at position Xn
Pn (X - Xn, co) = P(X, co) (4.4)
Which when substituted in (4.2), gives the signal from each of n voxels;
S(k,t) = X \ei(jCx^M)Pn(X-Xtl,co)dXdco (4.5)
n
Now the discrete analysis of k-space uses the approximation that all spins are located at the
voxel centre, as such (4.4) simplifies to;
P„ (X - X;I, co) = S(X - Xn )Pn (co) (4.6)
This gives a discrete representation of (4.2);
S(k,t) = Y |e'(?G (co)dco (4.7)
n
The spectral intensity of the nth voxel Pn is then given by the time to frequency domain
Fourier transform ;
PnO) = Z J e-i^XT~e0t)S(k, t)dt (4.8)
G
The inaccuracy introduced by the assumption made in (4.6), can be investigated by
considering instead, an even distribution of spins throughout each voxel rather than point
sources at the centre. These effects are physically attributable to intra voxel dephasing
between spins. So for a voxel centred atXn whose width is L, (4.5) gives;
Xn+LI 2
S(k,t) = Z| \ ei(yGXr~cot)Pn(o))dXdco
n Xn-L!2
Xn+LI2 f yf^T \
= Z I e'*:Xldx\e"a*Pn(co)d6J = Lsinc^^=^-J^e'^"r \e"MPn(oj)doj (4.9)
" X„-1J2
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This description ofS(k,t) given in (4.9) is a sine modulated version of that in (4.7) where G is
related to the number of the phase encoding step, m by the relation of eq (4.3)
So the k-space Fourier transformed time domain signal is left with a sine modulation artefact
as a direct result of the discrete nature of the Fourier transform, which cannot account for the
distribution of spins within the voxel. In reality spins are rarely distributed evenly throughout
an in-vivo voxel. As such the distribution of spins within the voxel will add a further source
of inaccuracy in localisation. This effect is often referred to as the partial volume effect and
is independent of the truncation artefact of the Fourier transform, just discussed. If the
distribution of spins within the voxel can be predicted, by using information gained from
high resolution MR images say, then this effect can be compensated (Wang et al 1991). In
vivo implementation of such a technique is impractical as it involves defining the SI voxels
around morphological features within which spin distributions are homogeneous. As such,
corrections to reduce inter voxel contamination due to the Fourier leakage introduced by the
sine truncation artefact are the only practical form of artefact limitation and are best
implemented by spatial windowing.
4.8.2 Spatial windowing
Prior to performance of the k-space to real space fast Fourier transform (FFT), a windowing
function can be applied to the spatially encoded data so as to minimise Fourier leakage
between adjacent spatial elements (voxels) upon transformation. This procedure is analogous
to the application of a line broadening filter function (section 4.11) to the time domain FID
prior to the time-frequency domain transformation (section 4.12) (Although line broadening
is used for a different reason).
Multiplication of the k-space encoded FID S(k,t), with a window function w(k) will give a
signal whose k-space to real space FT is equal to the convolution of the FTs ofS(k,t) and
w(k), (the Convolution Theorem):
w(k) x S(k, t) =w(k) <8> S(k, t) = w(jc)® S(x, t) (4.10)
Where w(k) and S(k,t) represent the Fourier transforms of the k-space window function
and the FID, represented in real space as w(x) and S(x,t). The FT of the window function in
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the spatial domain w(x), is called the point spread function (PSF) as such the windowing
process gives us a signal equal to the convolution of the spatially decoded FID with the PSF.
Data that is not windowed (i.e. windowed with a square window) has a sinc(x) PSF (arising
from the truncation of the Fourier transform -section 4.8.1) which has side lobes of 20 % of
the magnitude of the centre lobe maximum. Effective windowing of the data prior to the 2D
k-space to real space FFT will require a PSF with attenuated side lobes to reduce the inter-
voxel Fourier leakage. Various filter functions are recognised as being effective, they all
share the common features of being zero at either edge and rise to a maximum at the centre.
The effect of such a filter is to apodise the PSF to attenuate the oscillations off axis. This is
complemented by weighting each signal with a function which gradually decays to zero with
distance from the centre of 2-D k-space. With an attenuation of the side lobes there is a
corresponding broadening of the central lobe of the PSF. This is a result of the conservation
of spectral power density whereby the integral of the square of the PSF is a constant. The
broadening of the central lobe will increase the effective extent of the boundaries of a given
voxel in the same way that windowing in the time domain produces line broadening in the
frequency domain. Luyten et al 1990, report a two fold increase in nominal 2D SI voxel area
using a cosine squared window.
For a transformation in say the x direction in to N voxels, the nth voxel (working from an
origin in k-space ofN/2) will be windowed by multiplying the data by the window function
W(n), prior to the FFT.
The following window functions (found in Press et al 1989) were tested, their PSF
calculated and their effects on in-vivo 16x16 data compared to data filtered with a square
window:
Square window: W(n) — 1, Vn (4.11)
N
n —










4.8.3 Window functions in one spatial dimension
The window functions described above, were plotted in k-space over the range 0O«O256 -
using Matlab. A normalised FFT was then implemented on each window function to give the
corresponding PSF in real space.
Fig. 4.8. The window functions plotted over the range 00^0256 in k-space
Fig. 4.9. The Point Spread Functions of the window functions plotted in real space. It can be seen that
the square window has the narrowest centre lobe with larger side lobes, whereas the window functions
have broader centre lobes with attenuated side lobes.
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The full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of each PSF was measured, enabling a comparison
of nominal voxel width to be made. The nominal voxel width will therefore be enlarged by a
factor proportional to the FWFIM, whilst in 2D the voxel area will be enlarged by a factor
proportional to (FWHM)2.
The size of the largest subsidiary maximum is also given as an indication of the size of off
axis oscillation in the PSF. These are tabulated below in table 4.1.
Window FWHM of (FWHM)^ - Nominal voxel Amplitude of 1st subsidiary
PSF area maximum
Square 1 1 0.2
Hann 1.3 1.69 0.09
Bartlett 1.46 2.13 0.05
Welch 1.62 2.62 0.03
Table 4.1 Summary of the features of the respective windows illustrated in fig. 4.9.
4.8.4 2D simulations of the effects ofwindowing functions.
To analyse the effect of a 2D window function on a 2D k-space SI data set, simulations were
again performed in Matlab. A 16x16 real space array of zeros was first initialised, the central
element (9,9) of this array was then set at an arbitrary value of 1000, giving a blank array
with a central spike in intensity. This array was then inverse FFTd and interpolated to
256x256 points in k-space using the function if ft 2 (array, 2 56,256) . The central
16x16 elements centred on the k-space origin, were then extracted and multiplied by the 2D
windowing functions on a voxel by voxel basis. Extraction of the central region of k-space
simulates the truncation effect imposed by the discrete nature of the k-space to real space
Fourier transform. This windowed k-space data was then transformed back in to 16x16 real
space array using the function f f t2 (array, 16,16) . Each of the data sets was then
normalised by dividing through by the maximum intensities located in the central voxel. This
removes discrepancies in amplitude introduced by the difference in volume enclosed by the
different window functions. The amplitude of the real space array - the 2D PSF, was then
plotted for each window - see fig. 4.10.
Bartlett window Fourier leakage from a spike in the central voxel
square window Fourier leakage from a spike in the central voxel
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Hariri window Fourier leakage from a spike in the central voxel
Fig. 4.10. 2D representations of the window functions over a 16x16 array
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Figure 4.19 shows the Fourier leakage from a central point source signal when the FFT is
filtered with the various window functions. Note that the shaped windows cause a greater
attenuation in signal at large off axis distances, a consequence of the diminished PSF side
lobe intensity. However there is a marked spreading of the central signal in to adjacent
voxels, consistent with the larger nominal voxel size (Table 4.1).
4.8.5 In-vivo comparisons of window functions.
The need for k-space-real space windowing is highlighted when one of the voxels contains an
abnormally large signal from a given resonance. Fourier leakage of this signal between
voxels may obscure the smaller signals from the same metabolite or others with similar
resonant frequencies, from adjacent voxels. With in-vivo SI studies quite often subcutaneous
lipid is excited in the peripheral voxels of the grid. At concentrations greater than those of
the metabolites of interest, the leakage of the lipid signal from the side lobes of the PSF in to
adjacent voxels, can be significant. To investigate this, in-vivo data that was contaminated
with outer volume lipid signals was taken and processed with each of the four window
functions. The results are presented in fig 4.11.
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Fig. 4.11 The effects of different spatial window functions on the same in-vivo data.
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In the example chosen from a 90mmx90mm VOI of 5x5 voxels, the spectrum from the
upper left voxel (5,1) shows lipid excitation which is propagated in to the adjacent voxels by
the k-space - real space FFT. Voxel (5,3) in particular shows substantial lipid leakage with a
square window. The Hann window seems to be most effective in reducing the bleed of signal
from this voxel. The drawback of this window is it has the widest centre lobe and as such the
resolution of choline from creatine in voxels (2,5) and (5,2) is compromised. This can be
explained by considering the leakage introduced by the spreading of the centre lobe of a
windowed PSF from a voxel at the edge of the VOI into regions outside the shimmed VOI.
Regions outside the VOI are not specifically shimmed and as such the resonant frequency of
metabolites found here may be significantly different. Summarising the results of these
simulations and experimental tests it seems fair to say that if attenuation of a contaminating
signal from a distant voxel is required then the use of a shaped window is advisable. This
will however compromise the spatial resolution of the spectral array with a greater amount of
contamination between adjacent voxels. As such when processing data taken from a VOI
whose edges are well away from any potentially contaminating signal, then in the interest of




If spectra produced by SI are to be systematically viewed in the absorption mode (the
real part of the spectrum) across a 2D spatial array, then phase correction is needed. This is
to account for the zero order phase changes caused by spatial inhomogeneities in the B0
field and eddy currents set up in the magnet by the fluctuating gradients of the sequence.
Methods of lineshape correction rely on the deconvolution of individual signals with a
single defined resonance known to be subject to identical lineshape distortions.
A well defined peak in a given localised spectrum may be used as an internal reference
(Maudsley 1994) providing that the same peak is discernible in all of the spatially resolved
spectra. Alternatively, a separate reference can be used to correct for field induced phase
discrepancies. This requires a separate acquisition of a well defined reference signal (water).
As the water reference signal will be much larger than the suppressed signal, then the
majority of any time evolving phase shift incurred by the signal will be due to field
distortions rather than metabolite resonances. Thus the phase angle of a given data point of
the water reference signal from a given voxel represents to a good approximation the zero
order phase distortions. By subtracting the phase of the water component from the
metabolites FID on a data point by data point basis, then any remaining phase angle will be
due to metabolite chemical shifts alone. Ordidge & Cresshull 1986, pioneered this technique
in applying phase corrections to non-localised spectra following the application of pulsed
gradients. Klose 1990, went on to use the same method in correcting for eddy currents after
shimming in a STEAM localisation experiment. The drawback of this form of lineshape
correction is the extra time taken to acquire a reference signal. Roebuck et al (1993) in a ID
SI experiment tried a reduced number of phase encoding steps for the water reference,
followed by zero filling to the same size as the array of metabolite spectra, and reduced the
length of Tr as a possible method of saving time. Additional frequency dependent first
order adjustments may be required to phase spectra. This is more likely in SI than single
voxel spectroscopy because the VOI is typically larger and as such is more prone to the field
inhomogeneities produced by the spatial distributions in eddy currents and in the static field.
These can be performed manually by interactive phase angle adjustment or by using an
automatic phase correction algorithm (Siegel 1981).
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In this work, the zero order phase correction algorithm was implemented on all FIDs
(Section 4.9.2). As a potential means of reducing the acquisition time, the effect of using a
reduced number of phase encodings in the water reference data was investigated (Section
4.9.3). Additional first order phase corrections were also performed when needed, either
interactively (section 4.12) or automatically using a simple auto-phasing algorithm written
by the author -section (4.9.4). In practice these phase correction algorithms may introduce
artefacts in to the spectra, in Section 4.9.5 these artefacts are studied and their origin is
explained.
4.9.2 Implementing zero order phase corrections
In both single voxel and SI PRESS localised spectroscopy, the zero order eddy current
phase correction method of Ordidge and Cresshull was implemented. Having acquired
phase sensitive data from the acquisition in the form of an FID, the time varying signal can
be represented as:
S(t) = s(t)eim (4.15)
Where <j)(t) is the time varying phase angle. If the contribution of the metabolite signal to the
water reference FID is regarded as negligible then the water reference FID (collected at the
transmitter frequency of the water resonance), can be represented by the time dependent
water signal:
S,(t) = s.(t)e*M (4.16)
Where the time varying phase ofwater on resonance is due to eddy currents alone i.e.
(t>w=(l)ed
The water suppressed FID will in addition to the phase changes caused by eddy currents,
contain a time dependent component which bears spectral information of resonances at
other frequencies, the metabolites. The water suppressed FID can therefore be represented
as:
Ss(t) = s,(t)e'",) (4-17)
Where </>s (t)= qbmet(t) + (f,ecl(t)
Division of the suppressed signal by the reference signal phase factor should remove any
time varying phase effects of eddy currents, to give a corrected signal:
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S (7V'A(,)
Sc(0 = V^l(0 =sM)e^'0) (4.18)
In practice the phase factor ^ , was calculated by taking the arctangent of the ratio of the
imaginary and real parts of the reference signal for all sampled points in time (1024 data
points), by the function calc_phase_corrections (void) . The water suppressed
signal was then corrected on a data point by data point basis by the function
apply_phase_corrections (void) which implements the division of eq. (4.18).
An example of two sets of data acquired using the STEAM single voxel sequence (Chapter
6) with an acetate-lactate phantom, with and without the phase correction process is given
below, in figs. 4.12 and 4.13.
Fig.4.12. Spectrum without zero order corrections. Fig. 4.13. Spectrum after zero order correction
Note how the baseline is less distorted and the individual peaks are better resolved in the
absorption mode following phase correction.
4.9.3 Using a zero-filled water reference data to reduce acquisition time
This mode of phase correction is based upon the acquisition of a second water reference
data set, which for SI data sets of 16x16 phase encodings will add an additional 7 minutes to
the overall scan time. When studying patients this additional time may well prove to be
intolerable for a subject who has already been lying still in the scanner for 25 minutes. One
method of reducing the acquisition time is to acquire a water reference SI data set with a
reduced number of phase encode steps. This is then zero filled (section 4.6) to the same
spatial resolution after acquisition. This technique has been reported to give effective phase
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correction of ID Iff SI spectra of phantom data (Roebuck et al 1993). The concern with 2D
in-vivo SI is that with a larger field of view there is a greater prospect of inhomogeneous
fields at tissue interfaces. The technique may fail to correct for phase changes caused by
field inhomogeneities that are confined to one of the voxels. To test this hypothesis a 2D SI
study was conducted on a set of 6 volunteers whereby the 16x16 phase encoded water
suppressed data was phase corrected with a 16x16 water reference and a zero filled 8x8
water reference. The standard PRESS SI acquisition protocols were followed (Chapter 3)
with 7^=1600 s and 7£=135 ms. The data processing techniques discussed in this chapter
were also adhered to with the exception that the 8x8 set was zero filled (to 16x16) prior to
the 2D spatial FFT using the program centref ill2 . c . (Section 4.6)
Areas under the spectrum corresponding to peaks of the metabolites choline, creatine and
NAA were then calculated using display_csi_phase (Section 4.12). This is done
either by fitting a Gaussian Iineshape or integration between user defined limits. The area
under a given peak from a given voxel for the two sets (8x8 and 16x16) of phase corrected
data were then tested for statistical agreement (Bland and Altman 1986). For each of the
three metabolites in all subjects, a plot of the difference between the two sets of area
measurements was made against their average, for all voxels in the grid. In all cases the
mean difference of the measurements from the same voxel for the same metabolite, was
found to be much closer to zero than it was to the mean ±2 s.d. limits of agreement. (Fig.
4.14). The coefficient of variation (CV) was then calculated for each metabolite and each
subject, it being the s.d. of the mean of the difference measurements divided by the average
of the two sets of readings. For all metabolite peaks in all subjects the CV was less than
20%, i.e. the difference was not statisically different from zero. The day-day error in
reproducibility from a PRESS SI voxel of 3.375 cm^ was found to be in the range 11%-
27% (Chapter 7). With a variability of size comparable to the error in reproducibility, it can
be concluded that zero filling of a reduced water reference data set will not compromise the
spectral accuracy. Zero filling of the water reference data will therefore reduce the overall
acquisition time without significantly reducing the accuracy of the technique and should be
used as a means of reducing patient scan time.
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Fig. 4.14 Scatter diagram illustrating the distribution of the difference in the readings from the same
voxel measured using the two different reference data set for phase correction. The confidence limits
of ±2 s.d. are drawn in.
4.9.4 First order phase corrections
Following zero order phase correction of the FID, the individual peaks in the spectrum
produced by the subsequent FFT should all appear reasonably well phased. If there is a
delay between the top of the echo and the start of acquisition, all of the peaks within the
spectrum will have a frequency dependent phase offset. Flence an additional frequency
dependent phase correction may be required to bring a peak of a given frequency into the
absorption mode. This can be done retrospectively (provided that the complex frequency
domain data are available), by trial and error adjustment of an additional phase angle. This
mode of fine tuning of spectrum phase is available in the SI display facility
display_csi_phase whereby an individual peak can be interactively manually phased.
Alternatively the optimum first order phase angle can be calculated for a given frequency
using an iterative algorithm.
The algorithm used here (written by the author) calculates the central resonant frequency
for each peak by finding the point at which the magnitude of the spectrum is greatest (See
fig. 4.15), using a sorting routine sort2 . c (Numerical Recipes). It then evaluates the
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Fig. 4.15 A spectrum requiring additional Fig. 4.16 The necessary phase angle $
first order phase correction. is calculated from the phasor Argand diagram.
Fig. 4.17 Acetate peak before 1st order correction. Fig. 4.18 Acetate peak after 1st order phase
correction.
An example of a real acetate spectrum which is in need of an additional frequency
dependent phase correction is shown in fig 4.17., fig 4.18. shows the same spectrum
following correction using this algorithm. More elaborate algorithms (Siegel 1981) will be
needed for phasing more complicated multiplet peaks e.g. lactate.




4.9.5 Artefacts introduced by the zero order phase correction process
Examination of a number of the spectral arrays produced by the spectral FFT of the phase
corrected FIDs reveals the presence of a significant number of individual spectra whose
shape is distorted by a superimposed oscillatory or "ringing" artefact (see fig. 4.19)
Fig.4.19. An in-vivo array of spectra, two ofwhich are contaminated by ringing artefacts.
In order to investigate the cause of this distortion the spectral signals were examined prior to
each stage of post-processing (k-space transformation in to rows and columns, phase
correction and spectral transformation). It was found that the so called 'ringing' effect was
introduced by the implementation of the first order phase correction algorithm ofOrdidge
and Cresshull.
The algorithm calculates the phase angle for a given data point by calculating the arctangent
of the real and imaginary values of the FID for that data point. The atan2 algorithm used in
the C language to calculate such arctangents, returns an angle in the range +/-;r. Thus a
graph of phase angle versus data point might be expected to give a relatively smoothly
evolving function with abrupt steps from -Trto +7t. The phase angles of the water reference
FIDs of uncontaminated spectra do in fact show such a trend.
However the plots of phase correction angle in data corresponding to contaminated spectra
usually display additional jumps in phase angle at values well within the range of +/-;r.
Figure 4.20 shows the plot of phase correction angle for all 1024 data points of the FID
corresponding to the marked spectrum in the top right hand corner (patients left) of the array
in fig. 4.19. The height of the unexpected jump in phase angle has been measured as n. Such
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a jump of ;rin phase angle will make itself evident in the phase corrected, water suppressed
FID as a step that passes through zero. The real and imaginary parts of the FID will assume
the negative values of the FID that would occur if a phase flip had not taken place.
Fig. 4.20. The phase correction angle of an FID contaminated by the ringing artefact in the frequency
domain.
To check that such a flip in the sign of the FID does in fact propagate the ringing artefact,
simulations were performed using Matlab™. A simplified artificial FID, F(t), was made
from a sum of damped sinusoids consisting of a water peak off resonance by 4 Hz and the
three resonances ofCholine, Creatine and NAA that are consistently present in healthy
volunteer spectra. The relative amplitudes, ?2's> frequencies and phases are tabulated
below. The frequencies were calculated from the chemical shift of the respective metabolite
relative to a water resonance of 63.63 MHz.
7^ Amplitudes l/?2 (s)~Phase, ^(rad) Frequency,m(rad/s)
metabolite 1
Water 100 7 0 25
NAA 2 5 0 1080
Choline 1 5 0 597
Creatine 1 5 0 679





When the sum of these damped sinusoids is FFTd the result is a spectrum of four definite
peaks (Fig. 4.21). The model FID was then taken and at a data point of 100, was sign flipped
such that the new function F'(t) is represented in terms of the old model function F(t):
F (t) = F(t);t < 100
F (t) = -F(t);t > 100
(4.20)
When FFTd this flipped FID does show the ringing artefact found in actual patient/phantom
data. Therefore it is the steps in the water suppressed, phase corrected FID that are
responsible for the ringing effect.
normal FID FID with flip in sign
200 400 600 800 1000
spectrum of normal FID
200 400 600 800 1000
spectrum of sign flipped FID
100 200
Fig. 4.21. Matlab simulations involving a step in the FID.
4.9.6 Source of artefact
The next question is why are the steps produced, i.e. why does the phase correction angle
undergo unexpected jumps. In order to investigate this the water suppressed and water
reference FIDs need to be looked at prior to implementation of the phase correction
algorithm. Examination of the magnitude of the complex FID at data points close to the step
in phase angle, reveal a node in the magnitude of the water reference FID which is
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Fig. 4.22. The amplitude of the water reference FID used to phase correct the spectrum discussed in
fig. 4.19.
This effect is produced by the interference of two sources whose frequencies differ by a
small amount. Such a situation might arise in the field ofNMR if separate regions within a
volume of excitation were resonating at slightly different frequencies i.e. the Bo field is
poorly shimmed. Such a situation will often arise in a region in which there is a rapid
change in susceptibility such as at a tissue/fat interface in-vivo or at a fluid-air boundary in-
vitro.
To simulate such a condition, Matlab™ simulations were done using a signal consisting of
the sum of two damped sinusoids whose magnitudes are comparable but whose resonant
frequency differ slightly. In section 3.3 on shimming, the functionf(t) was plotted
(fig.3.10.1), and the beating effect of interference is evident as a modulation of the e~t
decay envelope. The spectrum produced by FFT does indeed illustrate the splitting in
resonant frequency fig.(3.10.2).
So in conclusion, if the oscillatory phase correction artefact is to be avoided then a well
shimmed Bq field throughout the VOI must be sought. Automatic shimming algorithms
(Section 3.3.3) may help as will avoiding obvious regions of differential susceptibility. If
the artefact persists, the individual spectra can be corrected using an algorithm that reverses
the flip in sign of the atan2 function whenever the water reference FID approaches a node in
its magnitude. Such an algorithm was tested but was not found to be very robust, working in
some cases and producing additional artefacts of its own in others.
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4.10 Time domain windowing- line broadening
The time domain FID can be filtered by multiplication with a time domain window function,
w(t), prior to spectral transformation. The effect of this window is to apodise the FID to
ensure that it decays towards zero within the period of the acquisition time. Otherwise the
FID will be truncated (Fig. 3.9) and the spectrum will be subject to baseline distortions. In-
vivo, this effect is not such a problem as the FID has generally decayed to noise level by the
end on the acquisition time. Forcing the FID to decay to zero amounts to an apparent
decrease in the 7*2* and causes an increase in the line width of individual peaks. As such the
contribution from minor peaks (noise) can be smoothed out. A variety of time decay
functions can be used for w(t). In this analysis a Gaussian line broadening function was used
w(t) = e-lnb2'2 (4.21)
This Gaussian window gives a frequency domain line broadening equal to b Hz. In the
examples shown in fig. 4.23. a range of line broadenings from b=0-8 Hz, were applied to in-
vivo data.
b=0 Hz b=2 Hz
i\*r V iyv/\j J I
\i V !
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b=4 Hz b=8 Hz
Fig.4.23 The effects of degrees of line broadening on in-vivo data.
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The smoothing effect of line broadening is quite clear, with no line broadening the noise in
the spectrum is well resolved. Conversely with a drastic line broadening b=8 Hz, the noise
has been attenuated at the expense of a broadening of the choline and creatine peaks. This
effect is analogous to the k-space-spatial filter which broadens the central lobe of the PSF to
a range greater than one voxel, in this t-fdomain case there is an increased smearing
between adjacent points which leads to a broader/-domain signal. For routine data
processing in vivo a line broadening of b=4 Hz was used throughout the study.
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4.11 Signal Interpretation - FFT and alternative models
4.11.1 Introduction
The classical way of determining the frequency components of an oscillatory time domain
signal is to use Fourier methods. Ideally the Fourier transformation of FIDs will yield
spectra with well defined peaks, the area under which can be integrated to give a direct
measurement of individual metabolite concentration. In practice however, the peak of
interest may have incurred a B0 frequency shift and lineshape distortion. These effects may
be reduced by deconvolution with a reference signal. Nevertheless the baseline of the
spectrum may still contain some water distortion, and furthermore some peaks will
inevitably overlap (e.g. choline and creatine). However ifwater suppression has left a flat
baseline and the aforementioned frequency shift corrections have left specific metabolite
peaks aligned at the same frequency for all voxels, then it may be possible to proceed
directly to automated integration of certain well defined peaks (section 4.3.5). For long echo
time acquisitions, only metabolites with long Jj? s W>11 be pronounced (cho, cr, NAA and
lactate) and as such, peaks should be well discerned with respect to the baseline. However at
short echo times, short T2 resonances will be evident and the definition of individual peak
frequency limits may well be impossible (Frahm et al 1989) especially if baseline
distortions are persistent. In such circumstances the signal may have to be broken down in
to its components using a fitting procedure in order to isolate a desired resonance from
baseline distortions and background noise.
4.11.2 The Fourier transform
With a continuous function, a continuous Fourier transform integral can be performed. With
a physically realistic signal that consists of discrete sampled data points, a discrete Fourier
transform is needed. Various algorithms have been used to perform such a discrete Fourier
transform, most notably the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) first described by Cooley and
Tukey (Press et al 1992). In this section the process of performing a FFT on a sampled FID
is discussed and the various artefacts that can arise as a result of the FFT are considered.
In chapter 2 the time varying response of a spin system to an applied r.f. pulse was obtained
from the Bloch equations (2.26a) for the time evolution of the transverse magnetisation.
Applying this equation to a discretely sampled signal gives:
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S(t) = Z aie WWfir t > 0
j (4.22)
S(t) = 0 for t <0
Where the amplitude, chemical shift and relaxation time are given for thej th resonance by;
aj, toj and 7f*. Detection of a complex signal is made possible by the quadrature
arrangement of the receiver coil (section 3.1.2). To achieve a frequency representation of
this signal a complex Fourier transform 5(&>), can be performed to give:
00 d ■
S(a>) = j S{t)e~iMdt = Z -oo <a < oo (4.23)
-oo j llT2j-iAcOj
Where Acoj - co-a>j . Equation (4.23) expresses the Fourier transform as a sum of complex
Lorentzians. Separating the expression in to its real and imaginary parts gives:
S{a>) = Z j\1 / T*2j + iAcOj 1 (4.24)
j (l/T2j)2+(Acoj)2^ J
The real part of this expression corresponds to the classical absorption spectrum whilst the
imaginary part refers to the dispersion spectrum. In reality NMR spectra are very rarely
purely in the absorption mode as the detection process adds a phase angle ^»to the
exponential in equation (4.22). This phase angle has two components, a frequency
independent, zero-order angle (cp0) due to the demodulation with the reference signal during
detection (see section 3.1.2) and a first order frequency dependent component (cojcpj).
cpj =(p„ + (Oj<px (4.25)
The first order term arises from the effect of the low-pass filter of the detection mode (Tang
1994) and in addition there is a time lag r between the top of the echo and the start of
acquisition, this is a result of the finite ramp times of the ADC switching.
The fact that a physical time domain signal is not continuous but instead consists of discrete
data points implies that the Fourier transform must also be discrete in nature rather than a
continuous integral. The sampled signal is now expressed as a function of t =kAt+z. The
sampling interval is At, the number of the sampled data point is an integer k and the time lag
between the centre of the r.f. pulse and the start of acquisition is t.
Ill
-(ia> i+HTi, )(kAl+r)
S(k) = Zaje J J for t = kAt, k = 0,1,2,... N-1. (4.26)
(itOj-HT2j\t
Using the relation Aj = a ey " ' , the exponential of the first order phase term due to
the acquisition time lag can be incorporated. The discrete Fourier transform can then be
calculated by performing a summation as opposed to the continuous integral of eq. (4.23),
for all values of k. The derivation of the discrete Fourier transform as a finite sum of a
geometrical progression is given by Gesmar et al 1994. It is quoted here:
S(®) = I
j
a ri -(UT2j+i(Dj)NAtAAl-e )
1-e
-(1!T2j-iAatj )At
- 7TW <CO< 7TW (4.27)
Where the angular frequency co, takes on all the ./V discrete values within the bandwidth of
the spectrum (2mv). This is in turn dictated by the reciprocal of the sampling interval, w
=1/At. Unlike the continuous Fourier transform of eq. (4.23), this discrete version is no
longer a sum of Lorentzians. Equation (4.27) can, however be simplified. The numerator
approximates to unity as the exponential term [the value of the FID at the end of acquisition
(t=NAt)\ approaches zero, either through the natural effect of 72* decay or by a post
processing apodisation (line broadening) of the FID. Ifwe let [iAcoj -1/ T^At = x , then the




|iAcOj - 1 / T^j^At
(4.28)
4.11.3 Artefacts of the discrete Fourier transform
The expression in eq. (4.28) for the discrete Fourier transform can now be analysed in more
detail. First of all there is an additional time lag induced, first order phase shift that is
[ico j-llT2j\r ,intrinsic to Aj = ajex ' . With a time lag of rthey'tn spectral line incurs a phase of
cojt . The simulations shown in Fig. 4.24, illustrate this point with a lag of one data point in
1024 causing the distortion in the baseline of the second spectrum (ii) compared to the pure
absorption spectrum of the first spectrum (i) which corresponds to a signal acquisition
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commencing at t=0. A lag of one data point in a SI signal corresponds to a time lag of 1 ms
between the start of a 1024 ms acquisition and the application of the r.f pulse (i.e. the top of
the echo).
ii
Figure 4.24. Baseline distortions introduced by a time lag between the onset of sampling and the
maximum (<=0) signal of the FID/echo.
The term of 1/2 in equation 4.28, also gives rise to an artefact in the form of a baseline
Aioffset to each data point equal to —. This is a direct result of the discrete nature of the
Fourier transform, in that there is a discontinuity in the function at t=0 (because the function
S(t) only exists for t>0 and as such S(t) cannot be evaluated either side of the point t = 0).
AJNow the coefficient — is equal to half the value of the first data point of the acquisition
(,S(0)/2) - see eq.(4.26). Consequently, if half the value of the first data point is subtracted
from the remaining sum ofA(=1024) data points, this offset can be removed. Figure 4.25.
shows the FFT (iii) of an FID(i) without the factor ofS(0)/2 removed and the FFT(iv) of the
same FID (ii) with this factor removed.
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Fig 4.25. Baseline offsets introduced by the discontinuity in the sampling of the FID at t=0.
4.11.4 Implementation of the discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT) on a SI data set.
In section 2.1 the relation between bandwidth of the spectrum and sampling interval was
given; (w =1/At). Nyquist's theorem, states that the minimum sampling frequency (the
Nyquist frequency) required to extract all the frequency information from a sinusoidally
time varying signal is twice that of the highest frequency component. If the signal being
sampled is not bandwidth limited (i.e. contains frequencies greater than the Nyquist
frequency >1/2At) then the high frequency components will be aliased and combined with
the frequencies actually sampled in the chosen bandwidth. In ^H spectroscopy the
metabolites of interest lie within a range of 0-500 Hz away from the water resonant
frequency (the carrier frequency of the transmitter). As such a minimum sampling
frequency of 1000 Hz corresponding to a sampling interval of 1 ms is used. With a
quadrature detection system both the real and imaginary parts of the time domain signal can
be sampled. The Magnetom collects the real part of the signal followed by the imaginary
part in an interleaved sample giving 1024 real data points and 1024 imaginary data points.
With a discrete time domain signal, the Fourier transform integral of eq. (4.23) can be
approximated by a summation. If the magnitude of the discrete value of the sampled signal
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at the data point (corresponding to time t = kTaq/N) is given by sfc ( = ufc+ivk), then
the discrete Fourier transform can be approximated for they'th frequency by the series:
S(fj)= J S(t)e fjJtdt = \'ske{ 2'¥JkA,)At = At\' ske(~2inkjlN) (4.28)
—oo k=0 k=0
The summation in the above expression is the definition of the discrete Fourier transform
( Sj ) which is related to the continuous Fourier transform by the relation S{fj)« AtSj (eq.
4.28). Where the frequencyfj, is given by; fj =j/NAt andj takes values in the range -TV/2 to
N/2 -1. The FT in the negative frequency range {-N/2 to -7)is replicated by the positive
range {N/2 to N-l). Since it is physically meaningful to think in terms of positive
frequencies then it is simpler to express Sj for the range j=0, 1, 2, , N-l. The second half
of the frequency domain data then needs to be displayed prior to the first half to maintain
consistency with the defining range of -N/2 to N/2 -1. This is done in practice by the last
part of the function spectral_transform (void) , the routine that implements the
FFT. The expression for Sj can now be split up into two components corresponding to even
and odd data points:




Let W = e'2nilN then;
Sj = z s2kW2->k+WJ z S2k+Iw2jk
k=0 k=0
~Sj=Sejk + wj~S°k (4.30)
Equation (4.30) illustrates how the discrete Fourier transform of length TV can be split in to a
sum of separate even and odd Fourier transforms of length N/2, which are formed from the
even and odd numbered points of the original TV respectively. A recursive application of this
reduction allows Sejk and S°k to be broken down in the same way in to odd and even
components of length N/4 (e.g. S% Sjk and Sjk ). Providing that the length TV of the input
array is an integer power of 2, then repetition of this process leads to the point where a
transform of length 1 is left, the value of which corresponds to one of the original sfc input
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numbers. A process of bit reversal is then used to order the end products of the FFT with
respect to the even and odd ordering of the breakdown. The arrival of the algorithm at an
end value equal to one of the input (s£) values means that the computer algorithm can
directly replace the array of input s^'s with the corresponding discrete value of the FT
( S.k ). This is the FFT algorithm of Danielsen and Lanczos (Press et al 1992) performed by
the routine fourl (spec_FT_temp, n_samples, 1). This is a complex FFT routine
taken from Numerical Recipes in C, and incorporated as part of the subroutine
spectral_transforms (void) in the program centref ill2 . c . Following
implementation of the FFT the complex array (//real points interleaved with N imaginary
points) of data is replaced by its complex FFT which is again interleaved.
4.12 Fitting
As described in section 4.11.3, the FFT process can quite often introduce spurious artefacts
in to the frequency domain representation of a time domain signal. Measures to curtail these
effects are also discussed in section 4.11.3. Despite these measures, individual peaks in a
FFTd spectrum may be difficult to discern, either through low signal to noise, poor
shimming or incomplete water/lipid suppression. In such cases a mathematical fitting of
either the time domain signal or the frequency domain spectrum (FFT) may well reveal
metabolite information not apparent from a visual inspection of the spectrum alone.
Fitting procedures can be implemented on the spectrum itself or alternatively on the time
domain signals. They can be based upon a parametric model of the signal which yields
estimates of the parameters in eq.(4.26). Alternatively a modelling procedure that does not
use the parameters of (4.26) but instead some other physical property of the signal, (e.g. its
entropy) can be used. Such techniques are termed non-parametric even though they involve
the prediction of parameters relating to some physical property which is representative of
the signal/spectrum. In either case, prior knowledge of the experimental spectrum, such as
metabolite chemical shifts, line width and multiplicity can be used to facilitate the fitting.
As the Fourier transformation of an FID into the frequency domain can, introduce sources of
error then fitting in the time domain may be more reliable as such effects are circumvented.
Frequency domain fitting procedures are however, still valid and have been used. In many
respects it seems more logical to model in the frequency domain as specific resonances are
more clearly visible as peaks in the frequency domain than as minor oscillations in the FID.
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Whether calculations are performed in the time or frequency domain, it is still necessary to
visualise the model as a set of peaks in the frequency domain.
4.12.1 Non-parametric methods
Maximum entropy /Auto-regressive spectral estimation
The maximum entropy method (MEM) uses an approximation that is the most probable
representation of the true power spectrum density (PSD) of the original FID and its inherent
noise, as opposed to its Fourier transform. Eq. 4.29. gives an expression for the discrete FFT







Where z = e2ni^At. This estimate is subject to inaccuracies as a result of its finite nature, a
consequence of the finite number of time domain samples. An analytical expression of the





In the MEM, an alternative estimate to the analytical function of eq.(4.33) is used which has








Zero values of this denominator will give rise to poles in eq. (4.34), these correspond to an
infinite power spectral density i.e. very sharp spectral peaks (delta functions). This suggests
that the MEM method will be good at resolving fine detail in the frequency domain. A
measure of the amount of such detail contained in an estimate of a signal is the entropy of
the signal, as such coefficients aQ and a£ are sought in eq.4.34 which maximise this
entropy. The entropy of an NMR signal has been dealt with on a more statistical basis
(Daniell and Hore 1989) than the z function definition given in (4.34) which has its
foundations in digital filter theory.
The program used to perform the MEM estimate of the PSD is called armatd. c and reads
the real part of the time domain signal which is saved by the save_td (void) routine of
the SI program. The coefficients aQ and afc are then calculated using a linear prediction
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(LP) technique (see section 4.11.10) whereby the user specifies the number of linear
prediction coefficients (M). This in turn dictates the total number of poles (spikes) in the
PSD estimate. The linear prediction routine used here, is taken from Numerical Recipes in
C;memcof(float data[], int n, int m, float *xms, float d[]),
which for a vector of data s [ k] of length n, and a specified numberM of LP coefficients
will return the coefficients of eq. (4.34) as ak=d [1. . . m] and ag as *xms. This routine
uses Burg's algorithm (Kay 1988, Marple 1988) to calculate the LP coefficients. Having
determined aQ and afc for a given M, the routine evlmem (float fdt, float d[],
int m, float xms) calculates the PSD estimate as a function of /At. The
computational operations count of the memcof . c routine scales as the product ofN (the
no. of data points ) andM the desired order of the MEM approximation. In comparison the
computing time required to implement the FFT on a data set of length N, is scaled according
to NlogN. In practice the number chosen forM is usually one order of magnitude larger than
the number of peaks expected in the spectrum. If say 4 metabolite peaks plus a water peak
are anticipated thenMwould be set at 50 giving an overall computation time of around
50000 (a.u.). This is approximately one order of magnitude longer than the equivalent FFT
(6000 a.u.). If a smallerMis chosen, the MEM has a tendency to smooth out the broader
peaks in the spectrum. Conversely if too large a value ofMis used then the MEM can give
rise to spurious additional peaks in the PSD estimate of the spectrum. To test the viability of
the MEM in fitting in-vivo data, the PSD of the real part of an in-vivo time domain signal
was calculated over a frequency range of 50 Hz </< 300 hz for a At of 1ms (the fixed
sampling interval). Values of Mranging from 20 to 200 were used and the square root of
the MEM PSD was calculated and compared to the N point real FFT of the same time
domain data. The results are shown below in Fig. 4.26.
WithM= 20, the NAA peak has been well resolved whilst the overlapping choline and
creatine peaks are smoothed together. At M=35, the choline and creatine peaks start
showing some resolution, but it is not until M=40 that the MEM estimate bears a noticeable
resemblance to the FFT. One good feature of the MEM model at lowM is the absence of
significant spikes of noise, present in the FFT. A more drastic line broadening of the FID
prior to FFT (section 4.10) will have a similar effect on the FFT spectral estimate. At large
M(80), noise peaks become more pronounced and the metabolite peaks become sharper. At
very large M(200), the metabolite peaks start to show additional spurious peaks. From the
results of these tests it seems that an M=80 is optimum, in that it gives well defined peaks
without excessive noise and spurious peaks. The computation time of the MEM algorithm
forM=80, is approximately 11 times that of the FFT and as such is less well suited to the
processing of an array of say 25 spectra.
(i) FFT (ii) MEM (M=20)
(v) M=80 (vi) M=200
Fig. 4.26. MEM models of an in-vivo spectrum for various values ofM
The potential of the MEM fitting technique as an alternative to the FFT could be explored
more thoroughly in further work. Firstly the complex time domain signal could be utilised
as opposed to the real data alone allowing the effects of phasing to be incorporated in to the
MEM fit. When fitting synthetic complex NMR data using a different MEM algorithm,
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Daniell and Hore 1989, noticed an over estimate in the real part of the spectrum and a
corresponding underestimate in the imaginary part. It would be interesting to see whether
this algorithm produces the same effects when fitting complex in-vivo data. Secondly a
statistical analysis (e.g. ^2) could be used to compare the difference in peak area between
the MEM fit and the FFT results. Using this analysis theMvalues that give the best
approximation to an FFT spectral estimate could be predicted.
4.12.2 Parametric modelling
Parametric modelling procedures use combinations of Lorentzians/Gaussians in the
frequency domain and exponentially/Gaussian damped sinusoids in the time domain
(eq.4.26) to achieve a fit. In the frequency domain non linear algorithms are needed whilst
in the time domain both linear and non linear routines can be used.
4.12.3 Non Linear methods-time domain
These use non linear, least squares fitting techniques to minimise the difference between a
calculated model, Sm(t) and the experimental spectrum / FID. In these iterative methods the
exponential in eq.(4.26) is replaced by a model functionfj
sw(0=Z^/y(^'0 <4-35)
j=i
where yj are the model parameters (aj, ,T2j* etc.), t is the sampling interval which may be
uniform or variable.These parameters are then altered iteratively so as to minimise the
difference between the experimental and calculated signal. Certain parameters; frequency,
amplitude and decay constant T2j* , are used non linearly in the exponential during the
iteration and as such need to be specified with starting values. The need for starting values
prior to fitting means that a-priori information concerning frequency and decay rates
(estimated from either the Fourier transformed spectrum or linear prediction methods - see
section 4.11.10) can be incorporated in to the iterative procedure, (de Beer et al 1988 -
VARPRO).
The presence of non-linear combinations of frequencies and decay constants in the exponent
may lead to model functions which are by no means similar to the physically real, and
mathematically manageable damped sinusoid. Linear prediction methods can be used to
constrain these parameters to linear combinations (Barkhuijsen et al 1985, 1986) with the
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drawback that the chance to incorporate prior knowledge of the signal via starting values is
lost.
Computational algorithms that minimise the difference between experimental and
calculated time domain signals, by optimisation of these parameters, are usually based on a
least squares minimisation. The Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm (as published in Press et al
1992), seems particularly popular, it is used in the Variation Projection (VARPRO) method,
(van der Veen et al 1988).
If the experimental spectrum is very noisy such that exact resonant frequencies are not clear,
then Simulated Annealing optimisation has been found to give accurate estimates of the
amplitudes of spectral components of an FID. Variation of frequency, phase, decay rate etc.
take place within a range of limits deduced from the experimental signal. Sekihara et al
1990, report the error in amplitude and frequency of the computed function as being low for
low S:N ratios, with the drawback that 13 minutes of computer time is needed to fit a single
FID. Hoffman et al 1989, again found an accurate fit of a noisy spectrum but needed 30
minutes of time on a super computer and several hours using a Sun work station.
4.12.4 Non-linear frequency domain methods
Iterative fitting can also take place in the frequency domain, whereby a non-linear fit of the
spectrum is made to a sum of line shapes. This is analogous to fitting an FID with a sum of
damped sinusoids. The FITPLA method of Hiltunen et al 1991, uses a set of Lorentzian line
shapes (corresponding to exponentially damped sinusoids in the time domain). All four
parameters which define the individual Lorentzian; amplitude, frequency, phase and decay
rate are non linearly optimised. The starting values can contain prior knowledge from the
FFT spectrum. In a comparison of the FITPLA method with the VARPRO time domain
method, van den Boogart et al 1994, report equally accurate fits of strongly overlapping
lipid resonances. Imperfect shimming within a VOI gives rise to a Gaussian line broadening
of the underlying Lorentzian shape of a spectral peak. Marshall et al 1997(ii) found that a
non -linear fit that was based on a combination of Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes




These fitting methods use sums of damped sinusoids to model the FID in the time domain.
The presence of frequency and decay rate in the exponential of eq.(4.26), imply non linear
dependence, which would require iterative procedures to achieve a fit. To overcome this,
Linear Prediction (LP) techniques (Barkhuijsen et al 1986), can be used to express the nth
data point in an FID as a weighted sum ofm previous data points, a technique of backward
projection;
xn~alxn-l a2xn-2 4" amxn-m (4-36)
Standard linear least squares estimation methods are then used to fit the above to the raw
data. Alternatively Singular Value Decomposition SVD methods have been used, (LPSVD -
Barkhuijsen et al 1985 after Kumaresan et al 1982), to express the sum in a diagonalised
matrix. For a hypothetical noiseless signal consisting ofN damped sinusoids, this matrix
would then have N non-singular values i.e. a rank ofN. These solutions are computer
intensive when compared with the traditional approach to signal analysis - the FFT. They do
however, have the advantage that calculation of all the quantitative descriptors of the signal
are made at once meaning further quantification is unnecessary.
Having solved for xn, the frequency and decay rate (damping) can be determined by solving
eq. (4.26) for t = nAt, using the xn coefficients of eq.(4.36). If these frequencies are then
substituted back in to eq.(4.36) which is then expressed for all Vdata points, the time
dependent values for amplitude and phase can be extracted. These are then fitted to the raw
data using standard non-iterative, linear least squares fitting.
In a modification to the standard LP technique (Barkhuijsen et al 1985), Desluc et al 1987,
used the m previous data points in forward projection but in addition used the m following
data points (backward projection) to perform linear prediction with SVD, and found a more
accurate fit to the experimental spectrum than with forward projection LP alone. Gesmar et
al 1994 use Toeplitz matrix methods different to those of SVD to decompose the linear
prediction coefficients, of a noisy, 13c spectrum and report a speeding up in computational
time - Fast Linear Prediction.
More recent refinements use the Hankel matrix structure (HSVD) which cuts down
computing time, requires less user interaction and reportedly gives a better statistical
description of a noisy FID than LPSVD methods, (Barkhuijsen et al 1985, Pijnappel et al
1992 and de Beer et al 1993). Diop et al 1994, suggest an enhancement procedure for SVD
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linear prediction processing of noisy signals - EPLPSVD, whereby the N largest non
singular values in the SVD matrix (corresponding to resonances) are retained whilst the
remainder (noise related) are set to zero. Statistical tests of fit accuracy, for the various
hybrid techniques combining LP and SVD have been performed by Koehl et al 1994 using
Monte Carlo methods. They suggest that whilst frequency estimates are excellent the
estimates of amplitude and linewidth are less accurate. A quicker routine which uses a lot
less singular data points is Hankel-Lanczos SVD, used by van den Boogart et al (1994), to
quickly fit the messy water signal, that is residual from suppression. This takes a few
seconds per FID on a typical SUN work station and significantly improves baseline flatness.
Whilst achieving a good fit of the residual water, this technique is not as effective in fitting
metabolite resonances. This HLSVD software was made available to our group by the
authors and is now used routinely in removing residual water from in-vivo data. The
mechanics of the algorithm are not discussed in detail here but an outline of the steps
involved is discussed in the section on water suppression (section 4.4).
4.12.6 Summary ofmodelling techniques
In summary the advantages of non-iterative and iterative modelling routines are compared,
(from de Beer et al 1988);
Non-iterative routines do not rely on the provision of starting values and hence are well
suited to automated signal fitting. At the same time the potential for prior knowledge
incorporation is restricted to fixing the number ofmodel functions as equal to the number of
resonances seen in the spectrum. As the input of starting values is not implicit in these
methods, then they are well suited to the fitting of the residual water signal, for which the
input of starting values would be difficult. They have the additional disadvantage that the
model functions are restricted to exponentially damped sinusoids.
Iterative routines may take any physically meaningful function as a model, use an arbitrary
choice of sampling time, utilise prior knowledge in deciphering awkward signals (e.g.
overlapping resonances) and in general tend to give more precise quantification of signals
especially noisy ones. The drawbacks are firstly the computational expense, which is
reduced if model functions are restricted to damped sinusoids and a uniform sampling
interval is maintained. Secondly the input of starting values requires operator involvement
and is not conducive to automation. By sacrificing the input of prior knowledge the only
real advantage these techniques have over non-iterative procedures is that of precision.
However if starting value estimates are taken from inspection of the individual metabolite
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peaks then such routines may well provide the most accurate fits of the actual metabolite
signals.
4.13 Spectroscopic Image construction.
The array of signals from the voxel grid can be used to produce an image representing
metabolite distribution. As mentioned in chapter 1, the area under a given peak is
proportional to the concentration of spins found in the voxel. By integrating the peak area
present in spectra from all voxels, the image is built up. Accurate integration is only
possible if the baseline is not distorted. As such the HLSVD water removed FID was FFTd
and used to produce the metabolite images instead of the direct FFT of the same time
domain data.
The image display facility was developed by Martin Connell in 1994, and is X windows
driven, which enables user interaction. The program calls up the complex (real and
imaginary) spectra following HLSVD water removal. The individual
csi_nx_ny. freres . dat fdes are first combined for all 16x16 voxels, the batch file
realimag_dcsi performs this operation saving the data in a file . realimag . The
display program display_csi_phase is then run in the directory in which the image
and raw data are being stored. To assist with visualisation, the 72 image with the SI grid
superimposed is used as a background (fig.4.27). This image is invoked by entering its file
number. The user then proceeds to construct the image by clicking the selected voxel within
the grid. This calls up the corresponding spectrum, the frequency range can be adjusted
using a sliding scale as can the amplitude of the spectrum. The real data is initially
displayed and, individual peaks can then be first order phase corrected by adjustment of the
phase angle in the range 0-36()0. To quantify the chosen peak the user has the option of a
manual integration between user defined frequency limits or fitting a Gaussian lineshape to
the peak. The fitting procedure is useful in separating the peaks of choline and creatine
whose bases overlap. The manual integration was found to be more useful when the baseline
is particularly distorted. Using such a process, inevitably introduces some user dependent
bias in to the measurement. These sources of error are discussed further in Chapter 7. With
more robust fitting procedures for in-vivo data (Marshall et all 1997, ii), the need for user
involvement in the peak integration process should hopefully be minimised.
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Having calculated the peak integrals for all voxels covered by the VOI (figure 4.28) the
image is stored as an ASCII file using the function store mets. The Bi inhomogeneity
must then
Fig. 4.27 Background Tj image Fig. 4.29 Interpolated version of the coarse
image of fig. 4.28
display_csi_phase
Fig. 4.28 The display_csi_phase Xwindow, showing a completed coarse NAA image grid and
one of the spectra used to interactively build up this image.
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be removed (Chapter 5) before quantitative measurements are made. In practice this is done
using the program normalise.c which divides the metabolite image by a uniform
phantom
water image, which is spatially voxel shifted to account for the chemical shift of the
metabolite.
Having normalised the coarse image matrix, the image can be smoothed by application of a
bilinear interpolation (fig. 4.29). The smoothing process leaves a more visually attractive
image, however the user should proceed with caution. This is because the SI matrix is
particularly coarse (16x16) and as such the interpolation process is liable to introduce a
mean weighting to regions found at voxel boundaries, which may be significantly different
in terms of actual spatial metabolite distribution. This possible pitfall is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 7 with respect to identifying the ischaemic "penumbra" from the
metabolite images.
The smoothed image can then be used to make quantitative measurements using an
interactive region of interest (ROI) . This tool returns the mean intensity of the image from
the ROI and its standard deviation. The background 72 image is useful in helping define
anatomical guidelines (e.g. visible infarcts and ventricles). It must be remembered that the
metabolite image is chemical shifted with respect to the 72 image. A spatial mapping to
shift the image by the desired amount corresponding to the chemical shift of the metabolite
could help avoid confusion.
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4.14 Summary
In this chapter the bulk of the data processing methods used throughout the course of the
work have been described in detail. Where the theory behind the methods used was felt to
be instructive it was covered in some detail e.g. the FFT of section 4.11. Emphasis
throughout this chapter has however been focused on novel work done by the author.
Refinements made by the author to the basic data processing routine (implemented by
centref ill2.c) include:
• A k-space zero filling algorithm, used to increase the visual smoothness of the images -
section 4.6
• A voxel shifting routine for post acquisition of the SI grid with anatomical features -
detailed in section 4.7.
• An investigation in to the effect of spatial windowing of the k-space data prior to the 2D
FFT -section 4.8. It was concluded that in the interest of optimum spatial resolution,
windowing was only advantageous in SI data with severe subcutaneous lipid
contamination.
In addition to these data processing refinements, in section 4.9 the source of a spectral
artefact introduced by the common method of zero order phase correction has been
elucidated. In section 4.12 alternative spectral models to the commonly used FFT were
reviewed and in section 4.12.1 preliminary investigations were made using the Maximum





In this chapter the methods used to study the PRESS SI excitation profile ofwater and
metabolite resonances will be discussed. A method of removing the effect of the
inhomogeneous Bj excitation profile of the metabolite image using a water phantom
normalisation image is then proposed (5.3). An account of the basis of this work has already
been published (Wild and Marshall 1997). In this chapter a more complete analysis will be
given.
The normalisation procedure is described with the chemical shift dependent precautions that
need to be considered when normalising a specific metabolite resonance spectroscopic
image (5.4). Using experimental phantom acquisitions (5.5) and computer simulations, the
effects of different Tr and Tj on the VOI profile are discussed and compared with
experimental results.
A protocol used to routinely normalise in-vivo chemical shift images is then described (5.6).
The possibility of excitation of subcutaneous lipids when imaging in-vivo with a grid close
to the skull is also emphasised (5.7). Finally in the conclusions, the limitations of the
normalisation process are discussed with possible reasons for the remaining variation in a
normalised uniform phantom image.
5.2 Background
Many implementations of SI use selective excitation of a volume of interest (VOI) inside
the skull to avoid lipid contamination (PRESS-Bottomley et al 1984, STEAM-Frahm et al ).
The r.f. pulse shapes used to define a VOI often lead to non-uniformities in the excitation
profile of this VOI, and as such within plane correction for x and y position is necessary.
Reviewing the literature concerning excitation of an inner volume within the skull, no
mention of in plane image correction has been found. Duyn et al 1992, recognise a 10%
variation in intensity of their PRESS VOI but do not report any corrections performed to
remove this source of error. In these studies a variation of 50 % in intensity between the
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edges and centre of the VOI was found (fig.5.3) and as such a normalisation procedure to
remove this source of error was thought to be essential.
Such corrections were found to be best implemented by using a uniformity correction image
from a phantom VOI of the same physical dimensions as that used in in vivo SI.
Phantom replacement techniques have been reported (Soher et al 1996) which use phantom
measurements to get an absolute quantification of spectroscopic images in conjunction with
Tj and Jj? relaxation measurements. These methods will implicitly remove Bj
inhomogeneities but do not account for spatial offsets in the VOI introduced by the specific
chemical shift of the metabolite of interest. In this chapter an explicit method for removing
the chemical shift dependent, Bj inhomogeneity from a PRESS localised SI is proposed and
its validity checked by testing on in-vivo Si's.
5.3 VOI Localisation - Excitation Profiles
Ideally the VOI prescribed should be a cuboid of uniform magnetisation with in plane
dimensions of nx by riy voxels and a thickness of one voxel. The pulses used by the standard
manufacturers SI pulse sequences, (in this case PRESS- 90°-180°-180° r.f. pulses), have
windowed sine waveforms. The theoretical spatial pulse shape due to slice selection of the
frequency distribution of these pulses can be investigated by numerical solution of the
Cayley-Klein (C-K) parameters for the chosen pulses (Pauly et al 1991, Chapter 2.7). The
method used here uses the algorithm of Shinnar-le Roux to calculate the C-K coefficients of
the time varying pulse angle distributions of the 90^ and 180® pulses used by the Siemens
SI sequence. The program used to calculate the Cayley-Kein parameters of a Siemens pulse
angle file (cayleyklein.m) was written by Ian Marshall in 1995 using Matlab. The
program prof ile.m then uses these C-K parameters to generate the frequency
magnetisation response to the r.f. pulse envelope. In the presence of linear slice select
gradients this gives a linear mapping to the spatial magnetisation response. Similar
programs with graphical interfaces have been reported and are freely available (Matpulse,
Matson 1994). The theoretical spatial pulse angle distributions in the coronal (90^ pulse)
and sagittal (180^) directions are given below in fig 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1 Theoretical 90° and 180° pulse profiles
Despite the 90^ and 180® pulses having the same time domain envelope, their profiles are
markedly different. The 90^ pulse has sharper edges and less pronounced sidebands
compared to the broader less well defined 180^ pulse. This can be attributed to the non-
linearity of the Bloch equations in that the factor of 2 increase in rf energy between a 90^
and a 180^ pulse does not manifest itself as a corresponding scaling of the pulse in the
frequency domain. A more uniform VOI might be expected if STEAM localisation
employing three slice selective 90® pulses is used (rater than 90^-1800-1800 in PRESS). In
recent work carried out on a Magnetom SP63, Kwock et al 1997, claim that a single voxel
STEAM VOI is less well defined than the corresponding PRESS VOI. This seems suspect
as theoretical pulse calculations using the corresponding single voxel PRESS pulse angle
files reveals a similar pattern to that found in fig. 5.1.
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5.3.1 Methods
To investigate the effective spatial magnetisation distribution resulting from such pulses in
practice, a water proton density, double spin echo image of the PRESS localised VOI within
the phantom (nominal size 75 mm square) was collected. The phantom contained 20mM
sodium acetate and 50mM sodium lactate doped with 0.1 mM Gd-DTPA . A 256x256 image
matrix was collected with frequency and phase encoding with an echo time of 135 ms and a
repetition time of 1600 ms. From this water map, excitation profiles were measured along
user defined lines using the evaluate function in the Numaris operating system of the
scanner, (see fig. 5.2). In addition a 75 mm square spectroscopic imaging PRESS VOI was
set up using a background image with a 160 mm FOV. The acquisition protocols of PRESS
SI were as outlined in Chapter 3, and included shimming, optimisation of CHESS water
suppression voltages and collection of both water suppressed and reference signals.
Application of 32x32 phase encoding gave a nominal voxel size of 0.5x0.5x1.0 cm^. Data
processing proceeded as described in Chapter 4, in addition the area under the water
resonance in the water reference spectrum, was automatically integrated for each voxel over
the spectral limits of 4.3 ppm - 5.1 ppm. The 3D excitation profile was constructed as a
32x32 array ofwater peak integrals and is shown in fig. 5.3. The same procedure was used
to produce acetate and lactate Sis of the VOI and its immediate surroundings. The integrals
for metabolites were calculated by either fitting a Gaussian or by automatic integration
between user defined limits. The lactate metabolite image from the 32x32 acquistion is
given in fig. 5.4.1 together with the corresponding water image (fig. 5.4.2), and the ratio of
the two images is given in fig. 5.4.3.
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Figure 5.3. The water excitation profile for a 32x32 phase encoded SI with a 75mm square VOI and a
160 mm FOV.
5.4.1 5.4.2 5.4.3
Fig. 5.4.1 shows the image of the lactate resonance. This was obtained by direct integration of the
lactate peaks from the 32x32 data sets. Shown in Fig. 5.4.2. is the corresponding water image
calculated by integrating the area under the spectrum of the SI water reference signal (i.e. a 2D
representation of fig. 5.3). On first appearance the water data seems to be in good agreement with the
metabolite data despite its much greater signal to noise ratio. Figure 5.4.3 shows the ratio of the lactate
image and the water image. It is worth noting that the 32x32 data sets have been smoothed for visual
purposes using a bilinear interpolation.
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5.4. Chemical Shift Artefact and Normalisation
5.4.1 Spatial shift of the VOI
The non uniformity of figs. 5.3, 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 show that within-plane normalisation of
metabolite peak areas is required if misleading conclusions are to be avoided. Normalisation
of the metabolite image grid using the water spectroscopic image was implemented by
dividing on a voxel by voxel basis, see Fig. 5.4.3. These normalisation corrections reveal the
problem of chemical shift artefact in SI, with dark and bright fringes at the edge of an
otherwise uniform VOI. The effect is most pronounced in the coronal (up-down) (90°)
direction, which is to be expected considering the sharper edges of the profile in that
direction. Figure 5.4.3. illustrates this effect with the ratio images of the lactate : water
profiles.
The theoretical chemical shift artefact can be calculated from the expression for the Larmor
frequency co of a metabolite i, of chemical shift relative to water esq, in the presence of a field
gradient G, at a position r:
a,. =y(l — cr ,.)(£„ + G. r)
oB (5.1)
a>l=rd-<r,XB.+—f-.r)or
Equation 5.1 yields an expression for the relative spatial misregistration in the x direction








So with a field strength ofB0= 1.5 T, gradient strength G=— =0.8 mT/m and Aoo[ac /2tz=223
dx
FIz -as used in this SI sequence, eq.(5.2) gives zbc/ac=6.5 mm.
With a voxel resolution of 5 mm in the 160 mm FOV ratio image, the positioning of the
bright and dark fringes in figure 5.4.3. appear consistent with this predicted chemical shift
artefact misregistration. By using stronger gradients this chemical shift offset in the VOI
could be reeduced, unfortunately stronger gradients correspond to wider bandwidths and
hence shorter duration pulses. As the r.f. amplitude of a pulse is limited by the transmitter
amplifier, there is as a consequence a lower limit on the pulse duration. This in turn limits
the gradient strength compatible with the SI r.f. pulses to 0.8mT/m in plane.
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5.4.2 Cross-correlation technique
To check the direction and size of the chemical shift misregistration in the coronal and
sagittal directions, a cross correlation of the water image, W(x,y) and the metabolite image
M(x,y) was performed. The resulting cross correlation function r(£„ y/) should be centred
about a point equal to the chemical shift misregistration of the metabolite as a result of the
sagittal and coronal gradients.
The cross correlation function is given by:
This integral was implemented on pairs ofwater and metabolite image matrices using the
xcorr2 function in Matlab. A plot of r(%, y/) for a water lactate cross-correlation is
illustrated in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. The cross correlation function of the lactate and water image matrices.
A 63x63 [(2«x-l)x(2«y-l)] matrix grid was formed by the cross correlation of a 32x32
lactate matrix with a 32x32 water matrix. The position of the maximum of this grid
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indicates the point at which the two data sets overlapped the most. As such the displacement
of the maximum from the centre of the 63x63 array indicates the size and direction of the
chemical shift of lactate with respect to water. In this example the maximum was found to be
displaced by one voxel from the centre in both the sagittal and coronal directions. The centre
of the contour map indicates the poition of this maximum, to confirm its position the
maximum was found using the Matlab functionmax (max (xcorr2(M,W)) ). With a voxel
size of 5mm this chemical shift is consistent with that of 6.5 mm predicted by theory.
Having accounted for the chemical shift of the metabolite, a normalised image of a VOI from
phantom acquisitions has a remaining variation in intensity of less than 20 % across its
entirety, (fig. 5.6.2). The remaining discrepancies are found in isolated voxels, ususally at the
edge of the VOI.
acetate profile normalised acetate profile
6
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Fig. 5.6.1 Fig. 5.6.2
Fig. 5.6. A raw acetate image from a uniform phantom and the normalised version.
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5.5 The effect of TR and T, on the profile of the VOI
5.5.1 Experimental evidence
A further possible cause of discrepancy in the excitation profile between metabolites arises
from the differences in T] relaxation times. This may lead to differential degrees of
saturation upon application of the subsequent r.f. pulse after a time Tr. Different degrees of
saturation will lead to different signal intensities at the edge of the VOI. As a consequence
the amplitude and shape of the VOI may well change between metabolites. For these
phantom studies the metabolite solutions were heavily doped to ensure that the T} of the
lactate and acetate were at least five times less than Tr As such this effect should be
minimal and should not be the cause of the remaining 20 % variation in VOI uniformity.
Possible explanations for the residual variation are offered in Sections 5.6 and 5.8.
This effect should however be considered when normalising in vivo data as the Tj's found
in vivo are typically of the order of 1000-2000 ms (Wilkinson et al 1994, Kamada et al 1994)
which will lead to incomplete saturation with a repetition time of 1600 ms. The effect was
investigated experimentally by plotting sagittal and coronal profiles ofwater images of a
PRESS localised VOI (see section 5.3) for a range of different Trs. (See fig. 5.7). The
individual profiles were normalised by dividing through by the maximum that the profile
reached at its plateau, this enables a direct comparison of profile shape rather than
magnitude.
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Fig. 5.7. 1. The coronal water excitation profile of a PRESS VOl for different Tr
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data point
Fig. 5.7.2 The sagittal water excitation profile of a PRESS VOI for different Tr
The sagittal (180° ) profile shows no noticeable change in shape for Tr's in the range 1400 -
4000 ms, however the coronal profile (90°) does exhibit a marked Tr dependence. The fact
that there is variation with a 90° pulse is because this pulse is applied first and is responsible
for flipping the longitudinal magnetisation into the transverse plane. The 180° pulses act to
refocus the transverse magnetisation and as such play no part in the excitation process and
are therefore Tr independent.
5.5.2 Computer simulations
The distribution of flip angles across a VOI edge depends upon the shape of the excitation
pulse and is represented in a given direction by the flip angle distribution 6. The shape of the
VOI is predicted, from the Bloch equations as a function of 6, Tr and T/;
S(g)=('-e,y)Sing (5.4)
l-e '71 cos0
Matlab simulations were performed using the spatial distribution of # across the edges of the
coronal and sagittal sine pulses (calculated from the time dependence of the sine pulses
using the Cayley-Klein parameters (Matson 1994)) see section 5.3. With 7) fixed at 1500
ms (« T] H2O) and Tr varied - see fig. 5.8.1 and in fig. 5.8.2 ,Tr fixed at 1600 ms, Ti
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ranging from 1500 to 3000 ms (Kamada et al 1994). A 7)?of 1600 ms was used for
consistency with in-vivo work with 7/ values of 1500 ms (representing water) and 3000 ms
(representing the metabolite acetate). These 7) values were calculated by integrating the area
under the metabolite and water resonances from single voxel PRESS localised spectra at
Tr 's of 1500 ms, 1800 ms and 3000 ms. These integrals were then fitted to an exponential
decay of the form (l-exp(-7/j/T/)).
Fig. 5.8.1. Simulation of the edge of a 90° pulse for a fixed 7)=! 500 ms and variable TR
Fig. 5.8.2 Simulation of the edge of a 90° pulse for a fixed 7/j=1600 ms and two different Tjs
representing water and acetate in-vitro.
Figure 5.8. Simulation of the distribution ofmagnetisation acrsoss the edge of a PRESS VOI
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localised with a 90° sine pulse. The amplitudes of the plateaux of the profiles have been normalised to
the same intensity to enable quantification of the relative overpulsing at the profile edge.
Figure 5.8.1 shows the results of the fixed T] simulations, it is clear that there is an "over
pulsing" effect due to incomplete relaxation at the edges of the plateaux of the shorter Tr
profiles. This is consistent with the experimental results of fig. 5.7.1. Figure 5.8.2 shows the
results of the fixed Tr (1600 ms), variable T/ simulations. Again there is a distinct "over
pulsing" effect due to incomplete relaxation at the edges of the plateaux of the longer T ]
profile. Flaving normalised the plateaux of these two profile simulations to the same
intensity then the magnitude of the "over pulsing" in this region can be quantified. The result
is a water profile that is 25% less intense than the metabolite profile. As such the
inconsistencies at the VOI edge can be attributed to differences in Tj. As a consequence,
when normalising in vivo data, a water phantom of Tj comparable to the T]'s of metabolites
found in-vivo («2000 ms Kamada et al 1994) should be used. A further final possible
contribution to non-uniformity in a normalised lactate image results from the J-coupling of
the lactate protons. At the edge of a PRESS VOI the distribution of flip angles is found to be
non ideal (equation 5.4 (Hoult 1974)), as a result the signal from a coupled species, whose
signal depends upon protons resonating at different frequencies, will vary in shape at the
edges of the VOI. Non symmetrical doublets will result in the case of lactate, which upon
integration may well result in an asymmetric excitation profile. This aspect of asymmetry of
the lactate doublet is explored in greater detail in chapter 6 and in the paper (Marshall and
Wild 1997).
5.6 In-vivo image normalisation
To implement image normalisation a 16x16 water reference data set (voxel 1.5 cm cube) was
taken from a doped phantom acquisition, the VOI was of the same dimensions as that of the
SI to be normalised. The phantom was doped with Gd-DTPA at a concentration of 0.1 mM,
to give a water 7/ of 2000 ms, comparable with those of metabolites in healthy tissue at 1.5
T (Kamada et al 1994, Wilkinson et al 1994). A user defined voxel shift was then
implemented so as to align the corners of the two VOIs within the spatial framework of the
FOV. This voxel shift is implemented by adding a phase angle in the x and y phase encoding
directions prior to the 2D spatial FFT. By prescribing an additional fractional shift to account
for the chemical shift misregistration of the specific metabolite (eq. 5.2) then images from
any of the metabolites can be normalised effectively using a single water image from a VOI
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of the same size as that used in-vivo. An example of the NAA image from a stroke patient
with an infarct in the right cerebral hemisphere is given in fig. 5.9, before and after the
normalisation procedure. Such images were made for a group of 14 acute stroke patients
(Chapter 7). Using an interactive ROI (section 4.13), intensities of the signals from NAA,
choline and creatine were calculated from the region covered by the infarct on the T2 image
and from a contra-lateral (opposite hemisphere) region. This procedure was implemented on
both the normalised and non-normalised images and the mean intensity in either region
calculated. The 2-tailed paired students /-test for significant difference between these means,
together with the mean ratio of the means is tabulated below in Table 5.1.
Non- normalised images Normalised images
infarct:contra t -test (p) infarct:contra t-test (/;)
NAA 0.592 <0.001 0.455 <0.001
Cho 0.984 >0.1 0.757 <0.001
Cr 1.006 >0.1 0.691 <0.001
Table 5.1 Statistical comparisons ofmetabolite ratios found in infarcted and contralateral regions for
non -normalised and normalised sets of metabolite images taken from a group of «=14 stroke patients.
The mean ratios of the metabolite concentrations in the infarcted and contra-lateral regions are
presented together with the /-test for significance of difference between the mean intensity found in the
regions.
The metabolite data pre and post normalisation differes significantly, confirming that
normalisation has a significant bearing on quantitative SI measurements.
Figure 5.9.1 In vivo transverse NAA Figure 5.9.2 In vivo transverse NAA image
prior to normalisation after normalisation
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5.7 Lipid Contamination
A further consequence of the chemical shift artefact is inadvertent excitation of lipid in the
marrow of the skull and subcutaneous layer of the scalp, when placing the VOI. Figure 6.4
shows the 1 H spectrum of a FID obtained from a sample of animal fat using a high field
Bruker small bore spectrometer. With the main lipid resonances found in the range 1.5 - 0.9
ppm (203-242 FIz at 1.5 T), a chemical shift of 0.9 ppm gives a]jp=3.8xl0"6. When
substituted in to equation (5.2) with the gradient strength of 0.8 mT/m, used onthe
Magnetom, gives AxHp=lA mm. Consequently any lipid visible on the transverse MRI scan
used to localise the VOI must be at least 7.1 mm (1/2 a voxel) away from the VOI in the
anterior and right hand side directions of the patient. This is because the VOI is positioned
assuming it contains only water.
This effect of inadvertent lipid contamination was investigated by SI of the phantom shown
graphically in fig. 5.10, which contained doped acetate solution which was compartmented
by two horizontal bands of solid lard (bovine lipid). The phantom was first imaged with
VOIs almost overlapping the vertical left and right planes of fat. The phantom was then
rotated through 90° and imaged upright with VOIs almost touching the anterior and posterior
planes of fat. The arrays of spectra in figure 5.11, illustrate the direction of the chemical shift
artefact and the extent of contamination by lipids on an acetate spectrum from a solution of
20 mM concentration.
Fig. 5.10. The lipid phantom showing the four SI VOI orientations. The spectra from these four sets of
acquisitions are given in fig. 5.11 to indicate the degree of lipid contamination introduced by the















Lipid leakage spectra, 5x5 array of spectra from a 75 mm square PRESS VOI with 1.5cm square
nominal voxel size. The ppm range is 4.0-0.0 from left to right, the acetate resonance is present at
2.15 ppm.
5.11.1) VOI nearly touching leftwards lipid band, significant lipid contributions around 1-1.5 ppm
5.11.2) VOI nearly touching rightwards lipid band
5.11.3) VOI nearly touching the upper lipid band, significant lipid contributions around 1-1.5 ppm
5.11.4) VOI nearly touching lower lipid band
5.8 Conclusions
With a PRESS localisation sequence it is inevitable that spectroscopic images will have an
intensity proportional to the spatial magnetisation distribution. Corrections for a non uniform
slice excitation will be needed before spectroscopic images of metabolites can be quantified
accurately. Such normalisation procedures will need to be chemical shift dependent to
account for the differences in spatial positioning of a SI VOI as calculated from the
magnetisation profiles of different metabolites.
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Performing such normalisation procedures removes to a large part the spatial variation
across the VOI, with a normalised image uniformity of less than 20% as compared top 50%
prior to normalisation. The existing non uniformities were mainly found to persist at the
edges of the VOI and may be explained by the fact that the shape as well as the position of
the VOI profile can differ between metabolites. At the edge of a PRESS VOI the distribution
of flip angles is found to be non ideal (Marshall and Wild 1997), as a result the signal from a
coupled species, whose signal depends upon protons resonating at different frequencies, will
vary in shape at the edges of the VOI. Non symmetrical doublets will result in the case of
lactate, which upon integration may well result in an asymmetric excitation profile.
Singlet signals will not be prone to this effect only the obvious chemical shift dependent
displacement of the VOI. A further possible cause of discrepancy in excitation profile
between metabolites arises from the differences in Tj relaxation times which may lead to
differential degrees of saturation upon application of the subsequent r.f. pulse after a time
Tr. Different degrees of saturation will lead to different signal intensities and distribution of
flip angles at the edge of the VOI. As a consequence the amplitude and shape of the VOI
may well change between metabolites. For these phantom studies the metabolite solutions
were heavily doped to ensure that the 7/ of the lactate and acetate were at least five times
less than Tr. As such this effect should be minimal and therefore should not be the cause of
the remaining 20 % variation in VOI uniformity. This effect should however be considered
when normalising in vivo data as the Tj's found in vivo are typically of the order of 1000-
2000 ms, which will lead to incomplete saturation with a repetition time of 1600 ms.
Having discounted these possible explanations, the only obvious explanation left is that of
peak area accuracy. With a SI VOI, the shim quality inevitably drifts across the VOI (section
3.3) and as a result some spectra are better resolved than others. This could lead to
over/under estimation of the area of a given peak in the presence of noise and explains why
fig. 5.6.1 is much noisier than the water resonance profile of fig. 5.3. With an in-vivo error
of reproducibility of around 20% for choline, creatine and NAA (Chapter 7), the error
introduced by normalisation of in-vivo images should be negligible.
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Measurements made on the lipid phantom reveal that inadvertent excitation of subcutaneous
fat takes place despite the apparent positioning of the VOI being up to 7mm away in the
anterior and right directions from anyMRI visible lipid. Precautions should be taken when
positioning a PRESS volume within the brain, so as not to contaminate the spectral array
with the lipid signal, particularly if the presence of lactate, (which has a chemical shift





In preliminary studies, PRESS localised spectroscopic images of stroke patients have been
acquired at an echo time of 135 ms. In a study of 14 acute stroke patients a significant
depression in the levels of the metabolites NAA, choline and creatine in infarcted regions
when compared to contra-lateral regions was observed (Wild and Marshall 1997). The
metabolite lactate was visible as a well defined doublet at 1.3 ppm in only 5 of the 14 cases,
usually in voxels coincident with the T2 visible infarcted region. In other proton
spectroscopic studies of stroke (Prichard 1993, Graham et al 1993, Gideon et al 1992 and
1994) a well defined lactate doublet would appear to be expected in and around an infarct.
In this study, a signal in the ppm range 1.0 - 1.5 was often observed (Fig 6.1), which is most
likely that of lipids and macromolecules. These lipid signals can be very large and as they
are found at around the same frequency as lactate, any lactate present could be obscured by
the lipid signal.
These lipids/macromolecules are thought to be liberated by the process of cell wall necrosis
in the advanced stages of infarction (Behar 1993, 1994). There is evidence that such
macromolecules can bind to intra-cellular lactate causing a dramatic reduction in its T2* and
a corresponding reduction in the spin-echo spectral signal intensity of lactate (Saranthan et
al 1997, Chatham and Forder 1995). Graham et al 1994, found a spatial correlation between
lactate and lipid/macro-molecules in ischaemic brain. Studies reporting the abundance of
lactate in acute stroke (Prichard 1993) should therefore be viewed with some scepticism as
the signals may actually originate from lipids/macro-molecules as the two distinct chemical
species could be present simultaneously.
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Figure 6.1. Lipid contamination of the uppermost row of an array of in-vivo spectra, localised with a
75 mm square volume of interest and divided into 15 mm square voxels.
Fourier leakage of the lipid signal from the inadvertent excitation of the skull and scalp is
also a possible source of lipid signal. Outer volume suppression methods (Spielman et al
1991, Duyn et al 1992, Soher et al 1996) can minimise the chance of sub-cutaneous lipid
contamination. These rely on the use of graphically positioned multiple saturation pulses, a
feature not found on all scanners. The lipid contribution can be reduced further by tailoring
the echo time and repetition time of the sequence so as to exploit the difference in T, and T2
of lipids and lactate (Frahm et al 1990, Spielman et al 1991, Duyn and Moonen 1995). The
strength of a residual lipid signal could still be sufficient to obscure the visibility of any
lactate and therefore a method of editing out the lactate from lipid is desirable.
A lactate editing sequence would need to be compatible with the scanner used, a Siemens
Magnetom SP 63 (Erlangen, Germany) 1.5 T system. As such, it would not have to rely on
rapidly switched gradients (lOmT/m/s max. ramp time) or spatial-spectral excitation pulses.
The latter were not made available for research purposes on this scanner and therefore J-
resolved editing by selective decoupling of the lactate spins (Adalsteinsson et al 1993,
Williams et al 1986) and longitudinal spin order techniques (Brereton et al 1990) are not
feasible. Reviewing the literature for editing techniques suitable for implementation on such
a system, there are two properties of the lactate coupled spin system that enable editing;
zero quantum (Sotak et al 1988, Bachert et al 1995) and multiple quantum (de Graaf et al
1993, Muller et al 1995) coherence evolution, and homonuclear polarisation transfer
(Kniittel et al 1988, Bunse et al 1995). In this chapter both of these methods of lactate
editing are investigated theoretically and experimentally by making significant
modifications to the stimulated echo (STEAM) and double spin echo (PRESS) sequences
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available on the scanner. Before dealing with these two lactate editing methods, it is
instructive to consider the NMR spectra and structure of the lactate and lipid molecules in
order to gain some insight in to how the editing techniques actually work.
6.1.2 Lactate
The lactate molecule (fig. 6.2.) has two distinct sets of protons attached to carbon atoms, the
methine protons (CH) and methyl protons (CH3). These have a different chemical electron
environment due to their position within the molecule with respect to adjacent bonds. As
such these protons are subject to different degrees of electron shielding which alters the
effective Bo field felt by the individual proton. This causes the proton spins to resonate at
slightly different frequencies, the displacement of an individual resonance from the
transmitter frequency is quantified by its chemical shift (Section 2.3).
Fig. 6.2. The lactate ion
The resonance of certain spins at one frequency and other spins at another, sets up a spin-
spin coupling interaction which introduces some degeneracy in to the available spin up and
spin down energy levels of the respective spins. The mechanism by which spin-spin {J)
coupling instigates this degeneracy is treated in quantum mechanics as a perturbation to the
Hamiltonian (Appendix 1). The J term represents the frequency splitting in Hz of the energy
levels in the visible spectrum. For systems in which J«S the system is said to be weakly
coupled (J is the frequency separation of the methyl and methine peaks). In such cases the
perturbation to the Hamiltonian can be approximated to the first order. The number of
individual lines (x) in the multiplet peak due to J coupling is given below;
where / is the nuclear spin (1/2 for a proton), and n is the number of coupled spins
resonating at the other frequency. Now the CH and CH3 proton spins in the lactate molecule
constitute a weakly coupled (AXj) system with J&7 Hz and 8~ 180 Hz. The multiplicity
introduced to the methyl (Xj) resonance by the single (n=l) methine (A) spin is therefore
from eq.(6.1), x=2. This explains the doublet appearance of the methyl resonance (fig.6.3).
H O
H
x=2nl + 1 (6.1)
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Similarly the multiplicity of the methine spin due to its coupling with the methyl spins (n
=3), is x=4. The relative intensities of the individual lines constituting the multiplet are
predicted by Pascal's triangle (table. 6.1).
A
4.2 ppm 1.3 ppm
Fig.6.3 Systematic diagram of the lactate spectrum with the methine quartet and the methyl doublet
Number of equivalent coupled nuclei
(n)











14 6 4 1
Table 6.1. The multiplicity and relative intensity of spectral lines of n equivalent coupled nuclei
determined by Pascal's triangle.
6.1.3 Lipids and their characteristic NMR spectra
Proton spectra collected from a VOI within the brain are prone to lipid contamination
through inadvertent excitation of fats in the adipose subcutaneous layer of the scalp and
marrow of the skull. This can lead to problems when the resonant frequencies of the
metabolites of interest (lactate in particular) overlap with the lipid resonances, largely
because these lipids are found in very high molar concentrations within the skull and
scalp. Lipids mainly consist of saturated, monounsaturated and polyunsaturated
triglycerides. These molecules are in general larger and more complex than those of the
metabolites of interest. As such, they contain multiple resonances at different frequencies
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corresponding to the chemical environment of the given proton. The primary resonances
in the frequency range of interest (5.5-0.0 ppm) are given in table 6.2. below (Thomsen
et al 1994, Mulkern et al 1997). With so many different resonances the scope for strong
and weak coupling interactions and coherence transfer between spins of protons found on
the same molecule, is potentially large. Consequently it is highly likely that a lipid
spectrum will be quite complex.
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double bonds
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double bond
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Table 6.2. Protons contributing to the lipid spectrum in the range 6 ppm - 0 ppm
6.1.4 In-vitro lipid spectra at a high Bp field strength
To investigate the constituent resonances present in adipose tissue, high field NMR
spectra of bovine fat (lard) were acquired. This work was performed with the kind
assistance of Dr Ian Sadler using a 5.6T (360 Mhz) Bruker 360, small bore spectrometer,
housed at the Department ofChemistry, Kings Buildings, West Mains Road, Edinburgh.
A simple Hahn spin echo sequence was used (Chapter 2), at an echo time of 298 ms. The
samples were first automatically shimmed, (Chapter 3.3) and then a series of 8
acquisitions was made, which were subsequently averaged. Initially a sample of the lipid
was dissolved in deuterated methane trichloride DCCI3 ,which having a deuterium atom
instead of a hydrogen atom acts as a spin inert solvent. This allows the lipid to become
completely dissolved in solution permitting the collection of narrow well defined spectra
without the relaxation time limitations posed by a more solid matrix of the fatty
polymers. The spectrum from this acquisition is illustrated in figure 6.4. The key lipid
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resonances as tabulated above are evident at the respective frequencies. A spectrum was
then collected from a sample tube containing lipids alone. The spectrum from the sample
at room temperature in its solid state is given in figure 6.5. It can be seen that the key
resonances are still evident, they do however have broader linewidths as a result of the
reduced Tf of the solid matrix. This line broadening has obscured some of the fine
structure (e.g. the multiplicity of the resonances at 0.9, 1.3, 2.0, 2.3, 4.1 and 4.3 ppm). Of
additional interest is the offset in frequency (0.3 ppm) found between the two spectra.
This may be due to lack of frequency re-adjustment following shimming in the second
spectrum.
Figure 6.4. 5.6T small bore spectrum of lard dissolved in DCC13
Fig. 6.5. 5.6T small bore spectrum of solid lard
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6.2 Homonuclear polarisation transfer in double spin echo
spectroscopy
6.2.1 Background
In double spin-echo experiments (such as PRESS) polarisation transfer effects can occur,
whereby the product operator states 1^ and 7/4 /^present in theXj doublet are
interchanged by the transfer of polarisation from the other part of the coupled system (A
quartet). For a more detailed account of product operator states the reader is referred to
Appendix 1. In an AX3 system (such as lactate) these effects lead to an echo time dependent
modulation of the lactate CH3 doublet. As such, use of multiple echo times is a possible
mode of extracting the lactate signal from overlapping lipid signals. It should be noted that
the limitations on the lactate S:N imposed by T2 decay at long echo times still apply. The
mechanisms pertaining to these phase modulations will be discussed in the next paragraph.
6.2.2 AX3 doublet signal modulation in a double spin echo system - experimental
evidence
The pulse sequence used in double spin echo inner volume excitation (PRESS localised)
spectroscopy is represented by a-tl-fi-t]-t2-y-t2-Xcq. Where the pulse angles a,j3 and yare
ideally 90^, 180^ and 18()0 The pulse sequence timing adds up to the total echo time
2ti=TEl, 2t2=T]?2 > TE=TE1+ TE2 ■ 1° practice there is a deviation from these flip angles
due to the non-ideal slice profile of the r.f. localisation pulses (Chapter 5). The effects of
non-ideal pulse angle distributions and variable echo-times, on the PRESS localised lactate
doublet signal intensity were investigated experimentally by Schick et al, 1995. Using
PRESS localisation with total echo times of around \/J and 2/7, they explored the
asymmetry of the lactate signal by varying the asymmetric single echo time intervals (Tei
and Te2)- They found that the timing of the sequence did have a significant bearing upon
the phase of the individual peaks within the lactate doublet. Symmetric sequences produced
a relatively high intensity signal at ///but asymmetric timings were more effective at 2/J.
Extending the overall echo time revealed a periodicity in the phase of the lactate resonance
at echo times around 2/7, which is attributed to the polarisation transfer of magnetisation
between the spins of the two coupled nuclei (CH3 and CH). This transfer of polarisation is
set up by the application of the 2nd and 3rd (J3 and y) pulses and as such its extent was also
found to be dependent upon the size of the flip angles used for the refocusing pulses. The
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group found that a PRESS sequence with the two 180® pulses replaced by 90^ pulses, and a
symmetrical timing sequence, was most effective for observing the lactate modulation. This
combination is the basis of the HOPE (Bunse et al 1995) editing sequence to be discussed
later.
6.2.3 Theoretical predictions of the signal
First it is instructive to study the evolution of the lactate doublet signal intensity as a
response to the sequence parameters. Jung and Lutz (1992) did this for a weakly coupled AX
system by applying the quantum mechanical product operator formalism (Sorenson et al
1983). This analysis expresses the signal in terms of a basis of the individual x,y and z spin
matrices of the A and theX spins plus product combinations of these states. It is able to
account for the effects of the r.f. pulses, time evolution during periods of free precession and
the effect of spoiler gradients during the sequence. Bunse et al (1995) extended this
approach to the AXj spin system of lactate for the unique case of a=j3=y=900 and
Tj7]=T£2=1/J=290 ms.
In this work conducted in Edinburgh, the same approach was used, that of product operators
to derive an expression for the double spin-echo lactate doublet signal for an arbitrary pulse
sequence ax-tj.j3x-t]-t2-yx-t2-Acq.
6.2.4 Calculation of the lactate signal in a double spin echo
To simplify the application of the product operator formalism to the pulse sequence above,
the spoiler gradients used to dephase unwanted resonances were idealised. As such, terms
are retained only if they have been in a single quantum state throughout the whole of the
sequence. This corresponds to a [-1, 1,-1] coherence pathway (Barker and Mareci 1989).
Using the notation A to represent the A methine spin and Xs (s=l, 2, 3) for theXj methyl
spins, the product operator approach predicts a doublet signal at acquisition;
S(WM k'TyS +k2IxS + ^321ySif + k42I*sI2 )sinaXs (6.2)
XX
The symbols Iy s, Ixs are states of the product operator basis where the individual peaks of
the doublet are aligned, similarly the product states Iys //, Ixs it represent the states where
the peaks are in anti-phase. The basis functions are described in more depth (for the less
complicated example of two weakly coupled spins -AX system) in the section on product
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operators in Appendix 1. The basis lineshapes of the doublet signal (based on the functions
in eq. (6.2)) are plotted in fig. 6.6. The coefficients k are tabulated in the paper by Marshall
and Wild (1997) in Appendix 3 of this thesis. They are trigonomteric functions which
depend upon the parameters tj, t2, J, 8, aA , [ft, jA, a%, (fl, and }^. This paper explores
the influence of these parameters on the appearance of the signal in eq.(6.2) by using Matlab
simulated data. Further work using three dimensional surface plots of the simulated PRESS
signal with experimental verification using variable echo time PRESS sequences is
documented in the other paper (Marshall and Wild 1997(h)).
l/s IxXs
1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8
ppm ppm
l/s,zA If*!*
Fig. 6.6 The basis line shapes of the lactate doublet expressed in terms of the product operator basis
states.
The pulse angles are A and Xs spin specific since the two sets of spins experience a
different pulse flip angle distribution. This is because they have different resonant
frequencies (separation <7rad s~l) causing the localisation gradients to spatially shift the
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VOI localised by these pulses (Chapter 5). Analysis of these coefficients reveals that the
only contribution to the final methyl signal from polarisation transfer is a double transferred
component (methyl-/?-methine-y-methyl). Setting aA = -jA=c^ = /fl=yX.=90O and
tj —t2 -T]?/2 then the amplitude of polarisation transfer modulation is maximal as terms
containing k3 and kq in eq.(6.2) become equal to zero. Using the trigonometric expressions
for k] and k2 given in the paper Marshall and Wild (1997) (reprint included in Appendix 3),
3D surface plots of the parameters were made. Fig. 6.7 shows the behaviour ofkj for aA =
13^= ]At-oA^ = fAC=yK=90O Tiie polarisation transfer modulation of the signal is obvious,
with a well defined time period of around 10 ms. In this case eq.(6.2) becomes identical to
that derived by Bunse (1995);
S(tacq) - Iys -4 cos(| Te ) -I* -4 sin(| Te ) (6.3)
The angular frequency of modulation imposed on the doublet signal, is equal to half of the
difference in chemical shifts of the two coupled resonances (8/2), giving the signal a time
period of around 11 ms. At this stage it is interesting to note that this modulation frequency
is half that found when the lactate doublet is observed with variation of the mixing time in a
stimulated echo (STEAM) acquisition (See section 6.3).
Fig. 6.7 polarisation transfer modulation of the kj coefficient used to express the lactate doublet
signal in terms of its product operator basis with a sequence 90°-T£/2-90°- Tg/2-90 °- Tg/2~Acq. (see
eq.(6.2)). With increasing tj=t2=TE/4, the periodicity in t,/t2 is more marked.
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6.2.5 Experimental verification of the 7/r modulation of the HOPE signal
-determination of 8
The PRESS localised single voxel and SI sequences supplied by Siemens (PRESS.UDB and
CH16I.UDB) were converted to HOPE sequences (HOPE.UDB and HOPE CSI.UDB). This
involved replacing the two 180° sine pulses with 90° sine pulses and making the sequences
symmetric with respect to timing i.e. TE]=TE2 = I/J= TE/2 with TE &2/J(290 ms). For the
purpose of evaluating 8, single voxel spectroscopy was used as the spectra are generally of
a higher quality than SI versions, largely because the shimming is better over a smaller VOI.
A phantom constructed from perspex according to the specifications described by Leach et
al 1994, was used. In the initial experiments a solution of lOOmM lactic acid and lOOmM
sodium acetate, doped with 0.1 mM Gd-DTPA (pH 5.9, temperature 21°c) was used to fill
the phantom. A cubic voxel of edge 24mm was then positioned at the centre of the phantom
with the aid of turbo spin echo localiser images. Shimming and optimisation of the CHESS
water suppression voltages was then performed using the standard Siemens single voxel
PRESS sequence. Having recorded the shim currents and optimum water suppression
voltage, the sequence was replaced with the HOPE sequence. This sequence was then
executed with Tr increased from 1600 ms to 1800 ms, to allow for an increased echo time.
The remaining acquisition parameters were as for the PRESS sequence namely; eight
consecutive measurements averaged to gain a water suppressed FID and a water reference
FID from the average of two measurements made with the CHESS voltages set at zero. The
number of data points used was 4096 with a sampling interval of 250ps. Measurements
were made at echo times ([T£=4t]=4t2) ranging from 270-300 ms with an increment in Tr
of250/s.
Data processing was then done using the program eccp_new. c and batch_csi_sv as
described in Chapter 4. A waterfall plot of the acetate-lactate spectrum over a range of echo
times at 1 ms intervals is given in fig. 6.8. The area under the lactate doublet was then
automatically integrated over the range 1.1-1.7 ppm using the program integrate . c and
was plotted against echo time (see fig 6.9).
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Fig.6.8. The lactate doublet for echo times ranging from 288 ms (front) to 293 ms (rear).
285 290 295 300
echo time (ms)
Fig. 6.9. Modulation of the lactate doublet integral with echo time.
The curve in fig.6.9 was then fitted to the function y=acos(a>t+<fi) +b, using the program
Microcal™ Origin (Northampton, MA, USA). This fit ignores the additional 7^ decay
incurred with increasing echo time. Taking a typical value of 300 ms for an in vivo
metabolite T2 (Wilkinson et al 1994) then the difference in signal intensity due to T2
decay at echo times of 290 ms and 295 ms is 2%. This 2% change is comparable with the
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accuracy of the lactate peak integration for in vitro single voxel spectra (Marshall et al
1996). As such it seems safe to omit 7)? relaxation from the fit.
The results of the curve fit gave <y=561 rad s~l, the periodicity of the integral as predicted
by eq.(6.3) is <a= 8/2, equating these gives; 8/2tc=\18.5 Hz ± 2Hz. This value is in
reasonable agreement with that found by Bunse et al (1995) of 183 Hz. Differences in 8
could be due to differences in pH and temperature of the in vitro solutions used (Bunse et al
1997). The time period of the function plotted in Fig. 6.9 is 2/8 =11ms. Thus pairs of
measurements made whose echo times differ by 5.5 ms should have lactate doublets in
antiphase to one another whilst signals not subject to polarisation transfer (choline, creatine,
NAA and lipids) will remain in phase. The choice of echo times (around 2/J) is arbitrary
provided that they differ by 5.5 ms. Any dispersive component in the subtracted spectrum
can be removed by phasing. Subtraction of such a pair ofmeasurements from one another
should therefore yield a lactate doublet and is the basis of a lipid lactate editing procedure.
6.2.6 Polarisation transfer editing
Polarisation transfer effects are well documented in traditional NMR texts (e.g. Canet 1996).
The effect has been used for spectral editing with double spin echo sequences on clinical
scanners. No evidence of a SI application of the method in-vivo has to date been published.
The first such examples (Dumoulin and Williams 1986, KnUttel et al 1988, 1989)
incorporate an additional 90^ refocusing pulse in the interval between the two 180^ pulses
(/? and y) which initiates polarisation transfer between A and X spins and interchanges the
direction of precession of the A] and A2 components of the doublet. The result is that the
coupled A] and A2 pair are refocused in the same direction as non-coupled resonances.
Repetition of the procedure without the polarisation transfer pulse results in an anti-phase
alignment of coupled and non-coupled resonances. Subtraction of the two acquisitions from
one another will give a spectrum of coupled resonances alone. This editing procedure, like
the HOPE method, is a dual acquisition technique. Von Kienlin et al (1987) applied pre-
sequence saturation of signals in the lactate frequency range (1.3 ppm). This spoils signals
from the CH3 group but not the CH group. During the following sequence, polarisation is
transferred from CH to CH3 giving a signal in the 1.3 ppm range that consists of the lactate
doublet alone. As a result a lactate doublet spectrum can be gained in a single acquisition.
The replacement of the PRESS double spin echo sequence with the pulse angles and timing
parameters of HOPE enhances the polarisation transfer phase modulation imposed on the
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lactate doublet (eq.(6.3)). Using this sequence, Bunse et al 1995, successfully edited lactate
from lipid in-vitro but had less success in testing the technique in-vivo.
In the following sections the in-vitro and in-vivo performance of the HOPE editing
technique is discussed for single voxel and spectroscopic imaging sequences.
6.2.7 Single voxel edited spectra
Methods
For editing purposes dual acquisitions were made at two overall echo times of TE and TE
+2tz/Swith TE &2/J. These dual acquisitions were interleaved between successive
acquisitions in the single voxel case and between successive phase encodings in the SI case.
Interleaving minimises the potential for motion artefact and field drifting errors which are
accentuated by the process of subtraction. With 90° refocusing pulses replacing the two
180° pulses of PRESS, half of the magnetisation is rotated out of the xy plane and spoiled
each time a pulse is applied. This means that the overall S:N ratio is reduced by a factor of
4, some of this (a factor of V2) is retrieved by the editing process. Editing consists of
subtraction of the two signals to give a coupled (lactate) signal, or addition to give non-
coupled signals (lipids and singlets). Acquisitions were then made at echo times of 287 ms
and 292.5 ms both with and without water suppression using the lipid-lactate phantom
illustrated in fig.6.10. This is based on the phantom described in section 6.2.5 with a sub
container (200 cm^ plastic bottle) filled with soured cream (animal lipids in suspension) and




Fig. 6.10 The lipid-lactate phantom with the PRESS localised single voxel positioning.
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The lactate edited subtraction spectrum from this lipid-lactate phantom acquisition is shown
below in fig.6.11.
Fig. 6.11.3 The edited spectrum from the VOI shown in fig. 6.10. The cancellation of lipid signals in
the range 0.9 ppm -1.5 ppm is complete leaving a well defined lactate doublet of twice the signal
strength.
6.2.8 In vivo tests
The technique was then tested for viability in vivo as there was concern over the
signahnoise ratio of the sequence and that the subtraction procedure would be prone to
motion artefact and drift of metabolite resonant frequencies between successive
acquisitions. Having successfully acquired edited spectra from a volunteer the sequence was
then tested on a stroke patient. The difference spectrum from a 2 cm cubic voxel placed in
the centre of an infarct in the region of the body of the lateral ventricles (fig. 6.12), is shown
in fig. 6.13. The lactate signal is well resolved and the signals from all other metabolites
have been cancelled.
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Fig. 6.12. Positioning of the VOI of the HOPE single voxel within the centre of an infarct in the MCA
territory of the left cerebral hemisphere of a stroke patient.
Fig. 6.13. The lactate edited spectrum in the frequency range 4 ppm - 0 ppm, a prominent lactate
doublet is evident with cancellation of choline (3.2 ppm), creatine (3.0 ppm) and NAA (2.0 ppm).
16U
66.2.9 HOPE SI editing
Having developed spectroscopic imaging (SI) the next step was to create a HOPE SI
sequence for lactate editing. As SI VOIs are larger than the single voxel counterparts, there
is a greater likelihood of lipid contamination from the skull and hence a greater need for
editing capabilities. This HOPE SI sequence was again interleaved between acquisitions at
echo times of 290 ms and 295.5 ms to minimise motion and frequency drift artefacts. As the
two 180° pulses of the standard PRESS SI sequence have been replaced by 90° pulses the
definition of the HOPE VOI should be sharper at the edges (Chapter 5). To test this a HOPE
SI acquisition was made with 32 x32 phase encodings, 7^=1800 ms. The excitation profile
image was then constructed by integrating the area under the water resonance (Chapter 5).
This excitation profile is illustrated in fig.6.14. below. If this profile is compared to the
PRESS counterpart (fig. 5.3) there is a noticeable increase in delineation of the profile in the
sagittal direction, a direct result of the replacement of the 180° pulse with a 90° pulse.
However the HOPE SI profile is not perfectly rectangular and as such the position of the
voxel will need to be considered before any quantitative conclusions are drawn from HOPE
SI measurements.
Fig. 6.14. The HOPE SI excitation profile.
A further consequence of the action of the spoiler gradients when the two 180° pulses are
replaced with 90° pulses, is the four fold loss in signal (due to spoiling)in a single
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acquisition spectrum. This signal loss is compounded by increased ?2 decay with an
increase in the overall echo time by a factor of two As a result the voxel size in a SI
experiment needs to be increased. The sequence HOPE CSI.UDB
was tested, initially with 8x8 phase encodings, over a 240 mm field of view to give 3 cm
square voxels with a slice thickness of 1.5 cm (nominal voxel volume 13.5 cm^). This
sequence was tested on a phantom containing a solution of 20mM lithium lactate and 5mM
sodium acetate doped with 0.1 mM Gd-DTPA, on top of which a layer of sunflower oil was
floated (see Fig. 6.15). The VOI was then positioned such that the uppermost voxels
contained approximately 50% ofmagnetised oil so as to emulate the effect of inadvertent
lipid excitation from the skull.
The spectral array from one of the echo times (295.5 ms) is shown in fig. 6.16.1, the upper
most row of voxels have a strong lipid signal which obscures any lactate signal. The
remaining voxels are also contaminated by Fourier leakage from the strong lipid signals. Fig
6.16.2 shows the edited spectra obtained by subtraction of the two time domain signals. All
of the lipid and acetate has been cancelled out leaving well resolved lactate doublets. The
strength of the signals from the edge voxels is lessened by the non rectangular excitation
profile that results from the imperfect 90° pulses used in VOI localisation (see fig. 6.14).





Fig. 6.16.1 Spectra from Tg =295.5 ms. Note the
contamination of the uppermost row with lipid
signals
Fig. 6.16.2 The lactate edited spectra obtained
by subtraction of the 7^=295.5 ms signal from
the 7£=290 ms signal.
6.2.10 In-vivo tests
Finally the sequence was tested in-vivo on a volunteer to check for complete cancellation of
uncoupled resonances. The Tjt=295.5 ms array of spectra from a 90 mm square by 15mm
thick VOI, split in to 9 voxels is shown in fig. 6.17.1. Well resolved choline, creatine and
NAA peaks are visible. In the edited spectrum (fig. 6.17.2) these have been cancelled to the
level of noise.
Fig. 6.17.1 In-vivo HOPE SI array for Fig. 6.17.2. Edited spectral array
Te=295.5 ms
The sequence was then tested with a smaller voxel size consistent with 16x16 phase
encodings (cube of 1.5 cm edge - nominal voxel volume 3.4 cm^) used routinely in PRESS
SI. The single spectral array from a 75 mm x 75 mm VOI (placed at the centre of the region
of the body of the lateral ventricles) in a healthy volunteer's brain is shown in fig. 6.18. This
data was acquired at T}? =290/295.5 ms and 7^=1800 ms, the spectrum was obtained by
adding the two echo time signals together. Note that the NAA peak is well defined but the
choline and creatine peaks are less obvious. This volunteer was able to maintain a stationary
position for a longer period of time than a typical patient would have done. As such it is
doubtful that the signals from a 16x16 acquisition from a patient will be of sufficient
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strength. If the FOV of the SI was reduced from 240 mm to 180 mm say, then providing
there was no wrap around in the T2 images, 8x8 phase encodings would give an
intermediate voxel size of 2.25 cm square edge (nominal voxel volume 7.6 cm^).
Alternatively with a FOV=240 mm and 16x16 phase encodings a slice thickness of 3 cm
would give a two fold increase in signaknoise (nominal voxel volume 6.75 cm^) with a loss
in transverse spatial resolution.
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Fig. 6.18 HOPE SI spectra from a 75 mm x 75 mm array of 15 mm cubic voxels from a healthy
volunteer. Note how the NAA resonance is the only obvious peak throughout the array.
6.2.11 Discussion
Using the HOPE sequence, lactate editing has been performed successfully using a single-
voxel technique both in-vitro and in-vivo. The SI version of the editing sequence has been
tested in-vitro, and volunteer studies show that the signal :noise ratio of the sequence is
sufficient to give well defined spectra from a voxel of dimensions 3x3x1.5 cm. The next
stage is to test the HOPE CSI sequence in-vivo on stroke patients. The HOPE sequence can
be implemented with relative ease on scanners supplied with a PRESS spectroscopy
sequence, providing the programmer can alter the timing of the sequence and the size of the
flip angles used.
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Signal to noise considerations
The action of the spoiler gradients causes a four fold loss in S:N when 90^ refocusing pulses
are used instead of 180^ pulses. The fact that two data sets are acquired, means that a factor
of V2 of this loss can be retrieved. This is done by the process of subtraction in the case of
the lactate signal and by addition for the uncoupled resonances. This gives the sequence a
S:N/unit time of 4^2 times less than the equivalent PRESS sequence at 290 ms echo time. A
further source of signal loss comes from the extension of Eg from 135 ms for the standard
PRESS sequence, to 290 ms for the HOPE sequence. T2 relaxation effects account for a
reduction in intensity of approximately 40% for the metabolites choline, creatine and NAA
at the longer echo time.
Conclusions
In summary, for spectroscopic studies where the detection of lactate is a priority (e.g. in
acute stroke) and there is a possibility of any lactate being obscured by lipids, then the
HOPE sequence is recommended. If signal to noise ratio is a priority (e.g. in quantitative
studies) or where a smaller voxel size is sought and lipid contamination is not anticipated,
then a standard PRESS sequence with a 2v2 greater signal : noise ratio and a faster
collection time (one water suppressed data set compared to two in HOPE) is a better option.
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6.3 Zero quantum coherence editing with a STEAM sequence
6.3.1 Introduction
Stimulated echo spectroscopy (STEAM - Frahm et al 1987) is used routinely in both single
voxel and SI sequences. The response of uncoupled resonances to the three 90° localisation
pulses of STEAM (fig. 6.19), is quite easy to follow, despite the spoiler gradients
positioned in the Tm and Tj? periods to dephase spin and stimulated echoes originating from
outside the VOE Coupled resonances such as the weakly coupled AX$ spin system of
lactate display a more complex response to STEAM whereby the doublet signal shows some
modulation with both echo time T}7 and mixing time, Tm- Calculating the theoretical
lineshape of the lactate doublet as a function of these parameters, is more awkward than for
the PRESS sequence (Marshall and Wild 1997 i). This is largely because of the transfer of
zero quantum and multiple quantum coherences between the doublet and quartet spins
(Appendix 1).
Figure 6.19. The STEAM sequence as used on the Magnetom SP63.
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6.3.2 Coherence transfer
Uncoupled spins have two possible energy levels made available to them (-parallel and
+anti parallel to the external field). Transitions between two such levels involve a change in
quantum number of unity i.e. single quantum (SQ) transitions. A coupled pair of spins have
degenerate energy levels and as such can make quantum transitions corresponding to zero
change in quantum number or a change of 2 or more (Figure 6.20 illustrates the degeneracy
in energy levels of an AX system ). Such zero quantum (ZQ) and double quantum (DQ)
transitions do not correspond to directly measurable quantities, being represented by off -
diagonal phase terms in the density operator (see Appendix 1). These phase coherence
evolve with the single quantum transitions magnetisation, and can be observed indirectly as
a modulation of the single quantum spin magnetisation.






Figure 6.20 Diagram illustrating the splitting of energy levels in (fig 6.20.1) a single spin system and
(fig 6.20.2) an AX system, with the various quantum transitions that can take place.
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6.3.3 Calculation of the lactate signal for STEAM
The pulse sequences used to implement STEAM localisation on clinical scanners involve
quite complicated arrangements of spoiling gradients, needed to dephase echoes from
outside the VOI. Prediction of the time evolution of the coupled lactate doublet and its
response to gradients and r.f. pulses using product operator formalism (Appendix 1) would
be quite a task. To simplify matters the spoiler gradients and r.f. pulses can be approximated
to rectangular pulses which maintain the same coherence phase pathways as the real
sequences. The approximated STEAM sequence used by Wilman and Allen (1993) is
depicted below.
Fig. 6.21. The simplified STEAM sequence which assumes rectangular r.f. pulses and dephasing
gradients (shaded) positioned symmetrically with respect to Tg and Tm-
The signal upon acquisition is found by first formulating the density operator at t=0 in terms
of doublet Xs and quartet^ terms (5=1,2, and 3 spins of the three X3 protons). Time
evolution operators and r.f. pulse rotation operators are then applied to give a final signal,
S(Te,Tm) -see eq.(6.4). This contains contributions from the longitudinal evolution (during
the mixing time) of the doublet term in the density operator and from the transfer of
magnetisation between the quartet and doublet spins. Tj and T2 relaxation effects are
omitted from this calculation.
S(TE,TM) = - cos2 (tzJTe / 2) - — sin2 (ttJTe / 2)(1 - cos2 {nJTE / 2)) cos(STF / 2) cos2 (7nJTK
(6.4)
Where Te is the echo time, Tm the mixing time, S the difference in angular frequency of the
centre of the quartet and doublet resonances and J the spin-spin coupling constant for the
AX3 spins of lactate. Inspection of eq.(6.4) reveals two Tm modulations of S(Te,Tm) with
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frequencies 2/7 and 2ti/8. There are a further two modulations in Te with frequencies of 4/J
and 4Tt/8 Computer simulations were then done using eq.(6.4) to highlight these
modulations.
6.3.4. Simulations
The result given in eq.(6.4) was used to perform Matlab simulations to predict the behaviour
of the STEAM localised lactate doublet signal with varying 7m and Te- In these simulations
a value of7=6.9 Hz was used with a value of S=2td<. 183 Hz as calculated using the HOPE
sequence (section 6.2). A 72 weighting was added by damping the terms in Te with a ?2
of 300 ms. This is a rough estimate, as definitive 72 values are very difficult to obtain in
vitro and in vivo since the lactate signal undergoes echo time modulations caused by the J
coupling (Section 6.3.5). The signal is plotted as a 3D surface in fig.6.22 and as functions
of Te (fig. 6.23) and Tjrf (fig 6.24). The Te modulation of this ZQC component arises as a
result of transfer ofmagnetisation from the quartet spins. This Te ZQC modulation
becomes nullified for Te ~145 ms (7/7), as such there is good reason to use this popular
echo time if Te dependent variations are to be excluded. The periodicity in mixing time is
nulled for «70 ms (7/27), so use of a Tjm~70 ms with Te ~145 ms will result in a zero
intensity lactate doublet. It is the Tmmodulation that has been utilised as a mechanism for
ZQC based editing and is focused on in the next section.
Tin and Te modulation of the lactate doublet STEAM signal
300 0 Tm (ms)
Te (ms)
Fig. 6.22. 3D surface plot of the lactate doublet intensity as a function of Tm and Te ■ Underneath is
plotted a contour map to emphasise the periodicities present.
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Fig. 6.23 The Te modulation for a range of Tm




Fig. 6.24. The Tmmodulation for a range of Te
6.3.5 Experimental verification of the modulation of the signal
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The variation of the theoretical signal of the real part of the STEAM localised lactate
doublet with Tm and Tfi was then investigated experimentally. The standard Siemens single
voxel STEAM spectroscopy sequence (STEAM135.UDB) has a fixed echo time of 135 ms
( based on J—7.4 Hz, 1A/=135 ms) and a fixed mixing time of 30 ms. This was modified by
the author (STEAM_TM_TE.UDB) to give a fixed echo time of 140 ms and a variable
mixing time from 30 ms up to 200 ms with 250 /us minimum increments. A Tj? of 140 ms
is more consistent with the value ofJ=6.9 Hz, and is the echo time at which the signal in
fig.6.24 shows the most dramatic swing about the zero baseline with variation in Tjtf. A
spherical phantom containing an undoped mixture of 100 mM lithium lactate and 50 mM
sodium acetate was placed in the head coil of the scanner. A VOI was localised, shimmed
and the water suppression voltage optimised as described in Chapter 3. A series of
acquisitions was then made with escalating Tm from 30 ms through to 50 ms. Each
acquisition consisted of an average of 16 separate acquisitions plus 2 pre-scans for a water
suppressed data set and 4 averages plus 2 pre-scans for a water reference data set. The
repetition time between acquisitions was set at 2000 ms. The water reference set was
collected following the preliminary excitation and dephasing of the water resonance using a
broad band frequency selective CHESS pulse as described in section 3.3.
These individual stimulated echo signals were then processed in accordance with Chapter 4
using the programme eccp_new. c (listed in Appendix 2) . To get as accurate an
estimate as possible of the intensity of the lactate doublet, its signal was integrated with
respect to frequency. This removes any uncertainties introduced by the phase asymmetry in
the signal amplitude of the doublet. The area integration was implemented automatically
(using the program integrate . c) over the range 0.94 - 1.44 ppm. The plot of the lactate
integral versus mixing time for a Eg1 of 140 ms is shown in fig. 6.25.
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Fig. 6.25. Periodicity in the intensity of the lactate doublet integral with mixing time.
Fig.6.25 shows a marked periodicity in the amplitude of the lactate doublet. The curve
was then fitted to the function y = a cos2 (nJt).(\ — e T ) cos(cot + c), using the program
Microcal™ Origin (Northampton.MA,USA). This fitting procedure yielded a time period of
r=27i/(o=5A6 ±0.07 ms. This value of the periodicity of the zero quantum coherence
modulation is consistent with the periodicity of the last term in eq.(6.4) of 2nt8 (=1/183 =
5.5 ms). The plot also shows a diminishing signal with increasing mixing time, this decay
will include the effect of Tj decay but will also have a zero quantum coherence component
(cos (nJt)) instigated by the J coupling of the A and X3 spins. As such, longitudinal
relaxation in the mixing time will be much more complicated than the mono-exponential of
an uncoupled resonance. Prediction of the longitudinal cross relaxation time of a coupled
resonance requires the introduction of a cross relaxation rate to the longitudinal Bloch
equation (Chapter 2, eq. (2.26b)). This leads to the Solomon equations, the solution of these
is very involved (Canet 1996) and will not be covered here. An alternative method is to
attempt to fit a decay curve to the signal intensity obtained over a wide range of mixing
times, Straubinger 1995, did this with STEAM spectra of the strongly coupled AB system
of citrate. From this limited lactate data set the fitting yielded a damping constant of T=83±
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9 ms, this result should be regarded as a very rough approximation as a much wider range of
mixing times need to be acquired at intervals of r. This uniform increment (r) in Tyn will
remove uncertainties in signal amplitude induced by the ZQC Tm oscillation of the signal.
6.3.6. Quantum Coherence Editing
The Tm modulation of the lactate doublet forms the basis of a spectral editing technique. In
this section a brief review of literature documenting quantum coherence editing performed
using clinical MRI spectrometers will be given. This will be followed by the methods used
to perform Tm STEAM lactate editing on this scanner.
Quantum Coherence Editing using STEAM - a review
Sotak et al 1988, used a STEAM sequence. The first two 90^ pulses set up a ZQ coherence,
which then evolves during the mixing period and modulates the longitudinal stimulated
echo magnetisation and is finally detected as a modulation of the SQ signal following the
900 flip of the final pulse. With mixing times incremented by an integral number of half
cycles of the ZQ modulation frequency ofN-Acetyl Alanine (AXj, system), the coupled
resonance showed an inversion at every step. Subtraction of successive spectra edits out the
non coupled methyl resonance. Bachert et al 1995, performed ZQ and DQ editing on brain
spectra using the same STEAM sequence on a Magnetom SP 63, and resolved the lactate
resonance from lipids. Using STEAM the same group observed the DQC evolution over a
range ofmixing times and were able to produce a 2D DQC spectrum of a lactate/lipid
mixture in-vitro (Miiller et al 1995). They point out, however that the DQC sensitivity is
lower than ZQC sensitivity and this DQC editing technique may not be sensitive enough for
in-vivo work, de Graaf et al 1993, found DQC filtered pulse sequences sufficiently sensitive
to resolve a lactate edited signal from a 32x32 phase encoded SI at 1.5 T.
Jung et al 1991, applied DQC editing on a 1.5 T Magnetom with a three pulse sequence (two
900, one 18()0) to create DQCs. They then used the sequence to study in-vitro lactate signals
and in-vivo lipid signals. Of particular interest is the passage by the DQC "filter" of signals
originating from lipids; CH2 groups coupled to -CH=CH- groups and CH3 groups coupled
to neighbouring CH2 groups. This is despite the fact that these couplings do not amount to
weakly coupled systems. So if QC filtering sequences are to be used to discern lipid from
lactate, particular attention needs to be paid to the ZQCs and DQCs of the lipid spectrum.
Apart from the CH3 signal loss, ZQ (and multiple QC - which use selective excitation
pulses) filtering sequences have the drawback of removing SQ coherences such as NAA,
choline and creatine. Separate acquisitions are needed to observe these resonances and
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direct comparisons of the concentrations of lactate and SQ resonances between edited / non-
edited spectra may be awkward as a result of undetermined signal attenuation of the filtering
sequence used.
6.3.7. Editing methods
The frequency of the Tm modulation is equal to the difference S, in the single quantum
resonant frequencies (chemical shifts) of thevt andAj spins. As such the mixing time can
be incremented by an amount equal to half the time period (71/S) with the effect of inverting
any resonances subject to ZQC modulation, i.e. coupled resonances.
So successive stimulated echoes can be collected with mixing times differing by
(l/28)=2.75 ms, which when differenced will leave the signals from coupled species alone.
It is interesting to note that this SQC modulation is twice the rate of the HOPE modulation
of the lactate doublet (Section 6.2.4/6.2.5). Signals collected to calculate the integral
behaviour of the real part of the doublet were used in this part of the study. In the example
shown below the signal from Tm=33.15 ms (fig.6.26.1) was subtracted from the Tm=31.00
ms signal (fig. 6.26.2). Inspection of the difference spectrum (fig. 6.26.3) reveals an
enhanced lactate doublet with some residual out of phase acetate signal. From past
experiences using subtraction techniques in HOPE editing, this effect could be due to
frequency drift of the acetate signal in the time between successive acquisitions (2 minutes).
An interleaved sequence might circumvent this problem and warranted further investigation.
Alternatively the longitudinal decay of the uncoupled acetate resonance (T7 relaxation)
might explain this effect. If a 77 of 3000 ms is used (Wild and Marshall 1997) the
difference in intensity of these two signals due to 7/ decay alone amounts to less than
0.1%. This suggests that the first explanation is the most plausible. This effect was checked
by integrating the area under the acetate peak over the range (1.92-1.7 ppm), over a range of
mixing times from 30 to 38 ms. Over this range there was no noticeable change in the




Fig. 6.26.1 Tm=31 ms
3 2
chemical shift (ppm)
Fig. 6.26.2 Tm=33J5 ms
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chemical shift (ppm)
Fig. 6.26.3 Difference spectrum (Note the different vertical scales used)
6.3.8. Editing with an interleaved sequence
In an attempt to overcome the problem of residual acetate signal brought about by frequency
drift between acquisitions, an interleaved acquisition sequence (STEAM_140_INTER.UDB)
was written by the author. This sequence uses an echo time of 140 ms with two successive
acquisitions at mixing times of 30 ms and 32.75 ms respectively. The sequence is then
repeated in this interleaved manner so that any time varying effect due to motion or field
drift is distributed more evenly between the two different mixing time signals when they are
averaged. The FIDs are then subtracted from one another prior to signal processing to yield
a lactate edited FID. An example of such a signal acquired using this sequence under
identical experimental conditions as were used in the previous section, is given in fig. 6.27.
When compared with fig. 6.26.3, there is less residual acetate at 1.8 ppm, furthermore the
sequence is more effective in editing the weaker lactate quartet signal at around 4 ppm,
revealing some of the fine structure in the signal.
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Fig. 6.27. Interleaved lactate edited signal
6.3.9. Editing lactate from lipids
Having tested the interleaved sequence with an acetate-lactate phantom the suitability of the
sequence for lipid-lactate discrimination was tested. A solution of doped 60mM lactic acid
was made up with tap water and used to fill two thirds of a 200 cm3 plastic bottle. The
remaining third of the bottle was filled with sunflower oil which floated above the aqueous
solution as an immiscible layer. This container was then immersed in a larger 3000 cm^
phantom full of undoped tap water. An 8cm^ STEAM VOI was then positioned as shown in
fig.6.28, and interleaved acquisitions were made (STEAM_140_INTER.UDB) both with
and without water suppression. The individual spectra from the two mixing times are
displayed in figures 6.29.1 and 6.29.2 whilst their difference is shown in fig.6.29.3.
- iisismmM w ■
lactate solution
Fig.6.28 Turbo spin-echo single acquisition localiser image of the lactate-lipid phantom used for
testing the STEAM editing sequence.
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Fig. 6.29.1, 7^=31 ms
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Fig. 6.29.3 Difference spectrum
The difference spectrum of fig. 6.29.3 shows some residual lipids, if the individual spectra
of fig.27.1 and fig.27.2 are inspected closely it can be seen that the signal intensity of the
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main lipid peaks (0.9 ppm and 1.3 ppm) differ by about 15% between acquisitions. 7/
decay during the additional 2.75 ms of the mixing time is responsible for this attenuation.
The rapid decay in the lipid resonance suggests a very short 7/ . In a study of the 7/ of corn
oil, Mulkern et al 1997 quote typical 7/ values of around 100 ms. At these two different
mixing times the difference in lipid signal intensity due to this 7/ would be 7%.
As 7/ was not calculated for this oil sample the difference spectrum was corrected by
dividing the signal by the ratio of the amplitudes of the main lipid peak at 1.3 ppm from the
two acquisitions. This was done for the example shown above, and the amplitudes of the
minor lipid peaks at 0.9 ppm were in the same ratio as the 1.3 ppm peak which is reassuring.
Having normalised the lipid peaks to the same amplitude, their subtraction leaves a well
defined lactate doublet (fig. 6.30). The amplitude of this doublet will be 7/ biased as the
lactate signal from the second acquisition is scaled by a factor determined by the lipid
relaxation rate. Lactate most probably has a much longer relaxation time than lipids (despite
the small value estimated in section 6.3.5) as a result of its mobility. It is therefore likely
that 7j relaxation of lactate in this period is negligible. Consequently this correction factor
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Fig. 6.30. Difference spectrum following correction for lipid 7; decay.
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6.4 Discussion - comparison of HOPE and STEAM techniques
Both techniques have proved effective in editing lactate from lipids in-vitro. The single
voxel version of the HOPE sequence has been tested in-vivo and shown to work, this is the
first successful implementation of this editing sequence in-vivo. In further work it would be
worthwhile evaluating the performance of the STEAM technique in-vivo. A SI version of
the HOPE sequence has also been written and tested in-vivo on volunteers, a logical
extension of this work would be to write a variable mixing time STEAM SI and evaluate its
performance alongside the HOPE SI sequence. When comparing the performance of the two
techniques it should be noted that incomplete cancellation of uncoupled lipids arises in
STEAM, which will require post acquisition corrections for Tj to give complete lipid
cancellation.
A further consideration are the signaknoise ratios of the two sequences. A double spin echo
PRESS sequence has twice the S:N of a stimulated echo STEAM sequence. This is due to
the fact that all of the transverse magnetisation is retained whereas in STEAM only half of
the transverse magnetisation is rotated out of the xy plane by the 90^x pulse, the remainder
is spoiled by transverse spoiling gradients (Payne et al 1994). Changing the PRESS
sequence to HOPE by replacing the two 180^ r.f. pulses with 90^ pulses, will subject the
magnetisation to a second such rotation/spoiling and hence reduce the S:N of the sequence
by a factor of 4. This should therefore make the HOPE sequence half as sensitive as the
STEAM sequence (neglecting different Tj? weightings due to different Tg for the time
being). The different spoiler gradient configurations used in HOPE and STEAM explain (72
weighting aside) why the theoretical S:N of STEAM is twice that ofHOPE despite the
sequences having the same r.f. energy input. These spoiler gradients were idealised in both
treatments, i.e. all longitudinal magnetisations were discarded in HOPE and all transverse
magnetisation present during Tm in STEAM is discarded. In reality spoiling gradients are
not ideal, and there are residual unspoilt contributions plus contributions from outside the
slice selected plane. To account for these terms would require the retention of hundreds of
different terms throughout the product operator calculations which is impractical when
calculations are done by hand. A computer algebra systems for calculating the product
operator coefficients (Ranters et al 1993, Guntert et 1 1993) residual from non ideal spoiling
may make these calculations more feasible.
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A further source of signahnoise difference is from T2 and T7 decay. In STEAM, T/ decay
takes place during Tm- As short Tms were used the extent of metabolite T/ decay is
negligible (Section 6.3.7) as metabolites in-vivo have a typically long Tj (e.g. 1500 ms
Spielman et al 1992). More significant is the extent of T2 decay found in the two
sequences, the STEAM sequence has a total Tg of 145 ms whilst the HOPE sequence has
Te =290 ms. Assuming a typical in-vivo metabolite T2 of 300 ms (Wilkinson et al 1994)
then the longer echo time of the HOPE sequence means that more T2 decay takes place and
the acquired signal is 62% of the size of the STEAM equivalent. This may also explain the
fact that a residual lipid signal is observed in the STEAM edited spectrum of fig. 6.29.3.
Non-ideal spoiling of the residual transverse magnetisation may leave a transverse lipid
signal at the end of the mixing time which decays with the lipid T2 of around 100 ms
(Mulkern et al 1997). In HOPE, non ideal spoiling may leave residual lipids, but the
extended T]7 means that lipid decay is much more drastic with a theoretical acquired lipid
signal of only 23% of that found with STEAM (calculated with T2 =100 ms). In summary
the STEAM sequence will give a stronger metabolite signal (and hence a larger lactate





In the previous chapters the methodology developed to produce spectroscopic images was
discussed in detail. As a physics based piece of work it is natural that the emphasis of the
thesis should be so directed. At the same time it is worth noting that the aim of the project
was to advance the SI method to gain accurate metabolic information from the brain for
clinical use. In this chapter the results of the clinical studies carried out using SI on the
Magnetom SP 63 scanner are presented. This scanner is a clinical machine which is used at
the Department of Clinical Neurosciences for routine neuro radiology on a day to day basis.
However, a small portion of the scanner time (2-3 hours per week) was specifically devoted
to the study of research patients. These patients have largely been drawn from the Lothian
Stroke Register, which is co-ordinated at the Western General Hospital (WGH) in parallel
with the MRC funded Clinical Research Initiative (CRI) into stroke and head injury. It is
through the CRI that this work, was funded. Over the past three years 23 individual acute
stroke patients have been scanned successfully making it one of the largest spectroscopic
imaging studies of stroke to date. A further 5 stroke patients were scanned but the spectra
that resulted were thought to be too ridden by motion artefacts to enable reliable SI
construction. Furthermore another 7 patients could not tolerate the MR scanner
environment, giving an overall successful scan rate of about 60%. In the latter stages of the
project, patients with acute head injury were recruited from the intensive care unit of the
WGH. The complications associated with the intensive care physiological monitoring of
these patients has meant that the study of such patients has to date been rather limited.
Indeed, this study using SI appears to be the first of its kind. In addition, occasional patients
with rare metabolic brain disorders have been scanned from the Royal Hospital for Sick
Children. In the latter sections of this chapter (7.3) the results of these patient studies are
presented. In the following section (7.2), the accuracy and potential sources of error of the
SI technique when used as a routine in vivo imaging modality are examined.
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7.2 Accuracy of in-vivo SI
Unlike conventional MRIs which are in effect relaxation time weighted maps ofwater
distribution within tissue, spectroscopic image data is used to map the concentration of
proton metabolites in tissue. These metabolites are found in typical concentrations of 10
mM in healthy tissue (Soher et al 1996) whilst water is present at a concentration of around
40 M. Consequently the signal to noise ratio of a spectroscopic acquisition is much lower
than in MRI, and a much longer acquisition time is required than for a conventional MR!
sequence. In spin echo MRI the whole of the echo is needed for localisation but only the top
of the echo is acquired. In spectroscopy as much of the echo as is possible is collected so as
to maximise both the signal to noise ratio (S:N) of the spectrum and to maximise the
spectral resolution. As a result of the low S:N, the potential for error in the quantitative
analysis of spectral data is high. Poor shimming (Chapter 3.3), inadequate water suppression
(Chapter 3.4) and artefacts introduced by the data processing techniques (Chapter 4) can
further reduce the S:N from the maximum possible using the limited acquisition times of the
SI sequences and the Bq field strength of 1.5 T. In section 7.2.1 the reproducibility of
quantitative in vivo SI studies is determined, enabling a prediction of the error incurred. In
section 7.2.2 the errors introduced by constructing the images from an array of spectra are
discussed and ways of minimising this source of inaccuracy are suggested.
7.2.1 Reproducibility
7.2.1.1 Background
If SI is to be used quantitatively to diagnose abnormalities of metabolite distribution in
patients, then some indication of the precision of the technique is needed. Comparisons of
repeated phantom acquisitions under identical conditions are useful in predicting the best
case scenario where motion artefacts and positioning inaccuracies can be eliminated. To
gain an estimate of the error of in-vivo measurements, an in-vivo repeatability study was
called for. Marshall et al 1996, performed such a study on 12 volunteers using PRESS
localised single voxel spectroscopy on the same Magnetom SP 63 scanner. They found a
variation in metabolite peak areas calculated from spectra from the same volunteers, from
the same part of the brain on different days of between 5% to 7.5%. In PRESS localised SI it
is wise to expect a greater variability as the shimming of a SI VOI is less precise than in
single voxel work, giving marginally less well defined spectra. The errors due to motion
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artefact are likely to be comparable between SI and single voxel techniques. This is because
both acquisitions have a similar time duration (8 minutes for 256 single voxel averages and
16x16 SI phase encodings) in which subject motion can manifest itself. In the single voxel
repeatability study a voxel volume of 8 cm^ was used whilst a voxel volume of 3.4 cm^ is
used in SI. As such, a twofold decrease in S:N is anticipated for SI, this alone will increase
the random-noise based reproducibility error by a factor of two. The additional factors of
poorer spectral resolution due to poorer shimming and Fourier leakage will compound the
errors incurred in SI when compared to single voxel spectroscopy. In the only known SI
reproducibility study published, Tedeschi et al 1996, looked at the intra-individual (visit),
inter-individual (subject), inter-regional and intra-regional (between voxel) reproducibility
on a set of 6 volunteers. They use ratios to quantify the metabolite differences. This
introduces two variables into the coefficient of variation (CV -the fractional error) and
consequently increases the error incurred as opposed to using individual metabolite
measurements. A simple error analysis of a compound measurement (ratio of two separate
measurements) illustrates this point. The CV of the ratios published by Tedeschi et al, are
NAA/Cr<15%, NAA/Cho<20% and Cho/Cr<20%. Decomposing these in to the individual
metabolite CV's gives NAA<11%, Cho<17% and Cr<10% i.e. a smaller error is associated
with the measurement of a single metabolite than with metabolite ratios. Having said this,
much of the systematic spatial dependent corrections (e.g. Bj inhomogeneity) are removed
by the ratio process. What is particularly interesting from Tedschi's findings is the intra-
regional dependence of the CVon the anatomical location of the ROI.
7.2.1.2 Methods
Using the standard PRESS localised SI sequence (16x16 phase encodings, Tr=1600 ms,
Te=135 ms, FOV =240mm - see Chapter 3) a volunteer was studied on three occasions on
different days within a ten day period. A transverse spectroscopic imaging plane was
selected at the level of the body of the lateral ventricles and within this plane a 75mm
x75mm, 15mm VOI was placed, centred at the origin of the coronal and sagittal axes.
Anatomical landmarks evident on the 72 weighted images and a fiducial marking on the
forehead were used to relocate the VOI on subsequent acquisitions. The acquisition, post
processing and quantification protocols followed those described in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
From this data, metabolite images of choline, creatine and NAA were constructed from each
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volunteer scanning session. This data is stored as a 16x16 array of voxels. The statistical
analysis of the intra-subject variability then proceeded as follows.
7.2.1.3 Analysis (i).
The mean intensity of the signal arising in a given voxel, rjj (i =1,2, ../is row index and
j=l,2,...J is column index) was calculated from the metabolite map arrays from acquisitions
on the three separate days (N=3). The residual from subtraction of the mean (iV=3) image
array, ry from the individual arrays rijn was then calculated for the three (n=l,..N, N=3)
data sets from different days. The standard deviation of all 75 voxels (75= NxIxJ) analysed
was then calculated for the three separate metabolites:
As an index ofmeasuring the repeatability of the technique, this standard deviation works
on the assumption that the error in the measurement is not a function of the voxelposition
and voxel signal intensity (this assumption is contrary to the findings of Tedeschi et al 1996,
who used metabolite ratios). As such the standard deviation calculated is one which applies
to all voxels. An estimate of the fractional error of the technique can then be obtained by
taking the ratio of the s.d. with the mean voxel intensity from all 75 voxels studied. These











An alternative analysis works on the assumption that the standard deviation differs for each
voxel i.e. the standard deviation is related to the voxel intensity, whilst the coefficient of
variation is in turn not related to the voxel intensity. Using this approach the standard






From this standard deviation, a voxel dependent coefficient of variation (fractional error)
can be calculated by taking the ratio of the s.d. with the voxel mean intensity over the three
days:
(7.3)
A mean CV (cv) can then be calculated over all i andj to give a prediction of the fractional
error in measurement of each metabolite.
Choline Creatine NAA
Fractional error cv 15% 28% 11%
Table 7.2 Fractional error in reproducibility ofmeasurement of metabolite peak areas using analysis
(ii).
7.2.1.5 Discussion
Although the statistical analyses are only based on data from one volunteer they are still
viable in that they utilise all the voxels in the array to maximise the numbers of degrees of
freedom. In the single voxel reproducibility study of Marshall et al 1996, the only way to
get a viable number of degrees of freedom on which to base the statistical analysis was to
study volunteers six times on each of four days.
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The fractional errors associated with either analysis are very similar, which one gives a
better prediction of the error in measurement is very much down to which model hypotheses
the reader chooses to believe. Both analyses have their flaws, in (i) there is an inaccuracy
introduced by using the mean signal intensity from all voxels and all acquisitions when
calculating the CV. This analysis works on the assumption that noise present in a signal will
be in direct proportion to the signal strength, which is not the case for random (Gaussian)
noise. This effect could be investigated further both in-vitro and in-vivo using SI data from
different positions within the magnet. With single slice SI, this would require multiple slice
studies on the same volunteer and as such serial studies would involve many separate
scanning sessions. Multi-slice SI is better suited to performing such a repeatability study.
On the other hand when using analysis (//), there is a large spread in the range of the
individual CVs that are used in calculating the mean CV. If there was an option of scanning
the same patient on at least 5 or 6 separate occasions then the analysis of (ii) would become
more accurate as the standard deviation would become more stable with increasing N, (N=6
is a suitable minimum number). Ideally in a more complete study this analysis would be
adopted with the addition of inter-individual and intra-regional comparisons. Such a study
would require six volunteers and SI acquisitions in multiple transverse planes and as such is
only practicable with multi-slice SI (Chapter 2.8.4.2) Without doing this a more accurate
estimate can be gained by using method (i), with its inherent assumption that the CV in the
voxel intensity is not a function of the signal intensity itself.
Finally, comparing these reproducibility figures with those published for the same
metabolites in-vivo using single voxel spectroscopy (Marshall et al 1996), the CV's ofNAA
and choline measurement are in fact twice as large with SI, as predicted in the introduction.
The CV of creatine of 27% is much larger than that of 7.4 % reported for the single voxel
work. When calculating the peak areas using a fitting program as opposed to a manual
integration, Marshall et al 1996, found a much worse reproducibility in the creatine peak
area of 21%. As the signals from choline and creatine overlap there is bound to be some
error introduced by the peak integration. Whether this is due to operator misjudgement of
peak frequency limits of integration in the manual case or unreliability in fitting of
overlapping peaks in the automated approach, it is difficult to say. Comparisons of the two
methods of peak integration have been done (Kreis et al 1993), but the problem is that when
constructing the in-vivo metabolite images, quite often a combination of the two methods is
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used. The choice ofmethod used depends upon the clarity of the spectrum found in the
specific voxel. If the size of choline and creatine peaks were the same then a similar CV in
their integration would be expected provided that the software (or user) is not biased
towards either peak. In vivo the creatine peak is typically two thirds of the height of the
choline peak and. It is therefore probable that the smaller subsidiary peak of the overlapping
ensemble is more prone to measurement error. The spatial Fourier transform used in SI adds
to the problem of accurately integrating choline and creatine. Fourier leakage of signals
between voxels introduced by the spatial Fourier transform, means that the signal in each
voxel is not entirely independent of the signals in surrounding voxels (section 4.8.5). With a
spatial variation in B0 homogeneity across a SI VOI, it is plausible that the signal from
choline in a given voxel contains contributions from the creatine signals from adjacent
voxels (and vice versa) which are resonating at slightly different frequencies due to B0
inhomogeneity. A similar explanation accounts for the poorer resolution of the lactate
doublet in SI when compared with single voxel spectra.
7.2.2 Errors introduced by image construction
With a VOI containing typically 25-36 separate voxels, the spatial resolution of a SI is
coarse. In chapter 3, the artefacts introduced into the spectra from non-optimum acquisition
conditions (poor shimming, patient movement and incomplete water suppression) were
mentioned as a source of error. In chapter 4, the errors due to post acquisition processing,
chiefly by bad phasing and FFT artefacts were described and methods ofminimising these
sources were proposed. These errors are beyond the control of the user, however some user
dependent bias is introduced when the images are constructed from spectra using the
program display_SI_phase . Without a fully robust automatic spectral fitting routine
for in-vivo data, some user involvement in peak quantification is inevitable. Selection of
area integration limits for a given peak may vary depending upon the uniformity of the
baseline and line width of the peak in question. To rule out inter user variability in the
present study, all spectroscopic images were constructed by the author.
Having constructed the coarse metabolite image from say 25 voxels, a bilinear interpolation
can be applied to give a smoother image (Chapter 4.12). This smoothed image can then be
used to make quantitative measurements using the interactive ROI tool. Although more
visually appealing, the smoothed images need to be treated with a certain amount of caution
as the smoothing procedure may introduce a false representation of the actual spatial
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distribution of metabolites. Strictly speaking the most reliable measurements are those made
from individual voxels, these are still subject to the spatial inaccuracy introduced by Fourier
leakage due to the shape of the point spread function (4.8.3).
To highlight this source of error it is instructive to consider the interpolated version of an
image which has a uniform intensity with the exception of an abnormally high/low intensity
solitary voxel. Such an image could forseeably arise in vivo with a single infarct small
enough to be contained within one voxel, surrounded by otherwise healthy tissue. It is
reasonable to guess that in such an image, an abnormally high level of lactate and a
corresponding low level ofNAA might be expected (section 7.3.2). Following normalisation
(Chapter 5) such a lactate image (Fig. 7.1) would upon application of bilinear interpolation
appear smoothed (Fig. 7.2). From fig. 7.2, it is clear that regions inside the voxel but near to
its edge have a higher image intensity than the raw image, whilst the edges of adjacent
voxels have lower intensities than are found in the raw image. In reality this is probably a
more realistic representation ofmetabolite distribution than the sharp edged picture gained
from the raw image. The fact remains however, that any abrupt spatial changes in
metabolite distribution will be smoothed out by the interpolation. Such abrupt changes in
metabolite concentration do arise, at the edge of the ventricles (which in healthy brain
contain negligible traces of choline, creatine and NAA) and at the edge of the VOI. The
smoothing process can therefore infer concentrations of metabolites that are not physically
realistic.
Methods exist that allow correction for these effects, a reflective kernel filter (Wand and
Jones 1995, Gonzalez et al 1987) could be applied to the data at the edge of the VOI to
prevent the smoothed image leaking outside the VOI. Similarly a zero intensity mask of the
same shape as the ventricles could be used to ensure zero signal intensity inside the
ventricles. These techniques are more suitable when processing a larger number of voxels,
with the coarse raw image matrices used in SI their use will be limited. The only definitive
way of circumventing the image smoothing problem is to acquire a larger image matrix
which really requires a fast SI sequence (see sections 2.4.8.1 and 2.8.4.2).
Finally it is worth emphasising the fact that the SI transverse plane is 15 mm thick and so
encompasses three of the contiguous 72 weighted MR images. A 72 visible feature such as
a lesion may be evident in all three of these slices but in different proportions. As such the
contribution to the voxel from such a feature may change with transverse position. This
concept is called the "partial volume effect" (Blamire et al 1994) and is best illustrated
diagramatically in fig. 7.3. Methods have been proposed to correct for the contribution of
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the partial volume effect to spectra (Metzger et al 1997). These are based on a spectral
fitting of the signal from each tissue present in the sample and are consequently quite
involved. To avoid an anatomical biasing of the background image towards the central slice,
a mean representation of the three contiguous MRIs should really be used as a background
image. An example of such a mean image is shown in fig. 7.5 having been formed from the
three images in fig. 7.4. It is obvious that this image is much more blurred than any of the
component images, it does however give a fairer representation of the axial extent of any
anatomical features in the z direction.
Fig. 7.1 Image with one abnormally high
intensity voxel
Fig. 7.2 The same image with smoothing
Imaging planes 5.5 mm apart CSI voxel 15 mm cube
Fig. 7.3 This diagram illustrates how the proportion of a hypothetical spherical lesion visible in the
contiguous T2 images (shaded region) varies with transverse position. This lesion fills the bulk of the
voxel in the central slice, as such the user may think that the majority of the volume (and hence signal
in the spectrum) of the voxel represents the lesion tissue. Observing the visibility of the lesion in the
adjacent T2 images it can be seen that this is clearly not the case.
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Fig. 7.4 The three contiguous images contained within the SI plane of a head injury patient
Fig. 7.5 the average image of the three contiguous MRIs in fig.
7.4. Note how the image is more blurred, particularly around the
anatomical features of the ventricles and the lesion present in the
anterior right hemisphere.
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7.3 Patient studies
Having alerted the reader to some of the possible pitfalls and limitations of quantitative
metabolite measurements made using SI, the results of the in-vivo studies conducted during
the last three years are now presented. As the work described in earlier chapters dealing
with refinements of data processing techniques, was progressing simultaneously, all the
work presented in this chapter was quantitatively analysed in the final stages of the project.
It is worth stressing that the acquisition protocols did not change throughout the ongoing
stroke patient study and the following parameters were kept constant: T]?135 ms, Tp 1600
ms.
Before presenting the results of patient studies, an indication of the levels of the metabolites
choline, creatine and NAA found in healthy subjects is given in the results from a volunteer
study (section 7.3.1). In section 7.3.2 the results from all of the stroke patients scanned with
SI over the three years are presented. A smaller sub group of these patients presenting with
visibly extensive infarcts was used to investigate the existence of an ischaemic "penumbra"
region from SI data alone (section 7.3.3). In the final section (7.3.4) the findings from a
study of acute head injury patients are presented with the aim of identifying any brain injury
(e.g. diffuse axonal injury) that is not evident on conventional 72 weighted MRI.
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7.3.1 Healthy volunteer study
If quantitative comparisons in spectroscopic studies of patients with brain disorders are to
be made then an indication of the levels of the metabolites found in healthy brain using the
SI technique need to be made. Numerous single voxel volunteer studies report quantification
of the levels of the metabolites choline, creatine and NAA (Marshall et al 1996, Kreis et al
1993). Many of these use ratios ofNAA:choline and NAA: creatine etc. to avoid the
complications of absolute quantification (relaxation time correction and r.f. coil calibration)
(Soher et al 1996, Kreis et al 1993, Christiansen et al 1993, Danielsen et al 1995). In these
studies the use of ratios has been avoided as significant changes in all three metabolite
levels have been observed in ischaemia (section 7.3.2). Absolute quantification of SI spectra
is envisaged in future work. As all work was carried out on the same scanner and the system
dependent sources of discrepancy have been removed (coil loading corrections,
normalisation for B ] profile and transverse slice position -see chapter 5) then it is
reasonable to quantify metabolite images in arbitrary system dependent units. Errors
introduced by regional T] and 72 were minimised by using as short a Eg and a relatively
long Tr . To compare diseased brain metabolite image intensities with the corresponding
regions in healthy brain it was necessary to conduct a study on a series of healthy
volunteers:
Six healthy male volunteers in the age range 21-37 were studied using standard PRESS
localised SI as described in the early chapters of the thesis. A 75x75x15 mm^ VOI was
placed at the isocentre of the magnet in the transverse plane of the brain corresponding to
the level of the bodies of the lateral ventricles and adjacent parenchyma. Interactive ROI
calculations (Chapter 4.12) were then done using the choline, creatine and NAA images






Fig. 7.6 Positioning of the interactive ROI in
the right cerebral hemisphere at the level of the
body of the lateral ventricles.
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7.3.1.2 Results
Metabolite NAA Choline Creatine
mean intensity ±s.d 11691140 747136 579170
(system dependent units)
Table 7.3 Metabolite distributions from a group («=6) of healthy volunteers.
7.3.1.3 Discussion
The small variation in the means of these metabolite measurements is encouraging as they
give quite definite control levels against which patient data can be compared. The reason for
the small variation is probably due to the sex and age matching of the subjects and the
careful systematic placement of the ROI between subjects. The fact that all subjects were of
the same sex could bias the validity of the group as a control, as metabolite levels have been
reported as being sex dependent (Wilkinson et al 1997). Ideally a mixed sex group of
volunteers in the age range 50-80 would be used as a control for the stroke study, but
examining such a group within the scanner time constraints was not practicable. The
volunteer group is however more valid as a control for the head injury study which largely
consisted of young males with closed head injuries.
7.3.2 Stroke patient study
7.3.2.1 Review of metabolite changes in stroke
Before going on to list the brain metabolites which are affected in stroke it is worth
remembering that the raised water concentration of oedema will have a diluting effect upon
the concentration of the metabolites within tissue. This is before considering any changes
that arise from the accompanying chemical changes in ischaemia. Bruhn et al 1989, predict
a threefold dilution of concentration of lactate and NAA with oedema. Saunders et al 1995,
quote a maximum increase in water concentration of 30% with oedema, whilst observing
larger changes in metabolite concentration.
Lipids
Signals with a resonant frequency around that of lactate may be observed in human/animal
brain spectra. Sometimes present in an ill defined broad resonance these signals were first
thought to originate from fatty deposits bound within membranes such as the scalp and the
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marrow of the skull. The immobility of membrane bound lipid molecules leads to a very
short T/, which significantly reduces the contribution of bound lipids to the lipid signal.
Therefore the observation of lipid resonances in ischaemia suggests an increase in molecular
mobility, attributed to membrane degradation by Williams 1989. Recent work by Behar et al
1993 and 1994, suggests that the resonances found in this chemical shift range are not only
due to lipids but macro-molecular proteins (found in cells such as macrophages and
leukocytes) as well. Leukocytes infiltrate damaged areas of the brain as part of the
inflammatory response during ischaemia. A by product of the action of these cells in the
anaerobic conditions of ischaemia is lactate (Graham et al 1995, Petroff et al 1992). Graham
et al, suggest that the elevation of lactate in acute ischaemia is due to the presence of
leukocytes. As such an elevated lactate signal could be expected alongside a signal from
mobile lipids. A further source of complication arises from the findings of Saranthan et al
1997, who observed a binding interaction between lipid and lactate molecules. Mobile lipids
have a much shorter 72 than free lactate. As such any binding interaction will
significantly reduce the 72* of the lactate signal and hence reduce its visibility in
spin/stimulated echo spectroscopy. A similar binding effect was noticed when lactate was
studied in the presence of protein macro-molecules. Chatham and Forder 1995 noticed a
60% reduction in the visibility of the peak when albumin was added to the lactate solution.
Howe et al 1995 report an elevation in the concentration of lipid/macrophage peaks 16 hours
after the onset of stroke. Using inversion recovery suppression techniques after Graham et al
1994, they went on to remove their contribution to the spectrum in an attempt to elucidate
lactate peaks. Methods of discerning lipids from lactate were covered in much greater depth
in chapter 6.
Lactate (1.3-1.5)ppm;
Lactate is present in very low concentrations in healthy brain tissue (less than 0.5mM Duyn
et al 1992) and is not normally detectable. The lactate resonance shows Jmodulation from
spin-spin coupling of the methyl and methine protons. Lactate editing techniques which
exploit this property were discussed in chapter 6. As a by-product of anaerobic glycolysis
that is induced by impaired cerebral blood perfusion (hypo-perfusion), lactate elevation
might be expected in regions where there is an imbalance between lactate production and
blood flow clearance. Felber et al 1992, found the highest levels of lactate occurred in
infarcts corresponding to a maximum state of hypo-perfusion i.e. occlusion of the carotid
artery. Graham et al 1994 in a tandem 1D SI/SPECT study of 32 acute stroke patients found
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elevated lactate correlated significantly with reduced perfusion. Soher et al 1995, in a multi
slice 3D SI study with perfusion MRI found that lactate levels and perfusion deficits were
significantly spatially correlated and both extended beyond the 72* visible extent of
infarction. This supports the notion of an "ischaemic penumbra" region of semi-viable
tissue proposed in the early eighties and described by Prichard 1993.
The elevation of lactate in the early hours of stroke onset (Houkin et al 1993, Graham et al
1993, Gideon et al 1992 (ii) and 1994, Prichard 1993) suggests anaerobic glycolysis in
tissue that is still viable. In-vitro reperfusion experiments performed on primates (Monsein
et al 1993) show a steady rise in lactate following occlusion of the middle cerebral artery.
The fact that lactate levels continued to rise might suggest surviving brain cells still
respiring under anaerobic conditions. Upon reperfusion lactate levels fell, as they did with
Gideon et al 1992, implying that the imbalance is cleared by restoration of blood flow.
Continued exposure of such tissue to a state of hypo-perfusion would presumably lead to
cell death and as such a tailing off of lactate concentration in acute infarcts might be
expected. In a long term serial spectroscopic study of six patients (Prichard 1993 up to 200
days post ictus) lactate levels were reported to tail of very slowly, persisting as a detectable
signal up to 100 days after onset. Long term studies by Duyn et al 1992, Houkin et al 1993
and Sappey-Marinier et al 1992, show elevated lactate levels months after the onset, which
may be due to the anaerobic metabolism ofmacrophages that invade the infarcted region to
destroy dead tissue, (Berkelbach van der Sprenkel et al 1988, Graham et al 1995). In a
spectroscopy study of a patient who subsequently underwent post-mortem, Petroff et al
1992 report a spatial correlation between lactate concentration and the density of
macrophage cells. Rothman et al 1991, tested whether persistent lactate was due to ongoing
glycolysis or an inability to clear the lactate produced earlier by tissue that has since died.
By infusing the blood supply of a 1 month post-ictus stroke patient with labelled
glucose, they found that virtually all the lactate was radio-active. This favours the
former explanation for ongoing lactate detectability as glycolysis continues under anaerobic
conditions. Further evidence supporting the existence of an ischaemic penumbra - a region
of semi-viable tissue surrounding the infarcted core, comes from a higher concentration of
lactate in the region separating visible infarcts, Berkelbach van der Sprenkel et al 1988.
Kugel et al 1994, found elevated levels in the hemisphere contra-lateral to the infarct, the
explanation of which is not obvious.
Summarising the literature to date it seems as though lactate detection in both the acute and
late stages of ischaemia is to be expected. Examination of the spectra published by many of
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these studies reveal a broad signal in the 1.3 ppm region, quite often without a resolved
doublet. As published spectra are likely to be the best examples found in the study then
there is some suspicion as to whether these signals originated from lactate or from lipids. As
both of these signals could be found in ischaemic brain, the only truly reliable data are those
collected with lactate editing sequences or those exhibiting a well defined methyl doublet.
N Acetyl-Aspartate (NAA) (2ppm);
Found in concentrations of 5-10mM in normal adult brain tissue and evident as a well
defined spectral resonance, NAA is an amino acid found only in neurones, being absent in
oligodendrocytes and astrocytes in adult tissue extracts, Williams 1995. In the infant brain,
NAA concentration increases with age and is found in neurones and oligodendrocytes,
Bachelard et al 1993. In studies which related clinical outcome to NAA, Saunders et al 1995
(26 patients scanned within the first 72 hours) found a significant correlation between good
outcome and relatively high NAA in the infarct whilst Federico et al 1996 (14 patients
scanned within 1 week) report a correlation between low NAA and the severity of
subsequent neurological deficit. In NMR spectroscopy studies of other degenerative
neurological disorders, (e.g. Alzheimer's disease, brain tumours, MS, AIDS and epilepsy),
reductions in NAA concentration were found, (Christiansen et al 1995, Luyten et al 1990,
Meyerhoff et al 1994, Hugg et al 1993). The findings from the above reports confirm the
role of the NAA resonance as a marker of intact neurones.
With specific reference to ischaemia, a decreased NAA concentration within infarcted
regions has been observed by; Duyn et al 1992, Petroff et al 1992, Christiansen et al 1993,
Gideon et al 1992 and 1994. The dramatic decrease in NAA when compared to the other
metabolites Cr and Cho, (as observed by Sappey-Marinier et al 1992 and Duyn et al 1992),
suggests a higher proportional loss of neurones than of glial cells. Having said this, the
function ofNAA within neurones is still unknown, however it is known that the amino acid
is produced by the mitochondria of neurones, Baker et al 1991. Bruhn et al 1989, suggest
that NAA is broken down by enzymes under ischaemic conditions but do not define the
physiological conditions needed for such a mechanism to take place. In a spectroscopy
study of a patient who subsequently died and underwent post-mortem, Petroff et al 1992,
found a correlation between NAA reduction and high concentration of macrophages, which
suggests that macrophages are responsible for the decomposition of neurones. The higher
concentration ofNAA found at the edges as opposed to in the core of the infarct (Gideon et
al 1992), supports the existence of a penumbra region of less impaired neuronal function
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and probably better blood perfusion. This is supported by Kugel et al 1995, in a study of six
stroke patients with single voxel spectroscopy and PET, which shows a correlation between
decreased perfusion and NAA reduction. Further evidence comes from Fazekas et al 1995,
with a correlation between reduced NAA, elevated lactate and impaired perfusion as
measured with SPECT. In a follow up study of the NAA resonance, Graham et al 1993 show
a delayed NAA loss at periods up to 2 weeks post-ictus implying a late death of viable cells
after infarction.
Creatine (Cr) (3ppm)
The creatine resonance encompasses two species; creatine and phospho-creatine, which
together are found in fairly constant concentrations of around lOmM in human brain.
Creatine is found both in neurones and glial cells and has been proposed as a mechanism for
phosphate transfer in the ATP cycle, acting as an energy buffer. The majority of studies to
date have found very little alteration in Cr concentration and as such it has been used in
determining the relative amounts of other metabolites. Duyn et al 1992 and Howe et al 1995
report significant decreases in Cr. The fact that the decline in NAA concentration is much
more marked confirms the experimental model evidence that neurones are more susceptible
to ischaemic injury than glial cells.
Choline (Cho) (3.2ppm)
The choline resonance arises from choline containing intermediate compounds formed in
phospholipid metabolism. Therefore raised levels of choline might be interpreted as an
indication of increased phospholipid turnover, Luyten et al 1990. One possible source of
release of phospholipids is the breakdown of cell membranes in decaying tissue. As such
elevated choline levels might be expected in ischaemia. Sappey-Marinier et al 1992 do
report increased levels, especially within areas of white matter hyper-intensity. Conversely
Duyn et al 1992 and Felber et al 1992, found decreased levels within infarcted tissue. These
results seem to suggest that choline concentration is not as reliable an indicator of ischaemia
as lactate/NAA concentrations.
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Short echo time metabolites ; glutamate, glutamine, GABA.(2.1-2.5ppm)
An additional set of resonances is evident all at low levels on the 'H spectrum of brain
tissue when short Tg (<50 ms) acquisitions are made. These species, all amino acids, have
strongly coupled spins and as such are Jmodulated making their detection at longer echo
times more difficult. Blamire et al 1994, made spin echo acquisitions at 7^=30 ms & 270
ms and subtracted the first set of spectra from the second so as to remove the contribution
from these spin-coupled resonances from the NAA peak. Similarly, Frahm et al 1989
attribute the apparent overestimate of the concentration ofNAA, (when compared to in vitro
NMR), to these resonances. Glutamate is an excitatory amino acid and can be toxic in
physiological concentrations. It is thought to be released in a chain reaction of cell death,
and as such might be expected at elevated levels in and around infarcts. In animal studies
(Choi 1988) the administration of glutamate blockers has shown a marked decrease in
infarct size. Studies of alterations in concentration of these metabolites in healthy volunteers
(Seeger et al 1997) and hepatic encephalopathy (Kreis et al 1994) have been made. Little
information as to their involvement in stroke seems to have been published.
7.3.2.2 Stroke study
Patients admitted to hospital within three days off an acute stroke were the basis of this
study. On the basis of the history and clinical examination (conducted by the stroke
physicians), the patients were classified according to the possible size and position of the
infarct. Patients with symptoms indicative of ischaemia in a large part of one carotid
territory (a large total anterior circulation infarct -TACI) or (large partial anterior circulation
infarct -PACI) were chosen for MRI/SI examination. In all 23 separate patients were studied
within the acute phase of stroke (<72 hours after stroke onset). From this group of 23, a
further 5 were scanned on a second occasion and, 4 more scanned on 3 occasions and within
12 days of onset. The size of the infarct and its position within the brain were classified
according to the 72 weighted MRI visibility of the lesion using the template shown in fig.
7.7. This template had been devised in a previous study which used CT in over 100 stroke
patients. It is based on the observation that most TACI and PACI infarcts fell into one of
these patterns. The method was tested for observer variability and thoroughly validated
(Wardlaw and Sellar 1994). The patients were followed up clinically after the stroke and
their clinical outcomes registered on the Rankin scale (which tests the patients ability to do
routine activities of daily living) from 1-6 (see table 7.4):
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Independent Dependent/Dead
0 normal 3 need help with daily activities
1 mild symptoms 4 disabled
2 not normal but manage without help 5 vegetative
6 dead
Table 7.4 Numerical Rankin indices of clinical outcome after stroke
Fig. 7.7 Template for indexing infarct size in accordance with the MRI visibility of the lesion.
7.3.2.3 Methods
Localiser images, T2 weighted and proton density images and a 16x16 SI acquisition (see
chapter 3) were collected whilst the patient was positioned inside the scanner. SI processing
then proceeded as described in chapters 4 and 5. Having constructed the normalised
metabolite images, ROI calculations proceeded by drawing an interactive ROI around the
edge of the T2 visible infarct as defined by the consultant neuro-radiologist (Dr Joanna
Wardlaw). When no such lesion was visible, an infarcted ROI was positioned on the basis of
clinical symptoms with the advice of the neuro-radiologist. As the volunteer SI data set is
neither age or sex matched its use as a control is limited. Instead measurements were made
from a mirror image position, with the same sized ROI, in the contra-lateral hemisphere
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where the brain appeared normal. Providing the contra-lateral hemisphere contains no old or
recent ischaemic lesions then the tissue should serve as an ideal age and sex matched
control. As the metabolites lactate/lipids were only found in 50% of the patients (usually
found in a small number of voxels (1 or 2)) it is impossible to construct accurate lactate
images from the group data. Instead lactate visibility in the infarcted region was indexed on
a yes/no basis, with visible lipids (thought not to originate from Fourier leakage from the
scalp) included.
7.3.2.4 Results
(i) Metabolite distribution in the infarcted and contra-lateral ROIs
NAA Cho Cr
Infarct 442±295 53I±196 462+192
Contra-lateral 1026±339 6971218 616±173
ratio (infarctxontra) 0.42 0.78 0.74
paired t-test p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
significance
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Fig.7.8 The scatter ofNAA levels in the 23 patients studied in both the contra-lateral ROI (•) and the
infarct (x).
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lactate/lipids (0 -no. 1 -yes)
Fig. 7.9 Scatter plot indicating the NAA levels in infarcts associated with the presence of lactate/lipids
(1) and those showing no lactate/lipids (0). From the plot there is no obvious difference in the
distributions between the two groups. The mean NAA values for the lactate and no-lactate subgroups
are tabulated in Table 7.6. The subgroups were tested for significant differences in NAA levels using
a non-paired equal variance t-test for groups of unequal sample size. No significant difference in
NAA levels between the two groups was noted using this test. When the ratio ofNAA in infarcted
xontra-lateral tissue was tested again no significant difference between the two subgroups was found.
lactate/lipids evident (n=12) no lactate/lipids evident (n=l 1)
subgroup mean NAA level 424+314 461+288
mean NAA ratio infarctxontra 0.45 0.41
Table 7.6 The mean NAA values for the lactate and no-lactate subgroups.
(Hi) Are NAA levels correlated to subsequent clinical outcome
clinical outcome (Rankin scale) independent (n=10) dead/dependent (n=13)
subgroup mean NAA level 539+ 323 400+282
mean NAA ratio infarctxontra 0.44 0.41
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Fig. 7.10 Scatter plot indicating the NAA levels in infarcts versus the subsequent clinical outcome
determined from the Rankin scale. The patients were then divided in to a dead/dependent subgroup
and an independent subgroup according to the Rankin criteria of table 7.4. The subgroups were tested
for significant differences in NAA levels using a non-paired equal variance t-test for groups of
unequal sample size. No significant difference in NAA levels between the two groups was noted
using this test. The mean NAA levels for the two categories are denoted by the fine dotted lines. The
ratio ofNAA in infarct: contra-lateral tissue was tested using the same method and no significant
difference in the ratio was found between the two groups.
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Fig. 7.11 Relationship between 72 visible infarct size and NAA levels. The data were tested for
correlation using the Pearson correlation coefficient. With a 2 tailed test, and n=23 the coefficient fell
outside the 10% confidence interval, indicating no significant correlation.
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Fig. 7.12 Relationship between time after the stroke onset and NAA levels. The data was tested for
correlation using the Pearson correlation coefficient. With a 2 tailed test, and n=23 the coefficient fell
well outside the 10% confidence interval indicating no correlation.





















Fig. 7.13 The scatter plot ofNAA data from patients scanned on more than one occasion. The plot is
quite confusing and no obvious linear relationships are evident. 50% of the patients showed a decline
in NAA levels with time, whilst the other 50% showed a rise.
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7.3.2.5 Conclusions
The most significant finding of this study was the significant depression in levels of choline
and creatine as well as NAA in infarcted regions when compared with contra-lateral control
regions. The reduction ofNAA levels in ischaemia is well documented (Duyn et al 1992,
Petroff et al 1992, Christiansen et al 1993, Gideon et al 1992 and 1994) and is attributed to
neuronal degradation and necrosis (Baker et al 1991, Bruhn et al 1989 ). Significant changes
in choline and creatine in stroke are less well documented. Sappey-Marinier et al 1992
reported increased levels of choline, especially within areas of white matter hyper-intensity.
Conversely Duyn et al 1992 and Felber et al 1992 found decreased levels within infarcted
tissue. These results support the findings of the latter two studies. Luyten et al 1990,
predicted elevated choline levels with cell wall breakdown, presumably once the debris
from this breakdown has been cleared (after re-perfusion) choline levels will be reduced
accordingly.
A significant creatine reduction was also noticed by Duyn et al 1992 and Howe et al 1995, a
reduction in the number of viable metabolic cells (still able to maintain the ATP cycle) is a
possible mechanism for this decrease.
The hypothesis that higher NAA levels in the first three days of stroke were correlated with
a good subsequent clinical outcome (iii) was not proved.
The lack of any significant correlation between decreased NAA and the presence of
lactate/lipids (hypothesis ii) is interesting. Most studies report elevated lactate levels in the
acute stage of stroke presumably due to states of compromised blood oxygenation. For
reasons described in much greater depth in chapter 6 and section 7.3.2.1, the
detection/distinction of lactate/lipids was a major challenge throughout the course of the
study. Ideally a quantified lactate signal would be used in the statistical analysis. This would
require a definitive method of distinguishing lactate from lipids. NAA reduction involves
neuronal death (Graham et al 1993). As such severe reductions in NAA might be expected
in the core of the infarct hours after the insult. The results of hypotheses (v) and (vi) do not
confirm this prediction, with no significant relationship between NAA levels and the time at
which the patient was scanned post insult. There is the distinct possibility that the majority
of neuronal death has taken place i.e. NAA levels have reached their minimum.
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No indication of correlation between visible infarct extent and levels ofNAA (hypothesis
iv) was found using this technique. This is probably due to the fact that the NAA levels
throughout the infarct were averaged out by the ROI calculation. Consequently a large
infarct might be expected to contain an inner core of particularly low NAA, but will also
contain a larger area of "penumbra" region than a smaller infarct. As such the severe
depression ofNAA may be moderated by the relatively extensive "penumbra". A better
indication ofNAA distribution within an infarct is gained from the following "penumbra"
study.
7.3.3 Ischaemic penumbra study
7.3.3.1 Introduction
In this study, acute stroke patients with large MR visible infarcted regions were used (n=\ 8)
as these infarcts covered several whole voxels in the plane of the metabolite image (Fig.
7.14). These large infarcts can be used to analyse the distribution of metabolites within and
around the MRI visible extent of the infarct. Furthermore, these infarcts were evident in
approximately the same place on the three contiguous transverse 72 images covered by the
spectroscopic imaging plane. The condition for inclusion was that the infarct should show
an area of overlap of >75% between adjacent images. This condition was determined with
an interactive ROI area measurement using the software ANALYZE. This means that
inaccuracies introduced by the partial volume effect, explained in section 7.2.2 (fig. 7.3)
were minimised in this study.
7.3.3.2 Methods
Acquisition of the SI data and its processing into images proceeded as described in chapters
3-5. The levels ofNAA in voxels located at the core, inner edge and outside edge of the 72
visible infarcts were read directly from the raw NAA image. This ensures that any
differences in the NAA signal are unbiased by the errors introduced by the smoothing of a
coarse image matrix (section 7.2.2). The voxels were classified in terms of these three
categories on the basis of the T2 visibility of the infarct by a neuro-radiologist. An inner
"core" voxel would contain 100% of visibly infarcted tissue, an inner edge voxel would
contain between 50% and 100% visibly infarcted tissue whilst an outer edge voxel would
contain less than 50% visibly infarcted tissue. This classification scheme is illustrated in fig.
The mean distribution of NAA throughout the whole of the infarct was also compared to
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that found in a contra-lateral region of equal size and position. To calculate these two mean
measurements the smoothed image was used with an interactive ROI (Chapter 4.12). NAA
levels measured from individual voxels and the infarct as a whole were then tested for
significant differences with the contra-lateral readings using a 2-tailed paired Student's t-
test.
Fig. 7.14 Diagram indicating how the large visible infarcts were partitioned in to core, inner edge and
outer edge voxel categories.
7.3.3.3 Results
Region Infarct core Inner edge Outer edge Whole Contra-
(voxel) (voxel) (voxel) infarct lateral(ROI)
(ROI)
mean NAA (a.u.) TTT 371 875 430 987""
t test significance p<0.001 p<0.001 p=0.1 p<0.001
Table 7.8 Distribution ofNAA levels within and around an infarct.
7.3.3.4 Discussion
The study ofNAA distribution in voxels within the infarct itself shows significantly higher
levels at the edge of the visible infarct than at the centre. This supports the notion of a
"penumbra" region of potentially viable tissue at the edges of the MRI visible infarct, that
has incurred less neuronal damage. Such tissue may well be receptive to neuro-protective
treatment (Peruche and Krigstein 1993). The lack of any significant difference between
NAA levels on the outer edge of the visible infarct and those in the contra-lateral region
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suggests minimal neuronal impairment beyond the extent of the infarct visible on the T2
image. This finding would appear to be consistent with those of Gideon et al 1992 and
Barker et al 1994. Barker's group reported an elevated lactate signal in this region whilst
NAA levels remained 'significant' which presumably means normal. One possible source of
error is the partial volume effect of inclusion of tissue of a different composition to that
suggested by the in-plane T2 image (see section 7.2.2). This was minimised by studying
large infarcts, whose position and size were found to be consistent (to within a 75%
overlap) in the images inferior and superior to the plane of the spectroscopic image. Care
must be taken when quantitatively interpreting smoothed metabolite images, as a voxel of
abnormally high/low intensity surrounded by voxels of uniform intensity will upon
smoothing give the impression of a core region surrounded by a penumbra region of
intermediate intensity.
7.3.4 Acute head injury study
In closed head injuries, focal lesions such as contusions resulting from mechanical
distortion of tissue and haematoma (blood in the brain parenchyma) may be detected on
conventional MR and CT images. Less identifiable using such modalities are diffuse axonal
injuries (DAI), such as axonal shear, and hypoxic brain damage. With the capability of
highlighting the chemical changes that accompany such diffuse head injuries, NMR
spectroscopy has the potential to demonstrate such disorders.
Current accident and emergency management means all unconscious (Glasgow Coma Scale
<8) or deteriorating head injured patients are paralysed, intubated, ventilated and sedated at
the scene of the incident or upon arrival at hospital. This means that clinical examination of
the CNS is limited to pupilliary light response tests. If a CT scan shows no visible lesion the
patient has a trial wakening up period without further intervention. If during this period the
patient wakens then all is well. Patients who do not wake up can suffer secondary insults
such as rises in intra-cranial pressure (ICP) which will add to the brain injury. If patients
could be scanned with MRI and SI as a first line scan then patients showing no focal
abnormalities on MRI but evidence ofDAI (from the spectroscopic data) could be kept in
ITU in the knowledge that they have sustained a serious injury. The anaesthetic complexity
of scanning an unconscious patient with acute head injuries, such as ventilation and
monitoring of intra-cranial pressure, probably explains the scarcity of published results. If
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however these problems can be circumvented there is no reason why SI should not be used
in an attempt to identify DAI.
In this section the findings from previous proton spectroscopy studies of acute closed head
injury will be reviewed. The results of the SI study carried out on nine acute closed head
injury patients will then be presented. This study is believed to be the first one that uses SI
to study closed head injury.
7.3.4.1 Review of proton spectroscopy in head injury
Proton spectroscopic studies of acute head injury in vivo in humans have to date been
relatively scarce. Further work has been done using brain injury models in animals, whilst
not being directly indicative of the corresponding changes in humans, these studies are still
relevant. In this section a review ofmetabolite changes reported in the literature of
spectroscopic head injury studies is given.
NAA
In a study of six acute head injured patients (Davie et al 1995), a significant reduction in
NAA was observed in the left frontal lobe. This corresponded to MRI visible signs of
ventricular dilatation and slight cerebral atrophy (when compared with a control group of
volunteers). In a larger study of 25 closed head injury patients (Danielsen et al 1996), a
similar finding of reduced NAA levels (in 92% of subjects) in both white and grey matter
was reported. They found that patients with a less severe NAA depression were more likely
to have a subsequent improved clinical outcome. Choe et al 1995, measured the ratio of
NAA:creatine peaks in 10 closed head injury patients and found a significant reduction
when compared to healthy subjects. Patients with the worst outcomes had the lowest ratios
ofNAA:creatine. The use of ratios to quantify metabolite changes needs to be viewed with
some care as creatine levels have been observed to vary (Danielsen et al 1996). In a single
voxel serial study of 4 patients (scanned at times from 3 days to 10 weeks post injury),
Fenstermacher et al (1990), found decreases in NAA to be indicative of serious ischaemic
injury. Prescuitti et al (1997), used single voxel spectroscopy to monitor the recovery of
acute head injury patients and noted an increase in NAA levels as the patient recovered.
Haseler et al 1995, studied 10 children with closed head injury (follow up studies in 50%)
using single voxels placed away from MRI visible regions of haemorrhage and noticed
decreased NAA in these sites. They also found that NAA levels correlated with clinical
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outcome using the Glasgow outcome scale. In a primate study, Handa et al 1997, used sub¬
arachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) to induce vasospasm and monitored metabolite levels before
SAH and at 7 and 14 days afterwards noticing a significant reduction in the NAA:Cr ratio
on days 7 and 14.
Choline
Danielsen et al 1996, observed an increase in choline levels from their 25 patient study and
suggest that choline is released from the breakdown of myelin as a result of diffuse axonal
shear. It is interesting to note that Prescuitti et al (1997), noted a falling in choline levels
(towards normal levels) with recovery which could be due to the repair of the blood brain
barrier after axonal shear.
Creatine
Both Danielsen's (1996) and Fenstermacher's (1990) studies report a reduction in creatine
levels in the majority of patients.
Lactate/lipids
Danielsen noted the visibility of lactate/lipids in 12% of patients. Those with subsequent
bad clinical outcomes generally showed a reduction in NAA below 70% of normal levels
together with lower than normal creatine levels and the evidence of lactate/lipids. In a
paediatric HI study of 17 patients, Sutton et al 1995, noticed no increased lactate in areas of
suspected DAI, but significant levels in regions ofMRI visible contusion and infarction. In
Haseler's study of 10 paediatric head injuries (1997), lactate/lipids were present in 100% of
the patients who stayed in a persistent vegetative state but in only 43% of the patients who
had a moderate to good outcome. Using ID SI with surface coil localisation, Cohen et al
1991, were able to monitor the evolution of metabolite levels along an axial row of voxels in
the brains of rats subjected to fluid percussion injury. In the study of six animals they found
an immediate elevation in the lactate:NAA ratio post trauma at the injury site. This ratio
also increases slowly in remote regions following the incident and persists after four hours
in these areas. They suggest that NAA levels remain constant during the first four hours and
hence the changes are due to elevated lactate alone. In a similar study using fluid percussion
injury on 43 rats, Mcintosh et al 1987, monitored metabolite levels for 8 hours post incident
in single voxel sites. They found that elevated lactate levels correlated with decreased pH
(measured from the chemical shift of phosphorous NMR spectra). At 40 minutes the levels
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reached a peak and tailed off to normal levels after 80 minutes. The tailing off of lactate at
the injury site may have something to do with the persistent elevated levels found in remote
areas by Cohen et al. A further finding of this study was that the level of lactate elevation
(and pH reduction) was not related to the severity of the insult. This implies that the severity
of acidosis (which may be initiated by lactate accumulation) is not directly related to the
likelihood of severe neurological damage. In a fluid percussion study of cats, Inao et al
1988, observed lactate levels to rise in the first hour post injury, falling to normal levels 8
hours post trauma. They propose CSF clearance as a mechanism for lactate removal.
The encouraging finding from this review of published work with respect to the work
presented here is the lack of SI data in humans with acute head injury. As diffuse head
injury is not obvious on MRIs then the placement of a single spectroscopic voxel is rather
haphazard. A 2D SI examination will potentially give a much more complete picture from
an axial slice within the brain and hence has the potential of identifying such sites of diffuse
injury that are not highlighted by CT or MRI. In the next section the results of the study are
presented.
7.3.4.2 SI acute head injury study-methods
The patients in this study were recruited from the ITU ward by the research anaesthetist Dr
Carol McMillan, who was responsible for the continuing intensive care of the patient during
the scan. The ITU monitoring of these patients within an MRI scanner presents many
logistical problems, the fact that a dedicated anaesthetist was able to look after the patients
for the duration of the scan made this work possible. The paralysed state of the patients has
positive implications for MRI and SI as motion artefacts are limited to the respiratory
motion of ventilation. One source of artefact not found normally is from the ICP monitoring
transducers and leads. An MRI compatible ICP transducer and monitoring box (Codman,
Johnson & Johnson Professional, Inc. Raynham, MA) was tested for artefacts and signal to
noise degradation in both 7^ weighted and spectroscopy sequences. The device was found
to cause a 10% degradation in the signaknoise ratio of the acetate spectral peak, which was
felt to be acceptable. The artefacts introduced into the Jj? weighted images were more
considerable with a decrease by a factor of 2.5 in signaknoise ratio when the Codman
monitoring device was in place and operational. The differences in S:N degradation for
spectroscopy and imaging are probably a direct result of the greater r.f. energy and r.f.
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bandwidth of a fast spin-echo imaging sequence when compared to a low energy
spectroscopy sequence. Large amounts of r.f. will increase the likelihood of induced
currents in the monitoring leads and hence increase artefacts.
Having placed the patient in the scanner with all the physiological monitoring equipment in
place (including a finger pulse transducer for cardiac gating of diffusion weighted images)
the patient was scanned according to the protocols outlined in Chapter 3. In addition, certain
patients («=3) were scanned with diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) with diffusion
gradients applied in one direction (the y -phase encode direction) following completion of
the SI acquisition. With practice scan times were kept under one hour which is not excessive
when one considers the duration of the SI sequence (Chapter 2).
Nine AHI patients (8 trauma and 1 SAH) were scanned as part of the study. The VOI was
placed in the basal ganglia and medial temporal regions as these are common sites of injury.
Damage in these regions is responsible for much of the impairment after head injury e.g.
memory loss. The metabolite Sis were constructed in accordance with chapter 4 and 5.
Interactive ROI measurements were then made using neuro-radiological advice (Dr
Wardlaw) as to their placement. In patients showing visible lesions a ROI was drawn around
the lesion and a second measurement was made in a contra-lateral mirror image position.
When no lesions were evident two separate measurements were made in the left and right
cerebral hemispheres and the mean from these two ROIs was calculated.
Fig. 7.15 The correlation between NAA metabolite distribution (left) and diffusion weighted image
hyper-intensity (right). Of particular interest is the depressed levels ofNAA corresponding to the
diffusion image hyper-intensity (blood in the lateral ventricle) in the posterior left cerebral
hemisphere.
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7.3.4.3 Statistical analysis and results
The group data was combined by taking an average of the two measurements made in either
hemisphere for each patient. The group mean and s.d. of this mean was then compared with
the group mean and s.d. from the control group. This test was conducted using a non-paired
equal variance t-test for groups of unequal sample size. The mean metabolite readings and
thep levels for significances in differences are tabulated in Table 7.9.
Group NAA Cho Cr
HI group 6461191 6141188 511177
controls 11691140 747136 579170
/-test group means. <0.01 0.3 0.2
c.f. controls (p)
Table 7.9 The whole group combined by taking the average metabolite levels from the ROIs in the
right and left hemispheres
7.3.4.4 Discussion
The pooled data from all nine patients shows a significant decrease in mean NAA when
compared to healthy controls. This finding appears to be consistent with the single voxel
spectroscopy studies discussed in section 7.3.4.1
This study is ongoing and as such an increase in patient numbers may well confirm the
patterns observed early on in this study. The advantage of SI as opposed to single voxel
spectroscopy in diffuse head injury has been confirmed. SI has enabled quantitative
measurements to be made from the whole of the imaging plane and in patients with diffuse





In this the final chapter, the conclusions drawn from the three years ofwork that culminated
in the writing of this thesis are discussed. The novel aspects of pulse sequence design
(section 8.2.2) and SI data processing methods (8.3), discussed in earlier chapters will be
emphasised. A critical appraisal of the viability of the SI technique as a routine MR
metabolic imaging modality will then be given (section 8.4). Particular reference to its
usefulness in stroke and head injury is made. In each of these categories, scope for
improvements in further work will be mentioned.
8.2 Pulse sequences and acquisition protocols
8.2.1 Hardware limitations
The MRI scanner used throughout this work was a standard medium field strength (1.5 T)
clinical machine. When the machine was installed in 1992, the manufacturer's (Siemens)
released the PRESS localised SI package as a research based sideline, with the clause that
they were not prepared to support the sequence in the event of problems. At the same time
Siemens were focusing most of their attention on the next generation of Vision MRI
machines which came equipped with quicker, actively shielded gradients. Consequently all
work described here has been done under the constraints imposed by the machine's
hardware capabilities. These are outlined below:
In NMR spectroscopy the strength of the signal is directly proportional to the Bq field
strength. A field strength of 1.5 T is ideal for high quality MRI, as the susceptibility
artefacts encountered in state of the art imaging sequences such as EPI are less severe than
at high field strengths. For spectroscopic imaging purposes, 1.5 T will give acceptable
signal to noise levels for voxel volumes of around 3 cm^ with a lower limit of 1 cm^.
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Higher field strengths (e.g. 4.1 T - Hetherington et al 1995) will enable a smaller voxel size
and give finer spatial resolution of the SI.
The relatively slow gradient speed of the Magnetom SP63, means that fast spectroscopic
imaging pulse sequences based on echoplanar methods were not possible. The gradient
speeds have also limited the minimum echo time of pulse sequences used. This, in
conjunction with the fact that the gradients are not actively shielded (i.e. eddy currents are
significant) has meant that the study of strongly coupled spin species such as glutamate has
not been possible.
Finally the range of r.f. pulseS available to the programmer for spectroscopic pulse
sequence programming has been limited. In particular the unavailability of spatially
localised, frequency selective (spatial-spectral) r.f. pulses has limited the scope of advanced
SI pulse sequence design. With such pulses outer volume suppression of lipids in the skull
could be performed (Spielman et al 1991), allowing spectra from a larger proportion of the
brain to be collected. Such pulses would have been particularly useful in designing lactate
editing sequences based on the selective inversion of the methyl doublet through J coupling.
Instead more subtle pulse sequence designs were used which exploit the same physical
property of the lactate spins but in a more roundabout way.
Having discussed the drawbacks of performing SI on this machine, the remainder of this
section continues on a more optimistic note. Improvements made to the basic PRESS SI
method will be described and further optimisations that could be made will be proposed.
8.2.2 The SI pulse sequence and how it can be optimised
Of the two inner volume spectroscopic localisation techniques, (PRESS and STEAM),
PRESS theoretically has twice the signal strength. This was presumably the reason why the
manufacturers chose to use PRESS for their SI program. The use of 180^ r.f. pulses for
spatial selection has the drawback that they are less uniform. In chapter 5, a post processing
technique for removing this non-uniformity was described and the merits of this procedure
are discussed in section 8.3.
Acquisition of a 16x16 phase encoded SI data set at 7^=145 ms, 7^=1600 ms take 7
minutes. In order to remove zero order phase inhomogeneities, a second water reference
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data set was required. If this reference acquisition is also 16x 16 phase encoded, then
acquisition of the data alone will take 14-15 minutes. In Chapter 4, the viability of using a
reduced number of phase encodings for the water reference (8x8) was investigated. This
technique was found not to compromise the accuracy of the metabolite spectrum and as
such is an effective means of reducing the overall acquisition time from 14 minutes to closer
to 9 minutes.
Further reductions in the overall scan time could be made by automating the processes of
shimming and water suppression optimisation. In Chapter 3 an automated shimming routine,
based on the calculation of phase difference images was tested and found to work
effectively. If the shim currents of the machine were capable of being adjusted remotely
following computation of their optimum configuration then routine use of the method would
be of benefit. In practice the automated shimming routine was found to be too cumbersome.
A more flexible computer operating system based on UNIX rather than VAX should help
overcome this problem and as such the method holds promise for use on newer scanners.
In Chapter 6, two lactate editing sequences compatible with the Magnetom's r.f. pulses were
investigated. The HOPE sequence (Bunse et al 1995) was tested in-vivo for the first time
and shows promising results in separating the lactate doublet from lipids. The technique was
first developed in a single voxel format, having obtained positive results a SI sequence was
written by the author. This is the first example of lactate editing in SI based on the principle
of homonuclear polarisation transfer. The drawbacks of the HOPE sequence are firstly the
low signal strength (four times less than the equivalent PRESS signal) which means that the
voxel size in SI needs to be increased. Secondly the sequence is a dual acquisition technique
involving subtraction of two sets of data (acquired at slightly different echo times) from one
another. By interleaving these two acquisitions, motion artefact and field drift errors were
minimised.
The second lactate editing sequence was based on the zero quantum coherence modulation
of the lactate signal during the mixing time of a single voxel STEAM sequence and has been
used in vivo before (Sotak et al 1988, de Graaf et al 1993). The advantages of this sequence
are a potential twofold increase in lactate signal strength when compared to HOPE. In-vitro
examples of edited spectra do reveal a twofold signal to noise increase in the spectral
intensity of the lactate doublet. The STEAM editing technique was found to be less effective
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in totally cancelling the lipid signal. Tj based corrections are proposed as a way of
removing residual lipids. A preliminary 180^ inversion pulse prior to the STEAM r.f. pulses
could reduce the initial lipid signal intensity. In further work using this scanner to perform
lactate editing it would be worthwhile adding such a pulse to the STEAM sequence.
8.3 Data processing aspects
The processing of raw FIDs (more accurately spin echoes) into metabolite images involves a
considerable amount of data processing. The program centref ill2 . c was used to carry
out the bulk of this processing. This program was based on the initial software csi . c
written by Ian Marshall. Modifications to perform a spatial shifting of the voxels, zero-
filling of the water reference data set and spatial filtering of the data prior to the 2D-FFT
were made by the author.
The voxel shifting facility (section 4.9) is useful in that it allows post acquisition corrections
to be made for a misalignment of the VOI of excitation and the spatial delineation of the
voxel grid. Using this technique, the maximum number of useful voxels can be extracted
from the VOI. The technique is particularly useful when anatomical features (such as lipids
in the skull) necessitate a VOI placement that does not coincide with the boundaries of the
voxel grid.
The zero-filling of a k-space encoded signal (section 4.6) allowed a water reference data set
to be acquired in a shorter acquisition time thus reducing the overall scan time. The
technique can also be used as a method of increasing the visual smoothness of the water
suppressed (metabolite) spectroscopic image matrix.
Spatial filtering of the k-space encoded data prior to the 2D-FFT was shown to reduce the
Fourier leakage of lipid artefacts throughout the spectral array (section 4.8). The Hann
window function was found to be the most effective of the three filters tested. The drawback
of this method is the 70% increase in the effective voxel volume. When Fourier leakage of
lipids is not evident, the use of a spatial filter is not recommended as a greater degree of
spatial uncertainty is introduced in to the image. In further work, alternative methods to the
2D-FFT for spatially decoding the k-space encoded data could be investigated (Wear et al
1995).
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In Chapter 5, a detailed account of a post acquisition technique for removing the Bj
inhomogeneity of the VOI profile was given. This technique should be used routinely when
there is a marked non-uniformity in the excitation profile of a spectroscopic VOI. Many new
scanners, will be capable of using optimised r.f. pulses (Matson 1995) which have a more
uniform slice profile. In such cases this technique may be of limited use.
With the possibility of 3D echo planar multi-slice SI on many new machines, there is scope
for acquiring spectra from a lot more voxels. To cope with the increase in data, processing
techniques will require more automation. The need for user involvement in constructing the
metabolite image (section 4.12) is particularly labour intensive. Automatic first order
phasing and metabolite peak fitting algorithms will significantly reduce the need for user
involvement at this stage. A basic first order phase correction algorithm was described in
section 4.7.4, this routine is less effective when phasing overlapping peaks and multiplets. A
more robust algorithm could be investigated (Siegel 1981).
In section 4.11.6, preliminary investigations using a Maximum Entropy Model to fit the
spectrum showed promising results. This approach is being extended, to incorporate both
the real and imaginary time domain data. In the same vein, parametric modelling of the
spectra using a combination of Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes carried out by Ian
Marshall and Stephen Bruce, has given accurate estimates of peak areas. Incorporation of
such techniques in a batch routine for fitting of data from a whole SI array should be
pursued as a move towards total automation. Combining these fitting techniques with Tj
and T2 relaxation time corrections and use of an external reference signal (Danielsen et al
1995) will enable absolute molar quantification ofmetabolites from the SI.
8.4 In-vivo findings with SI
In the course of the last three years, 23 individual acute (<3 days post insult) stroke patients
have been scanned at least once with SI. This appears to be the largest such study using SI
to date as well as being one of the largest proton spectroscopic studies of stroke. Using the
smoothed metabolite images to measure choline, creatine and NAA in infarcts and contra¬
lateral regions, significant decreases in all three metabolites were found in infarcted regions
when compared to the contra-lateral region.
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No significant correlation was found between NAA levels in the infarct and with; (i) the
visibility of lactate/lipids, (ii) subsequent clinical outcome, (iii) the size of the infarct and
(iv) the time following insult at which SI was performed. This data has since been
amalgamated with the data from the 20 + patients scanned with single voxel spectroscopy in
the period (October 1992-December 1994). This combined single voxel/SI is the largest
spectroscopic study of acute stroke to date (n=43). Within this larger group, significant
correlations were found (using multivariate analysis) between NAA reduction and; infarct
size, impaired cerebral perfusion (as measured using TCD), lactate visibility in the infarct
and clinical outcome. This combined data is presented in the forthcoming paper (Wardlaw
etal 1997).
Evidence for a more severe reduction in NAA in the core of an infarct when compared to
the visible boundary regions (the "penumbra") was found from the analysis carried out on
patients showing visibly extensive infarcts (section 7.3.3). This could have important
implications in future work using SI to pinpoint regions of ischaemic tissue that may benefit
from the administration of reperfusion pharmaceuticals.
In future SI studies of stroke, it would be very interesting to examine patients at the very
early stage (<1 day). Using short echo times, the role of glutamate in the early stages of
infarction could be more thoroughly explored. Such a strategy would probably require an
accelerated referal process and is better suited to a hospital with a constant throughput of
stroke patients in accident and emergency.
In the study of nine acute head injury patients (the first to use SI), a significant reduction in
NAA levels when compared to healthy age matched controls was noted. This work is
ongoing, and the aim is to integrate the spectroscopic examinations with diffusion weighted
sequences (Armitage et al 1997), in an attempt to identify regions of diffuse axonal injury.
8.5 Summary
In this chapter, novel aspects of this piece of work have been stressed and their significance
in terms of relevance to spectroscopic imaging techniques and clinical applications has been
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critically assessed. The question remains whether proton spectroscopic imaging (and
spectroscopy in general) is of clinical use.
With the sequence used throughout this study, a single transverse slice of the brain was
imaged yielding a grid of 25-36 voxels of volume 3.75 cm^, in a total acquisition time of
around 45 minutes. Using this sequence, significant spatially dependent alterations of
metabolites have been detected in stroke and head injury. With advances in MRI scanner
technology, the use of fast imaging sequences (Posse 1994, Adalsteinsson 1995) will enable
3D-SI data to be collected in an equivalent period of time. As stronger magnetic fields
become more common place, the spatial resolution of these images will improve such that a
grid of 32x32 voxels of spatial resolution under 1 cm is a realistic prospect. If these
sequences can in turn be made lactate sensitive then a 3D SI data set showing the
distribution of lactate throughout the whole brain is possible. Such a facility will have a
definite role to play (alongside diffusion weighted and perfusion MRI) in detecting regions
of the brain at risk from the onset of infarction in acute stroke.
At the present time a 2T state of the art research dedicated MRI scanner is being installed at
the Department ofClinical Neurosciences. This machine has the hardware capabilities to
support such a fast 3D-SI sequence. The fact that the scanner will be on standby to scan
research stroke and head injury patients means that early diagnosis of metabolic changes
will be possible. It is hoped that the work described here will contribute towards the




Quantum mechanical description using density operators and
product operators
A 1.1 Introduction
In the previous section the response of a sample of single spin half nuclei to the application
of basic NMR pulse sequences was predicted using a classical vector approach using the
Bloch equations. When dealing with more complicated spin systems such as a weakly
coupled pair (AX), a weakly coupled multiple set (AXj e.g. lactate) or with more complex
pulse sequences, this approach becomes impractical. Here a more fundamental quantum
mechanical description is required.




Fig. A1.1 Schematic diagram of an antiphase A,-A, doublet in a weakly coupled AX system
The density operator formalism which stems from the Schrodinger equation, is well
designed to follow the time evolving response of a spin system to applied r.f. pulse
sequences. This formalism leads to the product operator approach, which extends the density
approach to express the spin magnetisation evolution in terms ofmore classically meaningful
spin vectors. In this section a brief outline of the density operator approach applied to a
single spin will be given. This then leads to the product operator approach which is well
suited to routine calculations ofmagnetisation evolution for an arbitrary pulse sequence.
A 1.2 The density operator
In this description the approach adopted by Canet 1996, is followed, whereby the density
matrix is defined from the expansion coefficients of an arbitrary spin wave vector y/(t),
whose basis states are the spin-up/down eigenstates 1/, >1) of the static Hamiltonian, H0. In
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Chapter 2 eq.(4), the static Hamiltonian was defined for a single spin («= 1) and was found to
have 2n eigenvalues corresponding to the split energy levels of the system and orthogonal
eigenvectors (^k) corresponding to the spin up and spin down states. As these eigenvectors
are time independent, the time dependence of the arbitrary spin wave vector y/(t), is
incorporated in the expansion coefficients, cfcft);
2n
K0 = T.ck(t)yrk (1)
k=l
The density matrix is now defined as having a (k,/)th element equal to;
Pkl ~ ckcl (2)
This represents the ensemble average of all spin states in the system. The density matrix as
defined above is hermitian which implies that the corresponding density operator must also
be hermitian. Furthermore the Ath diagonal element represents the population of the Ath
energy level as it is in effect the probabilistic weighting,/^ of the Ath eigenvector in the
overall wave function.
Pkk=\ck\2=Pk (3)
The sum of the probabilities of finding the wave function in a given state, when normalised
must add up to unity as these are the only available quantum states. Therefore the trace of the
density matrix (the sum of the diagonal elements) is equal to unity.
TjPkk ~ 1 (4)
k
The off diagonal elements of the matrix /?£/ represent phase coherences between the k and I
eigenstates. Such a coherence does not apply in thermal equilibrium as the relative phases of
the k and / eigenstates are randomly distributed. The corresponding phase factors e'<p are
averaged out when the probability of the system being found in the Ath state is calculated by
taking the modulus | yjfcl 2 . External perturbations to the Hamiltonian such as r.f. pulses can
produce a phase relationship and induce a coherence in phase. These coherences are
A. A •
classified in terms of the difference in eigenvalues of the operator; Fz = X"=/fz where i is the
number of spins in the system.
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As such the following differences in eigenvalues; I CFz)M~C^z)//l =^> A -2,.., represent
zero quantum (ZQ) , single quantum (SQ), double quantum (DQ),.. coherences. The SQ
coherence is the only one which is directly observable. The other coherences may manifest
themselves as a phase modulation super imposed oN the SQ coherence (see section on
STEAM editing).
A 1.2.1 Time evolution of the density operator
In the introduction to this section it was mentioned that the time evolution of the density




If the expansion of ^in eq.(l) is substituted in to eq.(5) and the condition of orthogonality of
eigenvectors is used then the Liouvilie-von Neumann equation can be derived;
dt
A H(t) (6)
A 1.2.3 Expectation value of a measurable quantity
Now using the expansion of eq.(l) the ensemble average expectation value of any
measurable quantity G with an associated operator G, can be determined;
G(t)) = {^<ty) = \Zcirl\G^£cki/rk
= 1Q ck{wlGy/k) = Y.Pi,kGlk




The definition of the density matrix and its hermitian properties as given above assume
properties of the matrix which allow its subsequent definition. A more rigorous treatment can
be found in the book by Farrar and Harriman (1992).With the density operator the time
evolution of a quantum spin system can now be predicted.
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A 1.2.4 Density operator of a single spin 1/2
The density operator of a system of single spin half nuclei is now considered. In section
(NMR.DOC) it was shown that the number of states available to a single (n=l) spin of / =1/2




First of all the condition of the density operator of such a spin system in thermal equilibrium
needs to be calculated. The Ath element of the density operator at equilibrium is defined by
the probability pfc of finding the system in the Ath eigenstate. For a single spin, this
probability is defined by the Boltzmann expression;
-Ek
kbTCZe (£*/A6r))
Pkk=Pkk=e K *{l-Ek/kbT)/N (9)
Where N denotes the number of energy levels available to the spin system, for n spin half
nuclei which constitute the microscopic quantum system, N=2n. Coupling terms cause a
microscopic splitting in E\^ and a negligible population difference. For the purposes of
determining relative populations it is valid to approximate the Hamiltonian to the Zeeman
term (Chapter 2, eq. 2.4). As such Efc can be calculated from the expectation value;
... {vk\H\vk)Ek~ (10)
Which gives; hyBn hyB0
Ej= and E 2 = H
Therefore
Pli=-2[1 + Cl] and P22=^[J-q\ (11)
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Where q = . These elements obey the trace condition stipulated by eq.(4), i.e.
kT
ay i+ct22=J- The density matrix at equilibrium can now be expressed as;
„ lfl+q 0 ) 1(1 0) 1 (q 0\ 1 . . (12)
The terms erg and crz represent the identity matrix and the z spin matrix of the Pauli basis set






'0 f '0 - / '1 0"
,1 o,
&, = (J =y w 0, 2 0 1 —-
(13)
For the single spin the Pauli operator of the spin in the r*" direction is then given by
if — — <7 r
2
(14)
The second term in az in eq.(12) is the only one that represents a directly measurable
property and hence an observable signal. Consequently in an NMR experiment this partial
density matrix is used p = ~j(q<7z), is all that is needed as a starting point for following
magnetisation evolution.
A 1.2.4.1 Time evolution
The evolution of the density operator follows from eq. (6), in periods of free precession the
CO
Hamiltonian is not perturbed (// = Iz) . Eq.(6) thus yields the expression for the partial
2k
density matrix at time t;
Xt) = = e(lc°'zt)Xo)e{~i6}izt) (15)
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A 1.2.4.2 Evolution under r.f. pulses
To account for the rotation effect of an external r.f. pulse, the perturbation effect of the B\
field on the Hamiltonian needs to be considered. This is best done in the rotating frame(') in
which eq. (6) becomes;
dp'
dt
= 2m P'>H'0(t) + H'j (16)
Now as the Zeeman term of the Hamiltonian involves only the I, operator, it is rotationally
yv /v t
invariant and hence H0 = H0 . The perturbation to the Hamiltonian due to a B] r.f. pulse is
given in section (NMR.doc) for the laboratory frame as;
= - —'-(/ cosOn/ - sin 6)nt\ (17)HI =-L^-L^Ix cosa>0t - Iy sin a>0ij
Where coj=yBj , the precessional frequency due to the component of the r.f. pulse that
rotates in the same sense as the nuclear precession due to Bq. This Hamiltonian is
transformed in to the rotating frame (rotational frequency cog) as follows;
Hj HieiIzO}0'
Substituting (17) in (18) and utilising the relations;
=1
e'®z Ixe'eiz = Ix cos 0 -iy sin 0
e'e~Iz Iye'®z = Iy cos 6 -ix sin 9














For strong r.f. pulses where the r.f. frequency is much greater than the chemical shift
(difference between the transmitter frequency and the specific resonance frequency) then the







If the r.f. pulse has a duration of time rsuch that the flip angle due to the pulse is a=cojT
then the differential equation (22) has a solution in the rotating frame. This is expressed in
terms of the density operator immediately before and after the pulse application.





A 1.3 Product operator expansion of the density operator
In Chapter 2 it was shown that the number of eigenstates available to an n spin system was
2n which gives a density matrix of 2^-n elements. The product operator expands these
elements of the density operator in terms of products of the spin operators




Where the product operators are given as products of the individual jth spin operators;
=-^ii n// P5)Z j—J
Now each of the Ur product operators are independent from one another meaning that they
must differ from one another by at least one // . The normalisation factor N = —pr , is
derived from the trace properties of the product operators eq.(26), which arise from them
being orthogonal and normalised. The coefficient er is the number of identity operators
7/ used to construct Ur. The orthogonality of eq. (26) is a direct result of the product
operators differing from each other by at least one 7/ .
Tr(UrUs) =NrNsi\Tr(IJrli) = 5rs (26)
j=i
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Having defined the density operator in terms of product operators, eq. (24), this expression
can be substituted in to eq. (7) to predict the expectation value (G) of a quantity on a system
represented by density operators.
22„
(G) = Tr(pG) = ^crTr(UrG) (27)
r=\
A 1.3.1 Application to a weakly coupled system of two spin 1/2
protons (AX) system.
In the previous sections the density operator and product operator were defined for a single
spin 1/2 system. Their use in describing the evolution of the spins under an r.f. pulse
sequence was also highlighted. Where the product operator approach really come into its own
is in predicting response ofmore complex spin systems, such as two strongly coupled
protons (AB) or two weakly coupled protons (AX). In the remaining discussion a weakly
coupled system of two protons will be described since it is a logical precursor to the
treatment of an AX3 weakly coupled system such as lactate.
The basis set of a two spin 1/2 system are chosen as products of the one spin system
eigenfunctions (Chapter 2 eq.(2.2)):
l^i) = \mt>mf),\</>/) = |T T), |^) = |t 4),|^5) = |l t), |^) = |||) (28)
From eq. (25) the two-spin system operators can be defined as products of the one spin
operators; Iq ,l£,Iy , // and Iq , I*,ly ,l) • For an n=2 system there are 2^n -16 spin
operators. These have associated vector representations corresponding to the alignment of the
lines in the frequency spectrum, (see figure A1.2.)
Al A2 X, X2
vj+J/2 va-J/2 vx+J/2 vx-J/2
VA VX
Fig. A 1.2 Frequency splitting into doublets of the A and A lines. Each of these operators can then
be subdivided in to one of four categories corresponding to the symmetry of the operator
matrix and its associated spin evolution properties.
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A 1.3.2 Classes of the AXproduct operator
1. Populations
These have a diagonalised density matrix, the first is the identity operator, the second and
third represent a single coupled spin and as such can be represented by the vectors of
transitions involving that spin alone. The fourth is a product operator and the global vector
notation is less obvious, the direction of the individual transitions can be worked out from
density matrix calculations.
2 & 3. Transverse A and X single quantum coherences
The density matrix here is purely off-diagonal with elements p ft such that | (FZ\-{FZ)\ | =1
(see sectiion A1.2). The single spin operators can be represented by vectors corresponding to
individual transitions, the product operators for SQC can also be represented meaningfully
in single vector form (aligned in anti parallel) for both A and X spins. This is because SQC's
are detectable.
4. Zero and double quantum coherences
The density matrices are again purely off-diagonal with elements p y such that | (Fz\-
(Fz)\ | =0 and 2 respectively. These transitions are not directly detectable and as such their
representations as combinations of antiphase vectors is not physically meaningful. The
actual operators that describe pure zero and double QC's are linear combinations of those
given in fig. A 1.3 The ZQC can be expressed as a sum of products of raising operators with
lowering operators (hence no change in overall quantum number). Similarly a DQC can be
expressed as a sum of the products of raising operators with raising operators and lowering
operators with lowering operators (hence the net change in quantum number of 2).
A 1.3.3 Time evolution and r.f. pulses
The evolution of these operators under the effect of r.f pulses by extending the Hamiltonian
of eq. (20) to the two spin case :
The associated rotation is then an application of the operator in eq. (23) to both A and X
states.With the weak J coupling interaction the free precession Hamiltonian incorporates the
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Fig. A1.3 Product operator representations as vector models and in matrix form.
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The time evolution operator of eq.(15) is altered accordingly to account for the two spins
coupled by a constant J. These two operations can then be applied to any of the 16 basis
operators to predict the development of the magnetisation polarisation during a pulse
sequence. In the manipulations involving these time evolution and rotation operators it is
useful to bear in mind that the Pauli matrices are commutative and as such the spin operators
of eq. (14) obey the relations:
Where x,y, z can be cyclically replaced by y, z, x and z, x, y. The following relations are also
useful:
A breakdown of the effects of free precession and r.f rotation on all 16 operators would be
lengthy. Instead a set of rules for implementing the operations are outlined.
Al.3.4 Free precession
SQ coherence states correspond to detectable states and as such can be represented by vector
orientations A] and A2 of the A doublet and X] and X2 of theX doublet. Such states in
periods of free precession can be described by a precession where A\ processes at a
frequency yq+J/2 and A2 precesses at a frequency -J/2. Similarly Xi and X2 precess at
frequencies vx+J/2 and yy-J/2 respectively. This vector representation is illustrated for the
evolution of in fig. Al.4.
(31)
IJy=-Iyh=L2l
cos(2ulz) = I0 cos(w)
sin(2ulz) = 21z sin(w)
(32)
\ f \ t
Fig. Al .4. Vector representation of free precession of SQC product operator states
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Population vectors of the first category being functions of the direction z, are rotationally
invariant in the transverse plane and remain unchanged by free precession.
Zero and double quantum coherences are expressed in terms of the antiphase 'global'
vectors. These precess at frequencies and vx regardless of the / coupling constant. Their
independence from / comes from the fact that the product operators of these coherences
commute with the Jlzlf term when the Hamiltonian of eq. (30) is inserted in to the time
evolution operator of eq. (15). As an example the evolution of l*!* after a time t is:
e~2mH„t ^j A j x je2mH„t _ j A jx cos(2nvAt)cos(2nvxt) + Iyly sin(2nvAt)sin(2nvxt)
- /('Iy cos(2ttvat)sin(2nvxt) - Iyl* sin(2nvAt)cos(2nvxt)
(33)
This evolution is represented graphically in fig. A1.5 below.




Following periods of free precession it is wise to "book-keep" all like terms and ensure all
terms are expressed in the basis 16. The main points to remember are summarised below.
• ZQ and DQ coherences remain in states that are themselves ZQ and DQ coherences.
• An in phase doublet is represented by the form l£
• An antiphase doublet (fig. 1) is represented by the form I* -The orientation of the Aj
and A2 tails of the global vector is determined by the eigenvalue of the component with
a y
respect to the Iz operator. For example the A ] (high energy) state corresponds to an
anti-parallel alignment with the z direction and a negative eigenvalue of 7Z . As such the
A] tail of the global vector is aligned with the -ve x axis.
These last two conditions are equally valid when the axes and nuclei are interchanged e.g. an
X
in phaseXdoublet aligned along they axis is given by Iy .
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Al.3.5 R.F. pulses
Using the vector notation of the operators the effect of r.f. pulse rotations can be
incorporated. For the in phase doublet operators e.g. , this rotation is analogous to the
rotation of Mx component of the magnetisation in the classical vector treatment. The effect
of a flip angle ay (rotating anti-clockwise about the y axis) is shown below in fig. A1.6.
Fig. A1.6. l£ - 90°x —> Ix cos a + 7/ sin a
The vector model would not be able to account for rotations of antiphase configurations as
these cannot be expressed as classical vectors. By applying the rotation to the individual A
and X global vectors of the product operator the net rotation can be calculated. As an
example the effect of a 90®x pulse on the anti-phase doublet is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Fig.Al .6. The rotational effect of a 9()0X pulse on the anti-phase doublet 7^7/.
Figure 6. illustrates how a detectable coherence A antiphase doublet (7^ 7Z ) is converted to a
non-detectable DQ coherence Ix Iy ■ If a 90®y pulse is applied instead, the antiphase A
doublet is converted to an antiphaseA doublet, (Fig. 7.) this is the principle of coherence
transfer and is exploited in stimulated echo editing (STEAM).
Fig.7. Transfer of coherence between SQC from an A antiphase doublet to anX antiphase
doublet.
The above examples using an AX system have been chosen to illustrate the use of product
operators in determining the outcome of a pulse sequence on a given line in the frequency
spectrum. The effect of spoiler gradients can also be taken into account to give a complete
prediction of a pulse sequence outcome. By collating all terms representing the operator
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notation of the chosen line in the spectrum after the sequence the final signal can be
predicted. The AX analogy is extended to the AX$ system with the exception that for 4 spins
there are 16 eigenstates and 256 product operators. A description of all these is impractical.
As such when using the approach on the AX3 system meticulous bookkeeping is required in
order to avoid mistakes.
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Appendix 2.
Computer source code and pulse
sequence listings
Contains listings of the main programs and sequences developed
and used by the author.
centrefill2.c SI data processing program
normalise.c Bj normalisation program
armatd.c Maximum Entropy modelling program
hope.udb Single voxel HOPE sequence
hopecsi.udb HOPE SI sequence
steam_tm_te_140.udb variable Tm & TE STEAM sequence
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/*****************centrefill2 c************************
Calculates SI array of FID's and spectra from raw data files from
Siemens SI sequences.
Based on the program csi.c written by Ian Marshall 1994. Major
modifications include;
Zero filling ofwater reference data from 16* 16 to 32*32 matrix.
Voxel shifting of the VOI relative to the image grid of voxels.
Integration of the individual spectra across the grid of voxels to
compute B1 excitation profiles.
Application of optional k-real space filtering prior to the 2D-FFT.
User interactive commands at run time to assist in operation.










#define delta t 1000 /* sample interval in us */
#define B 4.0 /* Gaussian line-broadening in Hz */





#define first limit 5.1 /* for peak integration */










char file_name[15], file_num[6], pat_name[29],
phase_file_name[80];
char ref_file_string[10], ws_file_string[10];
char study_date[ 10], order_number[9];
double fsample, scale factor;
int numACQs;















double read VMS float(void);
void save raw files(void);
void save multi fids(void);
void column transforms(void);




void save uncorrected fids(void);
void save corrected fids(void);
void save_phase_fids(void);
void save row fids(void);
void row transforms(void);
void save rearranged fids(void);
void spectral transforms(void);
void save raw data(void);






void save individual spectra(void);
void save ind met(void);
void save spectra for gnu(void);
void save met data(void);
void save_spectra_for_display_csi(void);




/* functions taken from Numerical Recipes */
void fourl(double data[], int nn, int isign);
void nrerror(char error_text[]);
double *dvector(int nl,int nh);
void free_dvector(double *v,int nl,int nh);
double **dmatrix(int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch);
void ffee_dmatrix(double **m,int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch);
double ***CSI_matrix(long nrl,long nrh,long ncl,long nch,long
ndl,long ndh);







/* declare arrays */








Read Water Reference data,
calculate FIDs and phase corrections
*/
printf("\n");




printf("Water reference file: ");
if (read_data_file0!=0)
{




Defining the row spacing of spectra in the gnuplot
display of spectra
♦/




printf("\nfor phantom spectra row spacing-1500,");




printf("row spacing is %d",row_spacing);
Row and column specification of the grid
♦/












Specification of voxel shift
*/
printf("\nSpecification of voxel shift required to bring








printf("Print individual spectrum & fid from a



























Read Water-suppressed data, calculate the FIDs,and
use the pre-calculated phase angles to correct them
digits):");
printf("\nFile number of water-suppressed data (5
scanf("%s",file_num);
strcpy(ws_file_string,file_num);
printf("Water suppressed file: ");
if (read_data_file()!=0)
{





































/* free memory */




free_CSI_matrix(FID, 1 ,n_rows, 1 ,n_cols, 1,2*n_sampl





int read data file(void)
{
retum(l);























printf("Name : %s\n",pat name);









printf("\n reading file: %d",fn);
printf("\nReading data for row...\n");
for (row=l; row<=n_rows; row++)
{
printf("%d : ",row);
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
{
printf("%d ",col);



















for (row=l; row<=n_rows; row++)
{
printf("\nzero padding data for row &
for (col=l; col<=n_cols/4; col++)
{printf("%d %d ",row, col);
printf("\n");
for (i=l; i<2*n_samples; i+=2)
{
FID[row][col][i] = 0.0;






for (row=l; row<=(n_rows/4); row++)
{







printf("\n reading file: %d", fn);
for (row=l+(n_rows/4); row<=3*n_rows/4; row++)
{
printf("\nfilling centre of array with 16*16 data set for
















for (row= 1; row<=n_rows; row++)
col...\n");
col++)
printf("\nzero padding data for row &
for (col=l+3*(n_cols/4); col<=n_cols;









for (row=l+(3*n_rows/4); row<=n_rows; row++)
{


























/* save the raw data prior to row & column transformation in a file
of form col,row,fid */
{



















} */ /* save_raw_files */
format");
printf("\n row spacing is %d",row_spacing);


















/* save the raw data prior to row & column transformation in a file
of form col,row,fid */
/*
int row, col, i;
double time;
char fid_number[10];














for (j=0; j<2; j++) b[j]=fgetc(data_file);
temp=b[l] & OxFF;
temp=temp« 8;
value=temp | (b[0] & OxFF);
if (value > ((32* 1024)-1)) value=value-(64*1024);
return(value);
















value=value | (b[0] & OxFF);
return(value);





/* read a VMS-style floating-point number */
char byte 1, byte2, byte3, byte4;
char tempi, temp2, signbyte;
int sign,j;
double sig, multiplier;





/* get sign */
sign_byte=(byte2 & 0x80);
if (sign byte= 0x00) sign=l; else sign=-l;
/* get exponent */
templ=byte2 & 0x7F;
temp2=bytel & 0x80;
if (temp2= 0x00) exponent=(templ * 2) - 128;
else exponent=(templ * 2) -128+1;
multiplier=exp((exponent)*log(2));
/* get significand */
sig=0.5; /* due to "hidden" bit */
bit_value=0.25; /* value of MSB actually stored */
templ=bytel & 0x7F;
templ=templ « 1;
for (j=22; j>=16; j—)
{
if ((tempi & 0x80)= 0x80) sig=sig+bit_value;
bit_value=bit_value/2;





if ((temp2 & 0x80)= 0x80) sig=sig+bit_value;
bit_value=bit_value/2;





if ((tempi & 0x80)= 0x80) sig=sig+bit_value;
bit_value=bit_value/2;
templ=(templ & 0x7F)« 1;
}
/* now assemble the result */
if (exponent= -128) return(O);






/* perform (n_cols*n_samples) transforms, each of length n rows
*/
{
int i, row, col;
double mul, weight, tempr;
mul=1.0;
printf("Transforming column ");
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
{
/* weight=( 1.01 -SQR((col-
n_cols/2)/(n_cols/2))); */
/* weight=0.54-0.46* cos(2* pi *col/n_cols);
*/
printf("%d ",col);
for (i=l; i<2*n_samples; i+=2)
{
weight =1;
for (row=l; row <= n rows;
row++)
{
col_FT_temp[2 * row-1 ] =
weight*FID[row][col][i];
col_FT_temp[2*row] =
weight*FID[row] [col] [i+1 ];
}
four 1 (col_FT_temp,n_rows, 1);












/* now rearrange row order to keep zero k-space at
the centre */
for (col=l; col <= n cols; col++)
{
for (i=l; i<=2*n_samples; i++)
{
for (row=l; row <=
n_rows/2; row++)
{








/* save the column transformed data prior t row transformation and
phase correction in a file of form col,row,fid */
{
































/* perform (n_rows*n_samples) transforms, each of length ncols
*/
{
int i, row, col;
double mul, weight, tempr;
inul=1.0;
printf("Transforming row ");







for (i=l; i<2*n_samples; i+=2)
!
weight=l;






weight*FID[row] [col] [i+1 ];
}
four 1 (row_FT_temp,n_cols, 1);













/* now rearrange column order to keep zero k-space
at the centre */
for (row=l; row <= n rows; row++)
!
for (i=l; i<=2*n_samples; i++)
{
for (col=l; col <= n_cols/2;
col++)
{








/* save the column and row transformed data prior to phase
correction
and rearranging in a file of form col,row,fid */
{
































/* perform (n_rows*n_cols) transforms, each of length nsamples
*/
int i, row, col;
double mul, weight, tempr;
mul=1.0;
printf("Spectral transform of row ");
for (row=l; row<=n_rows; row++)
i++)
printf("%d ",row);
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
weight=l;
for (i=l; i <= n samples;






int row, col, i;
double tempr;
col++)
/* rearrange rows */
for (row=2; row <= n_rows/2; row++)
{
for (i=l; i<=2*n_samples; i++)
{
for (col=l; col <= ncols;
SWAP(FID[row] [col] [i] ,FID[n_rows-row+2] [col] [i]);
}
}
/* rearrange columns */
for (col=2; col <= n_cols/2; col++)
{
for (i=l; i<=2*n_samples; i++)
row++)
for (row=l; row <= nrows;
i++)
four 1 (spec_FT_temp,n_samples, 1);












/* now rearrange the frequency order to keep zero at
for (row=l; row <= n rows; row++)
{
for (col=l; col <= n cols; col++)
!
for (i=l; i<=n_samples;
















/* save the column and row transformed data after rearranging, in
a file of form col,row,fid */
















} /* spectral transforms */
y* ****************************************************
*************************************************/
printf("\n saving column and row transformed fids























/* calculate phase angles as a function of time for the Water
Reference
FEDs, as per Ordidge & Cresshull */
void display data(void)
int row, col, i;
printf("\nCol I\t\t2\t\t3\t\t4\t\t5\t\t6\t\t7\t\t8\n");
for (row=l; row<=n_rows; row++)
{
printf("Row %d ",row);
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
<







int row, col, i;
double theta;
printf("\n calculating phase correction angles
for (row= 1; row<=n_rows; row++)
{
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
{
printf("\n calculating for %d %d",
for (i=l;
theta=atan2(FID[row] [col] [2* i],FID[row] [col] [2* i-1 ]);
phase[row][col][i]=theta;
} /* display data */
********************** ******************************
************************************************/
void save uncorrected fids(void)
/*saves real and imaginary parts of phase fids for comparison with
the phase angle file*/















/* for(col=first_col; col<=1ast col;
/*{*/
for (i=l; i<=n_samples; i++)
fprintf(save_file,"%d %f
%f\n",(int)i,FID[row][col][2*i],FID[row][col][2*i-l]);




/* save the theta values*/
{
**************************
















printf("\n saving phase correction angles (theta)");
printf("\n");
















/* phase correction ofFIDs so that 'Real' part really is in phase,
and Imag part is 90 degrees out of phase.
At each data point, apply the pre-determined phase angle */
{
int row, col, i;
double tempRe, templm;
double costheta, sin theta;
for (row=l; row<=n_rows; row++)
{
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
{




temp_Re=(FID[row] [col ] [2* i-
l]*cos_theta + FID[row][col][2*i] *sin_theta);

























} /* save_phase_fids */
jif ****************************************************
**************************/
void save corrected fids(void)
/* saves real and imaginary parts of phase corrected fids for
comparison with the phase angle file*/
{













/* save the column and row transformed data after rearranging and
PHASE
CORRECTION in a file of form col,row,fid */




























/* Apply a Gaussian window in the time domain, equivalent to
242
line-broadening by B Hz in the frequency domain. The sampling
interval
is delta t microseconds */
int row, col, i;
double atten, factor;
for (row=l; row<=n_rows; row++)
{
for (col=l; col<=last_col; col++)
{
for (i=l; i<=n_samples; i++)
{
factor= le-6 * B * i * delta t;
if (factor > 10) atten=0;
else atten = exp(-log(2)*factor*factor);
FID[row][col][2*i-l]=FID[row][col][2*i-l] * atten;
FID[row][col][2*i] =FID[row][col][2*i] * atten;
}
}
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
{













} /* save_raw_data */
} /* line-broadening */
*************** ********************************
*^t********************************************* i
void save ind time domain(void)
/♦save individual time domain fid's in a format readable by
gnuplot*/
{

















} /* saveindtimedomain */
I*****************************************************
************************************************/
void save raw data(void)
/♦ save raw data in a form suitable for gnuplot to read */
{








void save col transforms(void)
/* save column-transformed data in a form suitable for gnuplot to
read */




for (row=l; row<=n_rows; row++)
{
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
l)*2*n_samples+i,
1 )*n_rows*row_spacing,

















/* save transformed data in a form suitable for gnuplot to read */
{






for (row=l; row<=n_rows; row++)
{
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
{





FID [row] [col] [i]+(float)(row-
1 )*n_cols*n_rows*row_spacing,












/* save transformed data in a form suitable for Delft fitting
software */
{




for (row=first_row; row<=last_row; row++)
{
















/* real data */







/* imag data */














/* save individual transformed spectra from a user defined row /
column position
in a form suitable for gnuplot to read */
{
int row, col, i;




























} /* save_individual_spectra_for_gnu */
/* */
void save ind met(void)
/* save metabolite region of Real part of individual transformed
spectra
in a form suitable for gnuplot to read */
i













for (i=first_point; i<=last_point; i+=2)
{
freq=-l/(2*delta_t*le-6) + ((i-







} /* saveindmet */
void savespectraforgnu(void)
/* save transformed spectra in a form suitable for gnuplot to read
*/
int row, col, i;















for (row=first_row; row<=last_row; row++)
f
for (col=first_col; col<=last_col; col++)
{
for (i=first_pt; i< last_pt; i+=2)
{
fprintf(save_file,
"%f%f\n",-(float)(col-l )* 1.1 *n_pts+i,
sqrt(FID[row] [col] [i] * FID[row] [col] [i]+FID[row] [col] [i+1 ]*FID[r







} /* save_spectra_for_gnu */
*********t***************************************/
void area integration(void)
/* Save the integrated peak area in a Matlab-readable file.
The ppm range from 'first limif to 'last limit' is integrated */
{
int row, col, i;
int first_pt, last_pt, n_pts;













for (row=first_row; row<=last_row; row++)
{
for (col=first_col; col<=last_col; col++)
{
peak_area=0;
for (i=first_pt; i< last_pt; i+=2)
{











/* shift the voxels in the y (vertical) directions by prespecified
angle yang such that the grid and ROI are alligned*/
{
int i, row, col;
double temp Re, temp lm, yang;
double cos theta, sin theta;










1 ] * cos_theta+FID [row] [col] [2* i] * sin theta;
templm =FID[row] [col ] [2 * i ] *costheta-
FID[row][col][2*i-l]*sin_theta;
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FID[row] [col] [2* i-1 ]=temp_Re;
FED[row][col][2*i]=temp_Im ;
}




/* shift the voxels in the x (horizontal)directions by prespecified
increment dx such that the grid and ROI are alligned*/
int i, row, col;
double xang;
double temp_Re, templm;












templm =FID [row] [col ] [2 * i] *cos_theta-
FID[row] [col] [2* i-1 ] * sin_theta;









/* save spectra in a format suitable for Martin's display_csi
program */







for (row=l; row<=n_rows; row++)
{
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
{










/* save metabolite region of Real part of transformed spectra
in a form suitable for gnuplot to read */
int row, col, i;
char fid_number[10];
double freq, ppm;
printf("Saving metabolite data for row ");
for (row=first_row; row<=last_row; row++)
{
printf("%d ",row);










for (i=first_point; i<=last_point; i+=2)
{
freq=-1/(2*delta t*le-6) + ((i-
1 )/2)* l/(n_samples*delta_t* 1 e-6);
ppm= 4.7-(freq/63.63);
fprintf(save_file,"%f





} /* save_met_data */
****************************************************
*************************************************/
void fourl (double data[], int nn, int isign)
/* complex Fourier transform routine from 'Numerical Recipes'.
Replaces 'data' by its discrete Fourier transform if'isign-1,
or by 'nn' times its inverse Fourier transform if'isign'=-l.






















































m=(double **) malloc((unsigned) (nrh-
nrl+1 )* sizeof(double*));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in dmatrix()");
m -= nrl;
for(i=nrl;i<=nrh;i++) {
m[i]=(double *) malloc((unsigned) (nch-
ncl+1 )*sizeof(double));





} /* dmatrix */
/*****************************************************
***********************************************/
void free_dmatrix(double **m,int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch)









fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system...\n");
exit(l);
} /* nrerror */
/*****************************************************
************************************************/
double *dvector(int nl,int nh)





if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in dvector()");
return v-nl;
} /* dvector */
****************************************************
♦ lie***********************************************/
void free_dvector(double *v,int nl,int nh)
/* Free memory previously allocated by dvector() */
{
free((char*) (v+nl));
} /* free_dvector */
^*****************************************************
*************************************************/




} /* free_dmatrix */
/***************************************************»
**********************************************^
double ***CSI_matrix(long nrl,long nrhjong ncl,long nch,long
ndljong ndh)




/* allocate pointers to pointers to rows */
t=(double ***) malloc((unsigned)
(nrow+1 )*sizeof(double**));
if (!t) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in CSI_matrix()");
t+=l;
t-=nrl;
/* allocate pointers to rows and set pointers to them */
t[nrl]=(double **) malloc((unsigned)
(nrow*ncol+l)*sizeof(double*));




/* allocate rows and set pointers to them */
t[nrl][ncl]=(double *) malloc((unsigned)
(nrow*ncol* ndep+1 )* sizeof(double));













} /* CSI_matrix */
y*****************************************************
*************************************************y
void free_CSI_matrix(double ***t,long nrl,long nrh,long ncl,long
nch,
long ndl,long ndh)





} /* free_CSI_matrix */
y*****************************************************
*************************************************y
y* **************eccp newc****** ********************
single voxel spectroscopy data processing software Generates






#define phi 0 /*manual phase correction*/
//define pi 3.1415926534
//define n_samples 4096
//define B 0.0 /* Gaussian line-broadening in Hz */





#define PYTHAG(a,b) ((at=fabs(a)) > (bt=fabs(b)) ? \
(ct=bt/at,at*sqrt(1.0+ct*ct)): (bt ? (ct=at/bt,bt*sqrt(1.0+ct*ct)):
0.0))
static float maxargl,maxarg2;
#define MAX(a,b) (maxargl=(a),maxarg2=(b),(maxargl) >
(maxarg2) ?\
(maxargl): (maxarg2))
//define SIGN(a,b) ((b) >= 0.0 ? fabs(a): -fabs(a))
enum Boolean (false,true} choline, NAA, acetate, lactate,
phantom=false, human=true;
FILE *ref_file, *ws_file, *data_file, *save_file;
/*char in_path[50]="/images/mri/fids/"; */
char in_path[50]='7image3/mri/csi/h_i/";
char order_number[5], file_name[12], file_num[6];
char study_date[ 10], pat_name[28], NACQ_string[4];
char ref_file_name[8], ws_file_name[8];
int num ACQs, ref_ACQs, ref scale, ws ACQs, ws_scale;
int *FID;
double * reference, * spectrum, *correction;
double header[64];
double temp,scale_factor;
/* derivation of line template */




/* water fitting using singular value decomposition */
//define max_pts 1000 /* max number of data points to be used in
fit */
//define max funcs 10 /* max number of basis functions to be
used in fit */
int ma; /* number of basis functions and coefficients */
int ndata=0; /* number of data points included in fit */
double x[max_pts], y[max_pts], *fit; /* data points */
double a[max_funcs]; /* coefficients of the functions */
double *afunc;
double chisq;
double **u, **v, *w;
/* spectral modelling ofmetabolites */
double search_pos[10], est_amp[10], est_pos[10];















void include_range(double hi, double lo);
void func(double xdata, int n terms);
void subtract water(void);
void fit_singlet(double cs);
void fit_doublet(double cs, double J coupling);
void fit_overlapping_peaks(double csl, double cs2);
void spectral fitting(void);
void report_results(void);
void save_data(double data[], char ext[]);
/* functions taken from Numerical Recipes */
void nrerror(char error_text[]);
int *ivector(int nl, int nh);
void free_ivector(int *v, int nl, int nh);
int **imatrix(int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch);
void free_imatrix(int **m,int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch);
double *dvector(int nl,int nh);
void free_dvector(double *v,int nl,int nh);
double **dmatrix(int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch);
void free_dmatrix(double **m,int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch);
void four 1 (double data[], int nn, int isign);
void svdvar(double **v,int ma,double w[],double **cvm);
void svdcmp(double **a,int m,int n,double *w,double **v);






int i, j, data_pt, product;






u=dmatrix(l ,max_pts, 1 ,max_funcs);






/* read water reference file */





printf("Error reading data file %s\n",ref_file_name);
return(l);
}






/* read water-suppressed file */





printf("Error reading data file %s\n",ws_file_name);
return(l);
}












data[ 1 ],data[2],data[ 1 ],data[2]);












































free_dmatrix(v, 1 ,max_funcs, 1 ,max_funcs);






} /* main */
^*****************************************************
***********/
void prntft(double data[],int nn)
{
int n;
printf("%4s %13s %13s %12s %13s\n",
/* extract data */
fseek(data_file,0x2000,SEEKSET);




















value=temp | (b[0] & OxFF);
if (value > ((32*1024)-1)) value=value-(64*1024);
return(value);
















value=value | (b[0] & OxFF);
return(value);




/* read a VMS-style floating-point number */
char bytel, byte2, byte3, byte4;
char tempi, temp2, sign byte;
int sign,j;
double sig, multiplier;





/* get sign */
sign_byte=(byte2 & 0x80);
if (sign_byte == 0x00) sign=l; else sign=-l;
/* get exponent */
templ=byte2 & 0x7F;
temp2=bytel & 0x80;
if (temp2= 0x00) exponent=(templ * 2) - 128;
else exponent=(templ * 2) - 128 +1;
inultiplier=exp((exponent)*log(2));
/* get significand */
sig=0.5; /* due to "hidden" bit */
bit_value=0.25; /* value ofMSB actually stored */
templ=bytel & 0x7F;
templ=templ « 1;
for G=22; j>=16; j—)
{
if ((tempi & 0x80)= 0x80) sig=sig+bit_value;
bit_value=bit_value/2;
templ=(templ & 0x7F)« 1;
}
temp2=byte4;
for (j=15; j>=8; j~)
{
if ((temp2 & 0x80)= 0x80) sig=sig+bit_value;
bit_value=bit_value/2;





if ((tempi & 0x80)= 0x80) sig=sig+bit_value;
bit_value=bit_value/2;
templ=(templ & 0x7F)« 1;
}
/* now assemble the result */
if (exponent= -128) return(O);






/* Use the water reference data to calculate the eddy current




for (i=l; i<=n_samples; i++)
{









/* apply the phase correction already calculated */
{
int i;
double temp Re, temp lm;
for (i=l; i<=n_samples; i++)
{
temp_Re=data[2 * i-1 ] *correction [2* i-
1 ]+data[2 * i ] *correction [2 * i];









/* Apply a Gaussian window in the time domain, equivalent to
250




for (i=l; i<=n_samples; i++)
{
factor=le-6*B*(i-l)*delta_t*pi;
if (factor > 10) atten=0;
else atten = exp(-factor*factor/(4*log(2)));
data[2*i-l]=data[2*i-l] * atten;
data[2*i] =data[2*i] * atten;
}








} /* transform */
/*****************************♦***********************
********************************************/
void twiddlespectrum (double data[])
/* re-arrange the spectrum so that zero frequency is in the middle,

















/* locate the corrected water peak in the reference data,
and extract a normalised template. Also estimate FWHM (in data
points). */




for (i=n_samples/2-50; i<=n_samples/2+50; i++)
{



































void include_range(double hi, double lo)
/* include data points from 'hi' ppm to 'lo' ppm in the water-fitting
routine */
{
int i, first_pt, last_pt;
first_pt = 2048+(floor)((4.7-hi)*63.63 * 2048/2000);
lastjDt = 2048+(floor)((4.7-Io)*63.63*2048/2000);






} /* include range */
I*******************************t*********************
*************************************************/
void func(double xdata, int n tenns)
/* evaluate 'nterms' of'afunc' at x=xdata */
!
int j;
afunc[l]=1.0; /* constant term */
temp=2* (xdata-2048)/FWHM;
afunc[2]=1/(1Hemp*temp); /* Real part of
Lorentzian */
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afunc[3]=(xdata-2048)/(l+temp*temp); /* Imag part
of Lorentzian */




/* Remove the residual water from the water-suppressed spectrum.
Adapted from Numerical Recipes 'svdfit'.




double wmax, thresh, sum, temp, sq_error;
int point, start_pt, end_pt, num_pts;




/* evaluate basis functions at the data points, and
hence prepare the
fitting matrix. */




for G=1 J<=maJ++) u[i][j]=afunc[j];
}
/* singular value decomposition */
svdcmp(u,ndata,ma,w,v);
/* edit singular values */
wmax=0.0;
for (j=l J<=maj++)
if (w[j] > wmax) wmax=w[j];
thresh=TOL*wmax;
for (j=l j<=maj++)
if (w[j] < thresh) w[j]=0.0;
/* back-substitute to find coefficients */
svbksb(u,w,v,ndata,ma,y,a);





for (sum=0.0j=l j<=maj++) sum += a[j]*afunc[j];
chisq += (temp=(y[i]-sum)/std_dev,temp*temp);
}




for (fit[i]=0.0j=l J<=maj++) fit[i] += a[j]*afunc[j];
}
/* now subtract the water baseline from the data */





/* estimate the standard deviation of the experimental data,




for (point=start_pt; point <=end_pt; point++)
{










/* Chi-squared fitting of the reference template to a single peak
around chemical shift 'cs'. */
{
int limitstep;
int i, search_pt, est_pt, best_pt, centre_pt;
int best amp, amp step;
double max value, min error, sq_error, amp;
double error limit, temp;
n_peaks=n_peaks+1;





for (i=search_pt-4; i<=search_pt+4; i++)
{






/* now optimize the template fit around the estimated
position */
best_pt=est_pt; best_amp=100; min_error=lE8;
/* shift the template */
for (centrejpt= est_pt-2; centre_pt<=est_pt+2; centre_pt++)
{





/* calculate squared error */
for (i=0; i<=template_width; i++)
{
temp=amp*template[i]
-spectrum [2 * (centre_pt+i-(template_width/2))];
sq_error += temp*temp;
}





} /* sq_error < min error */
} /* ainp_step */
















while (i <= best_pt+template_width/2);
} /* fitsinglet */
****************************************************
*************************************************^
void fit_overlapping_peaks(double csl, double cs2)
/* Chi-squared fitting of the reference template to two peaks
around chemical shifts 'csl' and 'cs2'. */
!
int pk, i, deltaE;
double maxvalue, minerror, sq error;
double error limit;
int flrst_pt, last_pt, x, y;
double chem_shift[3], amp[3];
int search_pt[3], est_pt[3], best_pt[3], best_amp[3];
int amp_step[3], centre_pt[3], limit_step[3];
n_peaks=n_peaks+2;
chem_shift[l]=csl; chem_shift[2]=cs2;
/* first locate the maximum amplitudes around the search
positions */







for (i=search_pt[pk]-4; i<=search_pt[pk]+4; i++)
{
if (spectrum[2*i] > max value)
{







} /* pk */




/* now optimize the template fit around the estimated positions
*/
min_error= 1E8;






del ta_E=centre_pt [2 ] -centre_pt [ 1 ];
for (amp_step[l]=70; amp_step[l]<=l 10; amp_step[l]++)
{
amp[l]=(amp_step[l]/100.0) * est_amp[n_peaks-l];
/* vary amplitude of right peak */
for (amp_step[2]=70; amp_step[2]<=l 10; amp_step[2]++)
{
amP[2]=(amp_step[2]/l00.0) * est_amp[n_peaks];
sq_error=0; /* calculate squared error */
for (i=0; i<=delta_E; i++) /* 1st region : left pk */
{
temp=amp[ 1 ]*template[i]
-spectrum [2 * (centre_pt[ 1 ]+i-(template_width/2))];
sq_error += temp*temp;
}
for (i=delta_E+l; i<=template_width; i++)














sq_error += temp* temp;
}
if (sq_error < min error)
{
min_error=sq_error;
best_amp[ 1 ]=amp_step[ 1 ];
best_amp[2]=amp_step[2];
best_pt[ 1 ]=centre_pt[ 1 ];
best_pt[2]=centre_pt[2];
} /* sq_error < min_error */
} /* amp_step[2] */
} /* amp_step[l] */
} /* centre_pt[2] */
} /* centre_pt[l] */










/* update model spectrum */















void fit_doublet(double cs, double J coupling)
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/* Chi-squared fitting of the reference template to an inverted
doublet
centred on chemical shift 'cs' with given J-coupling (in Hz) */
int pk, i, delta E, ampstep, limit_step;
double minvalue, minerror, sq_error;
double errorlimit, sum;
int first_pt, last_pt, x, y, best shift;
double chem_shift[3], amp[3], temp;
int search_pt[3], est_pt[3], best_pt[3], best_amp[3];
int centre_pt[3];
n_peaks=n_peaks+2;
chem_shift[l]=cs+J_coupling/(2.0*63.63); /* convert to ppm
*/
chem_shift[2]:=cs-J_coupling/(2.0*63.63);
/* first locate the minimum combined amplitude
around the search position */









for (i=-3; i<=3; i++)
{
sum=spectrum[2*(search_pt[l]+i)] +
spectrum [2 * (search_pt [2]+i)];




























/* vary amplitude of both peaks together */




sq_error=0; /* calculate squared error */






for (i=delta_E+l; i<=template_width ; i++)





sq_error=sq_error + temp* temp;
}
for (i=template_width+1; i<=template_width+delta_E ;
i++)




sq_error=sq_error + temp* temp;
}





best_pt[ 1 ]=centre_pt[ 1 ];
best_pt[2]=centre_pt[2];
} /* (sq_error < min error) */
} /* amp step */
} /* centre_pt[2] */
} /* centre_pt[l] */










/* update model spectrum */










while (i <= best_pt[pk]+template_widtli/2);
}



















} /* spectralfitting */
^****************************************************
*******************************************^
void save_data(double data[], char ext[])
/* save complex array 'data' with file extension 'ext' in a format
suitable for Delft software. First data point is save with half-
amplitude























printf("Area ofwater ref is %5.0f sq units\n",
1000.0*(water_max*template_area*ref_scale/ref_ACQs));
printf("Estimated data std dev is %5.3f\n",std_dev);
printf(" ");
printf(" \n");
for (peak=l; peak<=n_peaks; peak++)
{
area=1000.0* fitted amp [peak] * ternpiate area*ws sc
ale/ws_ACQs;
pos=fitted_pos [peak]-spec_shi ft;










void four 1 (double data[], int nn, int isign)
/* complex Fourier transform routine from 'Numerical Recipes'.
Replaces 'data' by its discrete Fourier transform if'isign—1,
or by 'nn' times its inverse Fourier transform if'isign--1.






/* real data */
fprintf(save_file,"%17.1 Oe ",data[ 1 ]/2);





/* imag data */
fprintf(save_file,"%17.10e ",data[2]/2);
for (i=3; i <= 2*n_samples; i+=2)




} /* save_data */
I^****************************************************






























double area, pos; data[j]=data[i]-
tempr;






















fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system...\n");
exit(l);
} /* nrerror */
/* ****************************************************
*********************************************/




if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in ivector()");
return v-nl;
} /* ivector */
I* ****************************************************
*********************************************/
void free_ivector(int *v, int nl, int nh)
{
free((char*) (v+nl));
} /* free_ivector */
^* ****************************************************
*******************************************I















} /* imatrix */
I*****************************************************
********************************************I




} /* free imatrix */
1*******************11 ************************* ********
********************************************j
double *dvector(int nl,int nh)






if (!v) nrerror("aIlocation failure in dvector()");
return v-nl;
} /* dvector */
I* ****************************************************
**********************************************^
void free_dvector(double *v,int nl,int nh)
/* Free memory previously allocated by dvector() */
{
free((char*) (v+nl));
} /* freedvector */
^/* ****************************************************
***********************************************i
double **dmatrix(int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch)






m=(double **) malloc((unsigned) (nrh-
nrl+1 )* sizeof(double*));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in dmatrix()");
m -= nrl;
for(i=nrl;i<=nrh;i++) {
m[i]=(double *) malloc((unsigned) (nch-
ncl+1 )* sizeof(double));





} /* dmatrix */
I*****************************************************
***********************************************/
void free_dmatrix(double **m,int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch)









void svbksb(double **u,double w[],double **v,int m,int n,double
b[],double x[])
/* Solves the matrix equation A.X=B for X. A is specified by
U.W.V'
with the arrays u[l..m][l..n] and v[l ,.n][l..n] as returned by




















} /* svbksb */
/* ****************************************************
********************************************/
void svdcmp(double **a,int m,int n,double *w,double **v)
/* Singular value decomposition ofmatrix a[l..m][l..n] into
U.W.V'.
Matrix U replaces a on output. The singular values are in vector
w[l..n].
V (not its transpose V') is output as v[l..n][l..n].
NB m >= n. */
for (s=0.0,k=i;k<=m;k++) s += a[k][i]*a[k][j];
f=s/h;
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k][j] += f*a[k][i];
for




if (i <= m && i != n) {













if (i != m) {
for (j=lj<=mj++) {
for (s=0.0,k=l;k<=n;k++) s += a[j][k]*a[i][k];
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) a[j][k] += s*rvl[k];
for





if (m < n) nrerror("SVDCMP: You must augment A

































for (s=0.0,k=l;k<=n;k++) s += a[i][k]*v[k][j];




















for (s=0.0,k=l;k<=m;k++) s += a[k][i]*a[k][j];
f=(s/a[i][i])*g;
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k][j] += f*a[k][i];
}
}











for (l=k;l>=l ;1—) {
nm=l-l;
if































if (1= k) {






if (its= 30) nrerror("No































































void svdvar(double **v,int ma,double w[],double **cvm)
/* Calculates the covariance matrix cvm[l..ma][l..ma] of the fit
for the ma parameters obtained by svd fitting. Call this routine
with












(sum=0.0,k=l;k<=ma;k++) sum += v[i][k]*v[j][k]*wti[k];




} /* svdvar */
y* ****************************************************
*********************************************/
/****** ******************************normajjse c* *******
***************************************************
Program that performs the B1 normalisation profile operation on a
metaboliteimage. The program calls upon a water phantom
spectroscopic image of the water resonance (calculated by the
area integration function in centrefill2.c). The metabolite image
matrix is then divided by the water uniform phantom image on a
voxel by voxel basis(after shifting the VOI of the two images to
account forchemical shift). The normalised images are stored in
files of the form *.naa_new etc.

















double **dinatrix(int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch);
void free_dmatrix(double**m,int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch);
void nrerror(char error_text[]);







#define eps 10 /*prevents division by zero water area*/
main()
{
























strcat(full_file_name 1 ,"00045 .cr");
strcat(full_file_name 1 ,in_file_number);
infile 1 =fopen(full_file_name 1 ,"rb");






















/* factor 0.416 used for 90*90 set ,0.736 for 105*105
and 90*75 sets and 1 for 75*75 set (ratio of maxima)*/
profile=dmatrix( 1 ,n_rows, 1 ,n_cols);
pro_matlab=dmatrix( 1 ,n_rows, 1 ,n_cols);
for (col=l; col<=n_cols; col++)
{






data %d %d %f\n",dumcol,dumrow,data);*/
259




printf("Read data from input to matrix profile \n");























free_dmatrix(profile, 1 ,n_rows, 1 ,n_cols);




double **dmatrix(int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch)






m=(double **) malloc((unsigned) (nrh-
nrl+1 )* sizeof(double*));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in dmatrix()");
m -= nrl;
for(i=nrl;i<=nrh;i++) {
m[i]=(double *) malloc((unsigned) (nch-
ncl+1 )*sizeof(double));










void free_dmatrix(double**m,int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch)














fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system..An");
exit(l);





differences two mets files input patient name followed by two
mets file numbers padded with zeros to three figures e.g. 003.mets
T1 weighting in steam -differences accounted for by by
multiplying 2nd file by a factor of 1.17







#defme n samples 4096
#define delta_t 250.0 /* sample interval in us */
#define row_spacing 200 /* 200 for humans, 2000 for Siemens
sphere */
#define n_fpts 4096 /* number of frequency domain points */






char in_path[50] = "/image3/mri/csi/";
char out_path[50]= "/image3/mri/csi/";
















filenum 1 =strtol(argv[2],&endptr, 10);
file_num2 =strtol(argv[3],&endptr,10);








































float dummy 1, dummy2,data 1, data2;
printf("reading two files\n");
for (i=l; i<=4096; i++)
{





printf("two mets files read\n");





} /* save_area */
I * ****************************************************
*************************/
double **dmatrix(int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch)






m=(double **) malloc((unsigned) (nrh-
nrl+1 )* sizeof(double*));
if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in dmatrix()");
m -= nrl;
for(i=nrl;i<=nrh;i++) {
m[i]=(double *) malloc((unsigned) (nch-
ncl+1 )* sizeof(double));





} /* dmatrix */
/* ****************************************************
********************/
void ffee_dmatrix(double**m,int nrl,int nrh,int ncl,int nch)














fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system...\n");
exit(l);
} /* nrerror */
I*****************************************************
*************************/
/*Maxiinum entropy model fitting routine -annatd.c
261
This program needs compiling with the NRC programs, nrutil.c,
memcof.c and evlmem.c found in the directory
/usr/utils/numrecipes/recipes/. The number of linear prediction
coefficients (M) as calculated by memcof.c is set by the parameter
"order". The program evlmem.c then calculates the Power Spectral
Density estimate based on these M l.p. coefficients. To get an
MEM estimate of the real part of the spectrum the sqrt of the PSD
is calculated in the routine save_arma(void)
















void memcof(float data[], int n, int m, float *xms, float d[]);
float evlmem(float fdt, float d[],int m, float xms);
float *vector(long nl,long nh);
void free_vector(float *v,long nl,long nh);
void nrerror(char error_text[]);
/*****************************************************
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int i, row, col;





























} I* main */
/*****************************************************
void save arma(void)
/* breakdown the fid in to m (order) LP coefficients with a super
imposed variance (noise) of xms*, the range of the parainter fdt is







for (i=l; i<= n samples; i++)
{
/*printf("Reading data from input file
data point %d\n",i);*/
fscanf(in_file,"%f \n", &data);
/*printf("Read data from data
point%d\n",i);*/
annain[i]=data;
memcof(armain, i, order, xms, annout);
}
fprintf(save_file,"\n");
for (fdt=0.05; fdt<= 0.3; fdt+=0.0001)
{
evlmem(fdt, armout, order, *xms);
fprintf(save_file, "%f%f\n", fdt,sqrt(-
l*evlmem(fdt, armout, order, *xms)));
}
printf("P.S.D calculated from ARMA coefficients by
subroutine evlmem.c\n");
/* printf("saving arma coefificients\n");
for (j=l; j<= order; j++)
{
fprintf(save_file, "%d %f %f\n", j, *xms,
armout[j]);
IV







Pargen pulse sequence listings
! loaded from file _DUAO:[SPEC]HOPE.UDB;1 1
! sequence compatible version VD2/GBS2 1
! saving date 12-AUG-1996 13:10:39.64 !
! owner USER !
! =
!
comment=— SPECTROSCOPY HOPE SPIN ECHO SEQUENCE
,comment=— FOR FUNCTION VOI




! .available directives are controlling the possible features







,available/FILTER/GAUSS= no /HANNING= no /FERMI= no /default=none
,available/INTERPOLATIONS/SINC= no /default=none
,available/MATRIX/SQUARE= no /RECTANGULAR= no /HALF FOURIER = no
,available/MATRIX/OVERSAMPLING= no
t
! .dialog parameters for the dialog choices in NUMARIS
!
,dialog/SEQUENCE_STRING = SE
,dialog/MATRIX_SIZE /min= 64/max= 4096/inc= BASE2 /defi= 2048
.dialog/LINES /min= l/max= l/inc= BASE2 /def= 1
.dialog/COLUMNS /min= 64/max= 4096/inc= BASE2 /def= 2048
.dialog/ACQUISITIONS /min= l/max= 16384/inc= BASE2 /def^= 1
.dialog/FLIPANGLEALPHA /none
.dialog/3D_PART_THICKNESS/min= 0.000
. dialog/3DPARTITIONS /min= 0
.dialog/TR /num= l/min= 1500000/max=20000000/inc= 1000
.dialog/TI /none
.dialog/TE /num= l/min= 67500/max= 200000/inc= 500
.dialog/TE /num= 2/min= 135000/max= 400000/inc= 500
.dialog/TD /none
.dialog/MSMA = no /OFFCENTER = no
.dialog/RETROGATING = NO
.dialog/SATREGIONS /min= 3/max= 3/inc= 1
.dialog/SATDELAY /none
.dialog/SATTHICK /min= 10.000/max= 40.000/inc= 0.100
.dialog/SLICES /min= l/max= l/inc= 1
.dialog/SLICETHICK /min= 10.000/max= 10.000/inc= 1.000
.dialog/SLICEDIST /min= 0.000/max= 0.000/inc= 0.100
.dialog/VOI /min= l/max= l/inc= 1
.dialog/FOV /min= 500.000/max= 500.000/inc= 1.000
,dialog/OBLIQUE_SLICES /single = NO/double = NO
,dialog/DWELL_TIME /min= 10/max= 4000/inc= 1
,dialog/PREPARING_SCANS/min= 0/max= 100/inc= 2/def= 0
.dialog/RFBANDWIDTH /none
.dialog/GATING RATIO / none
.dialog/PHASES / none
t
1 .dps (Data Processing System) directives for the

















.gradampl the logical reference gradient amplitudes in [mT/m] for
matrix size 256, FOV 500mm , slice thickness 10 mm
gradampl/GP= 1.000000/GR= 1.000000/GS= none
gradampl/GS_MfN= none /GS_MAX= none





external/ SRFFILENAME = none







Time/ | RF-Cabinet| ADC | Gradient references |Sync-|Relative



























! offset correction measurement +
! acquisitions loop +
! prepare the inner loops * - - +
! slice loop, I=SLICE/SERIES - - +














































































































! slice loop +
! prepare loop - + * + -+ * + - +
! acquisitions loop +
PULS06
= rf types definitions =
.RFTABLE
! Name | Slice |Flip |Phase|AItern.|Scale|Supp-| Family name






SRF01 I 90 0 ++ 1
SAT02 90 0 +- 2
SAT03 90 90 ++ 3
SAT04 90 270 ++ 4
= gradient pulse definitions =
PULSETABLE
Pulse| pulse | Ramp Up | Ramp Down |
Name |amplitude|algo| time |algo| time |
PULS01 #0.000001 NORM 1000 NORM
PULS02 #2.000000 NORM 1000 NORM
PULS03 #2.000000 NORM 1000 NORM
PULS04 #2.000000 NORM 1000 NORM
PULS05 #2.000000 NORM 1000 NORM









loaded from file _DUA0:[SEQUENCE]HOPE_CSI.UDB !
266
! sequence compatible version VD2/GBS2 !
! saving date 3-JUL-1997 16:46:07.22 !
! owner USER !
!
!
.comment= * INTERLEAVED HOPE SI SEQUENCE ************
.comment= * (DUAL ACQ'S AT TE=292 ms & TE=297.5 ms *
comment= * 2D HCSI SEQUENCE (3D IMAGING MODE) **
,comment= * FLEXIBLE FOV, echo time 292-297.5 ***
.comment= Jim Wild 1997 -
!
! global parameters=====
! .available directives are controlling the possible features







,available/FILTER/GAUSS= no /HANNING= no /FERMI= no /default=none
,available/INTERPOLATIONS/SINC= no /default=none
,available/MATRIX/SQUARE= YES /RECTANGULAR= YES/HALF FOURIER = no
,available/MATRIX/OVERSAMPLING= YES
!
! .dialog parameters for the dialog choices in NUMARIS
I
alog/SEQUENCESTRING = SE
alog/MATRIX SIZE /min= 1024/max= 1024/inc= BASE2 /def= 1024
alog/LINES /min= 8/max= 8/inc= BASE2 /def= 8
alog/COLUMNS /min= 1024/max= 1024/inc= BASE2 /de£= 1024




alog/TR /num= l/min= 3119500/max= 3119500/inc= 500
alog/TI /none
alog/TE /num= l/min= 292000/max= 292000/inc= 1000
alog/TE /num= 2/min= 1697500/max= 1697500/inc= 1000
alog/TD /none





alog/SLICES /min= l/max= l/inc= 1
alog/SLICE_THICK /min= 10.000/max= 10.000/inc= 1.000
alog/SLICEDIST /min= 0.000/max= 0.000/inc= 0.100
alog/VOI /none
alog/FOV /min= 40.000/max= 400.000/inc= 1.000
alog/OBLIQUE SLICES /single = YES/double = NO
alog/DWELL_TIME /min= 15/max= 4000/inc= 1
alog/PREPARING_SCANS/min= 0/max= 100/inc= l/def= 4
alog/RF_BAND_WIDTH /none
































! .dps (Data Processing System) directives for the

















.gradampl the logical reference gradient amplitudes in [mT/m] for
matrix size 256, FOV 500mm , slice thickness 10 mm
gradampl/GP= 1.000000/GR= 1,000000/GS= none
gradampl/GS_M!N= none /GS_MAX= none





external/ SRFFILENAME = MRSYSDEV: [MR]SRF_1 HCSEDAT








Time/1 RF-Cabinet| ADC | Gradient references |Sync-|Relative
usee | 01 | 02 | |phasecode| readout |selection| Bits| Time
grad_rastertime = 20
1 ! offset correction measurement +
OSCO 1000
1025000
! offset correction measurement +
! fourier lines loop +
! acquisitions loop +
! 3D partition loop +
! prepare the inner loops * - - +



























































































1000 TAB01 TAB02 1736275
15500 1751775
1000 PULS04 1752775
5240 PULS06 PULS04 1758015
1000 PULS06 1759015
5120 SRF03 PULS06 1764135



























.enddo ! fixed repetition loop +
.enddo ! prepare loop - +* + -+ * + - +
.enddo ! 3D partition loop +
.enddo ! acquisitions loop +
.enddo ! fourier lines loop +
.END / TIMINGTABLE
! rf types definitions=====
.RFTABLE
! Name | Slice |Flip |Phase|Altern.|Scale|Supp-| Family name |
!(type)|(position)|angle|angle| code | pt | pts.| (Calc. Algo.) |
SRF01 I 100 0 ++ 1 512 GAUSSIAN #60.000000
SRF02 I 90 0 +- 2 512 SRF.SINCP
SRF03 I 180 0 ++ 3 512 SRF.SINCR
SRF04 I 180 0 ++ 4 512 SRF.SINCS
.END/RFTABLE
======== gradient table definitions :
GRADTABLE
TAB-| Steps | Amplitudes |Calc| Ramp Up | Ramp Down |
Name|through| First | Last | Offset |algo|algo| time |algo| time |
TAB01 3D 0.046970-0.04697 0.000000 3D NORM 1000 NORM 1000
TAB02 LINES 6.012640 -6.01264 0.000000 NORM NORM 1000 NORM 1000
END/GRADTABLE
= gradient pulse definitions =
.PULSETABLE
!Pulse| pulse | Ramp Up | Ramp Down |
IName |amp!itude|algo| time |algo| time |
































loaded from file _DUA0:[SPEC]STEAM_TM_TE_140.UDB !
sequence compatible version VD2/GBS2 !
saving date 13-OCT-1997 17:34:12.23 !
owner USER !
comment= —~ SPECTROSCOPY STEAM SEQUENCE
comment= -— FOR FUNCTION VOI
comment= -— ECHO TIME 145 MSEC
comment= VARIABLE MIXING TIME
comment= JIM WILD 1997
===== global parameters=
.available directives are controlling the possible features






available/FILTER/GAUSS= no /HANNING= no /FERMI= no /defauIt=none
available/INTERPOLATIONS/SINC= no /default=none
availabIe/MATRIX/SQUARE= no /RECTANGULAR= no /HALF FOURIER = no
available/MATRIX/OVERSAMPLING= no
270
! .dialog parameters for the dialog choices in NUMARIS
!
dialog/SEQUENCESTRING = STE
,diaIog/MATRIX_SIZE /min= 64/max= 4096/inc= BASE2 /def= 2048
dialog/LINES /min= l/max= l/inc= BASE2 /def= 1
.dialog/COLUMNS /min= 64/max= 4096/inc= BASE2 /def= 2048




.dialog/TR /num= l/min= 1500000/max=20000000/inc= 1000
.dialog/TI /none
.dialog/TE /num= l/min= 140000/max= 300000/inc= 250
.dialog/TD /none
.dialog/MSMA = no /OFFCENTER = no
dialog/RETRO_GATING = NO
.dialog/SATREGIONS /min= 3/max= 3/inc= 1
.dialog/SATDELAY /none
.dialog/SATTHICK /min= 20.000/max= 40.000/inc= 0.100
.dialog/SLICES /min= l/max= l/inc= 1
.dialog/SLICE_THICK /min= 10.000/max= 10.000/inc= 1.000
dialog/SLICEDIST /min= 0.000/max= 0.000/inc= 0.100
.dialog/VOI /min= l/max= l/inc= 1
.dialog/FOV /min= 500.000/max= 500.000/inc= 1.000
.dialog/OBLIQUE_SLICES /single = NO/double = NO
.dialog/DWELL TIME /min= 10/max= 4000/inc= 1
.dialog/PREPARING_SCANS/min= 0/max= 100/inc= 2/def= 0
.dialog/RFBANDWIDTH /none
dialog/GATING RATIO / none
.dialog/PFIASES / none
!
! .dps (Data Processing System) directives for the
! preprocessing and FFT software in the BSP & VAX
!



















! .gradampl the logical reference gradient amplitudes in [mT/m] for
! matrix size 256, FOV 500mm , slice thickness 10 mm
!
,gradampl/GP= 1.000000/GR= 1.000000/GS= none
.gradampl/GS_MIN= none /GS_MAX= none
!








.external/ SRF_FILENAME = none








Time/1 RF-Cabinet| ADC | Gradient references |Sync-|Relative
usee | 01 | 02 | |phasecode| readout |selection| Bits| Time
gradrastertime = 50





! offset correction measurement +
! acquisitions loop +
! prepare the inner loops * - - +
! slice loop, I=SLICE/SERIES - - +
































































































! fixed repetition loop v
! slice loop
! prepare loop - + *
! acquisitions loop
' + - +
- +
! = rf types definitions
.RFTABLE
! Name | Slice |Flip |Phase|Altern.|Scale|Supp-| Family name
!(type)|(position)|angle|angle| code | pt | pts.| (Calc. Algo.) |
SRF01 I 90 0 ++ 1 512 GAUSSIAN #60.000000
SAT02 90 0 +- 2 512 NORMAL #1.000000
SAT03 90 0 ++ 3 512 NORMAL #1.000000
SAT04 90 0 +- 4 512 NORMAL #1.000000
.END/RFTABLE
= gradient pulse definitions =
.PULSETABLE
!Pulse| pulse | Ramp Up | Ramp Down |
IName |amplitude|algo| time |algo| time |
PULS01 #0.000001 NORM 1000 NORM 1000
PULS02 #2.000000 NORM 1000 NORM 1000
PULS03 #2.000000 NORM 1000 NORM 1000
PULS04 #-1.28000 NORM 1000NORM 1000
PULS05 #3.154000 NORM 1000 NORM 1000
PULS06 #-1.64000 NORM 1000NORM 1000
PULS07 #2.000000 NORM 1000 NORM 1000
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NORMALISATION OF METABOLITE IMAGES IN JH NMR
SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGING
J.M. Wild and I. Marshall
*Department of Medical Physics and Medical Engineering, University of Edinburgh,
Western General Hospital, Edinburgh, UK
Single slice proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic images were taken from a volume of interest (VOI), which
was localised using the point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) sequence. Non-uniformities in the excitation profile
of the VOI within the image plane were accounted for using a uniformity correction image. Metabolite images
were divided on a voxel-by-voxel basis with a water image obtained from a VOI of the same spatial dimensions
from a phantom acquisition. Normalisation procedures carried out on phantom metabolite images were needed
to account for the spatial shift in the excitation profile of the VOI, which varies linearly with the chemical shift
of the metabolite. Patient metabolite images were then normalised using a VOI water image from a phantom
acquisition, which was spatially shifted according to the metabolite chemical shift. In a study of 14 stroke
patients, metabolite maps of the distribution of choline, creatine and V-acetyl aspartate (NAA) were constructed.
The spectral signal intensities from these metabolites in the infarcted and in the contralateral region were
calculated using the raw maps and secondly with the same maps after the B, normalisation process. In the initial
analysis only the metabolite NAA showed a significant decrease, whilst all three metabolites showed a significant
reduction in the normalised analysis. These results confirm that normalisation of PRESS localised images does
have a significant bearing upon any quantitative measurements made using such images. © 1997 Elsevier
Science Inc.
Keywords: Spectroscopic imaging; Normalisation; Localisation; Chemical shift artefact.
INTRODUCTION
If spectroscopic imaging (SI) is to be used in the meta¬
bolic diagnosis of pathology and disease then the spectra
need to be quantified so that inter and intra patient
comparisons can be made. In this study two dimensional
(2D) spectroscopic images of the transverse (x-y) plane
were obtained using point resolved spectroscopy
(PRESS) selective excitation,5 where the z axis is along
the slice select direction (head to foot of the patient)
Quantification of an array of such spectra requires
(i) accurate measurement of spectral peak areas
(ii) correction for coil loading
(iii) correction for coil inhomogeneity in the slice select
direction
(iv) spatially dependent signal amplitude correction
within the transverse plane
Received 3/18/97; Accepted 5/30/97.
Address correspondence to Jim Wild, Department of Med¬
ical Physics and Medical Engineering. University of Edin-
(v) T| and T2 relaxation time measurements, and refer¬
ence to some standard for absolute molar quantifi¬
cation.
Steps ii-iii can be omitted if metabolite ratios are
being studied voxels within the same plane. Step v is
time consuming and is only necessary if absolute con¬
centrations need to be known. Steps i-iv allow serial
studies of concentration of individual metabolites (ex¬
pressed in system-dependent units) and inter-patient
comparisons. Steps i-iii have been previously discussed
in the context of measuring the reproducibility of single
voxel 'H spectroscopy.1
In spectroscopic imaging, step iv needs particular
attention, as spectra are collected from an array of voxels
spatially distributed within a transverse imaging plane.
Many implementations of SI use selective excitation of a
burgh, Western General Hospital, Crewe Road, Edinburgh EH4
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volume of interest (VOI) inside the skull to avoid lipid
contamination. The radiofrequency pulse shapes used to
define such a VOI often lead to non-uniformities in the
excitation profile of this VOI, and as such within plane
correction for x and y position is necessary. When per¬
forming SI using outer volume suppression, the fi, ho¬
mogeneity may be sufficient to omit such an in-plane
correction.4 Reviewing the literature describing inner
volume excitation techniques, Duyn et al.3 recognise a
10% variation in intensity of their PRESS VOI but do not
report any corrections performed to remove this source
of error. In our studies a variation of 50% in intensity
between voxels at the edges and centre of the VOI was
found and as such a normalisation procedure to remove
this source of error was thought to be essential.
Such corrections were found to be best implemented
by using a uniformity correction image from a phantom
VOI of the same physical dimensions as that used in vivo
SI. Phantom replacement techniques have been reported
in outer volume suppression SI4 and PRESS localised
SI.2 These studies use phantom measurements combined
with steps ii and v above to get an absolute quantification
of the signal from selected voxels in a spectroscopic
image. These uniform phantom methods will implicitly
remove discrepancies caused by the Bx inhomogeneity of
the volume of interest but no specific mention of this
correction is made. Furthermore such voxel-by-voxel
corrections do not account for the spatial offsets due to
chemical shift. In this paper a technique for normalisa¬
tion of a complete metabolite image is outlined. This
process removes the non-uniformity introduced by a
non-rectangular PRESS VOI profile and accounts for the
spatial shifting of this VOI according to the chemical
shift of the metabolite being imaged.
METHOD
Data Acquisition
Measurements were made on a spherical phantom
containing a solution of either 20 mM sodium acetate or
50 mM lithium lactate, both doped with 0.1 mM Gd-
DTPA. Additional measurements were made on human
subjects drawn from a group of stroke patients. Using a
Siemens 63 SP 1.5 T Magnetom (Erlangen, Germany),
fitted with a standard circularly polarised head coil,
transverse 7Vweighted images were used to place a
rectangular VOI within the field of view FOV that covers
the brain or phantom being imaged. The extent of the
VOI typically used was either 75 mm square or 90 mm
square. For routine patient SI studies a 240-mm square
FOV was used; for higher resolution phantom studies a
160-mm FOV was used. The VOI was localised using
PRESS5 (see Fig. 1) with 0.8 mT/m in plane gradients
and an orthogonal 3mT/m gradient, with a transverse
slice selection thickness of 15 mm for humans and 10
mm for phantoms.
Phase encoding was applied in the x and y directions
before the acquisition of the double spin echoes (TR =
1600 ms, TE = 135 ms). The number of phase encoding
steps applied in human studies was restricted to 16 X 16
giving an acquisition time of 7 min. When performing SI
on phantoms a much smaller voxel can be used as
metabolite concentrations are much greater than those
found in vivo, and there is no restriction on acquisition
time. Consequently 32 X 32 acquisitions were used with
a smaller FOV (160 mm), with the specific aim of
achieving a finer spatial resolution (0.5 cm square) across
the VOI of excitation. Prior to acquisition, a global shim
of the water resonance across the whole of the head coil
was performed followed by a local shim of the VOI. Two
sets of data were acquired: one with water suppression
and the other without so as to enable a first order phase
correction for the effects of eddy currents and field
inhomogeneities.6 Water suppression was implemented
prior to the PRESS localisation, by applying a frequency
selective excitation pulse (CHESS) of 60 Hz bandwidth,7
to excite the water signal which was subsequently
dephased by spoiler gradients.
Data Processing
Data processing was performed on a Sun SPARC 20
with in-house software written in C, and consisted of
voxel shifting of the VOI position, 2D spatial fast Fourier
transform (FFT), phase correction of the water sur-
pressed signals using the water reference signal.6 resid¬
ual water removal8'9 and a FFT of the time domain data
to give spectra. Areas under the spectrum corresponding
to the concentration of the metabolites (Choline 3.2 ppm,
Creatine 3.0 ppm, V-acetyl aspartate (NAA) 2.0 ppm.
Acetate 2.15 ppm and Lactate 1.4 ppm) were then cal¬
culated using in-house display software either by fitting
a Gaussian line shape to the individual peaks or by
integration between user defined ppm limits. This display
package also allowed the option of phasing individual
spectra manually. A metabolite map of area under a
given peak was then made by bilinear interpolation of the
areas calculated from the spectrum from each voxel.
Corrections to account for head coil sensitivity in the
slice selection direction were made using phantom data,
and coil loading corrections based upon the size of the
reference voltage of 90° radiofrequency pulse were then
implemented.1 These last two procedures remove sys¬
tematic sources of discrepancy arising between different
subjects that are not due to in slice excitation variation.
For anatomical comparisons in patients, the color spec¬
troscopic image was superimposed on the grey scale
T2-weighted image.
The data obtained from phantom acquisitions was
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Fig. 1. The PRESS localisation and R.F excitation pulse sequence. Water suppression is achieved by exciting water protons with a
narrow bandwidth (60 Hz) water selective 90° CHESS pulse which is subsequently spoiled by the y gradient pulse; the remaining
pulses are broad band sine pulses. These pulses are volume-selected and phase-encoded in the x and y directions and slice-selected
in the z direction, by the x, y and z gradient pulses. A total echo time of TE = 135 ms was used with a repetition time TR = 1600
ms.
processed fully automatically using an automatic phase
correction algorithm.'" An automatic integration was
then performed on the real part of the spectrum over
user-defined limits for each voxel and the resulting areas
were used to construct a 2D map which could be viewed
in Matlab® (The Math Works, Inc.)
VOI Localisation-Excitation Profiles
Ideally the VOI prescribed should be a cuboid of
uniform magnetisation with in-plane dimensions of nx by
ny voxels and a thickness of one voxel. The pulses used
by the standard manufacturer's SI pulse sequences, in
this case PRESS (90°-180°-180°) localisation, have sine
waveforms. To investigate the effective spatial magneti¬
sation distribution resulting from such pulses, a water
proton density image of the PRESS localised VOI within
the phantom (nominal size 75 mm square) was collected.
From this water map, excitation profiles were measured
along user-defined lines using the evaluate function in
the Numaris operating system of the scanner. In addition
a 75-mm square spectroscopic imaging VOI was set up
using a background image with a 160-mm FOV. Appli¬
cation of 32 X 32 phase encoding gave a nominal voxel
size of 0.5 X 0.5 X 1.0 cm3. These SI data sets were used
to produce acetate, lactate and water chemical shift im¬
ages of the VOI and its immediate surroundings.
Results and Discussion
The PRESS localised water image of the phantom is
shown in Fig. 2. It shows the magnetisation due to the
excitation of a 75-mm square, PRESS-localised VOI,
within a 240-mm FOV with a pixel matrix of 256, giving
a pixel size of 0.94 mm square. From this image, exci¬
tation profiles in the y or coronal (90°) and x or sagittal
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Fig. 2. PRESS water image from a Gd doped water phantom,
with the sagittal and coronal excitation profiles calculated from
lines across the image.
(180°) directions were calculated by taking the mean
pixel intensity from five pixels centred on a user-defined
line (see Fig. 2). Shown in Fig. 3 is the water profile
calculated by integrating the area under the spectrum of
the SI water reference signal originating from an array of
32 X 32 voxels with a FOV of 160 mm.
Chemical Shift Artefact and Normalisation
The non-uniformity of Figs. 2-3 show that within-
plane normalisation of metabolite peak areas is re¬
quired if misleading conclusions are to be avoided.
Normalisation of the metabolite image grid using the
water spectroscopic image was implemented by divid¬
ing on a voxel-by-voxel basis (see Fig. 4). These
normalisation corrections leveal the problem of chem¬
ical shift artefact in SI, with dark and bright fringes
at the edge of an otherwise uniform VOI. The effect
is most pronounced in the coronal (90°) direction,
which is to be expected considering the sharper edges
of the profile in that direction. Figure 4 illustrates this
effect with the ratio images of the lactate:water pro¬
files.
The theoretical chemical shift artefact can be cal¬
culated from the expression for the Larmor frequency
w of a metabolite i, of chemical shift relative to water
o"„ in the presence of a field gradient G, at a posi¬
tion r:
to, = y( 1 - a,)(B0 + G • r) (1)
coronal 0 sagittal
Fig. 3. Excitation profile of a 75 mm X 75 mm PRESS VOI (160-mm square FOV), obtained by integration of the area under the




Fig. 4. Normalisation images (a) shows the lactate spectroscopic image from a 32 X 32 data set with a FOV of 160 mm (32 X 32
square voxels of edge 5 mm), (b) is the corresponding water reference spectrum image and (c) is the image of the ratio of (a) and
(b). Note the uniformity of (c) in the central region with the presence of a bright fringe in the anterior direction and a corresponding
dark fringe in the posterior direction. These are due to the chemical shift difference between lactate and water. The square box
delineates the position of the edge of the VOL
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Fig 5. The cross correlation function of the lactate and water images. A 63 X 63 [(2N-1)X(2N-1)] matrix grid was formed by the
cross correlation of a 32 X 32 lactate matrix with a 32 X 32 water matrix. The position of the maximum of this grid indicates the
point at which the two data sets overlapped the most. As such, the displacement of the maximum from the centre of the 63 X 63 array
indicates the size and direction of the chemical shift of lactate with respect to water. In this example the maximum was found to be
displaced by one voxel from the centre in both the saggittal and coronal directions, with a voxel size of 5 mm this chemical shift is
consistent with that of 6.5 mm predicted by theory.
Equation (1) yields an expression for the relative spatial




dB o SB o
dx
(2)
So with a field strength of B0 = 1.5 T, gradient strength
dB
— = 0.8 mT/m, Au>lac=223 Hz at 1.5 T then
Axlac=6.5 mm. With a voxel resolution of 5 mm in the
160 mm FOV ratio images, the positioning of the bright
and dark fringes in Fig. 4. appear consistent with this
predicted chemical shift artefact misregistration. To
check the direction and size of the chemical shift mis¬
registration in the coronal and sagittal directions, a cross
correlation of the water image, W(x, y) and the metabo¬
lite image M(x, y) was performed. The resulting cross
correlation function r(ip) should be centred about a
point equal to the chemical shift misregistration of the
metabolite as a result of the sagittal and coronal gradi¬
ents.
The cross correlation function is given by:
r(£, ip) = W{x, y) X
— oo —oo
M(x + £, y + ip) • dy • dx (3)
This integral was implemented on pairs of water and
metabolite image matrices using Matlab. A plot of r(£, tp)
for a water lactate cross-correlation is illustrated in
Fig. 5.
Having accounted for the chemical shift of the me¬
tabolite, a normalised image of a VOI from phantom
acquisitions has a variation in intensity of less than 20%
across its entirety. The existing non-uniformities were
found to persist at the edges of the VOI and could be
explained by the fact that the shape as well as the
position of the VOI profile can differ between metabo¬
lites. One cause of discrepancy in the excitation profile
between metabolites and water arises from the differ¬
ences in T1 relaxation times. This may lead to differential
degrees of saturation across the VOI upon application of
the subsequent radiofrequency pulse after a time TR. The
distribution of flip angles across a VOI edge depends
upon the shape of the excitation pulse and is represented
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Fig. 6. Simulation of the distribution of magnetisation across the edge of a PRESS VOl localised with a 90° sine pulse. The
simulation was performed for 7", values of 1500 ms and 3000 ms representing water and acetate in-vitro and TR of 1600 ms. The
amplitudes of the plateaux of the profiles have been normalised to the same intensity to enable quantification of the relative
overpulsing at the edge of the profile.
in a given direction by the flip angle distribution 0. The
shape of the VOl in a given direction is predicted, from
the Bloch equations as a function of 0, TR and T,.
-tr
I — e t, cos 0
Matlab simulations were performed using the spa¬
tial distribution of 0 across the edges of the coronal
sine pulses (calculated from the time dependence of
the sine pulses using the Cayley-Klein parame¬
ters.15'19). A Tr of 1600 ms was used for consistency
with our in vivo work with Tx values of 1500 ms
(representing water) and 3000 ms (representing the
metabolite acetate). These 7, values were calculated
by integrating the area under the metabolite and water
resonances from single voxel PRESS localised spectra
at Tr's of 1600 ms and 3200 ms.17 Figure 6 shows the
results of the simulations. It is clear that there is an
'over pulsing' effect due to incomplete relaxation at
the edges of the plateaux of the longer 7, (acetate)
profile. If the plateaux of the water and the acetate
profile simulations are normalised to the same inten¬
sity then the magnitude of the 'over pulsing' in this
region can be quantified. The result is a water profile
that is 25% less intense than the metabolite profile. As
such the inconsistencies at the VOl edge can be at¬
tributed to differences in 7,. As a consequence, when
normalising in vivo data, a water phantom of 7, com¬
parable to the Tj's of metabolites found in vivo
(=2000 ms16) should be used.
A further final possible contribution to non-uniformity
in a normalised lactate image results from the J-coupling
of the lactate protons. At the edge of a PRESS VOl the
distribution of flip angles is found to be non-ideal (Eq.
414). As a result the signal from a coupled species, whose
signal depends upon protons resonating at different fre¬
quencies, will vary in shape at the edges of the VOL15
Non-symmetrical doublets will result in the case of lac¬
tate, which upon integration may well result in an asym¬
metric excitation profile.
In-Vivo Image Normalisation
To implement image normalisation a 16 X 16 water
reference data set was taken from a doped phantom
acquisition. The VOl was of the same dimensions as
that of the SI to be normalised. The phantom was
doped with Gd-DTPA at a concentration of 0.1 mM, to
give a water 7, of 2000 ms,18 comparable with those












Fig. 7a. NAA image of a patient with an infarct in the right cerebral hemisphere. Superimposed is an edge-detected T2-weighted
image from the same transverse position. 7b. The image has been normalised with a water reference image from a phantom to account
for the spatial distribution of the excitation profile and the chemical shift misregistration of NAA with respect to water. 7c.
Interpolated version of b. 7d. Interpolated version of 7b.
of metabolites in healthy tissue at 1.5 T.16 A user-
defined voxel shift was then implemented to align the
corners of the two VOI's within the spatial framework
of the FOV. This voxel shift is implemented by adding
a phase angle in the x and y phase encoding directions
prior to the 2D spatial FFT. By prescribing an addi¬
tional fractional shift to account for the chemical shift
misregistration of the specific metabolite, then, images
from any of the metabolites can be normalised effec¬
tively using a single water image from a VOI of the
same size as that used in vivo. An example of the NAA
image from a stroke patient with an infarct in the right
cerebral hemisphere is given in Fig. 7, before and after
the normalisation procedure. Such images were made
for a group of 14 acute stroke patients. Using an
interactive region of interest, intensities of the signals
from NAA, choline and creatine were calculated from
the region covered by the infarct on the T2 image and
from a contra-lateral region. This procedure was im¬
plemented on both the normalised and non-normalised
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Table 1. Statistical comparisons of metabolite ratios found in
infarcted and contralateral regions for non-normalised and
normalised sets of metabolite images taken for a group of
n = 14 stroke patients
Non-normalised
images Normalised images
Infarct:contra /-test Infarct:contra /-test
NAA 0.592 <0.001 0.455 <0.001
Cho 0.984 >0.1 0.757 <0.001
Cr 1.006 >0.1 0.691 <0.001
The mean ratios of the metabolite concentration in the infarcted and
contralateral regions are presented together with the /-test for signifi¬
cance for difference between the mean intensity found in either hemi¬
sphere.
images and the mean intensity in either region calcu¬
lated. The /-test for significant difference between
these means, together with the mean ratio of the
means, is tabulated in Table 1.
Lipid Contamination
A further consequence of the chemical shift artefact is
inadvertent excitation of lipid in the marrow of the skull
and subcutaneous layer of the scalp, when placing the
VOl. With lipid resonances found in the range 1.5-0.9
ppm (Aw = 203-242 Hz), which when substituted into
Eq. (2) with the gradient strength of 0.8 mT/m, used on
our machine, gives Axlip = 7.1 mm. Consequently any
lipid visible on the transverse magnetic resonance imag¬
ing scan used to localise the VOI must be at least 7.1 mm
(1/2 a voxel) away from the VOI in the anterior and right
hand side directions of the patient. This is because the
VOI is positioned assuming it contains only water. Fur¬
thermore, additional lipid leakage may result from out of
VOI excitation by the side lobes of the PRESS magne¬
tisation profile.
CONCLUSIONS
With a PRESS localisation sequence it is inevitable
that chemical shift images will have an intensity propor¬
tional to the spatial magnetisation distribution. Specially
optimised pulses may well reduce this spatial variation in
magnetisation11'1213 but such pulses are often difficult to
implement on a clinical system. Corrections for a non¬
uniform slice excitation will be needed before spectro¬
scopic images can be quantified accurately. Such nor¬
malisation procedures will need to be chemical shift-
dependent to account for the differences in spatial
positioning of a SI VOI as calculated from the mag¬
netisation profiles of different metabolites. The in vivo
results confirm that the normalisation process has a
significant bearing upon subsequent quantitative mea¬
surements made using these spectroscopic images. As
such in vivo PRESS localised spectroscopic images
should be B]-normalised prior to any quantitative
analysis.
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE iN MEDICINE
Calculations and Experimental Studies of the Lineshape
of the Lactate Doublet in PRESS-Localized aH MRS
Ian Marshall, James M. Wild
Accurate quantification of NMR metabolites by spectral mod¬
eling requires assumed lineshape functions. For singlet reso¬
nances, a combination of Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes
is sufficient, but for weakly J-coupled resonances such as
lactate, more complex lineshapes are necessary. In this work,
the lactate lineshape is calculated for the PRESS sequence
using standard RF pulses, and compared with experimental
measurements. A similar comparison is made for PRESS-
localized spectroscopic imaging, in which the lineshape var¬
ies from voxel to voxel across the field of view. These obser¬
vations have important implications for the quantification of
lactate in experimental and human studies.
Key words: PRESS; lactate; quantification; modeling.
INTRODUCTION
The PRESS sequence (a-tl-/3-tl-t2--y-t2-Acq) (1) is widely
used to achieve spatial localization in single voxel 1H
NMR spectroscopy (2-4). In spectroscopic (chemical
shift) imaging, PRESS is often used for "inner volume"
excitation of brain tissue to avoid contamination of the
spectra from peripheral lipids (5). In both cases, the RF
pulses a, j3, and y are ideally 90°, 180°, and 180° respec¬
tively, and are applied with orthogonal slice selection
gradients to define a cuboid volume of interest (VOI).
Nonideal slice profiles, equivalent to a variation of flip
angle across each dimension of the VOI, lead to a loss of
amplitude for singlet resonances (6). Their lineshapes are
unaffected, and may be modeled by combined Lorentzian
and Gaussian (Voigt) functions (7, 8). For J-coupled res¬
onances, however, the effects are much more complex,
and a quantum mechanical or product operator (9) anal¬
ysis is necessary. An analysis of the PRESS ax/3xyx se¬
quence for a weakly coupled AX3 system such as lactate
leads to an observable methyl (doublet) signal at the
acquisition time of
CTs(tacq) = (^ihy + -Msx + k32lsylu + ^2ISXIU) Sin(as) [l]
where the coefficients k are given in the Appendix. The
analysis follows the method of Jung and Lutz for an AX
system (10), but is modified for the AX3 system of lactate
(11). Equation [1] represents a linear combination of line-
shapes in which the individual components of the dou¬
blet are either in-phase (Isy and Isx) or in antiphase
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(2IsyIlz and 2IsxIlz) with respect to one another (Fig. 1). In
the case of lactate, spin 1 refers to the methine proton
whose (quartet) signal appears at approximately 4.2 ppm,
and spin s refers to the three equivalent methyl protons
(numbered 2, 3, and 4) contributing to the doublet at 1.35
ppm. The chemical shift difference between these two
resonances is 5, and leads to different flip angles for the
two components (subscripted by 1 for the methine proton
and s for the methyl protons) depending on the gradient
strength used for spatial localization. The excitation
pulse angle as affects the amplitude of the complex dou¬
blet, whereas nonideal refocusing pulses pit /3S, yt, and -ys
give rise to the antiphase components by a process of
polarization transfer between the methyl and methine
protons. The refocusing pulses available on many scan¬
ners are of the sine variety, which have fairly poor slice
(and therefore flip angle) profiles, and hence some degree
of polarization transfer is present (12). Phase correction
cannot then be applied to the spectrum to reduce it to the
"ideal" in-phase doublet of Fig. la, even when the echo
time [TE] is a multiple of 1/J.
In this work, we applied Eq.[l] to predict the lactate
doublet lineshape in both single voxel PRESS spectros¬
copy and spectroscopic (chemical shift) imaging with
PRESS localization. We then measured experimental
lineshapes using the standard PRESS pulse sequences
available on our scanner.
METHOD
Simulations
The coefficients in Eq.[l] were derived analytically for
the PRESS sequence (ax/3xyx) available on our scanner
(Siemens Magnetom 63SP) as functions of flip angles and
timing, taking into account the chemical shift difference
between the methyl and methine protons. The VOI was
considered as a 3-dimensional array of 40 X 40 X 40
subvoxels, with the flip angles applied along the three
directions. The flip angle distribution along each axis
was calculated for the Hanning-weighted sine RF pulse
envelopes available on our scanner. A method using the
Cayley-Klein parameters to solve the Bloch Equation (13)
was implemented in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc, Natick,
MA), and was evaluated at 40 sample points across the
VOI. The spatial dimensions were scaled such that the
flip angles had fallen to half their nominal (center) values
at the 10th and 30th sample points. Eq. [1] was then
evaluated for each of the 403 subvoxels, again using
Matlab. Our sequence is asymmetrical, with tl = 30 ms,
and the slice selection gradients (2 mT/m for single voxel
spectroscopy) lead to a chemical shift of two subvoxels in
each direction. We used a coupling constant of J = 6.9 Hz
(2/J = 290 ms). To simulate single voxel spectroscopy,
the 403 results were summed to yield mean coefficients.
A composite lineshape was then calculated from the
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FIG. 1. Lactate methyl doublet basis functions of Eq.[1], with
1/J = 145 ms, T2 = 300 ms, and Gaussian linebroadening of
FWHM = 1 Hz. (a) lsy, the "conventional" or "ideal" absorption
mode lineshape; (b) lsx; (c) 2lsyi1z; (d) 2lsxllz.
basis functions of Fig. 1, using a transverse relaxation
time T2 of 300 ms, and with Gaussian linebroadening of
full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of 1 Hz to represent
susceptibility variations over the VOI (7, 8). The compos¬
ite lineshapes correspond to the "real" (absorption) mode
spectra, which are observed along the negative y-axis on
our scanner. In our implementation of spectroscopic im¬
aging, the phase encoding is applied in the a and |3
directions, while the third direction (corresponding to y)
is unresolved spatially. Thus to simulate the observed
spectra, we summed over the 40 subvoxels correspond¬
ing to the y direction. Subvoxels in the a and /3 directions
were grouped to yield the same number of within-VOI
voxels as measured experimentally.
In Vitro Spectroscopy
All experiments were conducted on a standard Siemens
1.5T Magnetom 63SP equipped with unshielded gradi¬
ents of maximum strength 10 mT/m. The standard head
coil was used, and the manufacturer's spectroscopy
phantom (containing 100 mM acetate and 100 mM lac¬
tate) was placed in a saline-filled loading annulus inside
the coil. The phantom and coil were positioned at the
isocenter of the magnet. Semi-automatic shimming using
the linear and Z2 gradients was conducted, based on
3-dimensional field mapping (14). A 24-mm cubical vol¬
ume of interest (VOI) was localized at the center of the
phantom using the scanner's standard PRESS sequence,
with a repetition time (TR) of 5s and the recommended
echo time [TE] of 135 ms. Four water reference acquisi¬
tions were collected, followed by eight acquisitions with
CHESS water suppression. Each acquisition consisted of
4096 samples taken at 250-/xs intervals. The experiment
was repeated with echo times of 145, 270, and 290 ms.
Data processing consisted of time domain phase correc¬
tion using the water reference signal to remove the effects
of eddy currents (15), mild apodisation by a Gaussian
window (equivalent FWHM = 0.5 Hz) and Fourier trans¬
formation. A further zero-order phase correction of 6°
was applied to bring the acetate peak into pure absorp¬
tion mode. The same processing (including the 6° final
phase correction) was applied for each echo time.
Spectroscopic imaging in a transverse plane was con¬
ducted using the manufacturer's sequence with PRESS-
localized inner volume excitation and an echo time of
135 ms. The sequence was run with a 60 X 60 mm
in-plane VOI (with 0.8 mT/m slice selection gradients)
and a thickness of 15 mm (with 3 mT/m slice selection
gradient). The FOV was 192 mm, with a 32-by-16 phase
encoding matrix giving a voxel size of 6 mm (in the /3
pulse direction) X 12 mm (in the a direction) X 15 mm.
The repetition time was 2.5s, thereby giving an acquisi¬
tion time of 21 min. Both water reference and (CHESS)
water-suppressed data sets were acquired. Data process¬
ing consisted of 2-dimensional Fourier transformation,
phase correction using the water reference data, Gaussian
apodization with a FWHM of 0.5Hz, and a final Fourier
transformation to the spectral domain.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the calculated components of Eq.[l] (see
Appendix) for the asymmetrical PRESS sequence used, as a
function of TE. The excitation pulse as has been set to 90°
to maximize the signals. In Fig. 2a, the refocusing pulses
have been set to their ideal values of 180°, and the graphs
show the behavior predicted by simple theory. Thus at
TE = 145 ms (1/J), Isy attains its maximum value of unity
(while the other components are zero), and a pure in-phase
doublet corresponding to Fig. la is observed. With obser¬
vation being along the negative y-axis, the doublet is actu¬
ally inverted. Similarly, at TE = 290 ms (2/J) an upright
in-phase doublet is observed. When TE is 3/2J (217.5 ms),
only the 2IsxIlz component is non-zero, and the antiphase
doublet of Fig. Id is observed. With refocusing pulses of
180°, there are no polarization transfer effects, and the re¬
sults of Fig. 2a are obtained regardless of the individual
values of tl and t2. Thus the symmetrical PRESS sequence
discussed by Jung and Lutz (10) behaves identically under
these ideal conditions.
In Fig. 2b, the refocusing pulses have been set to 90° to
maximize the polarization transfer between the methine
and methyl protons. The behavior of the four compo¬
nents is now a complicated function of TE. The most
obvious feature is the sinusoidal modulation at a fre¬
quency of 5/2 (89.25 Hz; period 11.2 ms). The amplitude
of this modulation as a function of TE is quite different
for symmetrical and asymmetrical sequences.
In a real PRESS experiment, the behavior falls between
the extremes of Figs. 2a and 2b according to the flip angle
profile across the VOI.
The Hanning-weighted sine waveform used for the
180° RF pulse envelopes is shown in Fig. 3, together with
its corresponding flip angle profile. It can be seen that the
nominal 180° (tr radian) flip angle falls fairly sharply
away from the center of the slice. Lengthening the RF
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FIG. 2. Behavior of the components of Eq.[1] as a function of echo time TE for the (asymmetrical)
PRESS spectroscopic pulse sequence used in this work, (a) With ideal 180° refocusing pulses for
/3,, ps, 7i, and ys, the behavior is as expected by simple theory; (b) when the refocusing pulses are
all 90°, maximum polarization transfer occurs, and the behavior is a complex function of sequence
timing. In a real experiment, the behavior falls between these two extremes according to the flip
angle profile across the VOI.
pulse to increase the number of side lobes (i.e., improv¬
ing the sine approximation) did not improve the calcu¬
lated flip angle profile. The poor profile is thus a direct
result of the nonlinearity of
the Bloch equations, which be¬
comes important for such large
flip angles. Using a value of
J = 6.9 Hz (i.e., 2/J = 290 ms),
and summing Eq.fl] over all
subvoxels gave reasonable
agreement with the experi¬
mental single voxel spectra for
6 = 178.5Hz (Fig. 4). Calcu¬
lated spectra for TE =135 and
145 ms do not show as much
asymmetry as observed exper¬
imentally, but agreement is
better at TE = 270 and 290 ms.
Note the asymmetry and "dis¬
torted baselines" compared
with the "ideal" doublet of
Fig. la. The asymmetry arises
from the polarization transfer
components. Small changes
(±1 Hz) in the value of 6 used
in the simulations caused sig¬
nificant changes in the appear¬
ance of the doublet, especially
around 145 and 290 ms. This
is because of the modulation
effect of the polarization trans¬
fer caused by the relatively
poor flip angle profile, as dem¬
onstrated in Fig. 2b. By con¬
trast, varying 1/J in the range
135 to 145 ms had relatively
little effect on the lineshape.
Using the same values of J
and 8, we calculated the ex¬
pected appearance of the lac¬
tate doublet for a spectro¬
scopic imaging experiment.
Summation was conducted
over all 40 subvoxels in the y
direction, and subvoxels in the
other two directions were
grouped to yield a 20 X 20 ar¬
ray of voxels within the VOI.
Each row is simply scaled by
sin(as) relative to the central
row, whereas along each row
the lineshape changes as the
angles and /3S vary. The cen¬
tral row is shown in Fig. 5b,
and the corresponding experi¬
mental result in Fig. 5a. It can
be seen that the main features
are predicted well, with the
amplitude falling from a max¬
imum at the center of the row
towards the noise level at the
ends of the row (beyond the
edges of the nominal VOI). Small, poorly phased dou¬
blets are observed in the transition regions. The asymme¬
try between the left-hand and right-hand transition re-
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FIG. 3. 180° Hanning-weighted sine RF pulse waveform as used
experimentally, and the corresponding calculated flip angle profile.
gions occurs because of the chemical shift between the
methine and methyl protons. Figure 5c shows the calcu¬
lated spectra obtained when the chemical shift effect is
ignored.
Several effects may be responsible for disagreement
between the simulated and experimental lineshapes, in¬
cluding inaccurate estimation of S, imperfect spoiling
and out of plane rotation by pulses. We measured the
effective S for the manufacturer's phantom using
the HOPE sequence (16), a version of PRESS in which the
two refocusing pulses are nominally 90° to maximise the
polarization transfer effects (as in Fig. 2b). Fitting the
integrated intensity of the lactate doublet for echo times
around 290 ms gave S = 178.5(±1.7) Hz, which is in
excellent agreement with the value we found optimal for
matching calculated with experimental lineshapes. How¬
ever, other sources of error should be considered. Imper¬
fect spoiling would lead to retention of spin components
other than those that have been in single quantum states
throughout the sequence, and that would therefore have
experienced variable amounts of relaxation. Residual
eddy current effects may also be significant, especially
with unshielded gradient coils as used in this work. A
further contribution to the flip angle distribution will be
caused by any nonuniformity in head coil RF sensitivity.
The use of fairly small VOIs placed at the center of the
coil will minimize this effect.
A more complete analysis of the RF pulses shows that
the rotations are not exactly about the intended axis. For
example, the excitation pulse ax creates a small amount
of x-magnetization Mx in addition to the intended My.
We are currently investigating these effects.
It is expected that the next generation of MRI scanners
will be supplied with numerically optimised RF pulses
having significantly better slice profiles than are avail¬
able on many current machines, particularly for 180°
pulses. Alternatives are the use of STEAM localization,
with its inherently better 90° refocusing pulses (but only
half the signal strength of PRESS), or the use of short
echo times to reduce the effects of J-modulation. How¬
ever, short echo time spectra are complicated by broad
macromolecular resonances. Accurate quantification of
J-coupled spectra must in general take account of the flip
angle variation and timing of localization sequences.
Successful spectral modeling will need to include the
four basis functions of Fig. 1.
CONCLUSIONS
Calculations and experimental measurements of the lac¬
tate doublet lineshape in PRESS spectroscopy show that
the lineshape cannot be considered simply as a pair of
singlet lineshapes spaced apart by }. A full treatment is
necessary for the particular sequence timing and RF
pulse envelopes used in order to specify the lineshape. In
spectroscopic imaging experiments, the lineshape is also
a function of spatial position if PRESS is used for inner
volume excitation. These considerations should be taken
into account when quantifying lactate by means of spec¬
tral modeling. The methods used here may readily be
extended to consider other weakly coupled metabolites,
and the STEAM localization sequence.
1.4 1.2
PPm
FIG. 4. (a) Calculated and (b) experimental appearance of the
lactate doublet for PRESS single voxel spectroscopy with echo
times (7~£) of 135, 145, 270, and 290 ms.
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FIG. 5. (a) Experimental appearance of the lactate doublet for the
central row of a PRESS-localized spectroscopic imaging experi¬
ment with T£F = 135 ms; (b) corresponding calculated spectra. The
flip angles 0-, and /3S decrease from their nominal value of 180° at
the center of the VOI towards the edges. Note the asymmetry
between the two edges due to the chemical shift effect; (c) calcu¬
lated spectra neglecting the chemical shift effect.
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APPENDIX
The coefficients of Eq. [1 ] can be calculated by the prod¬
uct operator method (9-11). Assuming ideal spoiler gra¬
dients which retain only magnetization that has been in
a single quantum state for the entire sequence (the [ — 1,
1,-1] coherence pathway (17)), the coefficients k are
= V4 P sint-TrJtJ sin(7rjt2) cos(7rJ(t1 + t2))
cos^tj + t2))
— V2 A cos2(irJt2) (1 — cos(yj)
— V2 A sin2(-7rjt2) cos(ys) (1 — cos(y1))
+ V2 B sin(TrJt2) cos(-njt2) (2cos(ys) — 1 — cos^)cos(yJ)
k2 = —14 P sint-TrJtJ sin(irjt2) 005(771(1! + t2)) sin(S(t, + t2))
k3 — Vt P sinfTrlh) cos(7rJt2) cosfTrKh + t2)) 310(6(1! + t2))
k4 = 14 P sin(7Tjt!) cos(7rJt2) cos(7rJ(t! + t2)) cos(6(t! + t2))
+ V2 B sin2(7rjt2) (1 - cos(ys)) i
+ V2 B cos2(TrJt2) cos(ys) (1 — costy,))
— 14 A sin(7rjt2) cos(-i7jt2) (2cos(ys) — 1 — cos(y!)cos(ys))
where
A = V2 cos2(7rJt!) (1 - cos(|3s)) + V2 sin2(7Tjt!) cos(/3s)
(1 - cos(/3j)
B = 14 sin(7rjt!) cos(7rJt!) (2cos(/3s) - 1 — cosQSJcosOJ)
P = sin(/3i) sin(/3s) sinfyj sin(ys)
and j3 and y are the refocusing pulse flip angles (sub¬
scripted by 1 for the methine proton and by s for the
methyl protons), ta and t2 are the interpulse timings, J is
the magnitude of the coupling between the methine and
methyl protons, and 6 is the corresponding chemical
shift difference. Unlike the AX system, no observable
methyl signal is produced by single polarization transfer
from the methine proton. Only nontransferred methyl
polarization and double polarization transfer compo¬
nents (methyl-|3-methine-y-methyl) contribute to the fi¬
nal methyl signal. The latter components include the
factor P in the above expressions.
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A Systematic Study of the Lactate Lineshape in PRESS-
Localized Proton Spectroscopy
Ian Marshall, James Wild
J-coupled resonances such as lactate exhibit complex behav¬
ior in PRESS-localized spectroscopy. Polarization transfer ef¬
fects due to nonideal slice profiles can lead to substantial
errors in quantification unless recognized. In this work, it is
shown how these effects can be predicted in a systematic
way given the sequence timing and the RF pulse envelopes.
Experimental results are presented to highlight the problems
of working at the popular echo time of 2U.
Key words: PRESS; lactate; quantification; modeling.
INTRODUCTION
The double spin-echo (PRESS) spectroscopic sequence
can be represented by (a-f1-/3-t1-f2-y-f2-Acq) where the RF
pulses a, /3, and y are ideally 90, 180, and 180°, respec¬
tively. These pulses are applied in the presence of or¬
thogonal slice-selection gradients to localize a volume of
interest (VOI). Nonideal slice profiles lead to polarization
transfer effects for /-coupled resonances, and various au¬
thors have studied this phenomenon (1-4). Jung and
Lutz (1) gave a theoretical analysis of the weakly coupled
AX system, and presented experimental results for lac¬
tate (an AX3 system) with symmetrical PRESS sequences
(fa = f2) having echo times (TE = 2tx + 2t2) of multiples
of 1//. They also compared symmetrical and asymmetri¬
cal sequences at TE = 1// and 2//. In an experimental
study, Schick et al. (2) compared lactate spectra acquired
with TE around l//and around 2//using three different
RF pulse shapes for spatial localization, and they showed
the effect of using different ratios of tx : f2. Bunse et al. (3)
gave an analysis of the weakly coupled AX3 system sub¬
jected to symmetrical PRESS sequences with TE around
(4n - 2)1J (n = 1, 2, . . . ), under which conditions polar¬
ization transfer effects are maximized. Experimental re¬
sults with lactate confirmed the expected behavior.
Marshall and Wild (4) gave a theoretical expression for
the observable doublet when lactate is subjected to a
generalized PRESS sequence, and showed how the dou¬
blet lineshape can be calculated given the RF pulse en¬
velopes and the slice-selection gradients. To validate the
calculations, they presented experimental results corre¬
sponding to asymmetrical sequences.
In this work, we concentrate on the integrated intensity
of the lactate doublet lineshape, as this is still the most
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popular means of quantification, and, indeed, the only
method available on many scanners. By means of surface
and line plots, we show systematically the theoretical
effects of varying tx and f2. Experimental results are pre¬
sented to highlight the problems of working at the pop¬
ular echo time of 2//.
METHOD
A product operator analysis (5) of the PRESS sequence
(either axpxyx or ax/3yyy) for a weakly coupled AX3 sys¬
tem such as lactate leads to an observable methyl (dou¬
blet) signal at the acquisition time of
iTs(iacq) G^iby " F k32ISyIlz -t- 1m2IsxI1z) sin(o:s) [l]
where the coefficients k have been reported previously
(4), but are given in the Appendix for convenience. Equa¬
tion [l] represents a linear combination ofmagnetization
states in which the individual components of the doublet
are either in-phase (Isy and Isx) or in antiphase (2IsyIlz
and 2lsxIlz) with respect to one another. Nonideal refo-
cusing pulses f3x, Ps, yx, and 7S give rise to the antiphase
components by a process of polarization transfer between
the methyl and methine protons.
Simulations
The simulation method was largely as described previ¬
ously (4), and so will only be summarized here. The
coefficients in Eq.[l] were calculated for tx and f2, each
ranging from 0 to 300 ms. The VOI was considered as a
three-dimensional array of 40 x 40 X 40 subvoxels (each
a 1-mm cube), with the flip angles applied along the three
directions. The flip-angle distribution along each axis
was calculated for the sine pulses available on our scan¬
ner (Siemens Magnetom 63SP) as shown previously (4),
using 2 mT/m slice-selection gradients. The chemical-
shift difference 8 between the methyl and methine pro¬
tons is 178.5 Hz, and leads to a displacement of 2.1 mm
(two subvoxels) between their respective VOIs, and
hence the two groups receive different flip angles. The
flip angles had fallen to half their central (nominal) val¬
ues at 12 mm in each direction, corresponding to an
effective experimental VOI of 24-mm dimension. For
each combination of tx and f2, Eq. [1] was evaluated for
each of the 403 subvoxels, and the results summed to
yield mean coefficients. Idealized refocusing pulses of 90
and 180° were also studied. The coupling constant was
/ = 6.9 Hz [2/J = 290 ms). Assuming ideal peak area
integration (i.e., between infinite limits) or curve fitting,
only the Isy state yields a nonzero lineshape integral, and
coefficient kx then gives the integrated lineshape area.
For selected combinations of tx and t2, composite line-
shapes were calculated using basis functions with a
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transverse relaxation time T2 of 300 ms, and with Gauss¬
ian line broadening of full width at half maximum
(FVVHM) of 1 Hz. Coefficient calculations were carried
out using code written in the C language and took several
days to run on an UltraSPARC workstation (Sun Micro¬
systems Computer Company, Mountain View, CA). Visu¬
alization of results was by Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc.,
Natick, MA).
were run, with four water reference acquisitions and
eight acquisitions with chemical shift selective (CHESS)
water suppression being collected at each TE. Data pro¬
cessing consisted of time domain phase correction (6),
removal of residual water components by the Hankel-
Lanczos singular value decomposition (HLSVD) method
(7), mild apodization by a Gaussian window (equivalent
FVVHM = 0.5 Hz), and Fourier transformation.
In Vitro Spectroscopy
Experiments were carried out on a Siemens 1.5 T Mag-
netom 63SP to demonstrate the unwanted polarization
transfer effects that occur in symmetrical PRESS se¬
quences around TE = 2//. A phantom containing 100 mM
lactate was placed in a saline-filled loading annulus in¬
side the head coil and positioned at the isocenter of the
magnet. After shimming, a 24-mm (nominal size) cubical
VOI was localized at the center of the phantom using a
PRESS sequence with user selectable t2 and t2. Symmet¬
rical sequences (i.e., f-, = t2) from TE = 285 to 292 ms
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The coefficients k of Eq. [l] are portrayed in Fig. 1 as
functions of the sequence timing parameters t1 and t2. In
Fig. la, the refocusing pulses have been set to their ideal
values of 180°, and the coefficients k2 and k3 are zero
(within computational errors). Coefficients k1 and k4 ap¬
pear as wavelike surfaces of unit amplitude. The "crests"
and "troughs" are aligned along lines of constant echo
time, with k4 being out of phase by -rr/2 with respect to k2.
In Fig. lb, the refocusing pulses have been set to 90° to
FIG. 1. Coefficients k of Eq. [1] as a function of t, and f2. The
echo time TE is 2f, + 2t2. (a) Refocusing pulses of 180°: from
top to bottom, /q, k2, k3, k4, (b) refocusing pulses of 90°; (c)
expanded detail of k, with 90° refocusing pulses.
C
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demonstrate the polarization transfer effect. All coeffi¬
cients are now nonzero and exhibit a complex behavior.
In Fig. lc is shown an enlarged detail of k1 of Fig. lb. The
"smooth" hump nearest to the viewpoint in Fig. lb is
now revealed to consist of rapid sinusoidal modulations
with a period of slightly over 5 ms (in fact 5.6 ms, being
equal to 1/8) in + t2 = TE/2). This is the polarization
transfer effect.
Basis lineshapes for the methyl doublet were calcu¬
lated using 1// = 145 ms, a spin-spin relaxation time T2
of 300 ms, and Gaussian line broadening of FVVHM of 1
Hz, as described previously (4). Only the pure absorption
doublet Isy has a nonzero peak area integral, and so only
k1 need be considered when calculating lineshape areas.
All the basis functions contribute to the shape of the
doublet, however.
Figure 2a is the central result of this work. It shows the
integrated lactate doublet lineshape area (i.e., kfi arising
from a PRESS-localized sequence using Hanning-
weighted sine refocusing pulses of nominal flip angle
180°. The chemical-shift displacement effect of the 2
mT/m slice-selection gradients has been taken into ac¬
count, as has the polarity of the receiver channels. The
lineshape area has been normalized to the theoretical
maximum that occurs for t1 - t2 = 1/J. The integrated
area combines the wavelike features of Fig. la with the
more complex features of Fig. lb, as can be seen more
clearly in the enlarged detail of Fig. 2b. This shows the
polarization transfer modulation superimposed on the
gross features of the surface. The integrated lineshape
area is presented in Fig. 2c as a contour map that clearly
reveals the polarization transfer "fingers" in addition to
the gross wavelike features.
Figure 3 shows a section through the integrated line-
shape area surface (Fig. 2) corresponding to PRESS se¬
quences with a fixed of 30 ms. This value was chosen
because it corresponds to the standard Siemens PRESS
sequence. The range of t2 is from 0 to 300 ms, yielding
echo times from 60 to 660 ms. In an actual sequence, t2
would have a minimal value somewhat larger than zero
to accommodate slice selection and crusher pulses. Sev¬
eral interesting features are evident from Fig. 3; the neg¬
ative excursions of the area (around TE = l//and 3If) are
smaller than the positive excursions (around TE = 2//
and 4If), having values of -0.60 and 0.81, respectively.
Thus, neglecting T2 relaxation, increasing the echo time
from 145 to 290 ms would actually increase the signal
from lactate. In a real experiment in which relaxation
FIG. 2. (a) Integrated intensity of the lactate doublet lineshape
as a function of f, and t2, normalized to the theoretical maxi¬
mum (which occurs for f, = t2 = 1/J). PRESS localization with
Hanning-weighted sine refocusing pulses of nominal flip angle
180°, 24-mm VOI, and 2 mT/m localization gradients; (b) detail;
(c) plan view with contours.
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FIG. 3. Section through the surface of Fig. 2 for an asymmetrical
PRESS sequence with a fixed t, of 30 ms.
occurs, the signal at 290 ms may be larger, smaller, or
about the same as that at 145 ms. Polarization transfer
modulation is more pronounced as the echo time in¬
creases from l//to 2//than from 2//to 3//; i.e., the effect
is not symmetrical about TE = 2//. This behavior is
repeated from 3//. The asymmetries are simply due to the
way in which the surface of Fig. 2 is cut, as is most
clearly seen by inspection of the contours in Fig. 2c. The
polarization transfer effect is most apparent around echo
times of 21J and 4//, amounting to a 7% difference in
signal for slightly different echo times. Even multiples of
1// should, therefore, be avoided if attempting to make
quantitative measurements of lactate concentration with
this asymmetrical sequence. Under these conditions, the
only reliable way of estimating T2 using the conventional
method of making measurements at increasing echo
times would be to make measurements at 1//, 3//, etc. In
this way, the worst effects of polarization transfer are
avoided, and there is no ambiguity caused by the differ¬
ent peak areas encountered at odd and even multiples
of 1//.
Figure 4 shows sections through Fig. 2 having fixed
echo times of 145 ms (1 IJ] (solid line), 290 ms (2IJ)
(dashed line), and 580 ms (4IJ) (dashed-dotted line). q
and f2 are varied together such that TE = 2q + 2t2
remains constant. For TE = 1//, the integrated lineshape
area is independent of t1 and t2, and has a value of -0.60.
This behavior is, in fact, repeated at odd multiples of 1//,
and corresponds to the flat-bottomed valleys of Fig. 2,
most clearly seen in the contour representation of Fig. 2c
where they run diagonally from top left to bottom right.
The behavior at TE = 2// is more complex, having the
maximal possible value of unity when either q or t2 is
zero. These extreme asymmetrical sequences would not
be possible in practice for the reasons discussed above.
Physically realizable sequences with nonzero q and t2
will yield lower area integrals, with the lowest value (of
0.44) occurring for the symmetrical case. The exact value
observed around this point is a strong function of the
echo time, as we shall see later. Conversely, a symmetri¬
cal sequence with TE = 4//(dashed-dotted line) has the
highest possible integrated area. Once again, this value
also occurs for extreme sequences with q or t2 equal to
zero. The lowest area (0.37) occurs when t2 = 3q and vice
versa.
Figure 5 shows a section through Fig. 2 for symmetrical
PRESS sequences with q = t2. All the features discussed
above are present; the gross /modulation, the imbalance
of positive and negative areas, and the polarization trans¬
fer modulation. With this symmetrical sequence, the po¬
larization transfer effect is symmetrical about TE = 2//,
unlike the case of the asymmetrical sequence in Fig. 3.
Polarization transfer is most significant around TE = 2/J
(i.e., q = t2 = 1/2J], when a small change in TE (of 5.6 ms,
equivalent to 1/5) causes the measured area to change
from 0.25 to 0.46 units. This effect is the basis of the
HOPE sequence (8) in which the refocusing pulses are
nominally 90° and spoiler-gradient pulses are arranged
(as in PRESS) to rephase only the double spin echo.
PRESS and HOPE sequences are distinguished from stim¬
ulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) sequences (9) in
which the spoiler gradients select the stimulated echo
while dephasing the double spin echo. Even when the
PRESS refocusing pulses are nominally 180°, as here,
their nonideal slice profiles cause very significant polar¬
ization transfer effects, and the use of such a PRESS
sequence cannot be recommended. When TE is an odd
multiple of 1//, the (inverted) doublet area is much less
prone to polarization transfer effects and has a value of
approximately 0.6 of the theoretical maximum. Only at
echo times of 4mlJ (m = 0,1,...) is the maximal area
obtained, m = 0 is impractical, although short-echo time
sequences are becoming feasible with increased gradient
performance, m = 1 corresponds to an echo time of 580
ms, which is long enough that significant T2 decay will
have occurred, reducing the available signal strength.
Higher values of m are impractical because of excessive
T2 decay.
Examples of doublet lineshapes generated by summation
of the results for all 403 subvoxels are shown in Fig. 6. The
independence of q and t2 values for an echo time of 1// is
\TE=290 ms ' /
"• s '
- ' ' ■
250 300
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FIG. 4. Sections through the surface of Fig. 2 for fixed echo times
of 145 ms (1 /J) (solid line); (b) 290 ms (2/J) (dashed line); (c) 580 ms
(4/J) (dashed-dotted line).
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FIG. 5. Section through the surface of Fig. 2 for the symmetrical
PRESS sequence (f, = t2).
demonstrated by comparison of asymmetrical (Fig. 6a) and
symmetrical (Fig. 6c) sequences. Figure 6b shows the line-
shape expected from an (asymmetrical) sequence with
TE = 2//. The ideal lineshape (maximal area) is achieved
only for a symmetrical sequence with TE = 4// (Fig. 6d).
The polarization transfer modulation of lineshape (and
hence integrated area) is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a, the
lineshape has been calculated for symmetrical sequences
having echo times of 285 to 292 ms. Corresponding ex¬
perimental spectra are shown in Fig. 7b. The main fea¬
tures of the calculated lineshapes are confirmed experi¬
mentally, notably the increasing depth of the central
trough as TE increases, and the highly asymmetric base¬
lines between 287 and 290 ms. The former effect should
not be mistaken for increased spectral resolution; it is the
result of an increased contribution from the antiphase
terms. Several effects may be responsible for the residual
differences between the simulated and experimental
lineshapes, including inaccurate estimation of S, imper¬
fect spoiling, out-of-plane rotation by pulses, and eddy
currents. The latter may be significant with the un¬
shielded gradient coils used in this work, despite using
fairly modest gradient strengths (2 mT/m) and water
reference data for phase correction. Increased gradient
strengths would reduce the chemical-shift displacement
effects but would increase any eddy-current effects. The
maximal achievable VOI size would also suffer because
of RF amplifier limitations. In fact, simulations with the
chemical-shift displacement set to zero (representing in¬
finite gradient strength) gave lineshape integrals of-0.64,
0.82, -0.64, and 1.00, respectively, for the four examples
shown in Fig. 6 (compared with the values of-0.60, 0.81,
-0.61, and 1.00 that include the effect of 2 mT/m gradi¬
ents), suggesting that the poor slice profiles have a more
significant effect than the use of modest localization gra¬
dients. The theoretical calculations do not take account
of relaxation effects that may not be insignificant exper¬
imentally. A further contribution to the flip-angle distri¬
bution will be caused by any nonuniformity in head coil
RF sensitivity, but this effect should be minimal with the
small, central VOI used.
In calculating the doublet lineshape area, we have as¬
sumed ideal integration between infinite limits, so that only
the Isy state contributes. This is also correct if lineshape
modeling techniques are used. However, if integration is
used in practice, it is likely to be restricted in extent by
neighboring peaks. The long tails of the antisymmetric dis¬
persion component 2IsxIlz will then introduce an error term
that increases as the integration width is reduced.
In the derivation of the coefficients k, we have as¬
sumed ideal spoiling by gradient pulse pairs placed sym¬
metrically about each of the refocusing pulses. These
serve to retain only magnetization that has been in the
transverse plane throughout the sequence, leading to the
(double) spin echo. The algebra is greatly simplified
since all longitudinal magnetization terms can be ig¬
nored. If nonideal spoiling is to be investigated, one
would have to consider these terms, and also the contri¬
bution of spins from outside the selected VOI that expe¬
rience only one or two of the RF pulses. Many hundred
terms would need to be carried through the calculation,
making this impractical for manual manipulation, but
perhaps amenable to computer algebra systems (10, 11).
The product operator formalism can, in principle, be
used to analyze STEAM sequences (12), in which spoiler
gradients select the stimulated echo rather than the (dou¬
ble) spin echo. The nomenclature for STEAM is 90° -
TE/2 - 90° - TM - 90° - TE/2 - Acq, with the time interval
between the second and third 90° pulses being referred to
as the mixing time, TM. During TM, the relevant magne¬
tization is in a longitudinaldzero quantum coherence^
■ste+erThe echo time, TE, refers to the time during which
this magnetization is in the transverse plane. Wilman
and Allen (12) presented an analysis of lactate subjected
to a STEAM sequence with idealized 90° pulses. In
STEAM, the lactate doublet integrated intensity displays
FIG. 6. Examples of calculated PRESS spectra, (a) Asymmetrical
sequence with f, = 30 ms and TE = 145 ms; (b) asymmetrical
sequence with f, = 30 ms and TE = 290 ms; (c) symmetrical
sequence with TE = 145 ms; (d) symmetrical sequence with TE =
580 ms. The integrated lineshape areas are given relative to the
theoretical maximum, which occurs for the symmetrical sequence
with TE = 580 ms.
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FIG. 7. (a) Series of calculated spectra for symmetrical PRESS sequences around TE = 290 ms (2/J), showing the polarization transfer
modulation caused by imperfect refocusing pulses; (b) corresponding experimental spectra.
modulations with both
TE and TM, of the form sin(STE/2) and sin(STM), re¬
spectively, compared with the sin(8(fj + f2)) =
sin(S(TE/2)) for the symmetrical HOPE sequence.
CONCLUSIONS
It is evident that intelligent use of PRESS sequences is
needed to avoid the problems highlighted here. Accurate
quantification of /-coupled spectra should take account
of the flip-angle distribution and the timing of the se¬
quence. In particular, symmetrical PRESS sequences
with TE around 2/J should be avoided, whereas se¬
quences with TE around 1// and highly asymmetrical
sequences are relatively robust. It is expected that the
increasing availability of short echo times and numeri¬
cally optimized slice-selection pulses will alleviate many
of the problems of localized spectroscopy.
APPENDIX
The coefficients of Eq.[l] have been reported previously
(4) but are repeated here for convenience. Assuming
ideal spoiler gradients, and neglecting relaxation effects,
they are
kj = l/4 P sin(ir/t1) sin(ir/t2) coslTr/lb + t2))
x cos(8(t! + t2))
- l/2 A cos2(ir/t2) (1 - cos(y5))
- 1/2 A sin2(77/t2) cos(ys) (1 - coslyO)
+ l/2 B sin(ir/t2) cos(ir/t2) (2cos(ys) - 1
- cosCyj) cos(ys)) [Al]
k2 = — l/4 P sin(Tr/t!) sin(ir/t2)
X cos(-rr/(ti + t2)) sin(8(t! + t2)) [A2]
k3 = l/4 P sinfir/ti) cos(ir/t2)
X cosC-rr/lt! + t2)) sin(8(tj + t2)) [A3]
k4 = l/4 P s'in(7r/ti) cos(ir/t2)
X cosO/lb + t2)) cos(8(t, + t2))
+ l/2 B sin2(ir/t2) (1 - cos(ys))
+ l/2 B cos2(ir/t2) cos(y5) (1 - cosCyO)
- l/2 A sin(7r/t2) cos(ir/t2) (2cos(ys) — 1
- cos(7i) cos(ys)) [A4]
where
A = 1/2 cos2(7r/t!) (1 — cos(/3s))
+ l/2 sin2(ir/t1) cos(/3s) (1 - cos (Pi)) [A5]
B = l/2 sin(7r/t!) costir/^) (2cos(/3s) — 1
- cos(/3i) cos(/3s)) [A6]
P = sin(/3j) sin(j3s) sin(yi) sin(ys) [A7]
and (3 and 7 are the refocusing pulse flip angles (sub¬
scripted by 1 for the methine proton and by s for the
methyl protons), f4 and f2 are the interpulse timings, / is
the magnitude of the coupling between the methine and
methyl protons, and 8 is the corresponding chemical-
shift difference.
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